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Preface

The results of the two workshops in this volume would not have been achieved
without the support of all co-organisers. They are all acknowledged in the
colophon to this report. We would like express our thanks to the sponsors of the
workshops. The Senegal workshop was financed by the David and Lucile Packard
Foundation (USA). The Mauritania workshop was sponsored by  the Packard
Foundation and the Netherlands-Benin Sustainable Development Treaty, represent-
ed by CBDD-Benin and Ecooperation-Netherlands. Staff of Novib and WWF kind-
ly offered their expertise and skills to run the meetings smoothly. We particularly
would like to pay tribute to Mr Chérif Ould Toueileb at the Mauritania Ministry
of Fisheries and Maritime Economy, who kindly acted as the host of the second
workshop in Nouakchott, the capital of Mauritania. He was responsible for the
local organisation of the workshop and it all went very well. The two international
workshops had wide local and regional participation, plus some experts to illu-
strate the international perspectives. The workshops greatly gained from the Pacific
experience, where the fisheries negotiations are more advanced than in West-
Africa. Some colleagues were willing to travel extremely long distances to assist in
this workshop. We also would like to thank the interpreters Lamine Hanne and
Saliou Dia, who did an excellent job under great pressure. Lamine Hanne also
translated the full reports of both workshops. We thank Mr Jasper van der Werff
of Resource Analysis, who inspired the participants of the FishMan role play in
Senegal as the game-leader. Finally, we thank all the participants in the two work-
shops, who collectively moved the debate forward towards sustainable and fair 
fisheries.

More workshops are planned in other regions in the world, where many of the
same fisheries issues are pertinent. This report is intended to assist in future dis-
cussions and decisions on sustainability and equity in fishing access. A lot of expe-
rience and many ideas are offered throughout this report. We believe that it is in
the long term interest of all interest groups to arrive at regulating fishing access
that is solidly embedded in sustainability and fairness. These are global issues,
their application needs to be dressed in the appropriate regional outfit of resource
abundance, ecosystem limitations and social cohesion. We hope that all interest
groups will use this report to their best abilities to ensure that future generations
of mankind will still be able to enjoy future generations of marine resources that
can flourish in the oceans.

Kees Lankester, Papa Samba Diouf and Khady Sané
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Introduction

This workshop was organised by the Marine Conservation office in Dakar of the
World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF), Novib (Dutch development NGO), Fenagie
(National Federation of fisheries collectives in Senegal) and Scomber Consultancy
(consultancy in The Netherlands for fisheries management and marine wildlife),
with the financial support of the David and Lucile Packard Foundation (USA).

The workshop proper was preceded by a one-day introduction and application to
‘FishMan’. FishMan is a role-play that simulates long distance fleet fisheries in
developing nations’ coastal waters in a computer network. It is designed to famil-
iarise people with negotiations and the issues involved in international fisheries.

Following the WWF-publication of a series of documents titled The footprint of 
distant water fleets on world fisheries and to animate the debate on the relationships
between fisheries agreements and sustainable exploitation of marine resources,
WWF sponsored the establishment of a handbook for the negotiation of fisheries
access agreements by a group of internationally reputed experts. This handbook is
developed to improve the existing agreements towards sustainable marine fisheries
and more equity. A series of workshops, of which that in Saly Portudal (Senegal) is
the first one, is being organised to debate this handbook.

The objectives of the workshop were:
• Promote equitable fishery agreements between northern countries and develop-

ing coastal countries that are compatible with sustainable marine resource
exploitation;

• Increase the awareness of the states in the West African sub-region on the
necessity of signing «block agreements» or «concerted agreements»;

• Permit a dialogue between the different actors so as to increase mutual under-
standing.

This report is organised in four sections:
1. Objectives and context of the workshop;
2. Perception of the fisheries agreements;
3. Sustainability and equity of fisheries agreements in West Africa;
4. Principle results and recommendations.

Summary report of the Senegal Workshop

The Promotion of

Sustainable and Equitable
Fisheries Access Agreements

Papa Samba Diouf [1], Khady Sané [2] and Kees Lankester [3]

27-29 March 2001, Saly Portudal, Senegal
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1. Objectives and context of the workshop

This theme was presented in two contributions to the meeting. One presented the
objectives and the framework of the workshop (P.S. Diouf, K. Sané and 
K. Lankester), the other presented briefly the principle elements of the WWF-
handbook on the negotiations of fisheries access agreements (J. Cator).

The participants unanimously welcomed the workshop and the publication of the
handbook. The latter was considered to be a very useful instrument to adapt to
issues that are specific to the West African sub-region. Many points were raised
during the discussions:
• The absence of formal mechanisms that allow for the reinforcement of commu-

nication and information capacity of the fishermen’s organisations in the sub-
region. The organisations of artisanal fishermen present at the workshop
expressed their wish to always be involved in such meetings;

• The need to pay more attention to so-called South-South agreements (agree-
ments between neighbouring coastal states) that have serious problems in their
application. The reciprocity principle that is at the basis of these agreements is
considered to be the origin of the principal problems. As the level of develop-
ment of the fishery can be very different between countries, certain countries
have fewer interests than others to apply the reciprocity principle;

• The fact that the Sub-regional Fisheries Committee (SRFC) operates only for
the Member States it represents. The industrial and artisanal fishermen deplore
the fact that they are never involved in the debates and the decisions in this
organisation. They demanded inter alia that the SRFC involves them in the
negotiations of the fisheries agreements between Member States;

• The international legislation (UN Law of the Sea) stipulates that it is the sole
responsibility of the coastal state to decide what the surplus is in its Exclusive
Economic Zone. So this implies a possibility to sell fishing rights to foreign
nations, but not an obligation;

• The negotiations handbook takes better account of the biophysical environ-
mental problems. The fragility of marine ecosystems faces multiple anthro-
pogenic factors that have negative effects on the renewal of marine resources;

• A better involvement of fisheries professionals in the negotiations for North-
South fisheries agreements;

• The necessity to evolve versus new forms of agreements (third generation agree-
ments) that take better account of the fisheries development in the southern
coastal state;

• The absence of political will by certain States in the sub-region to negotiate
agreements together.
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2. Perception of fisheries agreements

2.1. International perception of fisheries agreements

The subject was introduced by four contributions: a reflection on the internation-
al legislative context of the access agreements (D. Freestone), the experience in the
Pacific in negotiating access agreements (J. Tamate and G. Joseph), the manage-
ment of shared stocks in the framework of common regional fisheries agreements
(K. Lankester, S. Burns and P.S. Diouf) and the perception of the agreements by a
fishing industry in a developed country (H. van den Brink). The different com-
ments during the discussion stressed the interest in the Pacific fisheries agree-
ments. It was noted that a difference between the Pacific and the West-African
case is that in the Pacific the resource is limited to tuna species, while in West
Africa the agreements concern fisheries on multiple resources.

Several participants supported the suggestion of developing minimum terms 
and conditions for access to fisheries zones very judicious and adaptable to the 
West African sub-region. On the issue of discards of the distant water fleets, 
Mr. van den Brink, representative of a distant water industry, underlined the char-
acter directed at the conservation of the resources and the importance of sustain-
able and responsible fisheries. He confirmed that the bycatches during the opera-
tions of his association are not discarded but processed and sold.

In response to questions on subsidies to distant water fleets, Mr. Guèye, director
of fisheries of Senegal, stressed the fact that if the subsidies are stopped, the fleets
will surely have problems to meet the costs involved in royalties and compensa-
tions. In response, Mr. Troadec noted that the foreign vessels would certainly con-
tinue to come to fish if the stocks would be big enough to allow them a sufficient
operation.

On shared stocks, the participants proposed the idea that pelagic resources are the
most appropriate to experiment with concerted or block negotiations for fisheries
agreements in West Africa.
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2.2. Sub-regional perception of fisheries agreements

Several presentations addressed this subject: the national contributions of the
Gambia (Ms Anna M. Cham), Guinea-Bissau (Mr. Cirilo Viera), Cape-Verdes 
(Mr. Emilio G. Sanches), Guinea (Mamadi Keïta and Ismaïla Keïta) and Mauritania
(Mr. Sidina Ould Cheikhna), and finally the representative of the permanent secre-
tary to the SRFC (Mr. Amadou C. Kane). The strongest points in the national pre-
sentations are summarised below.

Common points for all agreements
1. The problem of information and the lack of transparency in the negotiations

of agreements, the need to include all actors and to involve experts and nation-
al industry in the decision process of the negotiations;

2. A committee of experts (including from industry) has to follow and evaluate
the agreements, because the precautionary approach currently is not practised
adequately;

3. The need to take into account, in case of South-South agreements, the differ-
ences of means of the signatory parties;

4. The countries that share the same resources need to develop a common strate-
gy to adjust the capacities of the foreign fisheries to the capacity of the
resources.

Specific points
The specific issues referred to the possible problems of fisheries exploitation plans
that could hamper the renewal process of licences in Guinea. The representative of
Guinea responded that renewal does not require a lot of time, because the collec-
tion and assessment of statistics have been carried out. The obligations for
Senegalese fishermen to land catches in Guinea, as a means to support the nation-
al market, was mentioned. The fisheries representatives from Senegal said to favour
situation, despite the price differences and the absence of organisation in the
Guinean market.

Questions to the Mauritanian participant revealed problems to adjust the agree-
ment with respect to the reduction of the fisheries potential for cephalopods and
demersal species, for which there already exists conflict of interest between nation-
al and foreign operations. The Senegalese industry proposed the possibility to
introduce the concept of compensation in South-South agreements, because the
reciprocity currently meets with a lot of difficulties. Several speakers expressed dis-
appointment about the fact that the SRFC does not pay sufficient attention to the
artisanal fisheries, the essence of their activities concerns industrial fisheries. The
SRFC was asked to associate with any private initiatives in its activities.
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2.3. The Senegal agreements

Many documents were presented and discussed on this item:
• Evaluation of bilateral agreements of Senegal 

(E.H. Cisse, B. Ba-Samb and P.S. Diouf);
• Necessary elements to safeguard the interest of artisanal fishermen 

(A. Wade and B. Fall);
• Necessary elements to safeguard the interests of industrial fishermen 

(D. Coulibaly);
• Perception of the agreements by the administration of Senegal 

(N. Guèye);
• Comparison between the Senegal-European Union fisheries agreements 

(1997-2001) and the WWF handbook for the negotiation of fisheries agreements
(K. Sané and P.S. Diouf);

• Perception of the European Commission of the Senegal-EU agreement 
(A. Nicolaj).

The discussion on this item included the following points:
• It is essential to include an advantage to fishermen (both artisanal and industri-

al) in the decision process for the negotiation of fisheries agreements;
• The part of the compensation that is reserved for the artisanal fishermen is

currently very low (1%), this should be increased;
• Given the observation that many marine resources are fully fished or overex-

ploited, it is urgent to reduce the quotas that are allowed for foreign fleets;
• The plundering of Senegalese marine resources is not only due to foreign

fleets, national (artisanal and industrial) fleets equally have a responsibility. This
point was mentioned by Mr. Samba Gueye of Fenagie-pêche;

• It is essential to have more transparency in the decision process in the negotia-
tions. This is a condition for equity in the agreements and for the sustainable
exploitation of the marine resources;

• The Fisheries Administration of Senegal confirmed that the artisanal fisheries
are a priority for the Senegalese government and that this priority is in the
process of being reflected in a practical fashion in the current fisheries politics;

• Fisheries agreements are such complex issues and represent many components
(economic, financial, social, ecological and political), that it is difficult for
Senegal to address them all satisfactorily in one step;

• The European Union finances other sectors in Senegal. Some participants won-
dered whether these facts are not used by the EU in the negotiations as a pres-
sure tool. The EU-representative replied that decisions in the fisheries agree-
ment negotiations are not tied to other sectors;

• There is a need for the EU to apply the same standards to both the national
waters and its fleets in foreign fisheries;

• The need for Senegal, following the example of the EU, to carry out an evalua-
tion of the impacts of the fisheries agreements. This should also include agree-
ments in which only in kind compensation is involved, like the Senegal-Japan
agreement.
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3. Sustainability and equity in fisheries
agreements in West Africa

On this item three important contributions were presented:
• The potential and status of exploitation of the marine resources in Senegal 

(M. Diallo);
• The optimal use of resources, the TACs and the exploitation capacity 

(S. desClers);
• Equitable agreements for sustainable fisheries (J.-P. Troadec).

During the discussions the following points were raised:
• It is essential that future agreements have to include to a greater extent the

development of the fisheries sector in the coastal states and the conservation
of marine resources;

• The improvement of monitoring, control and surveillance is a priority to
ensure sustainable exploitation of the resources;

• The EU-agreements in the region do not react very quickly when there are sig-
nals of things going wrong;

• The resources in the sub-region are insufficiently known, it is urgent to increase
the capacity for evaluation of the stocks for the sustainable management of the
fisheries;

• All interest groups need to be involved in the negotiation process to ensure
equitable fisheries;

• The EU can be more consistent. For example, by banning the commercialisa-
tion of undersized fish or juvenile shrimp in the European market;

• With respect to joint ventures: The legislation in the UN Law of the Sea only
mentions dispute resolution between Member States. This implies that some-
how governments need to be involved in agreements;

• The current overcapacity in Senegalese waters is an economic problem. We have
to determine (1) the adequate capacity in these waters and (2) to whom we allo-
cate the available capacity;

• the necessity of an impartial referee committee that would evaluate the existing
agreements before their renewal;

• The compensation should finance management instruments like research and
surveillance. The marine protected areas that can be effective tools for manage-
ment should be excluded from the exploitation possibilities by the compensa-
tion, this current omission should be repaired;

• Fisheries management plans have to be developed and put in place;
• WWF opposes subsidies that support overfishing or other forms of non-sustain-

able fisheries;
• If there are no subsidies, foreign fleets will still seek access, but only when

there is enough to enough. Therefore subsidies can maintain overfishing;
• Fisheries policy must be in harmony with the efforts of development of poor

countries;
• the transparency of the negotiation process is essential to ensure the equity in

the fisheries agreements and the sustainable exploitation of marine resources.
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4. Principal results and
recommendations

4.1. The principal components for a regional project on
fisheries agreements

1. The elaboration of fisheries plans at a national and regional scale that take
account of fisheries agreements;

2. The organisation of a sub-regional seminar to determine the minimum terms
and conditions (MTCs) for a common approach towards fisheries management,
based on the experience of the South Pacific Forum Fisheries Agency;

3. The organisation of a seminar on South-South agreements, with the aim to
address and resolve the difficulties identified;

4. Study and use the WWF-handbook on negotiating fishing access agreements in
order to improve future agreements towards equity and sustainable exploita-
tion;

5. Increase the capacity in the sub-region in terms of fisheries management by
means of international and sub-regional co-operation;

6. Sharing experience at a sub-regional level of negotiations of fisheries agree-
ments;

7. An increased transparency of the decision process in negotiating fishing agree-
ments, involving all interest groups;

8. To examine the possibilities of influencing the policy of the European Union
on fisheries agreements towards more equity and sustainability by northern
NGOs;

9. Identify budgets needed for the above-mentioned activities;
10. Identify the potential sources of activities for financing these activities.
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4.2. Recommendations

1. The participants unanimously applauded the WWF-initiative to develop the
handbook on negotiating fishing access agreements. They did however stress
that adaptations are necessary in the West-African sub-region;

2. It was recognised that the South-South agreements contain many problems to
apply the principle of reciprocity when the fisheries interests of the negotiating
parties differ substantially. It is recommended that the possibility of financial
compensations be examined, following the example of North-South agree-
ments;

3. The experience in the South Pacific on the negotiation of fisheries agreements
was highly appreciated. The working group on the international and regional
aspects has recommended that the Sub-regional Fisheries Commission (SRFC)
should be a catalyst to inspire the member states based on the South Pacific
example. It is necessary that the SRFC be provided with means to achieve this;

4. It is recommended that fisheries management plans take fisheries agreements
into account;

5. Considering the benefits of marine protected areas for the conservation of
marine resources, their nursery function of adjacent fisheries and the current
depletion of resources in the sub-region, it is recommended that part of the
financial compensation in the fisheries agreements should be used for the
management and support of marine protected areas;

6. The impact of subsidies by distant water fleet nations to their fleets should be
examined;

7. The workshop recommended that more transparency is applied to the decision
processes when negotiating access agreements;

8. The participants recommended that the issues addressed in the WWF hand-
book to protect the artisanal fleet should be applied to the entire national fish-
eries industry, including the industrial fisheries;

9. As a matter of urgency, the financial value of the resources allocated in the
fisheries agreements should be determined with the aim of improving the equi-
ty in establishing the financial compensation;

10. The coastal states in the sub-region should evaluate the state of the resources
before engaging in new agreements;

11. The workshop recommended capacity building at a sub-regional level for moni-
toring, control and surveillance (MCS) of the fisheries, by installing a sub-
regional register of vessels, by creating a sub-regional committee for monitoring
the fisheries agreements and by co-ordinating more surveillance activities.
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Full report of the Senegal Workshop

Introduction

This workshop was organised by the World Wide Fund West Africa Marine
Conservation office in Dakar, NOVIB (a Dutch development NGO), FENAGIE
(the national federation of economic interest groups in Senegal fisheries) and
Scomber (a Dutch consultancy in fisheries management and marine wildlife), with
the financial support of the David and Lucile Packard Foundation (USA).

The day before the workshop was devoted to training in and use of “Fishman”.
Fishman is a role-play simulating the negotiation of fisheries agreements with a
computer network. It is designed to facilitate the understanding of issues relating
to international fishing activities.

The opening ceremony of the workshop was chaired by Dr. Ndiaga Guèye,
Director of Oceanography and Maritime Fishing (DOPM) of Senegal. On behalf
of the Minister of Maritime Fishing and Transport, he praised the WWF initiative
that is topical. As a matter of fact, Senegal is currently negotiating the renewal of
fishing agreements with the European Union.

This report is divided into four parts:
• Objectives and context of the workshop;
• Perception of fishing agreements;
• Sustainability and equity of fishing agreements in West Africa;
• Principle results and recommendations.
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1. Objectives and context of the workshop

Two papers were presented to introduce the subject: one presenting the objectives
and framework of the workshop and another briefly presenting the major points
of the WWF Handbook on the negotiations for access to fishing zones.

Objectives and framework of the workshop
by Papa Samba Diouf, Kees Lankester and Khady Sané

According to Mr. Diouf who presented this paper, following the publication of a
series of documents entitled ”The Footprint of Distant Water Fleets on World
Fisheries” and in order to conduct the discussions on the relationship between
fishing agreements and a sustainable exploitation of fish resources, WWF spon-
sored the preparation of a Handbook for negotiating agreements granting access
to fishing zones, by a group of worldwide renowned experts. This handbook was
designed to enhance existing agreements, with a view to making them more equi-
table and likely to favour a sustainable exploitation of fish resources. A series of
workshops, of which the one in Saly Portudal (Senegal) is the first, will be organ-
ised for the promotion of this Handbook.

The objectives of the handbook are to:
• Promote, between northern countries and coastal developing countries, equi-

table fishing agreements that are compatible with a sustainable exploitation of
fish resources;

• Raise awareness in countries in the sub-region for the need to have “block fish-
ing agreements” or “concerted agreements”;

• support a dialogue between the various actors operating in the fishing sector in
order to facilitate mutual understanding.

Presentation of the “Handbook for negotiating agreements
granting access to fishing zones”
by Julie Cator

Julie Cator recalled that the Handbook was designed by WWF and a group of
worldwide renowned experts, for coastal countries and distant water fishing
nations wishing to ensure the conservation and sustainable exploitation of fish
resources.

The Handbook comprises four sections:
1. an introductory section dealing with the historical context, key principles

ensuring agreements that are compatible with a sustainable exploitation of
resources, and the ways and means to reduce the risks incurred by resources as
a result of fishing agreements;

2. a section discussing key elements of fishing agreements like: access authorisa-
tion, payments, good practices in respect of fishing activities management, the
responsibility of the flag state, the respect for the laws and the fight against
infractions, the settlement of disputes and transparency;

3. a section presenting three types of agreements: government-to-government
access agreements, government-to-government access agreements with a sub-
sidiary agreement and finally access agreements between governments and fish-
ing companies;

4. a final section presenting the bibliography and additional information sources.
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Summary of discussions
Participants unanimously welcomed the organisation of the workshop and publica-
tion of the negotiation Handbook. The latter has been considered as a very useful
tool that should be adapted to the specificities of the West African sub-region.
Several issues were considered during the discussions:
• The lack of formal mechanisms is likely to enhance the capacities of fishermen

organisations in the sub-region in the field of communication and information.
Organisations of traditional fishermen attending the workshop expressed the
wish to be always invited to participate in such meetings;

• The need to pay more attention to South-South agreements meet serious imple-
mentation difficulties and most of these problems originate from the principle
of reciprocity which underlies this type of agreement. The level of development
of fishing is very different from one country to another, some countries have
fewer interests than others in the implementation of the reciprocity principle;

• The fact that the Sub-Regional Fisheries Commission (SRFC) is exclusively man-
aged by the governments of coastal countries that compose it. Industrialists
and traditional fishermen deplored the fact that they are not invited to partici-
pate in the discussions and decision-making within this entity. They further
required the SRFC to be involved in the negotiation of fishing agreements
between the States;

• The fact that the WWF handbook should better take into account the issues
related to the biophysical environment. The fragile nature of marine ecosystems
in the face of multifaceted aggressions of anthropogenic origin negatively influ-
ences stock renewal;

• A greater involvement of professional fishermen in the negotiation of
North–South fishing agreements;

• The need to move towards new types of agreements (Third Generation agree-
ments) that further take into account concerns related to the development of
fishing activities in Southern coastal countries;

• The lack of political will of some States in the sub-region that impedes joint
negotiations of agreements.

2. Perception of fisheries agreements

2.1 International perception of fisheries agreements
This sub-topic was discussed in four papers: a reflection on agreements granting
access to fishing zones, a presentation of the South Pacific experience in the field
of fishing agreement negotiations, another relating to the management of shared
stocks in the framework of regional fishing agreements and finally, one on the
perception of the agreements by a developed country industrialist.

Reflection on agreements granting access to fishing zones
by David Freestone

The paper is organised into three parts: a review of the legal framework governing
agreements granting access, a discussion of the various types of agreements and
remarks concerning the importance of regional co-operation. Regarding recent
developments of the legal framework in which the agreements should be replaced,
it imports to highlight the new responsibilities of governments concerning the
activities of their distant water fishing fleets both in inland sea and out at sea.

As to fishing agreements, it is important that governmental bodies conclude an
agreement as only governments may be bound by legal obligations of
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International Agreements. And only governments can settle conflicts. Nothing pre-
vents countries from signing in parallel subsidiary agreements with private compa-
nies operating in the framework of the agreement (see example of South Pacific).

Efficient co-operation is essential at the sub-regional level to favour the conclusion
of agreements with countries of the North. The advantages offered by co-opera-
tion compared to separately negotiated agreements have been clearly shown in eco-
nomic terms in the case of the Forum Fisheries Agency - FFA (study Costs/Profits
World Bank, 2001). This co-operation among the States of the sub-region also per-
mits to settle disputes related to the activities of local fishermen. Operational co-
operation is also necessary for control and supervision activities. The Conakry
Agreement on hot-pursuit at sea is an important step in this direction.

Experience of the Pacific in the field of 
fishing agreements negotiations
by Josie Tamate and Glen Joseph

The western central region of the Pacific is the most important region in the
world as far as tuna fishing is concerned. Tuna is a major source of income and
jobs for the Pacific islands. Furthermore, it accounts for more than one third of
exports. Over the last few years, actions have been initiated by the Federation of
Fisheries Agencies (FFA) in order to ensure a better management of fisheries in
the region. The FFA comprises sixteen members: Australia, Cook Islands,
Federated States of Micronesia, Fiji, Kiribati, Marshall Islands, Nauru, New
Zealand, Niue, Palau, Papua New Guinea, Samoa, Salomon Islands, Tonga, Tuvalu
and Vanuatu. Five countries with distant water fleets signed fishing agreements
with all FFA member countries, namely Japan, the Republic of Korea, Taiwan, the
Philippines and the USA. Most of the agreements are bilateral ones and valid for
one-year. The negotiations of these agreements concern exclusively the considera-
tions that should be paid. Only one multilateral agreement was signed in the
region, the one with the USA. For US $ 18 million, a maximum of fifty draw nets
may have access to the EEZ of FFA member countries.

Some regional initiatives such as the Palau agreement – which determines the
number of ships authorised to fish for major fleets of purse seines – and the har-
monisation of the minimum conditions for access to fishing zones, facilitate the
negotiation of fishing agreements. The harmonisation of conditions is the most
important provision as far as the negotiation of fishing agreements in the region is
concerned. It includes measures such as the banning of transhipment at sea, the
conditions under which the reports should made and the need to record ships in
the regional register of ships. FFA member countries apply these minimum condi-
tions in the framework of bilateral fishing agreements.

It is very difficult to ensure the monitoring and control of fishing agreements
owing to the size of the region and the limited staff and lack of sufficient finan-
cial resources. At the national level, in each country, there are one or several offi-
cers responsible for the Monitoring, Control and Surveillance (MCS) who co-ordi-
nate activities such as the programmes of observers, patrolling at sea, air control
and implementation of port regulations. At the regional level, FFA member States
dispose of tools like the Harmonised Minimum Terms and Conditions, the
National Register of foreign fishing fleets and air control by Australian, New
Zealand and French air forces.

Regarding the WWF Handbook on the negotiation of agreements granting access
to fishing zones, Ms Tamate underlined the relevance of the information con-
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tained therein. Besides, she drew attention to the fact that the standard agree-
ments presented in the Handbook reflect more or less the practices in use in the
Pacific. Model 1 is not used at the bilateral level, but it is similar to the multilater-
al agreement with the USA. However, this agreement does not provide for restric-
tions on catches. Model 2 is comparable to most agreements concluded within the
region. Model 3 is not very much used by FFA member States.

Management of shared stocks in the framework of 
regional fishing agreements
by Kees Lankester, Scott Burns and Papa Samba Diouf

This paper discusses fishing agreements involving more than two coastal countries
endeavouring to durably manage a given fish stock. It considers the possibility to
create a sub-regional framework for the negotiation of new fishing agreements for
coastal countries. The subject is illustrated through the instance of West Africa
where several elements make the regional approach relevant: shared stocks, several
foreign fleets, important and booming traditional fisheries, lack of sufficient
capacities and financial resources for an adequate management of fisheries.

Joint agreements governing shared stocks
Several fishing agreements concern shared stocks involving fleets and several
coastal countries. The most edifying examples in West Africa are those of tuna and
other highly migratory species, small pelagics and several demersal species. Each
agreement should contain provisions aimed at regulating the total level of catches
to avoid excessive exploitation. The WWF Handbook for negotiating agreements
granting access to fishing zones highlights the fact that any agreement, aimed at
ensuring a sustainable exploitation, should take into account the total catches of
shared stock in the framework of a concerted management framework through
regional or sub-regional agreements.

Joint governance
The importance of co-operation between coastal countries for the management of
shared stocks is a major subject of recent developments in the field of sea policy.
Besides, this accounts for the agreement on highly migrating species and strad-
dling stocks. Furthermore, the need for joint governance is the first result of the
Sub-regional fisheries commission whose aim is to harmonise its member States’
fishing policies.

This principle of joint governance is not yet effectively implemented in the sub-
region. Instead, agreements are signed separately, each country negotiating alone
with its partners. As a result, the cumulative effects of the various agreements are
not properly taken into account. The lack of effective sub-regional co-operation for
fishing agreements weakens the position of coastal countries during the negotia-
tions and limits the chances to manage shared stocks at lower costs by putting
together their resources and achieving economies of scale.

Total Annual Catches and research
The management of the stocks shared by various fleets and coastal states requires
taking into account all the pressure exerted by fishing activities on the resources.
In practice, knowledge on the distribution of targeted stocks is insufficient.
Therefore, it is indispensable to integrate the uncertainty due to the lack of infor-
mation into the decision process adopted to manage resources. It was proposed
that, simultaneously or as part of a fisheries management plan, a study on the
impact of agreements be conducted a priori to lay the foundations of a strategy
aimed at minimising the adverse effects of fishing on the environment.
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Surplus
The UN Convention on the Law of the Sea provides that coastal countries have
sovereign rights over fishing resources located in their EEZ. This implies the right
to explore, exploit, manage and store fish stocks. The other States enjoy the right
of access to surplus if they pledge to preserve resources and conform to the regula-
tions established by the coastal country. It is incumbent upon the coastal country
to determine the surplus and on that basis, the potential that can be exploited by
foreign fleets. If the coastal country is not capable of determining these parame-
ters in the short term, it may participate (financially or in kind) in the research
and monitoring programmes, which is a condition for the access of foreign fleets
to fishing zones.

Co-operation in the field of fishing capacity management
The importance of an effective management capacity is recognised by several fish-
ing policy instruments, notably, the International Plan of Action for the manage-
ment of fishing capacities adopted in 1999 by the FAO.

The lack of consistency in the negotiation process under way in the West African
sub-region appaers to exacerbate the problems of overexploitation that is being
felt. When countries individually permit to introduce additional fleets in a fishery
containing straddling or migratory stocks, they should take into account the
actions of neighbouring coastal countries. Acting otherwise could lead to stock
depletion. In the longer term, the terms and conditions of agreements granting
access to fishing zones should be defined with a regional vision in order to man-
age fishing capacities. This will enable taking into account the interests of all
coastal countries and the needs of local fishermen.

Monitoring and implementation of regulations
The lack of sufficient capacity to ensure the monitoring, control and surveillance
is often considered as a key problem for fisheries management. In order to
improve the quality of the monitoring, control and surveillance (MCS), the pro-
gramme of observers should cover a representative set of fisheries and involve a
third part. Black boxes that automatically record the position, fishing activities and
other data relating to the monitoring, control and surveillance, may be used.

Controls in ports are indeed one method, but they are not very efficient in case of
transhipment at sea. This shortcoming may be compensated through the establish-
ment of a system of control that forces all fishing ships to go through a pre-deter-
mined local port. It is also possible to use ships to control boats fishing at sea
before they leave the fishing zone. In West Africa, this control system could be
shared by the various coastal countries.

Satellite monitoring has proven its efficiency in some cases. It could be used for
the monitoring of ships and surveillance of the whole system of MCS. The cost of
these suggestions could be borne by the financial compensations and payment of
fishing licences.
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Perception of agreements by a developed country industrialist
by Hans van den Brink

The paper was presented by Mr. Hans van den Brink, representing the Pelagic
Freezer- Trawler Association (PFA). This association disposes of twenty-four
trawlers, among which twenty operate in Europe and four in Africa. Catches in
West Africa are small pelagics (mainly sardinellas and horse mackerel). The fish is
deep-frozen on board and transferred to other ships to supply countries like
Ghana, Nigeria and Egypt, etc. In 1997, the PFA concluded an agreement with a
Senegalese company for a twelve-month period. This agreement has not been
renewed. The PFA has got in touch with the Department responsible for fishing to
open discussions, but an agreement is not yet signed. The PFA has concluded an
agreement with Mauritania, as part of the agreement between the European
Union and Mauritania.

The PFA is concerned with the sustainability of the host country. In 1996, after the
termination of Russian fleets activities, a private agreement was signed with the
Mauritanian government. Some time later, this private agreement was integrated
into the EU-Mauritania agreement. This second-generation agreement contains
provisions focused on partnership and sustainable development. This agreement
provides for:
• the embarkation of at least five Mauritanians as crew members who may bene-

fit from training in Mauritania or somewhere else;
• the support of training for Mauritanian fishermen;
• the co-operation and communication of information on the ships entering and

leaving Mauritanian waters to the body responsible for the supervision of fish-
ing activities;

• The twenty-four hours supervision a day of PFA trawlers by satellite and the
supervision of fishing activities in Mauritania;

• The control of the logbook by the competent Mauritanian authorities in accor-
dance with the agreement signed.

There is also a co-operation defined in the agreement between PFA and the
“Centre National de Recherches Océanographiques et des Pêches” – CNROP -
(national centre for oceanographic and fishing research). Three Norwegian scien-
tists work in full time on the project relating to pelagic by using previous data pro-
vided by Russians.

The PFA has also sponsored the establishment of a task-force on small pelagic in
the west African sub-region. This task force who makes annual evaluations is com-
posed of biologists from Morocco, Mauritania, Senegal, The Gambia, Spain,
Norway, Russia, the FAO and the Netherlands. Besides, the PFA has financed a
feasibility study for the construction of a fishing port in Mauritania.

The PFA has a regional vision of development that takes into account:
• co-operation in the field of data collection;
• the determination of total authorised catches;
• the monitoring;
• access to information for the coastal country and the flag state;
• the promotion of fishing zones reserved for traditional fishing;
• boarding of fishermen originating from host countries;
• the collection and spreading of port information, etc.

Finally the PFA has committed itself to ensure the durability of fishing activities
and transparency. The PFA policy in this field has been presented to EU member
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Governments and NGOs. The PFA is favourable to long lasting agreements. The
PFA wishes to support local fishing industry in host countries in order to promote
sustainable fishing.

Summary of discussions
In the course of the discussion various speakers underlined the relevance of the
Pacific example. They also drew attention to the fact that the case of the Pacific
applies to one type of resource, viz. tunas, while in West Africa the fisheries are
directed at many different s species. Several speakers found the idea of establishing
minimum harmonised conditions for access to fishing zone very appropriate and
adaptable to the context of the West African sub-region.

Considering the issue related to the catches made by distant water fishing fleets,
Mr. van den Brink, representing a foreign industry, underlined the priority of
resource conservation and the importance to conduct sustainable and responsible
fishing activities. He affirmed that in the case of their association by-catches are
not rejected at sea but rather deep-frozen and sold.

Concerning the issue pertaining to the subsidies to vessels from distant water fleet
nations, Mr. Guèye, Director of Oceanography and Fishing Activities in Senegal,
underlined the fact that if the subsidies are stopped, shipowners will certainly have
difficulties to support the costs related to licences and counterpart. Answering to
this question, Mr. Troadec noted that foreign fleets would certainly continue to
fish in West Africa if fishing stocks are important enough to enable profitable fish-
ing activities.

Participants expressed the view that shared stocks are the most appropriate
resources to experiment a block agreement a or some other concerted negotiation
of fishing agreements.

2.2 Sub-regional perception of fishing agreements
This subject was discussed in several papers: national presentations from member
countries of the SRFC, the SRFC itself and the paper presented by its Permanent
Secretariat.

The Gambia
by Anna Cham

The paper was introduced by a presentation of the features of the Gambian EEZ,
its resources and fishing sector. The Gambia has signed fishing agreements with
the European Union, Senegal and Japan. Three agreements have been signed with
the EU since 1987, the latest expired in 1996 and has not been renewed, as a result
of difficulties encountered during the negotiations. The agreement with the
Japanese Government exclusively concerns the activities of ships belonging to the
Japanese Federation of Tuna Boat Cooperatives and the Japanese Association of
distant tuna fishing purse seine boats. It came into force in July 1992. It implies
neither compensation nor reciprocity but the costs pertaining to the licence paid
directly to shipowners. Licences are not transferable between ships and are valid
for a period of three months for longliners and five for purse seiners. The practi-
cal modalities for obtaining licences are determined by the agreements, the licence
fees amount to US $ 1000 per longliners with a possibility of extension for US $
350 per month and US $ 5000 per longliner for five months.

The Gambia signed a government-to-government reciprocal agreement with
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Senegal in 1983 and a second one in 1992. The ships must pay the licence fees
applicable in the host country. The Gambia draws less profit from that agreement
than Senegal. Some practical problems related to the implementation of the agree-
ments have been resolved by the Praia Convention of July 1993.

It was noted that fish have no frontiers, therefore it is important that coastal coun-
tries of the sub-region collaborate in order to ensure a sustainable exploitation of
resources.

Guinea-Bissau
by Cirilo Viera

Guinea-Bissau is still a mainly agricultural country. The fishing sector accounts for
44% of export receipts and 23% of GDP. The paper presented reviews the agree-
ments concluded since the independence war in 1974.

A ten-year agreement was signed with USSR at the origin. It comprised a financial
counterpart and the training of students. This agreement was terminated in 1989.
Other bilateral agreements were signed: in 1974 with Spain and Portugal (which
enabled to build the Fisheries Ministry) and in 1984 with China (building of infra-
structures, football stadium and housing) on shrimps and crabs. Agreements
between the government and private operators were also signed with the Italian
Federation “Federpesca” (investment in the construction of the port of Bissau)
and with Koreans established in Las Palmas.

Several agreement protocols were signed with the European Union. They have not
raised major problems, except for data collection. The major objective of Guinea-
Bissau is to develop its fishing sector, notably the infrastructure in order to benefit
from indirect effects (transit, provision of services….)

Within the sub-region, reciprocal agreements were signed in 1978 with Senegal and
Ivory Coast. For the agreement with Ivory Coast, reciprocity has not been really
implemented. As a matter of fact, while Guinea-Bissau was fishing in Ivory Coast,
the latter has not benefited from the agreement. The signing in 1987 of an agree-
ment on the migration of traditional fishermen within the sub-region is an impor-
tant step. The agreement signed in 1995 between Guinea-Bissau and Senegal entails
problems related to the spreading of information, monitoring and slowness of pro-
cedures (2 months) for the issuance of licences granted in the framework of the
agreement. Guinea-Bissau is invaded by Senegalese fishermen who unload their
catches in Senegal. Senegalese traditional fishermen’s boats are arrested and exam-
ined in Guinea-Bissau while they infringe no fishing rule or regulation. There are
conflicts with the community of resident Senegalese fishermen. A problem is also
raised by illegal fishing activity in the Bijagos Archipelago, which is reserved for
local fishermen.
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Cape Verdes
by Emilio Gomes Sanches

The EEZ of the ten islands of Cape Verdes spread over 4 033 sq km. Fishing is of
strategic importance to this country. Catches amount to 10 000 tons per year but
national operators do not have the capacity to fully exploit the resources.
Agreements have been signed with the European Union (there are currently some
difficulties in the negotiations) and Japan (longliners).

The priorities for Cape Verdes are fisheries research (determination of fishing
potential) and control and surveillance (exploitation level) in the sub-region. It was
considered that at least 16% of the vessels present in the EEZ of the SRFC-member
countries are involved in illegal fishing activities. Fishing agreements should be
management tools. Fishermen must participate in the decision-making process (co-
management).

Guinea
by Mamadi Keita and Ismaïla Keita

Bilateral fishing agreements were concluded in the first place with USSR (bauxite
against fish) and Spain (for the training of a national fleet). By the year 1984, the
Fisheries Department established a monitoring process of resource exploitation by
designing an annual fishing programme. In these programmes, licence granting is
based on the state of the resource and discussions with economic operators. The
long-term objective is on the one hand to create a national fleet with associated
foreign partners and on the other, to draw indirect benefits from fishing activities.

For the European Union and China, the agreements provide for financial compen-
sation to the Public Treasury, an institutional support for supervision purposes,
research, training, job creation and an obligation to land. The difficulties encoun-
tered are related to small mesh sizes, swinging booms, changes in fishing types
during the same campaign (problem of monitoring) and a lack of information on
tuna vessels.

At the sub-regional level, Guinea considers the development of a common policy
as an important objective. A common policy is necessary to establish a framework
agreement concerning migrating fishermen and avoid sticking situations. Guinea
wishes that the SRFC play a greater role in the settlement of disputes between the
fishermen in the sub region.

Mauritania
by Sidina Ould Cheikhna

The paper was introduced by a review of national statistics. The fourth working
group on stocks evaluation and fisheries development in the Mauritanian EEZ,
organised by the national centre for oceanographic research and fishing activities
in December 1998 enabled a stock evaluation, making a diagnosis of fisheries and
formulate recommendations.

The agreements granting access to fisheries were classified in three categories: Co-
operation agreements (e.g. with Lybia, USSR, Syria) which enabled the creation of
joint companies, land-based processing factories and the acquisition of trawlers
which established an infant national fishing sector. Secondly, the access granting
agreements signed with neighbouring countries, which do not have financial con-
sequences. A third and last category includes trade agreements. The agreement
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with the EU constitutes the standard trade agreement granting fishing possibilities
as a compensation for the payment of licences and financial compensations to the
Mauritanian public treasury. To date, Mauritania has signed four agreements with
the European Union. These agreements allowed 100-200 European vessels access to
Mauritanian waters. The first agreements concerned specialised fisheries (crayfish,
shrimps, hakes, small pelagics and tuna). They were extended to cephalopods in
1993 and pelagic trawlers in 1996. The renewal of the agreement with the European
Union is currently being discussed.

Sub-regional mechanism for granting access to fishing zones:
prospects
by Amadou Ciré Kane

Mr. Kane started his paper by tracing the history of the SRFC. The SRFC was
founded in 1985. It is an interstate organisation. Its objective is to harmonise the
fishing policies of the various countries that compose it. Mr. Kane further under-
lined the relevance of the workshop for the SRFC, which engaged in a process
aimed at promoting the negotiation of block or concerted fishing agreements. He
recalled that the SRFC has recently organised in Praia (Cape Verde) a workshop on
this subject.

General discussion
The key points of the discussions on the national presentations are summarised as
follows.

Points common to all agreements:
1. Difficulties in the field of information and lack of transparency in the negotia-

tion of agreements, need to involve all actors including experts and national
professionals in the decision making process throughout the negotiations;

2. A team of experts (including professionals) must follow-up and evaluate the
agreements concluded, as the precautionary approach does not operate properly;

3. South-South agreements need to take into account the differences in the
resources of signatory states;

4. The countries sharing the same resources must develop a concerted strategy to
adjust the capacities of foreign fishermen to the capacities of resources.

Specific points
A specific point was the potential difficulty related to annual exploitation plans
that could slacken the process for the renewal of licences in Guinea. The represen-
tative of Guinea answered that the process does not demand much time because
the collection and processing of statistics are made continuously. Obligations to
land catches in Guinea for Senegalese fishermen, in order to feed the domestic
market, were mentioned. The representatives of the fishermen of Senegal declared
to be favourable to that, although differences in prices and the lack of organisa-
tion of the Guinean market raise problems. Questions were asked to the represen-
tative of Mauritania on the adjustment of the agreement taking into account the
reduction in fishing potentials for cephalopods and demersals, for which there
exist already conflicts between national and foreign operators. Senegalese profes-
sionals in fishing expressed the idea of considering the possibility to introduce the
concept of compensation in the South-South agreements as the basic principle,
which is reciprocity, raises many difficulties.

Participants deplored the fact that the SRFC does not grant enough importance to
traditional fishing, most of its actions concerning industrial fishing. The SRFC has
been requested to associate private operators in its activities.
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2.3 Agreements in Senegal

Evaluation of Senegal’s bilateral agreements
by El Hadj Cissé, Bineta Bâ Samb and Papa Samba Diouf

Two types of agreements were distinguished: the North-South Agreements and the
South-South Agreements.

The North-South agreements
Two categories of agreements were signed in the past:
1. First generation agreements signed between 1960 and 1974 with France, the

Soviet Union, Italy, Spain and Poland. They were bilateral agreements through
which Senegal granted fishing rights in its waters and received as compensation
assistance and loans for the development of its fishing sector. These agreements
were in a period when there was not yet in Senegal a coherent global policy for
negotiating fishing agreements. Besides, the capacities in monitoring, control
and surveillance being at that time very weak in Senegal, some distant fishing
nations exploited excessively the fishing resources of Senegal.

2. Second generation agreements. Among these should be mentioned those
signed with the European Union and Japan. They are better structured. In
addition to the financial compensations, these agreements include accompany-
ing measures such as support to various programmes (monitoring, research,
training and support to institutions and organisations involved in fishing).
However, these agreements are increasingly criticised for several reasons:
• The very basis of the agreement is questioned owing to the current state of

full exploitation and even overexploitation of resources, notably coastal
demersal species;

• The negative effect on the marine environment by certain foreign ships, in
particular shrimp vessels;

• The unfair nature of the agreements favouring the European Union;
• The very limited positive impact of the agreements on the domestic econo-

my in general and the fishing sector in particular;
• The fact that a major part of the financial resources derived from the agree-

ments is allocated to other sectors.

The insufficient knowledge on the state of the resources and the weak capacities
in the field of monitoring, control and surveillance require a prudent approach for
the signing of new agreements.

The South-South Agreements
The South-South agreements are concluded with the countries of the sub-region
(Guinea Bissau, Mauritania, The Gambia, Cape Verde and Guinea) with other
African countries (Congo, Ivory Coast, Nigeria and Cameroon). They are based on
the principle of reciprocity; each country granting to the other the equivalent fish-
ing possibilities, in terms of number of boats for traditional fishing and of GRT
for industrial fishing.

The agreements with African countries, notably those of the sub-region, should be
reviewed and oriented towards a better definition of the conditions governing
resource access, in particular for traditional fishing. Nowadays, the principle of
reciprocity without compensation is hardly acceptable and would only contribute
to aggravate the disputes and may disrupt the activities of Senegalese merchant
ships in the other countries of the sub-region. The principle of paying licences did
not allow a proper implementation of the agreements. The numerous number of
vessels arrested and examined in the sub-region is an illustration of that.
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The agreement concluded with Mauritania (Convention and implementation pro-
tocol) was reviewed during 2001. It comprises significant steps, defining more clear-
ly the conditions for the conduct of merchant vessels, notably for those based in
Saint-Louis and that go fishing in Mauritanian waters.

The elements that should be taken into account to safeguard
the interests of artisanal fishermen

FENAGIE (national federation of economic interest groups) 
– fishing in Senegal
by Amadou Wade

The FENAGIE confirms not to be against the principle of fishing agreements.
However, it has identified a certain number of conditions and prerequisites that
should be met to safeguard the interests of artisanal fishermen during the negotia-
tion of fishing agreements:
• Keep in mind the conservation and sustainable exploitation of resources;
• dispose of detailed and precise information on the state of resources;
• conduct an evaluation of the agreement in effect;
• exclude small pelagics, notably small sardines, from the agreements;
• meet the national demand in fish;
• force foreign ships to land a great deal of their catches in Senegal;
• reduce and even halt the fishing effort concerning coastal demersal specie;
• establish an adequate management system enabling stock recovery;
• control efforts made by artisanal fishermen.

National co-operative of artisanal fishermen in Senegal (CNPS)
by Baye Fall

The CNPS is a national organisation, created in 1987. It is rather a corporate trade
union organisation. According to CNPS, the measures to be taken to safeguard the
interests of traditional fishermen are the following:
• Enable an effective participation (not only as observers) of artisanal fishermen

in the process for the negotiation of fishing agreements;
• Increase the possibilities of collecting information of artisanal fishers;
• Publish research outcome;
• Know the potential before signing agreements;
• Increase the share of financial compensations allocated to artisanal fishing,

which currently stands at only 1%.
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The elements that should be taken into account in order to
safeguard the interests of industrial fishermen
by Dougoutigui Coulibaly

The shipowners and fishing industrials in Senegal distinguished two types of agree-
ments: the South-South Agreements and the North-South Agreements.

1. South-South agreements
For this type of agreements, the conditions to be met to preserve the interests of
industrial fishermen are the following:
• Sign other agreements with the countries of the sub-region to enable industrial

fishermen to extend their fishing zones in order to improve yields and reduce
the pressure on Senegal’s fish resources;

• for each agreement, include all categories of fisheries;
• make licence costs accessible;
• ensure compliance with commitments as long as they are not officially

denounced;
• think of the future of South-South agreements, for the principle of reciprocity,

which often constitutes the basis, raises problems of implementation.

2. North-South agreements
For North-South agreements, the conditions are the following:
• diminish or maintain the fishing rights granted to the European Union at their

current level (ongoing agreement) with respect to coastal and deep-sea demersal
fishing;

• not grant fishing rights to foreign longliners, for these surface longliners make
substantial by-catches of seabirds and sharks, and deep-sea longliners have prob-
lems of competition with trawlers;

• increase the quantities unloaded in Senegal by tuna boats within the frame-
work of agreements aimed at better meeting the supply needs of processing 
factories;

• not grant fishing rights on small pelagic species, bearing in mind their very
sensitive social character (food of under-privileged populations);

• move towards development agreements that favour the emergence of the 
conditions for the creation of a national tuna fleet and financing of industrial
fishing.

Perception of the agreements by Senegalese Administration
and policy-makers
by Ndiaga Guèye

In the preamble, Mr. Ndiaga Guèye highlighted the following:
• fish resources are a national heritage and because of this, their exploitation

must be beneficial to the entire national community and not to fishermen
alone;

• legally, fish resources are considered as belonging to the State;
• the law (maritime fishing code) gives priority to artisanal fishing because of the

significance of its impact on the national economy.

The negotiation of fishing agreements is within the remit of the government. The
fisheries ministry is responsible, but it is a delegation that negotiates, made up of
the administration, researchers and professionals. A national think-tank on the
agreements is put in place to reflect on the issue. This should result in a position
of Senegal and not in a position of the government of Senegal. It is after having
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reached a consensus on what should be negotiated that the government takes the
decision to open negotiations. However, it is not easy to reconcile the interests of
all the stakeholders in the fishing activity. In spite of the fact that the agreements
are perceived as a necessary evil, there is a widely held view at the level of the
Administration that the interests of Senegal are still preserved. The Government
has the obligation to take criticisms into account and to seriously consider the
opinions of the various stakeholders in the fisheries sector, be they professional
organisations, non-governmental organisations or other countries.

Industrial and traditional fishermen often focus on interests relative to their
respective sector, while the government insists on general interest. Problems relat-
ed to the allocation of the financial counterpart perfectly illustrate the differences
in the perceptions and interests of several stakeholders. In fact, for professionals
and the Administration of the fisheries sector, the aim is to maximise positive
effects of the agreement on the fisheries sector. However, for the Economy and
Finance Ministry, the financial counterpart is only a taxation modality of the
exploitation of resources of the maritime field. The State also has the possibility to
set a tax scale (by GRT, tonnes fished....), which would have made negotiations
unnecessary.

Unlike past practice, Senegal is today freed from any financial concern (financial
counterpart not provided for in the national budget) by the report on the agree-
ment under negotiation. This will help reflect thoroughly on the future of the
sub-sector and the fishing agreement.

Comparison between the Senegal-EU fishing agreement (1997-
2001) and the WWF Handbook for the negotiation of
agreements on access to fishing zones
by Khady Sané and Papa Samba Diouf

This presentation is aimed at comparing the last Senegal-EU fishing agreement
(1997-2001) and the WWF negotiation Handbook. The WWF Handbook on the
negotiation of fishing agreements has three models: government-to-government
agreements (I), government-to-government agreements coupled with a subsidiary
agreement concluded with an association of fishing industries (II),
government/fishing industry agreements (III). The comparison focused on model
I, the government-to-government model that corresponds to the type of agreement
between Senegal and the EU.

After having presented the key principles of the negotiation Handbook, the
authors compared the provisions contained in the Senegal-EU fishing agreement
and the Handbook. This comparison focused on six main aspects:
• compensations;
• monitoring, control and surveillance (MCS);
• the conservation of fish resources;
• transparency and confidentiality;
• protection of the interests of national fishermen;
• scientific co-operation.

Provisions in the area of compensation are very much the same. As far as monitor-
ing, control and surveillance are concerned, in the agreement between Senegal and
the European Union, the provisions are relatively reliable as compared to those
contained in the WWF Handbook. One of the major innovations of the
Handbook in relation to the European Union-Senegal agreement is that the alloca-
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tion of quotas is done on an annual basis and is subject to an annual evaluation of
the state of exploitation of resources.

The WWF handbook touches on the issue of transparency and confidentiality in
its article 20 of model I and at the level of the essential elements of the agree-
ments (pages 40-41 of the French version). It stipulates that the public must be
informed of national and international decision-making processes relative to the
fishing agreements. This transparency favours ecologically sustainable fishing and
equity in the use of matching grants. No provision relative to transparency is men-
tioned either on the framework agreement or on the protocol of Senegal-
European Union agreements.

One of the strong points of the Handbook is that it takes into account the inter-
ests of the national fisheries. The Handbook advocates that:
• the fishing zones for the distant water fleets must be zones whose stock is not

made up of species targeted by the national fleet;
• the stock fished by disatant fishing nations must not be made up of pelagic

species of which coastal small-scale fishermen are dependent on for their 
subsistence.

In comparison with the Senegal-EU agreement, the WWF-handbook pays more
attention to the interests of national fishermen. The WWF-handbook is a precious
tool to improve existing agreements. It is adjustable to the agreements signed by
Senegal. It will be necessary, however, to take into account the specificities of the
multi-specific and multifunctional Senegalese Fisheries.

Perception by the European Commission of the 
EU-Senegal agreements
by Andrea Nicolaj

The European Commission representative started with a brief historical back-
ground to the fishing agreements signed between the European Union and
Senegal. The first agreement was signed in 1979. It was followed by fourteen other
agreements.

Mr. Nicolaj highlighted that the European Commission noted the changes fish-
eries require an urgent review of the Common Fisheries Policy. This resulted in
the production of the Green Paper on the future of the CFP. Mr. Nicolaj subse-
quently summed up the vision of the European Commission in a few points:
• the bilateral relations of the Commission must be adapted to the evolution of

the economic situation, in strict compliance with the commitments made (FAO
Code of Conduct);

• bilateral agreements offer, as far as responsible fisheries is concerned, better
guarantees than private arrangements;

• the real challenge is to set out the missions of the different stakeholders (pub-
lic/private, European Union/Third World countries);

• The European Union supports the establishment of responsible fisheries;
• It is compulsory to comply with international commitments (United Nations

Convention on the Law of the Sea, FAO Code of Conduct for responsible fish-
eries...);

• The European Union must comply with its «internal order» (treaty, distribution
of competence, common policies and community policies, regulations and deci-
sions, etc.);

• the European private sector, which has a certain technical expertise, means and
markets, can export and share its know-how;
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• the emerging private sector of coastal countries legitimately aspires to develop-
ment;

• It is indispensable to establish a real partnership between the EU and develop-
ing coastal countries.

Discussion on fishing agreements in Senegal
Under this theme the discussions will bring out the following points:
• it is indispensable to further involve professionals (artisanal/industrial fisher-

men) in the decision-making processes for the negotiation of fishing agree-
ments;

• the share of the financial considerations reserved for artisanal fishermen is very
small (1%). It has to be increased;

• in view of the state of full exploitation, even overexploitation of many maritime
resources, it is urgent to reduce the quotas granted to distant water fishing
nations;

• the plundering of Senegalese fish resources is not only caused by the fleets of
distant water fishing nations, national fishermen (artisanal/industrial fisher-
men) also have a share of responsibility (Mr. Samba Guèye, FENAGIE).

• it is indispensable that there is greater transparency in the decision-making
process for negotiations;

• Senegal’s Fisheries Administration affirmed that artisanal fishing is a priority
for the Senegalese government and that this priority character is being reflect-
ed in the current fisheries policy;

• the fishing agreements are complex and present many stakes (economic, finan-
cial, social, ecological and political), which makes it difficult for Senegal to sup-
press them with one stroke;

• The European Union finances other sectors in Senegal. Participants asked the
question as to whether this fact is not used by the European Union at the time
of the negotiation of fishing agreements as a means of pressure. The represen-
tative of the European Union at the meeting affirmed that decisions with
respect to the negotiation of fishing agreements were not related to the financ-
ing of other sectors;

• it is indispensable that the European Union applies in Africa the same stan-
dards as those which are current in its own waters;

• the necessity for Senegal to carry out (just like the European Union) an assess-
ment of impacts of the fishing agreements was highlighted.
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3. Sustainability and equity in
fisheries agreements in West Africa

Potential and level of exploitation of fish resources in Senegal
by Mamadou Diallo

Mr. Diallo highlighted the socio-economic significance of fishing in terms of oper-
ating revenues (>100 billion CFA = 1 billion French francs/year), jobs (about 15% of
the working population), catches (+ 400,000 t/year) and a contribution to protein
needs (about 60% of the inhabitants draw from maritime resources, 40% of the
animal proteins consumed per year). Mr. Diallo then laid the emphasis on the
importance of considering fishing like a system. In this respect, the management
of maritime resources must be done by taking into account the different compo-
nents (environment, resource, exploitation and marketing) of this system and their
interactions. Establishing the typology of fish resources, Mr. Diallo talked of four
types of resources:

High seas pelagic resources
These are mainly types of tuna fish characterised by their migratory capacity. The
three main species of tropical tunas are albacore, bigeye and skipjack. Catches of
these species exceed today 370,000 t/year for the whole Atlantic Ocean. Other tuna
species or closely related species such as tuna species, mackerel, swordfish, sailfish
and marlin are part of these high seas pelagic resources. Senegal’s potential is diffi-
cult to assess because of the migratory character of the resource. It is strongly
influenced by the overall state of resources in the distribution area as a whole. The
potential of Senegal is estimated at 25,000 to 30,000 tonnes for major tuna species
(albacore, skipjack, and bigeye).

The concluding views of the International Commission for the Conservation of
Atlantic Tuna (ICCAT) indicate that the three major tuna species (albacore, bigeye
and skipjack) are fully exploited, even overexploited. On the other hand, some
small tuna species and closely related species that interest Senegalese artisanal fish-
eries are still underexploited.

Coastal pelagic resources
These species are mainly made up of sardinellas, chinchards and mackerels. Coastal
pelagic resources account for 70% of the catches made in the Senegalese EEZ. Re-
cent biomass assessments made in the Sene-gambian region by the oceanographic
vessel Fridtjof Nansen, give 726,000 tonnes in November 1998 and 1,850,000 tonnes
or so in November 1999 (a very favourable year) with a greater proportion of sar-
dinellas (1,385,000 tonnes in November 1999). In November 2000, the total biomass
of pelagic species fell to 759,000 tonnes, including 270,000 sardinellas. It must be
pointed out, however, that the period of November coincides with an extension of
the stock towards the north of the distribution area. The usable potential of
coastal pelagic species is estimated at 174,000 tonnes for silver sardinella, 102,000
tonnes for round sardinella and 192,000 tonnes for the Carangides species.

Since coastal pelagic resources migrate seasonally between Mauritania and the
Bijagos islands, the abundance in Senegal is closely related to environmental fluc-
tuations and to the catches made in the different countries sharing these
resources. After the halt of the exploitation by Russian vessels in November 1999,
one would expect a possibility to exploit a part of the adult stock located south of
the Gambia, beyond 25 miles. However, the fragility of these resources and their
socially sensitive character call for prudence.
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Coastal demersal resources
Senegal’s coastal demersal resources comprise shellfish (white shrimp, crayfish,
crab, etc.), cephalopods (octopus, cuttlefish, squid) and fish (mullets, sea breams,
groupers, soles, captains, etc.). The balanced production of coastal demersal
resources is estimated at 125,000 -130,000 tonnes. The analysis of the evolution of
abundant resources through the adjustment of linear models and catch per unit of
effort (CPUE) of Senegalese tuna boats indicates that, by and large, since the early
1980s, the downward trend of abundance seems to be general, with the exception
of three species (brotule, cuttlefish and octopus). Survey experiments highlight a
marked diminution of the overall abundance of demersal species on the continen-
tal shelf. This drop is more acute on 10-60 metre deep-sea beds in all fishing zones.

High seas demersal resources
The high seas demersal resources comprise shrimps (the main ones are the gambas
(Parapenaeus longirostris and Aristeus varidens) and fish (hakes, scorpion fish, sharks,
anglerfish and pink crayfish). The usable potential, all species together, was esti-
mated at about 20,000 tonnes in 1995, including:
• 3,500 to 5,000 tonnes of deep-sea shrimp and red crabs;
• 6,000 to 8,000 tonnes of hake;
• 5,000 to 7,000 tonnes of anglerfish.

The exploitation of high seas demersal resources in Senegal reaches a very high
level, calling for immediate measures to be taken such as of the reduction of fish-
ing effort.

Optimal use of resources, TACs and harvesting capacity
by Sophie des Clers

Ms des Clers divided her presentation into four parts:

1. Evolution of the European Common Fisheries Policy
The preamble touched on the evolution of the Common Fisheries Policy (CFP)
that will be revised in 2002. This revision is aimed at making the CFP performing
by integrating the demands for environmental protection and by improving consis-
tency with respect to environmental policies and European development aid.
Among the sectors concerned by these measures fishing agreements feature promi-
nently.

She mentioned the publication of the «Green Paper» by the European Com-
mission. The integration of environmental protection concerns all aspects of the
Common Fisheries Policy, and the European Commission committed itself to
ensuring that: «the same priorities as those internally identified must apply to
bilateral or multilateral negotiations with respect to the fishing activity»[4] (COM
(1999) 363 final. Fisheries Management and Nature Conservation in the Marine
Environment. So far the efforts of the Commission have focused on the imple-
mentation of the precautionary principle recommended in the FAO Code of
Conduct at the level of the formulation of scientific opinions.[5] In theory, this
means that management plans exist for each fishery, and that reference points are
defined. These reference points, used for the recommendations of Total Allowable
Catches (TAC), take into account risks concerning biomass and/or the mortality of
fish which could push fish stocks beyond safe biological limits. In practice, all
European fisheries are either fully exploited or overexploited, and using the princi-
ple of precaution has led to a diminution of the recommended TACs. These reduc-
tions have often been recognised as necessary by the sector. The European
Commission (EC) also recognised the need for a medium-term planning and the
definition of the TACs on a multi-year basis.
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2. Fish and poverty reduction
In the past, the lack of consistency between European policies created problems in
coastal states. The development aid funds encouraged, for instance, the expansion
of coastal small-scale fishing, while the fishing agreements negotiated within the
framework of the Common Fisheries Policy (CFP) allocated a growing quantity of
the same fish resources to European industrial fishing. The European Commission
touches on this issue, as well as the diminution of national food reserves as a
result of the increase in the export of fisheries products, in a recent policy paper.[6]

The implications of the CFP are addressed in a more operational manner in the
Green Paper, resulting in the revision of the CFP in 2002, but this document gives
the guidelines to target EC interventions which will facilitate the evolution towards
more perennial agreements, and more in conformity with the indications set out
in the Handbook.

3. Management of the coastal zone and the marine ecosystem
A recent analysis of the implementation of the FAO Code of Conduct demonstrat-
ed that «a few developing countries and several developed countries made notable
progress in the application of the code». In an ideal situation, fishing agreements
should only be negotiated when coastal States have formulated a plan for the sus-
tainable management of their fish resources. It is indispensable that this fisheries
management plan comes within the more comprehensive framework of an inte-
grated management plan of the coastal zone.

4. Managing the ecosystem with several fleets
The problems related to the distant water fishing fleets are well documented. On
the other hand, little attention has been devoted to the advantages. It is most like-
ly that an optimal management of the fleets must always include a foreign fleet.
The principles of commercial management recognise certain advantages to the fact
that sizes and varied types of enterprises exploiting the same goods. One of the
key advantages is that a given raw material is better exploited by a wide range of
more or less specialised enterprises. Another advantage is that every type of enter-
prise can specialise so as to meet the needs of a specific market. A third advantage
is that the competition between similar producers improves information and effi-
ciency of production. A brief analysis was presented of the advantages and disad-
vantages of local fleets as compared to foreign fleets in one and the same marine
ecosystem.
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In fact, part of the weaknesses and threats of foreign and local fleets are similar
and lead to the common problem of overexploitation of resources. However, the
simultaneous presence of a national and a foreign fleet can also improve manage-
ment impacts. The presence of a national fleet and a foreign fleet can also
strengthen the results of sectoral management and development.

Equitable agreements for sustainable fishing
by Jean-Paul Troadec

The presentation touched on four points:

1. Rights and obligations of Coastal States
The New Law of the Sea (UNCLOS 1982) conferred to coastal states sovereign
rights for the purposes of exploration, exploitation, conservation and development
of the biological resources present within their respective EEZ. It is also stipulates
that «if the capacity of exploitation of the coastal state is inferior to the total
allowable catches, the coastal state authorises other states....to exploit the remain-
der of the allowable volume...» (Article 62.2). There is still some ambiguity regard-
ing the authority of coastal states and its exercise. No third party can dispute their
decisions on the fixation of the total allowable catch as this would be tantamount
to calling into question their discretionary power. Coastal states can legitimately
rule out any foreign participation in the fishing of stocks in their EEZ, even when
a remainder exists. The choice of development measures is also incumbent upon
them. The treaty only makes compulsory for them to exercise their authority in
good faith - which rules out any discriminatory measure - and in a way that is in
conformity with the material provisions of the Treaty.

On the other hand, coastal States have a shared responsibility on stocks extending
beyond one single EEZ, and diluted for straddling stocks. The negotiation of agree-
ments between co-owners in their respective parts should therefore precede the
granting to third parties of rights of access to the shared stocks.
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Table 1. Analysis of the advantages and disadvantages of local and foreign fleets from the standpoint of the coastal State.

Local fleet Foreign fleet
Strengths Social advantages Opening and expansion of new markets

Contribution to food security High technology of fishing gears, more selective

Economic activities on ground Long-term partnerships (ex: Namibia)

Responsibility of ship owners Commitment likely to change in the short term

Weaknesses Political intrigue Little flexible long-term commitment

Poor quality of products Commitment likely to change in the short-term

No market = no value = piecemeal information

Opportunities Balanced sectoral development Higher quality production

Links with tourism Training and development partnership for local industry

Jobs for crews & observers

Threats Conflicts between artisanal boats and the others Conflicts with nationals

« Unavoidable » overexploitation of resources Too efficient fisheries

Dependence on foreign markets Competition on foreign markets
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2. Gains and costs of fishing agreements for coastal countries
The amount of royalties and compensations in kind paid by fishing countries
shows that foreign countries are ready to pay considerable sums in exchange for
the rights of access for their ships. The governments of coastal countries use these
sums to cover (training, investment and operation) charges inherent in the owner-
ship of resources. The remainder also helps them restructure their public finances
and pay off their debt. The relatively easy earnings make it possible for them to
postpone the institutional reforms indispensable to the effective regulation of
access to the fisheries under their jurisdiction. Even if, in the long run, these
reforms are likely to produce earnings higher than those that they currently draw
from fishing agreements, and if they subordinate the full contribution of fishing
to national economies, their enterprise has an immediate high political and finan-
cial cost.

The economic assessment of fisheries shows that stocks of high economic value,
made up of the main demersal species of cephalopods, shellfish and fish are likely
to produce considerable earnings, several times superior to the direct cost of their
fishery. With adapted systems of access regulation, profits of natural scarcity can
largely exceed the cost of development, and just like oil or mining revenues, they
can provide coastal States with substantial earnings.

3. Gains and costs of fishing agreements for
distant water fishing nations

In the negotiation of fishing agreements, certain fishing nations do not specially
seek to develop economically consistent activities. The European Union, for
instance, is primarily trying to transfer part of its own overcapacity. It can thus
postpone the putting in place of functional systems of access regulation whose
political cost pegged to the initial reduction of jobs is high.

A survey of the economic review of the agreements, recently commissioned by the
European Commission showed, however, that their cost was comparable to that of
a suppression over ten years of the capacities transferred in the third countries.
The non-renewal of the agreements would therefore not further impact on
European taxpayers. The review is only partial. The vision that inspired so far the
negotiation of agreements necessarily has an impact on their sustainability. In
order to be persist in the long term, the agreements should be part of an active
co-operation policy in support to coastal states for the acquisition of a real capaci-
ty to regulate access in the fisheries they control. Such an evolution supposes a
change of goals in the negotiation of agreements, and thereby in the Common
Fisheries Policy (CFP).

4. Equitable agreements for reasonable and sustainable fishing
In fishing agreements, distant water fishing nations such as coastal States have
mainly had short-term goals so far. These goals do not make it possible to earn
higher profits discountable of an effective regulation of access. This regulation
passes through the adjustment of the institutions to the new conditions of scarcity
of resources. These reforms are technically complicated and politically difficult.

The ownership of fish stocks by coastal States and the industrial structure of for-
eign boats make it possible to envisage a quick passage to functional mechanisms
for the allocation of fishing rights. To extract the stock “scarcity surplus”, the allo-
cation through the market is more efficient. It directly determines the value of
fishing rights, adjusts catch capacities to the productivity of stocks and therefore
conserves the latter, reduces conflicts through the attribution to fishermen of
guaranteed access rights, while providing coastal States with substantial revenues to
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finance development expenses and their economic development. The granting of
fishing rights on shared stocks is expected to be preceded by agreements between
co-owner countries on multiyear-based sharing schemes. The negotiation of fishing
agreements should finally be based on multi-year development plans of the main
fisheries (including the national shares of shared stocks).

Summary of discussions
The discussions brought out the following points:
1. It is indispensable that future agreements be more focused on the development

of the fishing sector in coastal countries and the conservation of fish resources.
2. improved control, monitoring and surveillance are a priority if we are to ensure

a sustainable exploitation of resources;
3. the agreements with the European Union do not provide for a quick-response

mechanism in the event of a problem;
4. the resources of the sub-region are not sufficiently known, it is urgent to

strengthen the capacities for the evaluation of the stocks with a view to their
sustainable management;

5. All interest groups must be involved in the negotiating process for the agree-
ments to be equitable;

6. It is indispensable that the policy of the European Union is more consistent. It
is necessary, for example, that the sale of juveniles of shrimps and fish whose
size is below the authorised marketable size is banned in the European market.;

7. For joint ventures, the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea only
mentions conflict resolution among Signatory States. This implies that the gov-
ernments must be involved in the fishing agreements out of necessity;

8. The current fishing overcapacity in Senegal corresponds to an economic prob-
lem. It is indispensable to determine 1) the appropriate capacities in these
waters and 2) to whom the available capacity must be allocated;

9. it is necessary to put in place an impartial monitoring committee of the fishing
agreements which will be in charge of evaluating existing agreements before
they are renewed;

10. matching grants currently finance management tools such as research and sur-
veillance. Marine protected areas that are also efficient management tools are
the losers in the distribution of these grants, this shortcoming deserves to be
rectified;

11. Fisheries management plans taking into account fishing agreements must be
drawn up and implemented;

12. the WWF denounces fisheries subsidies that lead to overexploitation and any
form of non-sustainable exploitation;

13. If financial considerations are removed, foreign fleets will continue to come
and fish in West Africa if the resources are abundant. The subsidies will con-
tribute to the maintenance of the overexploitation;

14. The transparency of the negotiating process is indispensable to ensure equity in
fishing agreements and sustainability in the exploitation of fish resources.
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4.Results and recommendations

Outline a sub-regional project on fisheries agreements
A number of ideas, some of which can constitute the main thrust of a sub-regional
project, were floated during the workshop. These are:

1. The elaboration of fisheries management plans, both national and regional,
which take fishing agreements into consideration;

2. The organisation of a sub-regional seminar to discuss the level of exploitation
of the different fish resources and to define the minimum terms and condi-
tions for a joint approach to fisheries management, by capitalising on the expe-
rience of the Forum Fisheries Agency in the South Pacific;

3. The organisation of a workshop on South-South fishing agreements with the
aim of identifying and resolving numerous implementation problems;

4. The study and use of the WWF Handbook on the negotiation of fishing agree-
ments in order to improve their future agreements along the lines of greater
equity and sustainable exploitation;

5. The strengthening of the sub-regional capacities in the area of the management
of fisheries by taking advantage of international and sub-regional co-operation;

6. The sharing at a sub-regional level of experience in negotiating fishing 
agreements;

7. Improved transparency of the decision-making process in negotiating fishing
agreements by involving all interest groups;

8. Looking into the possibilities to influence the policies of the European Union
on fishing agreements along the lines of greater equity and sustainability by
NGOs from the North;

9. The identification of the budget needed to carry out the above-mentioned
activities;

10. The identification of potential sources for the financing of activities.

Main Results and Recommendations
Participants have unanimously commended the WWF initiative to draw up a
Handbook on the negotiation of fishing agreements. They stressed, however, that
modifications are needed to adjust it to the context of the West-African sub-
region.

It was noted that South-South agreements are experiencing many problems in the
implementation of the principle of reciprocity because of the diverging interests of
contracting parties. It was recommended to look into the possibility of payment of
financial considerations, just like North-South agreements.

The experience of the Pacific in negotiating fishing agreements was highly appreci-
ated. The working group on the international and sub-regional aspects recom-
mended that the Sub-Regional Fisheries Commission (SRFC) plays the role of a
catalyst so that member countries in the sub-region take their cue from the exam-
ple of the Pacific. To this end, it is necessary that the means of the SRFC be
strengthened;

It was recommended that fishing agreements be taken into account in fisheries
management plans;

By considering the beneficial role of Marine Protected Areas on the conservation
of marine resources, its «fertilising» function of adjacent fisheries and by taking
into account the current context of the scarcity of resources, it was recommended
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that part of the financial considerations coming from fishing agreements be allo-
cated to the development and management of Marine Protected Areas (MPAs);

A review of the impact of the subsidies of distant water fleet nations on their ves-
sels should be carried out;

The workshop recommended a greater transparency of the decision-making
process in the negotiation of fishing agreements;

Participants recommended that the provisions contained in the WWF Handbook
to protect artisanal fisheries be applied to national fisheries in general, including
industrial fisheries in the coastal state;

It is urgent to determine the financial value of the resources allocated within the
framework of fishing agreements so as to be in a position to set the financial con-
siderations in a more equitable way;

At a sub-regional level, coastal states must assess the impacts of previous agree-
ments so as to sign new ones;

The workshop recommended strengthening sub-regional capacities for the moni-
toring, control and surveillance of fisheries by establishing a sub-regional vessel
logbook, by setting up a sub-regional committee to monitor fishing agreements
and by further co-ordinating surveillance activities.

Note: Further recommendations are already taken into account in the project outline on
sub-regional fisheries agreements in 4.1.
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Workshop framework and objectives

Workshop on the Promotion of Sustainable
and Equitable Fisheries Access Agreements

Papa Samba Diouf [1], Khady Sané [2] and Kees Lankester [3]

Objectives of the Workshop
Following a publication of a series of documents titles “The Footprint of Distant
Water Fleets on the World Fisheries” and to animate the debate on the relation-
ships between the fisheries agreements and a sustainable exploitation of fisheries
resources, WWF sponsored the elaboration of model fisheries agreements by a
group of reputed experts. These models were developed to improve the existing
agreements, towards a more equitable and more sustainable exploitation of fish-
eries resources. A series of workshops, of which the current one in Saly Portudal
(Senegal) is the first one, will be organised to promote these model agreements.

The objectives of the Saly Portudal workshop are:
• Promote fair and sustainable fisheries agreements between northern states and

developing states;
• Raise awareness of the advantage of the nations in the West-African sub-region

for the need to have “fisheries agreements en bloque” or “regional fisheries
agreements”;

• Allow a dialogue between the different actors in the sector in order to support
a mutual common understanding.

Framework
Since the dawn of time, humanity has considered the ocean as an inexhaustible
source of food, but also as a waste tip where it can dump all sorts of waste without
any risks. The deplorable consequences on marine resources conservation of per-
ceiving the sea in such a way were aggravated by the former rules of the sea, based
on the near freedom of both navigation and fishing. At the beginning of the
1960s, some South American nations proclaimed their economic sovereignty up to
200 miles from their coasts. In the course of the following decades, about sixty
third world countries followed suite, thus extending their jurisdiction over their
respective Economic Exclusive Zone (EEZs). This new economic geography was to
become one of the new economic international orders. The changes in interna-
tional maritime relationships responded to both the economic concerns and polit-
ical awareness of developing countries (Monford, 1983).

The free access governing the ocean formally came to an end with the adoption by
the United Nations of the Convention on the Law of the Sea in 1982 (UNCLOS).
This convention stipulates that «… coastal States have an exclusive fishing right and
are the owners of living and mineral resources located in the marine zone within
200 nautical miles adjacent to their coastline». Thus, following other UN coastal
member states, Senegal had the possibility of extending the limits of its sovereign-
ty. This offered new development possibilities as well as new responsibilities. With
the ratification of this convention by law nr. 84–67 on 16th August 1984, Senegal
extended its EEZ out to 200 nautical miles.

The extension of the EEZ puts 35% of the ocean under the jurisdiction of various
coastal states and 95% of fish stocks under the jurisdiction of coastal developing
countries (CAPE, 1995). Their economic development greatly depends on the opti-
mal exploitation of the marine natural resources located in this EEZ. But most of
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these countries have the financial nor the technical means to exploit all of the
resources. This is particularly the case for Senegal (with an EEZ of 60,000 km2) that
has opted for the conclusion of fishery agreements with foreign nations to exploit
the surplus of stocks that are not fished by nationals.

Fishery ranks high among the Senegalese economy because of the employment (10
% of the labour force) as well as of its contribution to improving the trade balance
(Senegal’s primary export sector) and its food security (Dieng, 1995). The devalua-
tion of the regional currency in 1994 boosted the export. In 1996, the export of
marine product amounted to 160 billion CFA (about US$240 million), that is 30%
of national exports (Ba, 1999).

Senegal has negotiated two types of fishery agreements:
1. Reciprocity agreements, or South-South agreements. They consist of exchanging

fishing rights in each other’s waters; implying an equal number of vessels in
Senegalese waters and in the co-signing nation’s waters. These are the agree-
ments with Guinea-Bissau, The Gambia, Mauritania, Cape Verde and member
countries of CECAF (Dieng, 1997);

2. Resource access agreements for financial compensation, or North-South agree-
ments.

In the light of the current scarcity of marine resources, the conclusion of fishery
agreements fuels a tension between the government, fishermen’s organisations and
industries (Samb, 1998). This has not prevented Senegal from continuing signing
fishery agreements with its different partners for reasons linked to the political
will to develop the fishery sector and to foreign currencies. Today it is an estab-
lished fact that the increased scarcity of the resources is at the root of multiple
problems, including those related to exploitation. This is raising more and more
questions about continuing signing fishery agreements.

Senegalese fishermen generally denounce these fishery agreements and accuse for-
eign ships of being at the basis of overexploitation. The competition between for-
eign boats and local fishery units, poses various problems, inter alia one of security
at sea. Some nationals are fishing in high seas and work in the same zones as for-
eign vessels, because of the scarcity of the resources and the increasing technologi-
cal development. Foreign vessels enter the coastal zone reserved for local fisheries,
known for its productivity. This leads to collisions of boats and canoes, and to
damage to valuable property and sometimes even human casualties.

Fisheries agreements are still far from being approved unanimously, notably with
respect to the financial component. Referring to the 1992–94 with the European
Community, the Senegalese Research Centre for the Development of Fishery
Intermediary Technology (CREDETIP) stresses that the overall global turnover of
the EU’s fishing vessels operating in Senegal was valued at 165 million Ecu while
Senegal only received a financial compensation of about 29 to 32 million Ecus.
This represented a potential income loss for Senegal of about 135 million Ecu
(Dieng, 1994).

The distribution of the financial compensation among the different fisheries poses
real problems. In fact, according to the executive secretary of CREDETIP, 
«the part of compensation funds granted to the local fishery is only peanuts, the
Senegalese local fishery only gets 1% of the financial compensation paid by the
EU» (Sall, 1995).The funds granted to scientific programmes (CRODT) decreased
since the 1990-92 EC-agreement. From 800,000 Ecu in 90-92, they fell by 25% to
600,000 in 92-94, while the financial compensation remained constant (Dieng, 1994).
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The publication of a secrete fishery agreement revealed by the national press (Sud
Quotidien, Nov. 1998) has led to questions on the allocation of all financial com-
pensations in the fishery sector. In other words, outside the ongoing official agree-
ments, have there been any unofficial agreements signed without the involvement
scientists, the public and even perhaps most of the Fishery Department staff? The
present government has pledged to put an end to these practices.

It is evident that, if the management is not improved and the present exploitation
rates continue, both the local fishery sector and the industrial fishery sector will
suffer. The consequences are already visible: declining yields, low supplies of pro-
cessing units and the local market, and multiple conflicts among the different
actors in the sector. It is in this context that negotiations with the European
Union are taking place in 2001 for a new fishery agreement. This workshop, with
recommendations and an exchange of ideas that it should invoke, is therefore
timely.

Expected results
• An opportunity for Senegal and other member states of the Sub-Regional

Fisheries Commission to learn from the experience that the Forum Fisheries
Agency in the South Pacific and Morocco have gained in negotiations;

• Support the exchange of ideas on how to reconcile fisheries agreements with
sustainable fisheries;

• Provide necessary elements for the development of model fisheries agreements
that are equitable and that are compatible with a sustainable exploitation of the
marine resources for the member states of the Sub-Regional Fisheries
Commission (SRFC);

• Make working documents available to the participants;
• Provide contours for a project on fisheries agreements at a regional level of the

SRFC member states;
• To produce a workshop report;
• To achieve that the different actors of the fishing sector become more engaged

in the agreements;
• To provide experience obtained during the workshop in Senegal for the prepa-

ration of other workshops that are envisaged in other coastal states;
• To create awareness of the public about the problems related to fishing agree-

ments and to sustainable fisheries.
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The Gambia fishing agreements

Mr. Ousman. K.L Drammeh, Director of Fisheries
Ms. Anna Mbenga Cham, Fisheries Officer. Department of Fisheries

Fishery Resources
The Gambia lies on the west coast of Africa between 13 and 14(N. The country
occupies an area of 10,600 sq. km, and is divided into two by the River Gambia
that is the dominating physical feature and is one of the major waterways in the
region. The river is 50km at its greatest width (around the coast) and narrow
towards the east (width 30km).

The Gambia has an 80km long coastline and an Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) of
200 nautical miles to the west and 30 nautical miles from north to south. The
continental shelf area is 3,855 sq km. The Gambia has considerable marine and
riverine fish resources. The maximum sustainable yield of the pelagic fish is
estimated to be between 100,000 metric tonnes per year where as the annual
catches are about 25,000 m tonnes. In contrast, demersal fish, crustacean
cephalopods (mainly cuttlefish and octopus) production is estimated to be 15,000
m tonnes, whereas the MSY is about 12,000 m tonnes per year.

The Gambia’s fisheries sector consists of industrial and artisanal fisheries. The
artisanal sub-sector operates in small units of a few fishermen or on individual
bases employing less equipment and technology. Basically this sub-sector uses
planked and dugout pirogues, and the motorised canoes are generally fewer than
the unmotorised canoes. Most of the motorise canoes are foreign.

In spite of the small-scale nature of its operation, the artisanal sub-sector provides
80% of the total local fish consumption (Department of Fisheries, unpublished). It
also provides shrimps and other high value species to the industrial sub-sector
(companies), in which most of it are normally destined for the European market.
Part of the shrimps is consumed in the country, mainly by the hotels.

The industry is dominated by large private sector production. The main bulk of
the industrial production is destined for overseas markets. A small part of its
production is for domestic fish consumption. There are now 20 locally registered
companies, 10 of which have invested in fish processing factories. Seven fish
factories are certified to process and export to EU countries. Only 2 companies
have managed to acquire fishing trawlers, the rest depends on supplies from
artisanal catches to feed their factories. The major contribution of the sub-sector
lies in its foreign exchange earning potentials and its employment generating
capacity.

Fisheries Policy Objectives and Programmes
Fish is important for the nutrition of The Gambia and is in essence one of the
policy objectives of the government: to enhance the nutritional status of the popu-
lation as well as to optimise production by reducing post harvest losses.

The Fisheries sector policy objectives are as follows:
1. sustainable utilisation of the resources;
2. increase employment opportunities in the sector;
3. increase the net foreign exchange earnings;
4. to expand the participation of the private Gambian entrepreneurs in the fish-

ing industry among others.
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Role of the Fisheries Sector in the National Economy

Foreign exchange generation
Fish exports represents substantial foreign exchange earnings to the economy
through direct benefits in terms of revenue to the government. The government
removed import duties on any items destined for the fishing industries to encour-
age private investment. Fishing industries exporting through letters of credits are
exempted from export duty payment.

In 1986-87, 1,543 metric tonnes and 1,817 m tonnes, valued at US$27 million and
US$39 million respectively, were exported to markets in the European Union such
as Spain, Italy, UK, and France, as well as Nigeria, Ghana, USA, Canada and Hong
Kong.

Contribution to Gross Domestic Product
In the food production sector fisheries ranks third after Agriculture and Livestock,
with an average annual contribution of 2.4%. Fisheries ranks third when it comes
to GDP contribution, but it is leading as a major protein supply in The Gambia.
In The Gambia it is cheaper to buy fish than meat.

Employment and revenue generation
An estimated 1,500 people are employed by the industrial sub-sector and this num-
ber, added to the number engaged in the artisanal sub-sector gives a total of 3,100
people directly employed in the fishing industry.

Food Production
Average annual per capita consumption of fish calculated for the period is 24.5 kg
per person. This number decreases as one moves farther away from the coast /
riverine to inland where fish consumption can be as low as 7-9 kg (Fisheries
Department, unpublished central statistics). This could among other reasons be a
result of inefficient fish distribution system.

Estimated fish Supply and Consumption Balance Sheet (1991)

Source of fish supply Quantity (metric tons)
Production 33,646

Imports 124

Exports 1,817

Net Production 31,953

National Population (1997) 1,300,000

Per capita consumption (Kg) 24.5

Source: Department of Fisheries and Statistics, 1997
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Situation of the resources
The Gambia’s fisheries resource are grouped into three main classes:
Pelagics, demersal species and crustaceans (primarily shrimps).

The biomass estimated of fisheries stocks are based on he FAO resource surveys
conducted by the R/V Fridtjof Nansen. NORAD (Norwegian Aid Agency) have
funded several pelagic and demersal trawl and acoustic surveys in The Gambian
waters. The only comprehensive survey on demersal stocks was conducted in
November 1997.

Estimated biomass in metric tons

Year Demersals Pelagics Total
1986 43,645 - 43,645

1992 30,000 160,000 190,000

1995 22,000 156,000 178,000

1996 - 122,000 122,000

Source: Dr. Fridtjof Nansen Cruise Report, 1997.

Licenses and Registration Arrangements
Revenue generated from licenses and registration fees from 1989-1997 was approxi-
mately over US$4 million.

Fishing Agreements
The Gambia has Fishing Agreements with the European Union, Senegal and
Japan. An agreement has been negotiated with the Federal Republic of Nigeria,
but is not yet into force. The agreement with the EU has not been renewed since
the expiry of the 1993-1996 agreement, due to differences encountered during rene-
gotiations.

The Agreement with Senegal is reciprocal and it specifies the type and size of ves-
sels allowed to fish in each other’s waters. Artisanal vessels from both countries
can operate in The Gambian and Senegalese waters adhering to the laws regula-
tions pertaining to that country.

The Gambia-EU Fishing Agreements
The Gambia-EU Fishing Agreement was signed in 1987 for the period 1 July - 30
June 1990. There have been two subsequent agreements covering the periods 1 July
1990 - 30 June 1993 and 1 July 1993- 30 June 1996. It applies to tuna vessels such as
freezer seiners, pole and line, long liners, and freezer trawlers fishing for fresh fish
and shrimps.

The total number of fishing days by fresh fish vessels and freezer trawlers in The
Gambia’s fishing zone was limited to 1,900 fishing days and 3,100 fishing days
respectively in each fishing year. The fishing vessels were required to submit on a
regular basis statements of catches to The Gambian Fisheries officials. Trawlers
were required to land 30kg of fish per GRT per year free of charge in the Gambia
as a contribution towards supplying the local population with fish caught in The
Gambian waters. European Union vessels were required to take on board Gambian
seamen and not to fish in the zone reserved for the artisanal fisheries.

The Gambia received compensation of 3.3 mECU, 3.87 mECU and 1.1 mECU in
1987-1990,1990-1993 and 1993-1996 respectively. The EU paid a total of 240,000 ECU
for the three agreements for scientific programs and 385,000 ECU as training
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awards. The money for the scientific programs was provided by the EU as contri-
bution towards the financing of studies and research in The Gambia in order
improve the knowledge of fishing resources.

The EU was obliged to facilitate the admission of Gambian nationals to their
national institutions and provided training awards and grants for study and train-
ing in various scientific, technical and economic subjects relating to fishery
resources. The grants also financed study trips and the participation of Gambian
Fishery Ministry Officials in conferences, workshops and seminars.

There was a scale down of fishing effort and financial compensation in the 1993-
1996 fishing Agreement by the EU due to the following reasons:
• difficult position of EU fishing vessels
• a number of vessels having ceased operations
• a number stayed in port, because it was not economical to operate
• fish prices having fallen 30% to 40%
• consumers having changed to cheaper substitution such as pork, chicken etc.
• some EU vessels having entered into joint venture with partners operating in

other countries where they believed operations were more profitable.

After the last agreement expired in 1996, the two parties have not succeeded in
negotiations on a new one. This is due to the reasons for scaling down given by
EU in 1993-1996 Fishing Agreement. Besides, The Gambia government wants to
conserve its fishery resources in order to gain more from its utilisation under any
fishing agreement entered with foreign partners.

For the period from 1st July 1993 to 30th June 1996, annual fishing rights was as
follows:

1. Tuna vessels:
(a) Freezer seiners: 23 vessels
(b) Pole and line: 7 vessels

2. Trawlers and other vessels:
(a) Fresh fish trawlers: 410 GRT
(b) Freezer trawlers:

• Fishing for shrimps: 2.000 GRT
• Fishing for other species: 750 GRT

Article 2
The number of fishing days by fresh fish vessels and freezer trawlers in the
Gambia’s fishing zone is limited to 1,000 fishing days and 4,000 fishing days in
each fishing year of application of the protocol.
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Agreement between The Gambia Government and the
Federation of Japan Tune Fisheries Co-operative Associations
and the Japan Far Seas Purse Seine Fishing Association on
Fishing Activities in the waters of the Republic of The Gambia

An agreement has been signed between The Gambia and the Federation of the
Japan Tuna Fisheries Co-operative Associations and the Japan Far Seas Purse Seine
Fishing Association on fishing activities in the waters of the Gambia. This agree-
ment came into force on 28 July 1992. This agreement was based exclusively on
tuna. The agreement was neither a compensatory nor a reciprocal one. The vessels
only pay a license fee which last 3 months for long liners and five months for
purse seiners. Under the agreement the longliners and purse seiners are licensed
to fish in the 200 miles zone of The Gambia.

License Application and Issuing Formalities
• The application of licenses shall be made in the prescribed form to the compe-

tent authority of the government through the Federation for Japanese tuna
longliners and the Association for Japanese tuna Purse Seiners, at least one
month before the date of commencement of the period of validity requested;

• Each license application should be accompanied by proof of payment of the
fee and payment shall be made into an account opened with a financial institu-
tion or any other body designated by The Gambia’s Authority through bank
cable transfer;

• A license shall be issued for a specific vessel and shall not be transferable. A
vessel license can be replace by a new license for another vessel similar to those
of the first vessel. The license of the first vessel should be canceled;

• The new license should indicate the date of issue, due to the fact that it
replaces the license of the previous vessel for the remaining period of validity;

• No new fee is due as long as the period of validity has not expired;
• The license must be held on board at all times;
• The accountant General’s Department of The Gambia shall give notice, before

the agreement enters into force, of the arrangements for payment of the fee,
including information on the bank account.

License fees
• Longliners - US$ 1,000 per vessel for three months operations. This period may

be extended for further period of one or two months, by request at list 15 days
before the expiring of the 3 months. The fee shall be US$ 350 per vessel per
month;

• Purse Seiners - US$5,000 per vessel for 5 months operation;
• The 3 months period for longliners and 5 months period for purse seiners shall

become effective on the date of the first entry into the Gambian waters of each
vessel.

Conditions of fishing operations

Fish Zones
Longliners and purse seiners with a valid license shall be permitted to engage in
fishing beyond 12 nautical miles off the coast of The Gambia.
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Reporting of entry and exit
Each licensed vessel shall notify the Authority, through The Gambia coastal radio
station or send a telex.
• Entry Port: by 24 hours prior to first entry into The Gambian waters
• Exit Report: by 24 hours prior to final departure from The Gambian waters

Vessel identification
Each licensed vessel shall display the International Radio Call Sign on both sides
of the hull and on an appropriate weather deck. The letter of the display shall be
at least 0.45 meter in height.

Statement of catch
Each licensed vessel engage in fishing within The Gambian water shall maintain
daily catch records.

• The Federation and the Association shall make every effort to ensure that the
daily catch report for licensed vessels shall be send to the Authority by mail
within 30 days from the first port call following operations in The Gambian
waters;

• In the event of any dispute arising as to the interpretation or application of
any of the provisions of this Agreement, The Gambian Government and the
Federation and the Association shall endeavour to settle it by consultations
between themselves to be commenced as soon as practicable after the receipt
by either party of a formal request from the other for the opening of consulta-
tion;

• The Gambian Government and the Federation and the Association shall review
each year the terms and conditions of the fishing activities by the member and
their fishing vessels of the Federation and the Association within the Gambian
waters. Such review could be by exchange of communication between both par-
ties or a meeting between them when necessary;

• This agreement shall enter into force on the date of signing by both parties
and remain in force for one year and shall remain in force by tacit consent for
additional periods of one year, unless one of the parties has notified the other
of its intention to terminate it at least one month before the expiry of each
yearly term.

The Gambian-Senegal Agreement on Maritime Fisheries
The Gambia-Senegal Fishing Agreement in the field of Maritime Fisheries signed
on November 11th 1992 between the governments of the two states and under the
reciprocal concession of fishing right in waters under the jurisdiction of the two
states.

Fishing license
• All applications should be done on the prescribed form addressed to the

authorities of each state, through their ministry in charge of foreign affairs;
• All applications shall be examined by the authorities to ensure that they com-

ply with the provisions of the present protocol and inform the other party,
through their ministry in charge of foreign affairs, about any decision taken.
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Documents requested for the technical inspection
Vessels authorised to fish within the framework of the present protocol may
undergo an inspection during which the following documents are requested:
• Valid sea worthiness certification issued by the competent authorities of coun-

tries of origin;
• Valid insurance policy;
• Any other document that may be requested by one of the other party.

Fishing license fees
Gambia shall pay the fee applicable to The Gambian fishing vessels.

Issuance of licences
• The license is issued after the payment of the fees;
• License issued are not transferable except in case of force majeure.

Vessels authorised to fish in our waters
• Senegalese vessels of up to 600GRT are authorised to fish in waters under the

jurisdiction of The Gambia;
• Senegalese trawlers of up to 1,750GRT are authorised to fish in waters under

the jurisdiction of The Gambia;
• Senegalese sardine vessels of up to 500GRT are authorised to fish in Gambian

waters under the jurisdiction of The Gambia.

Gambian vessels authorised to fish in Senegalese waters
Gambian tuna vessels of up to 600 GRT are authorised to fish in waters under the
jurisdiction of Senegal.

Fishing zones
Vessels authorised to fish in the waters of one of the two states within the frame-
work of the present protocol, must comply with the regulations in force in that
state.

Mesh size of the nets
The two parties have agreed to comply with the regulation by the Sub-Regional
Fisheries Commission with regards to mesh size of fishing gears, within the frame-
work of the convention on the conditions of access to the resource, signed at Praia
on July 14th 1993.

Industrial vessels targeting coastal demersal species

Fish 70 mm

Shrimps 50 mm

Industrial vessels targeting deep sea demersal species

Fish and cephalopods 70 mm

Shrimps 40 mm

Pelagic trawlers 40 mm

Embarcation of a deckhand/inspector or an inspector
Each state shall put an inspector/deckhand on board of each fishing vessel in pos-
session of a license issued within the framework of the present protocol, in order
to comply within the national legislation:
• A deckhand/inspector shall be put on board vessels of GRT of up to 250 tons;
• An inspector shall be on board any fishing vessel of GRT above 250 tons;
• Deck hand/inspectors put on board any fishing vessel, shall communicate by

radio with their base twice a week and whenever necessary.
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Declaration of catches
All vessels in possession of a license issued by one of the two states, within the
framework of the present protocol are under obligation to communicate to the
competent authorities of the other state, and declaration of catches. These declara-
tion of catches must be deposited at the end of each fishing trip before the end
the next month.

Meeting of the Gambian and the Senegalese experts
On the 24th – 25th April 2000, a meeting of Gambian and Senegalese experts in
the field of fisheries was held at the conference hall of the Atlantic hotel, Banjul.

The Agendas were:
• Review of the implementation of the agreement;
• Future prospects of the agreement;
• Other matters.

Both parties have expressed their satisfaction regarding the execution of the provi-
sions of the agreement in force.
• a total tonnage was of 1,664.42 GRT was granted to the Senegalese for the first

semester of 1994 and 1,749 GRT in the second semester;
• The Gambian party transmitted to the Senegalese party a request for fishing

license for trawlers totalling 1,042 GRT in the first semester of 1994. However
this was not used by The Gambia.

Surveillance
There was no joint surveillance exercise in the past year. However, there were regu-
lar radio contacts between the two surveillance structures and exchange of infor-
mation. In fact, a joint surveillance exercise was undertaken between the maritime
surveillance units of The Gambia, Guinea-Bissau and Senegal, together with the
American Navy. It was agreed that The Gambia will maintain the chairmanship of
the joint commission on surveillance until the next commission meeting.

Right of pursuit
Both countries have made significant progress in the ratification process of the
Sub–Regional Convention in the exercise of maritime hot pursuit, as a matter of
urgency.

Problems encountered

Communication
Gambia expressed some difficulties experienced in communicating with Gambian
observers on board Senegalese vessels license to fish in Gambian waters under the
agreement, due to high demand and use of the frequency 2555.0MHZ. They decid-
ed to maintain this frequency. Due to the technical nature of the problem, the
monitoring control and surveillance unit of The Gambia and project of fisheries
protection and surveillance of Senegal were mandated to work together to resolve
this situation.

The Senegalese party expressed concerns that Senegalese vessels fishing under the
agreement have to come to into Banjul port for pre-licensing inspection each time
a new license is to be issued. They did highlight the cost and the delay involved
and requested that vessels that are renewing their license not to undergo this
inspection. It is indicated by The Gambian government that it is a requirement
that all vessels intending to fish in Gambian waters must undergo a pre-license
inspection, but it was promised to consider the situation.
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Conclusion
Fish is an important source of cheap protein to the population of The Gambia
and is believed to have potential for a greater contribution to addressing the coun-
try's food security policy objective and developing the economy in general. Based
on the current production levels, there is considerable scope for exploiting the
marine pelagic fisheries and aquaculture. In contrast, there is need for tighter and
more effective control of the threats to demersal resources exploited by the indus-
trial and the foreign fleet operators.
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Les éléments à prendre en compte
pour sauvegarder les intérêts des
pêcheurs artisans

Amadou Wade, Fenagie-pêche

Dans ce bref résumé, la FENAGIE-pêche exprime sa position par rapport aux con-
ditions ou préalables qu’elle juge nécessaires ou indispensables, de prendre en
compte pour la préservation des intérêts des pêcheurs artisans dans tout protocole
d’accord de pêche avec les pays étrangers notamment avec ceux de la communauté
européenne.

Par la même occasion elle réaffirme sa position concernant la signature d’accord
de pêche dont elle n’est pas contre le principe. Ceci pour la simple raison qu’elle
perçoit dans une certaine mesure la signature d’accord comme un moyen pour
notre pays de mener des actions concrètes visant à développer et aménager les
pêcheries. Et c’est dans cette dynamique que nous avons beaucoup insisté (comme
l’ont fait d’ailleurs les autres) lors des concertations nationales sur la pêche pour
que la problématique d’une gestion rationnelle et durable des ressources halieu-
tiques soit une priorité dans les nouvelles orientations politiques définies par
l’Etat du Sénégal en matière de pêche. Aujourd’hui, la FENAGIE-Pêche s’en tient à
l’esprit des conclusions et recommandations de ces assises nationales sur la pêche,
particulièrement pour ce qui concerne cet aspect.

C’est dire donc que le principe visant à assurer la conservation et la gestion des
ressources halieutique en vue de leur exploitation durable sous tend pour nous
toute conclusion d’accord de pêche avec les pays du Nord. Une telle approche pré-
suppose une connaissance plus approfondie de l’état de la ressource, la mise en
œuvre d’une stratégie efficace pour la surveillance et le contrôle de l’activité de
pêche. Autrement dit l’objectif de durabilité de l’exploitation des ressources halieu-
tiques doit être mis en première ligne, pour cela, et dans la perspective du nouveau
protocole entre le Sénégal et l’Union Européenne. Un certain nombre de principes
cités ci-dessous doivent être impérativement pris en compte avant l’octroi de toute
possibilité de pêche. Il s’agit entre autres de:
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• Disposer si possible d’informations détaillées et précises sur les ressources
halieutiques à partir des résultats de l’évaluation de l’accord en cours. Ceci
nous permettra d’avoir des éléments pour pouvoir apprécier de façon plus
objective. C’est à dire que l’avis de la recherche sur l’état des stocks avant toute
signature nous paraît plus réaliste;

• Exclure toute allocation de droits de pêche sur certains stocks pélagiques (>80%
des captures) notamment les sardinelles dont l’aspect sensible sur le plan local
impose une certaine prudence;

• Garantir la satisfaction de la demande nationale en terme d’alimentation de la
population locale;

• Geler, voir la réduire l’effort de pêche sur les ressources côtière dont l’état de
surexploitation ne permet d’accorder des possibilités de pêche sur ces stocks.

• Obligation de débarquement de la quasi-totalité des captures des bateaux;
• Développer un système approprié de financement de la pêche;
• Instauration d’un système de gestion approprié permettant la reconstitution

des stocks;
• Mise en œuvre d’action visant d’une part à moderniser la pêche artisanale et

d’autre part à valoriser la production halieutique;
• En conclusion le gel voire la réduction de l’effort de pêche dans certains cas

s’impose car dans ce contexte il serait difficile de satisfaire une demande à hau-
teur des concessions de l’accord en cours ce qui suppose l’exclusion de toute
possibilité d’augmentation de droits de pêche.
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Accords de pêche: Perception par la
Commission Européenne

Andrea Nicolaj, Conseiller Economique Délégation
de la Commission Européenne au Sénégal

Au nom de la Commission Européenne je voudrais vous remercier pour l’invita-
tion à participer à cet Atelier féliciter les organisateurs. Dans la première partie de
mon exposé j’aimerais m’arrêter brièvement sur les relations entre l’Union
Européenne et le Sénégal dans le domaine de la pêche; en suite vous présenter syn-
thétiquement le débat qui vient d’être lancé par la Commission Européenne sur
l’avenir de la Politique Commune de la Pêche dans son Livre Vert.

Accord de pêche avec le Sénégal
Les relations entre l’Union Européenne et le Sénégal sont très profondes. L’accord
de pêche entre l’UE et le Sénégal a été le premier accord de pêche conclu par la
Communauté Européenne avec un pays ACP.

Le premier protocole est entré en vigueur en 1979 pour une période de 2 ans. 
Il a été suivi par 14 protocoles similaires. Ce protocole a toujours correspondu au
concept des accords classiques - dits de première génération - ou la Communauté,
pour obtenir des droits d’accès devait payer une contrepartie financière à l’Etat, 
y compris dans certains cas des dotations particulières destinées au ciblage des 
certaines activités dans le domaine de la pêche tels que la surveillance, la
recherche, etc.

La Commission Européenne constate aujourd’hui que des nombreux changements
se sont produits dans le monde de la pêche et qu’il est urgent de reformer la PCP.

Comme il a été rappelé hier dans son intervention Julie Cator, «la Commission est
de l’avis que la politique actuelle doit s’adapter à l’évolution de la conjoncture et
aux nouveaux défis à relever, tels que les aspirations légitimes de nombreux PVD
désireux de renforcer leur industrie de pêche et les impératifs du développement
durable et d’une pêche responsable». Cela m’amène à la deuxième partie de mon,
intervention, c’est à dire la démarche entamée pour repenser la PCP.

Une nouvelle politique commune de pêche de l’UE
La semaine dernière la Commission Européenne a adopté un Livre Vert sur
l’avenir de la Politique Commune de la Pêche. L’objectif est d’ouvrir un vaste
débat au terme duquel la Commission présentera des propositions pour une nou-
velle PCP, y compris le volet extérieur (les accords de pêche), qui devrait entrer en
vigueur en 2003.

L’analyse de la dimention exterieure de la PCP part tout d’abord 
par un constat:
Depuis 25 ans, la CE négocie des droits d’accès pour sa flotte de pêche lointaine
(PLE) pour compenser des droits perdus liés à l’ancienne liberté de pêcher dans les
ZEE. Par principe, comme tout système compensatoire, il s’agit d’un système tran-
sitoire avec nombreuses faiblesses, tels que: Faute d’une flexibilité suffisante, les
accords de pêche ne permettent pas de réagir rapidement en cas de problèmes de
diminution des stocks. Les possibilités de pêche offertes aux navires européens ne
sont pas toujours fondés sur l’évolution réelle de la ressource.
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Certains accords de pêche n’ont pas prévu assez des garanties pour assurer la pro-
tection de la petite pêche côtière, etc. Nous sommes, après 25 ans, à la croisée des
chemins. L’avenir des relations bilatérales entre la CE et d’autres intervenants,
reconnaît le Livre Vert, est incertain.

Parmi les pays tiers dans les eaux desquels les flottes européennes ont le droit de
pêcher, nombreux sont ceux qui connaissent une raréfaction des ressources, tandis
que l’approvisionnement de poisson est essentiel pour leur sécurité alimentaire et
le développement économique et que certains pays aspirent légitimement à
développer leur capacité d’exploitation. La question est donc d’imaginer une alter-
native qui tient compte des «progrès-évolutions» produits durant cette période et
dont la viabilité doit être envisagée sur le long terme.

Quelle est la vision de la Commission?
Les relations bilatérales de la Communauté doivent être adaptées à l’évolution de
la conjoncture, dans le respect des engagements qui ont été souscrits (Code de
conduite). Il faut que les accords de pêche permettent de répondre aux besoins
des PVD et à leur aspiration légitime quant au développement de leur secteur. Les
accords bilatéraux offrent, en ce qui concerne la pêche responsable, des meilleures
garanties que des arrangements privés. Le vrai challenge est de fixer la/les missions
des différents acteurs (public[7]/privé et CE/pays tiers) et ainsi redéfinir les rôles et
les responsabilités desdits acteurs.

Il y a une Mission publique: instaurer une pêche responsable au niveau de la CE:
Soutenir, par tous les moyens qui sont à sa disposition, la réalisation de cette mis-
sion (capacité politique, moyens financiers, administration et savoir-faire (de la
recherche à la surveillance).

Obligation de respecter ses engagements internationaux (spécifiques et généraux),
c’est-à-dire dans le domaine de la «pêche» - Convention des Nations Unies sur le
droit de la Mer, Code de conduite pour une pêche responsable…. mais aussi des
autres secteurs et politiques (développement, environnement, commerce, etc..);

Nécessité de respecter son «ordre interne» (Traité, répartition des compétences,
politiques communes et politiques communautaires, règlements et décisions, etc.),
y compris, dans le cas spécifique de la PCP, défendre les intérêts de son secteur et
de ses citoyens/consommateurs. Le Traité de l’UE d’ailleurs est très clair: il dispose
que la PCP doit tenir compte des objectifs de la Communauté en matière de
développement.

Au niveau des Pays tiers:
Les mêmes que la CE, mais avec comme particularités, le manque de moyens pour
l’exécution de ses obligations (de l’évaluation des ressources à la surveillance des
activités de pêche) et un niveau de développement inférieur en ce qui concerne
son secteur. Il y a aussi une Mission privée: réaliser des profits en exploitant et val-
orisant des ressources halieutiques.

Le secteur privé Européen:
Détenteur d’un savoir-faire, d’une pratique, d’une capacité, de moyens et de
marchés de plus en plus intégrés peut effectivement «exporter» ce know-how et le
faire partager.

Le secteur privé des Pays Côtiers:
Aspirations au développement d’une industrie naissante, dans le respect de leurs
situations respectives (tenant compte de leur niveau de développement et de leurs
besoins/capacités).
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La proposition de la Commission

Etablir un réel Partenariat:
La mise en facteur commun des missions «publiques» ne peut se réaliser qu’au tra-
vers de l’établissement d’un dialogue politique (cadre) qui doit être sectoriel,
compte tenu de la particularité de la matière (gestion d’une ressource naturelle
renouvelable).

«La Communauté doit développer un cadre adapté à une pêche durable avec des
Accords de Partenariat, non seulement pour assurer l’accès à la flottille commu-
nautaire, mais aussi pour favoriser l’établissement d’un cadre qui permette d’en-
gager un dialogue politique et de promouvoir une pêche responsable et durable.»

«Les accords de pêche conclu avec les PVD devront s’inscrire dans les Stratégies de
Développement établies entre la Communauté et les pays partenaires – comme
prévu par l’Accord de Cotonou - et contribuer à la réalisation des objectifs fixés
par lesdits stratégies.»

«Les accords de pêche devront prendre en considération les aspects pertinents des
autres politiques communautaires en devenant l’élément moteur d’une utilisation
rationnelle et responsable des ressources de pêche sous la juridiction des pays
côtiers en développement.»

Je rappelle que dans sa Communication sur Pêcheries et Réduction de la Pauvreté
(Novembre 2000), la Commission Européenne a affirmé qu’elle «concentrera ses
efforts sur le renforcement de la nécessaire cohérence entre sa politique de
développement et le volet externe de la politique commune de la pêche» et assur-
era que les articles 61 et 62 de la Convention des nations Unies sur le droit de la
mer sont appliqués.

En ce qui concerne les Financements:
Lorsqu’ils sont publics, ils doivent donc permettre d’exécuter les missions
publiques, les sources sont aussi nombreuses que variées et correspondent aux
enjeux/ambitions/intérêts. Pour les financements publics, l’objectif sera de favoris-
er les synergies et éviter les gaspillages.

Lorsqu’il s’agit du financement par le privé, l’objectif sera la création d’une
richesse pour l’Etat côtier (rente économique liée à l’exploitation des ressources
halieutiques), mais le seul élément additionnel envisageable sera le paiement des
accès offerts aux navires (redevances), comme le prévoit le Droit de la Mer (art 62,
par 4).
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L’expérience Mauritanienne 
des Accords de Pêche
Sidina Ould Cheikhna [8], conseiller ministre des pêches et 
de l’economie maritime

La Mauritanie pays côtiers dispose de 750 Km de côtes a étendu sa Zone
Economique Exclusive (ZEE) à 200 miles dés 1978 avant l’adoption de la convention
des Nations Unis sur le droit de la mer. La Zone Economique Exclusive (ZEE)
mauritanienne, étendu sur près de 230 000 Km2 avec 39 000 Km2 de plateau conti-
nental, recèle des ressources considérables et variées et ceux du fait d’un
phénomène naturel appelé UPWELLING qui favorise le développement des
ressources halieutiques dans cette zone.

La présence de cette ressource et l’absence de tradition maritime séculaire ont
favorisé très tôt la signature d’accords de pêche avec des pays disposant de capi-
taux et/ou de technologies nécessaires ainsi que des accords de coopération avec
des pays côtiers voisins et ceux avant l’apparition d’accords d’accès à la ressource
réputés être des accords commerciaux. Pour comprendre les enjeux des accords de
pêches liant la Mauritanie à d’autres pays il serait utile de présenter brièvement la
situation du secteur de la pêche en Mauritanie.

I Le secteur de la pêche en Mauritanie

1.1 Les ressources halieutiques mauritaniennes
Les ressources halieutiques mauritaniennes ont fait l’objet de diverses estimations
ce qui a emmené le Centre National de Recherche Océanographique et des Pêches
(CNROP) a organisé plusieurs Groupes de travail pour donner au Gouvernement
une estimation de ce potentiel sur laquelle s’accordent tous les chercheurs
intéressés par cette Zone.

Le quatrième Groupe de travail sur l’évaluation des stocks et l’aménagement des
pêcheries de la Zone Economique Exclusive Mauritanienne a été organisé par le
Centre National de Recherche Océanographique et des Pêches à Nouadhibou du 7
au 13 Décembre 1998 et a permis de donner de nouvelles évaluations de certains
stocks, de faire un diagnostic de la pêcherie et d’émettre des recommandations de
gestion des stocks. Ce dernier Groupe de travail recommande de diminuer ou de
geler l’effort de pêche pour la plupart des pêcheries en dehors des pélagiques.

1.2 Indicateurs socio-économiques du secteur de la pêche
Le secteur de la pêche en Mauritanie constitue l’un des piliers de l’Economie
Mauritanienne de part les recettes qu’il génère aussi bien en devises que pour le
Budget de l’Etat et constitue l’un des secteurs d’emplois les plus dynamique.

• Le secteur des pêches représente environ 50 % des recettes en devises de la
Mauritanie (cf Tableau 3 et 4) et 25 % des recettes budgétaires mais seulement
10 % du Produit Intérieur Brut. Ce faible pourcentage du PIB s’explique par sa
faible intégration à l’Economie mauritanienne.

• Au plan social, 3406 postes d’emploi ont été occupés dans le secteur de la pêche
industrielle et 32 544 emplois dans le secteur de la Pêche Artisanale.
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Table 1: Evaluation of the fisheries resources

Compte tenu de la spécificité du secteur de la pêche artisanale les emplois y sont
encore plus importants. Il s’agit tant d’emplois directs que d’emplois indirects. A
la faveur de l’exécution de nouveaux projets qui devraient démarrer au début de
l’an 2001 et le démarrage de nouvelles unités, l’emploi dans ce segment s’amélior-
era davantage. La proportion des postes liés à la valorisation devrait s’améliorer.

At 30 September 2000
Employed at sea 13 973

Employed on land 17 624

Other 947

Total 32 544

II Les accords de pêche en Mauritanie
La signature d’Accords de pêche ou d’arrangement avec des entreprises étrangères
a été une option adoptée très tôt par le Gouvernement mauritanien.

2.1 Les Accords de Coopérations dans le domaine de la pêche:
la création de Sociétés Mixtes:

• Certains de ces Accords ont apporté au secteur de la pêche en Mauritanie les
capitaux et le savoir-faire nécessaire pour jeter les bases de son développement
et ceux avant l’avènement d’un secteur privé mauritanien qui a pris la relève du
secteur public dans ces domaines.

• Ce type d’accords a été signé avec des pays comme l’Algérie en 1973, la Libye en
1977, URSS en 1973 et la Roumanie en 1974.

• Ces Accords ont permis de construire une dizaine d’usines à terre et d’acquérir
plusieurs dizaines de chalutiers de pêche. La création d’usine à terre soutiendra
la politique de commercialisation des produits de la pêche mauritanien qui
verra le jour avec la création de la Société mauritanienne de commercialisation
du poisson.
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Species WFA FAO 1980 FAO 1981 FAO 1985 CNROP 1988 CNROP 1993 CNROP 1998*

Cephalopods 68,000 42,000 42,000 45,000 59,000 65,000 50,000

Demersal fish 154,000 90,000 90,000 58,700 168,000 132,000 70,000

Crustaceans - - - - - 7,000 5,400

Praires - - - - 301,000 301,000 300,000

Pelagics 445,000 440,000 570,700 320,000 426,000 980,000 1,180,000

Tuna - - 10,000 10,000 - 26,000 26,000

Total 667,000 572,000 712,700 433,700 954,000 1,511,000 1,631,400

* For certain species the estimations in 1993 are maintained either completely or partially in the absence of new estimations



Les Accords Commerciaux dans le domaine de la pêche: 
Accès à la ressource
L’Accord avec l’Union européenne constitue l’exemple type de ces accords dans le
sens où il s’agit d’accorder des possibilités de pêche en contrepartie du paiement
de redevances et de compensation financière au trésor public mauritanien.

• A ce jour la Mauritanie a signé quatre (4) Accords de pêche avec l’union
européenne. Ces accords ont permis à cent à deux cent navires européens d’ac-
céder aux eaux mauritaniennes et ce de 1987 à ce jour;

• Les premiers accords concernaient surtout la pêche spécialisée et ceux avant
l’introduction en 1993 de la catégorie des céphalopodes et en 1996 des chalu-
tiers de pêche pélagique;

• Le quatrième accord expire le 31 août prochain et d’ores et déjà l’accord est
renouvelé tacitement et les deux parties entameront les négociations pour sign-
er un protocole et des annexes.

Table 6. Fishing effort authorised by the agreements with the European Union

1st agreement 2nd greement 3rd agreement 4th agreement
GRT 8-7-90 1990-93 1993-96 1996-2001
Crustaceans – shrimp fishers 10 000 10 000 4 500 5 500

Hake fishers 15 000 15 000 12 000 8 500

Langoustine operations 3 500 1 950 300 300

Fish trawlers - - 4 200 5 500

Demeral species, non-trawlers - - 2 600 4 200

Pelagics, seiners, trawlers 5 500 9 000 - -

Total in GRT (at start) 34 000 35 950 23 600 24 000

Cephalopods (mean values) - - 5 250 12 200

Grand total in GRT 34 000 35 950 28 850 36 200

Vessels
Tuna seiners (# vessels) 41 25 34 40

Canners longliners (# vessels) 4 38 11 17

Pelagics (max. # vessels) - - - 22

Total Tuna/pélagics vessels 45 63 45 79

Financial Compensation
Millions Euros 38 48 31 310
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La Guinée et les accords de pêche

Mamadi Keïta and Ismaïla Keïta

Introduction
• Depuis l’adoption de la convention du droit de la mer nos pays ont vu la zone

maritime sous leur juridiction augmenter.
• L’adoption de cette convention a amené les Etats à réfléchir sur le comment

maximiser les revenus issus de l’exploitation des ressources halieutiques en vue
de tirer un meilleur bénéfice.

• C’est dans ce contexte, la Guinée a commencé par la mise en œuvre des
accords de pêche.

• Ces accords qui dans un premier temps étaient de nature bilatérale avaient
pour principal objectif le ravitaillement de la population en produits halieu-
tiques. Ils étaient négociés avec principalement l’Union Soviétique contre la
bauxite et l’Espagne pour la création d’une flotte nationale.

• Vers les années 80, le Département en charge des Pêches a entrepris la mise en
place d’un processus de suivi de la gestion des ressources par l élaboration d’un
plan de pêche annuel.

• Ce plan de pêche est un instrument de travail et de suivi du secteur de la
pêche.

L’état de le ressource établi à partir de travaux d’évaluation directe ou indirecte est
la base fondamentale de l’élaboration de ce plan de pêche. Il prend en compte
l’avis du Centre de Surveillance, du Centre de recherche halieutique, la Direction
Nationale de la Pêche maritime et des Opérateurs économiques du secteur de la
pêche.

L’élaboration et la mise en œuvre de ce plan qui procède de notre volonté d’ob-
server des mesures de gestion favorables à la pérennité de la ressource à conduit
aux négociations d’accords avec nos partenaires (U.E.; Chine).

Evaluation de l’accord avec l’Union Européenne

A. Avantages

A.1. Bénéfices directs:
• Apport d’une compensation financière (Trésor public);
• Appui à la recherche halieutique;
• Appui à la surveillance;
• Appui à la formation;
• Appui à la pêche artisanale;
• Appui institutionnel au Département des Pêches.

A.2. Bénéfices indirects:
• Création d’emplois;
• Formation.
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B. Inconvénients
• Exigences de maillages préférentiels qui a pour conséquence un effet négatif sur

la ressource;
• Exigence dans l’utilisation des tangons;
• Changement de type de pêche au cours d’une même campagne;
• Absence d’informations sur l’activité des thoniers.

Les innovations ou objectifs recherches
• La négociations des accords devrait faire l’objet d’une concertation sous

régionale en vue de mettre en place une politique commune;
• L’initiation d’accord entre pays de la sous région pour aplanir certaines con-

traintes;
• Réorientation des accords vers la création et le développement d’une flotte

nationale et de la promotion du secteur privé.
• L’implication de la CSRP dans une large concertation entre pays de la sous

région.
• L’analyse des données historiques du secteur de la pêche nous révèle que

depuis quelques années, l’évolution des accords s’est opérée en dents de sci-
ence;

• Dès lors, il se pose un évident besoin d’harmonisation;
• Les ressources halieutiques sont à ce point si importantes pour nos économies

nationales en termes d’impact sur l’emploi, l’alimentation et les revenus finan-
ciers, qu’il est désormais impératif de soutenir une dynamique pour un
meilleur impact des accords sur le développement du secteur des pêches;

• A l’instar des autres pays de la sous région, où la pêche occupe le premier poste
du PNB, la pêche guinéenne sera à même de jouer un rôle essentiel dans
l’équilibre de notre balance de paiement;

• Néanmoins, le souci de la durabilité de la ressource devra être présent pour
faire de la pêche une valeur sûre de notre économie nationale;

• Dans cette optique, quelques unes des principales questions qui se posent à
nous, sont de connaître les moyens pour aboutir au développement de nos
pêcheries.
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Potentiel et état d’exploitation des
ressources halieutiques au Sénégal
CRODT, Centre de Recherches Océanographiques de Dakar-Thiaroye, 
BP 2241 Dakar

La pêche occupe une place très importante dans l’économie sénégalaise. Elle
occupe le premier secteur à l’exportation avec des recettes de plus de 100 milliards
de francs CFA par an. Elle occupe environ 15 % de la main d’œuvre active; plus de
400 000 tonnes sont débarquées chaque année. Environ 60 % des habitants tirent
des ressources marines 40 % des protéines animales consommées par an; la con-
sommation moyenne est estimée à 28 kg par habitant et par an.

I Typologie des ressources

La zone maritime se caractérise par une grande diversité biologique. Les ressources
exploitées comprennent quatre groupes dont les caractéristiques bio-écologiques et
l’importance socio-économique sont différentes.

Les ressources pélagiques hauturières
L’un des facteurs les plus importants à prendre en compte dans l’exploitation des
thonidés est leur comportement migratoire. Le Sénégal se trouve sur le parcours
des thonidés. La production nationale est donc saisonnière, et le “potentiel local”,
difficile à évaluer, est influencé par l’état global des ressources dans l’ensemble de
leur zone de distribution.

Les trois espèces principales de thons tropicaux sont l’albacore, le listao et le big-
eye. Les captures de ces espèces dépassent aujourd’hui 370 000 t/an (moyenne 88-91
pour tout l’Atlantique). D’autres thonidés et espèces voisines (thonine, maquereau
bonite, espadons, voiliers et marlins) sont également présentes dans la zone. Elles
font l’objet de pêches accessoires par les unités industrielles, et les flottilles arti-
sanales manifestent un intérêt grandissant pour ces espèces.

Les ressources pélagiques côtières
Ces ressources sont constituées principalement de sardinelles, de chinchards et de
maquereaux. Les poissons pélagiques côtiers constituent, en tonnage débarqué, les
ressources marines les plus importantes au Sénégal. En moyenne les pélagiques
représentent plus de 70 % des prises réalisées dans la ZEE sénégalaise.

Les ressources démersales côtières
Les ressources démersales du plateau continental sénégalais, présentes entre 0 et
200 m de profondeur, comprennent des crustacés (crevette blanche, langouste,
crabe, etc.), des céphalopodes (poulpe, seiche, calmar) et des poissons (rouget,
dorades, mérous, soles, capitaines, etc.).

Les ressources démersales profondes
Les ressources démersales profondes comprennent des crevettes (les principales
sont la “gamba” (Parapenaeus longirostris) et “skipjack” (Aristeus varidens) et des pois-
sons (merlus, rascasses, requins-chagrins, baudroies et langouste rose).
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II Les potentialités
Ressources pélagiques hauturières
Le potentiel du Sénégal en ressources pélagiques hauturières est difficile à évaluer
du fait du caractère migratoire de la ressource et de sa vaste échelle de distribu-
tion. Ce potentiel est estimé à 25 000-30 000 tonnes pour les espèces de thons
majeurs (albacore, listao, patudo).

Ressources pélagiques côtières
Pour la période récente, les évaluations de biomasse faites par le F. Nansen don-
nent 726 000 en novembre 98 et 1 850 000 tonnes environ en novembre 99 (année
très favorable) dans la région sénégambienne avec une proportion plus importante
de sardinelles (1 385 000 tonnes en novembre 99). En novembre 2000, la biomasse
totale pélagique tombe à 759 000 tonnes dont 270 000 en sardinelles: néanmoins la
période de novembre coïncide plutôt avec une extension du stock vers le nord de
la zone de distribution.

A titre indicatif, on peut estimer les potentiels suivants en prenant la moitié de la
moyenne annuelle des biomasses des cinq dernières années: 174 000 T. pour la sar-
dinelle plate, 102 000 T pour la ronde, 192 000 T pour les carangidés et autres
espèces. Ces espèces effectuant des migrations saisonnières entre la Mauritanie (au
nord) et les Iles Bissagos (au sud), l’abondance de la fraction capturable au Sénégal
est étroitement liée aux fluctuations de l’environnement et aux captures réalisées
dans les différents pays qui partagent ces ressources.

Ressources démersales côtières
La production d’équilibre des ressources démersales côtières, estimée après prise
en compte des rejets en mer des congélateurs, est de l’ordre de 125 000 - 130 000 à
tonnes.

Ressources démersales profondes
Le potentiel exploitable, toutes espèces confondues, des ressources démersales pro-
fondes avait été estimé à environ 20 000 tonnes en 1995 dont:
• 3 500 à 5 000 tonnes de crevettes profondes et de crabes rouges;
• 6 000 à 8 000 tonnes de merlus;
• 500 à 700 tonnes de baudroies.

Les autres espèces commerciales comprennent essentiellement des rascasses, des
requins-chagrins (Centrophorus spp.) et des langoustes roses.
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III Etat d’exploitation et recommandations

Ressources pélagiques hauturières
Les derniers avis issus de l’ICCAT et de gestion montrent que les trois espèces de
thons tropicaux sont pleinement voire surexploités. Toutefois la flottille des can-
neurs, pêcherie localisée, réalise actuellement une prise soutenue dans des condi-
tions rentables. Cette situation ne devrait pas susciter un accroissement du niveau
actuel de l’effort de pêche tant que le potentiel n’aura pas été correctement évalué.
Il reste que les premiers résultats globaux semblent indiquer que la biomasse de
thons exploitable par les différentes flottilles est stable voire en baisse sans qu’on
ne puisse au stade actuel en mesurer l’importance. Il s’y ajoute que des
phénomènes environnementaux peuvent influencer de manière positive ou néga-
tive la fraction de biomasse saisonnièrement présente dans la zone sénégalaise.
Toutefois, les petits thonidés et espèces voisines qui intéressent les pêcheries arti-
sanales sénégalaises demeurent sous exploités au niveau de l’atlantique même si les
insuffisances des données n’autorisent pas d’appliquer des modèles classiques d’es-
timation des stocks.

Ressources pélagiques côtières
L’analyse des statistiques disponibles montre que dans les débarquements il y a
une prédominance des sardinelles suivie des chinchards et des maquereaux. Les
meilleures captures sont réalisées en saison froide durant la période d’upwelling et
coïncident avec l’extension du stock dans la zone sud à savoir la zone sénégambi-
enne.

Le niveau de biomasse exceptionnelle en sardinelles, d’environ 1 385 000 tonnes,
estimé dans la zone sénégambienne en novembre 1999 est proche de la situation
observée durant la saison froide de 1992. Cette abondance semble être liée à la
forte productivité dans les zones d’estuaires induite par une bonne saison des
pluies. Elle a fait place l’année suivante à une situation catastrophique pour les
pélagiques. L’arrêt de l’exploitation par les bateaux russes en novembre 99 permet
d’envisager un effort sur la partie du stock adulte situé sud Gambie au delà des 25
milles; la fragilité de ces ressources et leur caractère socialement sensible incitent
cependant à la prudence.

Ressources démersales côtières
L’analyse de l’évolution des abondances des ressources par ajustement de modèles
linéaires aux prises par unité d’effort (PUE) des chalutiers sénégalais, indique que,
globalement, depuis le début des années 80, la tendance à la baisse de l’abondance
semble générale, à l’exception de trois espèces (brotule, seiche et poulpe). Les cam-
pagnes de chalutages mettent en évidence une diminution importante de l’abon-
dance globale des espèces démersales du plateau continental; cette baisse est plus
marquée sur les fonds de 10 à 60 mètres dans l’ensemble des zones de pêche.
Cette évolution est notable pour le tiekem (Galeoides decadactylus), les mâchoirons
(Arius spp.), le pagre à points bleus (Pagrus coeruleostictus) et les mérous
(Epinephelus spp.). Une baisse moins marquée est obtenue pour les soles langues
(Cynoglossus spp.), la dorade grise (Plectorhynchus mediterraneus) et le rouget
(Pseudupenaeus prayensis).

L’abondance de la crevette blanche (Penaeus notialis) et des capitaines (Pseudotolithus
spp.), malgré des fluctuations inter-annuelles importantes, indique une tendance
générale à la diminution.
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Ressources démersales profondes
La moyenne des prises de “crevettes” effectuées et l’effectif moyen de l’ensemble
de la flottille (sénégalaise et espagnole) pour la période allant de 1991 à 1993, com-
parés aux résultats des évaluations les plus récentes, correspondent aux conditions
optimales d’exploitation indiquées pour l’espèce-cible Parapenaeus longirostris ou
“gamba”. En outre, la stratégie de pêche globale de la flottille est restée stable
durant ces années.

Pour ce qui concerne le merlu, compte tenu de la diminution de l’effort de pêche
global déployé sur ces stocks migrateurs dans la zone sénégalo-mauritanienne
depuis quelques années, l’on peut dire que globalement des possibilités supplé-
mentaires d’exploitation des merlus existent encore pour cette ressource.

L’exploitation des ressources démersales profondes du Sénégal a atteint, aussi bien
du point de vue des indicateurs pondéraux que biologiques, un niveau très impor-
tant, appelant une prise de mesures immédiates dans le sens d’une réduction de
l’effort de pêche.
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Assessment of bilateral fisheries
agreements concluded by 
the government of Senegal

El Hadj Cisse [9], Bineta Samb Ba [10] and Papa Samba Diouf [1]

Senegal, like many countries, took the historical decision in 1978 to extend the
waters under its national jurisdiction to 200 nautical miles offshore. The govern-
ment subsequently accepted the commitment to exploit fish resources in strict
compliance with the provisions of the United Nations Convention on the Law of
the Sea (UNCLOS). With the extension of fishing zones, fishing companies, in par-
ticular those from the North, were obliged to negotiate agreements for their access
to fish resources which they have been exploiting traditionally.

A. Nature of agreements concluded

A.1. North to South agreements

A.1.1. Agreements known as first generation, 
concluded between 1960 and 1970 with France, Soviet Union,
Italy, Spain, Poland…
In these agreements, Senegal received compensation and loans for developing the
fisheries sector in exchange of fishing rights. This had, among others, the follow-
ing consequences:
• fishing infrastructures such as the fishing port COFRINORD in Saint Louis

(freezer facility), Frigothon in Dakar (tuna freezer) and many other fish freezer
plants inside the country;

• The establishment of a national tuna fishing company (SOSAP) and a pro-
gramme of promotion of small-scale industrial vessels.

A.1.2. Agreements known as the second generation

A.1.2.a. Agreement concluded with the European Union
With the establishment of the European Economic Community that later became
the European Union, EC member countries negotiated under the authority of the
European Union. Bilateral agreements with EC member states therefore ceased to
exist. The core agreement concluded with the European Union in 1979 allowed
reviewing the preceding agreements, which were based on the provision of a finan-
cial compensation negotiated in common agreement. Since then, nine implemen-
tation protocols of the core agreement have been signed every two years, except
for the 1997 protocol that lasted four years. Apart from the financial counterpart,
agreements with the European union include innovations compared to preceding
bilateral agreements. These are supports to different fisheries development pro-
grammes (surveillance, research, training and supports to institutions and organisa-
tions intervening in the fisheries sector).

A.1.2.b. Agreement with Japan
This agreement was concluded in 1981 and concerns tuna fishing. It should be
noted that prior to this agreement, the Japanese government, without any com-
pensation, provided important support to Senegal in particular in terms of fishing
facilities and fish resources management and conservation.
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A.2. South to South agreements

These are agreements negotiated at the sub-regional and regional levels and gov-
erned by the principle of reciprocity. Each of the parties offers equivalent fishing
possibilities in terms of the number of artisanal fishing units and in terms of GRT
for the industrial fishery. At this level, we also identify two types of agreements:

A.2.1. Agreements at a regional level
Among these, we mention the agreements with Congo in 1975, Ivory Coast in 1977,
Nigeria in 1982 and Cameroon in 1991. It is specified in the conventions governing
these agreements that in a given port, fishing vessels flying the flag of a signatory
party are treated the same as local vessels. Protocols of implementation were sup-
posed to define fishing rights and facilities in terms of marketing. But because of
the lack of interest vis a vis these agreements, implementation protocols were
never elaborated.

A.2.2. Agreements negotiated with countries of the sub-region
Agreements that are currently in force allow fishing companies of one party to
fish an agreed volume. Implementation protocols establish the basic conditions
and the license fees.

A.2.2.a. Agreement with Guinea-Bissau
This agreement was concluded in 1978. The various implementation protocols of
this agreement have had some difficulties for adoption in spite of the existence of
a committee of experts installed by the two countries. In 1995 a protocol was
signed which determined operation conditions of artisanal fishing units and indus-
trial vessels. This protocol defines quotas allocated to fishing vessels and the num-
ber of artisanal units authorised to fish. Difficulties of interpretation of this agree-
ment still exist, such that artisanal units are often arrested despite having paid a
fishing license.

A.2.2.b. Agreement governing resources management and exploitation in
the common maritime zone between Guinee Bissau and Senegal
The two governments signed an agreement in 1993 under which they agree to
jointly exploit a common maritime zone that previously had been a source of con-
flicts since the discovery of an offshore oil reserve.

In 1995, the two Heads of Governments signed the protocol of implementation of
the agreement, establishing a Management and Co-operation Agency and specify-
ing the organisation and functioning of the said Agency. The protocol governing
fish resources management and exploitation in the common maritime zone was
signed in 1997. This protocol defines:
1. the modalities and conditions of allocation by the Agency of common

resources management and exploitation rights;
2. the conditions for resource access by fishing vessels that hold valid fishing

licences issued by each country;
3. the legal provisions in force in Guinea Bissau;
4. the provision to the Agency of a financial compensation of 5% of fishing

license fees received by each country.

This protocol came into force the 15th June 1997 and is renewed annually.
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A.2.2.c. Agreement with Mauritania
A convention and a protocol of implementation of the convention have been
signed in 1983, in which the countries mutually concede reciprocal fishing rights.
Payments are based on fishing licences. Difficulties in the implementation of the
agreement slowed down the co-operation, following the 1989 boundary conflict.
The main divergence concerns the activity of artisanal fishermen that can be
examined in two ways:
1. Fishermen based in Saint Louis that exercise their rights in the Mauritanian

waters are often arrested. Such incursions take reference from the traditional
conception that fishermen have of the maritime space and boundaries;

2. Senegalese fishermen based in Mauritania have problems with the Mauritanian
authorities en route to and from port. Agreements signed after the 1989 con-
flict do not unfortunately include the right of innocent passage.

The co-operation revived these last years and has led to the signing in 2001 of a
new convention that includes significant progress in terms of scientific, technical
and economic co-operation between the two countries.

A.2.2.d. Agreement with the Gambia
This agreement was concluded in 1993. An implementation protocol establishes the
conditions of anchoring and operation of fishing companies (artisanal and indus-
trial). Difficulties occur occasionally, but are regularly treated by the Committee of
Experts that functions very well.

A.2.2.e. Agreement with Cape Verde
This agreement was concluded in 1985 and concerns the industrial fishery. The
parties settle their disputes through the Committee of Experts (equal representa-
tion) established by the convention.

Republic of Guinea
An agreement has not yet been signed between the two nations. The discussions
are continuing on the expert level.

B. Analysis of the agreements

B.1. Agreements of the first generation
These agreements corresponded with a period in which a global coherent negotia-
tion policy of fisheries agreements was not yet implemented by the Government
of Senegal. In agreements with northern states, the Senegalese government offered
fishing opportunities without having the necessary means to monitor, control and
perform surveillance of vessels and fishing zones. Consequently, important abuses
have been noticed whilst the financial counterpart has not sufficiently contributed
to the development of the fisheries sector. In addition to the lack of experience in
terms of negotiations there has been lack of real involvement by the partners. The
administration remained the sole negotiator of bilateral agreements.

For agreements concluded at the sub-regional and regional levels, the lack of a
fisheries development policy and the lack of adequate legislation have caused diffi-
culties in the implementation of the past conventions. In the agreements that are
essentially based on allocation of fishing possibilities, coastal states that have no
major fishing tradition as opposed to Senegal rapidly ended the reciprocity 
principle.
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B.2. Agreements of the second generation
The agreement with the European Union registered significant progress in many
areas, in particular the support to the country’s fisheries development policy.
Nevertheless, voices are increasingly raised to criticise this agreement. These con-
cern:
1. criticism on the basis of the agreement itself, due to the current situation of

full exploitation if not overexploitation of fish resources, in particular of coastal
demersal species. In addition, the complaints from artisanal and industrial fish-
ermen about the disastrous effect of the activity of certain foreign vessels on
the marine environment, in particular the effect of shrimps fishing vessels
(important discards);

2. the unequal treatment due to the privileges of the European fleets;
3. the very limited positive impact of agreements on the national economy in gen-

eral and on the fisheries sectors in particular. Plus the fact that a consistent
part of financial resources from the agreements accrues to other sectors.

We nevertheless admit that the government has substantially increased the amount
of financial resources allocated to the fisheries sector, an amount that passed from
25% to 50% of the financial compensation. In general, the European Union fulfils
the commitments stipulated in the convention. Difficulties noticed in the imple-
mentation of the agreement concern the treatment of observers and sailors on
board European vessels, the high rate of discards at sea and, in particular for tuna
vessels, the catch declarations. It is necessary to establish a thorough debate on the
pertinence of fisheries agreements.

Agreements with African countries, in particular with countries of the sub-region,
must be reviewed and oriented to a better definition of conditions of access to
resources, in particular with respect to the artisanal fishery. Actually, the reciproci-
ty principle without compensation is difficult to accept and will just accentuate
disputes and render unprofitable fishing activities in the countries concerned. The
principle of payment of licence fees has not helped correctly implementing the
agreements. The numerous arrests of artisanal vessels in the sub-region are a clear
illustration.

The agreement concluded with Mauritania (convention and protocol of implemen-
tation) has been revised in 2001. It includes significant progress as it defines more
clearly the operation conditions of fishing companies, mainly the artisanal vessels
based in Saint Louis and operating in the Mauritanian waters.

On the other hand, important co-operation actions have. been taken in terms of:
• scientific research;
• maritime surveillance;
• preservation of the marine environment;
• training;
• partnership between economic operators;
• marketing of fish products.
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C. Recommendations

The current negotiations with the European Union should lead to a more fair
agreement that takes into account fish resource conservation concerns. Actually,
the uncertainties relating to the lack of thorough knowledge on the resources
exploitation state together with the insufficient control and surveillance means, are
such that a prudent approach must be adopted before allocating any fishing right
on the most threatened resources.

The Sub-Regional Fisheries Commission (SRFC) may serve as a consultation frame-
work for harmonising member countries positions and define the basic conditions
of access to the resource.

At the sub-regional level, difficulties can be overcome if measures are taken by the
governments for ensuring compliance with the provisions of the agreements. A
review of the difficulties in the implementation of agreements shows the following
main improvements to achieve:
• simplification of procedures in terms of acquisition of fishing licences or fish-

ing authorisations;
• guarantee of free operation in the host country, after acquisition of fishing

rights;
• compliance by professionals, mainly migrating fishermen, with the legislation

of the host country.

The SRFC could equally play an important role by helping member countries har-
monising their procedures in terms of conclusion of fisheries agreements. The
Commission could also perform an important function in the settlement of dis-
putes. The government of Senegal that wants to facilitate its fleet’s mobility in the
sub-region, must facilitate such a process achievement in line with the search of
solutions to harmonise member countries’ fisheries development policies.
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Comparaison entre l’accord de
pêche Sénégal-Union Européenne et
le manuel du WWF sur la
négociation des accords d’accès aux
zones de pêche

Khady Sané [2] et Papa Samba Diouf [1]

Introduction

Afin d’animer les discussions sur les relations entre accords d’accès aux zones de
pêche et exploitation durable des ressources halieutiques, le WWF a initié et
soutenu l’élaboration de modèles d’accords de pêche[11] par un groupe d’experts de
renommée internationale. Ces modèles ont été développés pour améliorer les
accords existants, dans le sens d’une plus grande équité et d’une exploitation
durable des ressources halieutiques.

La présente communication a pour objectif de comparer le dernier accord de
pêche Sénégal-Union Européenne (1997-2001) et le manuel de négociation du WWF.
Ce manuel comporte 3 modèles d’accords:
• les accords gouvernement à gouvernement;
• les accords gouvernement à gouvernement, accompagnés d’un accord subsidi-

aire conclu avec une association d’industries de la pêche;
• les accords gouvernement à industrie de la pêche.

La comparaison portera sur le modèle I du WWF, c’est-à-dire de gouvernement à
gouvernement, qui correspond au type d’accord Sénégal-Union Européenne.
L’intérêt de cette comparaison est d’examiner, dans quelle mesure, les modèles du
WWF sont adaptables au Sénégal. Après avoir présenté les principes clés du
manuel de négociation, nous comparerons les dispositions prévues par l’accord de
pêche Sénégal-Union Européenne et le munuel. Cette comparaison portera sur
cinq aspects principaux:
• les compensations;
• le suivi, le contrôle et la surveillance;
• la conservation des ressources halieutiques;
• la transparence et la confidentialité;
• la protection des intérêts des pêcheurs nationaux;
• la coopération scientifique.

1. Principes clés du manuel du WWF

Les accords de pêche ne devraient être signés que sur la base d’un plan de gestion
global des pêcheries et doivent être considérés comme un outil de gestion des
pêcheries et non une simple source de devises. Pour être durables, les accords
doivent respecter les principes suivants:

1. Le total autorisé des captures, pour une flottille dans le cadre d’un accord, ainsi
que la capacité de pêche totale de cette flottille devraient être compatibles avec
un niveau de pêche durable, fondé sur une évaluation scientifique claire de l’é-
tat des stocks;

2. Les accords devraient garantir que la flottille étrangère supporte une part pro-
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portionnelle des coûts environnementaux imputables à une pêche durable dans
les zones de pêche auxquelles un droit d’accès lui a été octroyé;

3. Les intérêts à court et long terme des pêcheurs nationaux de l’État côtier
devraient être protégés;

4. L’État du pavillon devrait prendre les mesures nécessaires pour garantir que les
navires battant son pavillon respectent les lois et règlements de l’État côtier qui
accorde l’autorisation de pêcher;

5. La flottille de pêche étrangère devrait coopérer avec l’État côtier à une étude
scientifique sur l’état des stocks, recueillir et soumettre en temps utile des don-
nées précises sur les captures et l’effort de pêche;

6. L’État côtier devrait veiller, directement ou par le biais de tiers, à ce que les
capacités de suivi, de contrôle et de surveillance soient suffisantes pour faire
appliquer les lois et règlements de la pêche;

7. Les clauses et conditions de pêche des accords devraient reposer sur les
meilleures pratiques de gestion des pêches;

8. La négociation des clauses et conditions des accords devrait être transparente;
9. Avant de renouveler un accord, les parties devraient procéder à un examen

approfondi de l’état des ressources halieutiques en question.

2. Comparaison

2.1. Les compensations
Les dispositions en matière de compensation sont très similaires. Cependant, le
manuel recommande l’abandon progressif du mode de paiement pays à pays pour
des paiements associations/sociétés de pêche à Etat. Le type de paiement pays à
pays, est considéré par le manuel comme des subventions aux flottilles des pays de
pêche lointaine. A ce titre, il encourage la surpêche et la dépendance vis-à-vis des
pouvoirs publics. Par ailleurs, ces subventions font que la compétition pour les
ressources et les marchés entre pêcheurs nationaux et les pêcheurs étrangers tour-
nent à l’avantage de ces derniers.

2.2. Suivi, contrôle et surveillance
Les dispositions en matière de suivi, contrôle et surveillance dans l’accord entre le
Sénégal et l’Union Européenne sont relativement faibles. En revanche, le Modèle I
du manuel de négociation du WWF prend bien en compte la nécessité de dévelop-
per le suivi, le contrôle et la surveillance. Le manuel préconise la création d’un
groupe de travail conjoint ou un plan conjoint en vue d’améliorer les capacités de
suivi, contrôle et surveillance. Le manuel souligne les limites de la télésurveillance.
Les systèmes de télésurveillance des navires, seuls ne suffisent pas à garantir la col-
lecte des données nécessaires sur la pêche ou à déceler certaines infractions aux
règlements de pêche (ex. maillage). L’inspection des captures à quai, ne suffit pas à
elle également seule pour surveiller les captures, surtout si les navires effectuent
des transbordements en mer. Une surveillance physique par bateau et/ou par
avion peut donc se révéler nécessaire pour veiller à l’application effective des règle-
ments.

2.3. Conservation des ressources halieutiques
Le protocole de l’accord de pêche Union Européenne – Sénégal (1997-2001) fixe la
capacité totale de pêche autorisée pour toute la durée de l’accord de pêche, c’est-à-
dire quatre ans. L’approche proposée par le modèle I du manuel nous paraît plus
sage. En effet, le manuel recommande la fixation de la capacité totale des navires
autorisés, du total autorisé des captures et des captures admissibles pour chaque
type de navire sur une base annuelle. A la fin de la première année de l’accord,
l’Etat côtier calcule le volume maximum durable de capture pour chaque ressource
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halieutique, la capacité d’exploitation des navires de pêche nationaux et étrangers
pour chaque ressource, les captures admissibles et le nombre total de navire de
chaque type de bateau autorisé à pêcher dans le cadre de l’accord.

Si l’Etat côtier se rend compte que la capacité totale d’exploitation des navires de
l’Etat exploitant excède le volume maximum durable de capture, il décide de
réduire la capacité de pêche totale dans les eaux. En revanche, si l’état des stocks
s’améliore, il peut augmenter la capacité d’exploitation. La possibilité d’instaurer
un repos biologique est prévue à la fois par l’accord Sénégal-Union Européenne et
le modèle I du manuel. Le chapitre H de l’annexe 1 du protocole de l’accord de
pêche Sénégal-Union Européenne porte sur le repos biologique. Dans ce chapitre,
la possibilité de repos biologique ne s’applique qu’aux chalutiers de pêche démer-
sales. En outre la période de repos ne peut excéder deux mois.

Dans le modèle I du manuel du WWF, le repos biologique peut s’appliquer à
toutes les ressources, le facteur déterminant étant l’état d’exploitation. Il est
important que dans les accords à venir, que le Sénégal mentionne clairement que
toutes les ressources halieutiques peuvent faire l’objet de repos biologique si l’état
des stocks l’exige. Le modèle I introduit une innovation par rapport à l’accord
Sénégal-Union Européenne. Il s’agit de l’interdiction de pêcher dans un rayon de
1,5 mille autour de tout dispositif de concentration des poissons. Il est important
que le Sénégal applique cette disposition pour ces accords de pêche et l’incorpore
dans sa réglementation de la pêche afin d’anticiper sur les effets néfastes de la
pêche sous les objets flottants et la surexploitation des ressources halieutiques au
niveau des récifs artificiels. Des récifs artificiels ont déjà été réalisés au Sénégal et
plusieurs initiatives sont en gestation. En ce qui concerne les rejets, déchets et
espèces non ciblées les dispositions sont assez semblables.

2.4. Transparence et confidentialité
Le manuel aborde le problème de transparence et de confidentialité en son article
20 du modèle I et au niveau des éléments essentiels des accords (pages 40-41 de la
version française). Il stipule que le public doit être au courant des processus déci-
sionnels nationaux et internationaux relatifs aux accords de pêche. Cette trans-
parence favorise la pêche écologiquement durable et l’équité dans l’utilisation des
contreparties. Aucune disposition portant sur la transparence n’est clairement
mentionnée ni sur l’accord cadre, ni sur le protocole des accords Sénégal-Union
Européenne. Un effort particulier devra se faire en ce sens pour permettre une
compréhension mutuelle des différents acteurs du secteur de la pêche et une
meilleure utilisation des ressources.

2.5. Protection des intérêts des pêcheurs nationaux
Un des points forts du manuel est la prise en compte des intérêts de la pêche
nationale. Le manuel préconise que:
• les zones de pêche des flottilles des pays de pêche lointaine doivent être des

zones dont le stock n’est pas composé d’espèces ciblées par la flottille
nationale;

• le stock pêché par les pays de pêche lointaine ne doit pas être constitué d’e-
spèces pélagiques dont les pêcheurs artisanaux côtiers sont tributaires pour leur
subsistance.

Il semble en parcourant l’accord Sénégal-Union Européenne que le manuel prend
plus en compte les intérêts des pêcheurs nationaux. L’application de ces disposi-
tions recommandées par le manuel restreindrait énormément les types de
ressources sur lesquelles porteraient les accords de pêche. Les implications socio-
économiques de telles mesures font que ces dispositions ne peuvent être prises
immédiatement au Sénégal. Une réflexion approfondie est nécessaire.
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2.6. Coopération scientifique
L’accord cadre de 1979 comporte une disposition relative à la coopération scien-
tifique en son article 6: “Les parties s’engagent à se concerter soit directement soit
au sein des organisations internationales, en vue d’assurer la gestion et la conserva-
tion des ressources biologiques notamment dans l’Atlantique Centre-Est et à
faciliter les recherches scientifiques s’y rapprochant.”

Les dispositions du modèle I sont plus complètes et plus pertinentes. En effet, en
son article 12, le modèle stipule: “12.1. Le gouvernement de l’Etat exploitant
coopère avec le gouvernement de l’Etat côtier à la planification et à la conduite de
la recherche scientifique aux fins de la conservation efficace et de l’utilisation opti-
male des ressources biologiques de la ZEE de l’Etat côtier. Cette recherche com-
prend l’échantillonnage des captures et l’utilisation des captures, ainsi que la col-
lecte et l’analyse de données sur l’état des stocks dans les zones de pêche aux-
quelles un accès est octroyé en vertu du présent accord.” Et “12.2. Le gouverne-
ment de l’Etat exploitant met à la disposition du gouvernement de l’Etat côtier
toutes les informations statistiques et biologiques obtenues au cours de la
recherche menée dans le cadre du paragraphe 12.1, ainsi que toute information
requise par le gouvernement de l’Etat côtier pour les besoins de la conservation et
de la gestion des ressources biologiques de la ZEE de l’Etat côtier. Un remplace-
ment de l’article 6 de l’accord cadre de 1979, par l’article 12 du modèle I du
manuel du WWF serait souhaitable”.

3. Conclusion

Le manuel de négociation des accords d’accès aux zones de pêche du WWF est un
outil précieux pour améliorer les accords existants. Il est adaptable aux accords que
signe le Sénégal en tenant compte des spécificités des pêcheries sénégalaises multi-
spécifiques et multifonctionnelles.

Les points forts du manuel son:
• le renforcement de la protection des intérêts de la pêche nationale;
• l’approche par précaution: fixation sur une base annuelle des captures

autorisées.

Comme points faibles on peut citer le fait que:
• Le manuel prévoit peu de dispositions relatives à la protection de l’environ-

nement;
• Le manuel n’insiste pas assez sur la nécessité d’affecter une partie importante

des contreparties à des actions visant à conserver les ressources halieutiques
(Suivi, contrôle, surveillance, Soutien à la création et à la gestion d’aires pro-
tégées marines, élaboration de plan de gestion…).
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L’expérience du collectif national
des pêcheurs artisanaux du Sénégal
Mbaye Fall, C.N.P.S.

Notre organisation le CNPS
La CNPS est crée en 1987. C’est une organisation nationale. Au niveau local, nous
avons des comités locaux de pêche. Notre organisation n’est pas une organisation
à caractère économique. Elle a plutôt un caractère syndical corporaliste. C’est une
organisation de défense des intérêts des pêcheurs. Pour cette raison, les projets à
caractère économique et financier n’ont jamais été nos priorités. Même si nous
avons été parfois obligés de répondre à certains besoins des pêcheurs et femmes
qui sont membres. Pour cette raison nous avons développé des programmes de
crédit en collaboration avec des réseaux mutualistes qui en ont la compétence. 
Il y a eu d’autres actions mais je vais me concentrer sur les trois points suivants
concernant le travail que nous avons fait dans le cadre des accords.

A partir de 1990, nous avons mis l’accent sur la ressource. Pour cette raison, avec
l’appui d’ONG locales comme le CREDITIP et des réseaux internationaux comme
le pour les accords Greenpeace et ICS), nous avons même plusieurs campagnes
pour dénoncer les accords. Pour la première fois en 1992, le CNPS a participé au
négociations tant au Sénégal qu’en Belgique en 1994 et 1996. Nous avons aussi été
associé aux négociations. C’est une initiative qui a eu des impacts positifs sur notre
organisation,mais aussi pour le gouvernement sénégalais. Cela montre qu’il y a
une volonté à encourager la démarche participative. In 2001, nous n’avons pas pu
participer par manque de moyens.

Notre jugement sur la participation
Premièrement, il n’y a pas réellement les résultats que nous attendions. Car depuis
qu’on participe, la pêche artisanale n’a obtenu que 1 % de la part des compensa-
tion seulement pour l’accord 1992-94, rien de plus;

Deuxièmement: Nous ne pouvons pas peser les décisions. Nous figurons seule-
ment comme dans un film. Aussi nous n’avons pas de données claires sur les
ressources qui nous permettent de prendre une décision et d’intervenir. Il faut
aussi noter que nous sommes mal préparés pour participer aux négociations. Ceux
qui négocient au nom de la pêche artisanale ne sont pas toujours représentatifs.

Propositions pour améliorer la participation des pêcheurs
1. Les pêcheurs doivent avoir es moyens pour obtenir les informations concernant

la ressource;
2. Les données de la recherche doivent être rendues publique parce que nous pen-

sons que les chercheurs travaillent pour nous;
3. Les négociations doivent se faire si nous sommes sûrs que nous avons la

ressource. Pour le Sénégal, nous les pêcheurs artisanaux nous dépendons des
ressources d’autres pays. Il faut dire la vérité;

4. La pêche artisanale doit aussi prendre des mesures avec le gouvernement pour
contrôler son effort de pêche.

C’est seulement en ayant une connaissance de l’effort de pêche artisanale dans la
pêche industrielle qu’on peut voir s’il faut négocier des accord.
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Recommendations for managing
shared stocks in regional fisheries
access agreements

Scott Burns [12], Papa Samba Diouf [1], Kees Lankester [3]

1. Introduction
With the presentation of the Handbook for coastal states and distant water fishing
nations in negotiating fishing access arrangements (Martin et al. 2001), hereafter
referred to as the ”handbook”, its four authors have provided a significant tool to
enhance sustainable fisheries in coastal waters of recipient countries, while main-
taining opportunities for distant water fisheries. The handbook offers unequivocal
guidelines to strengthen bilateral access agreements in terms of sustainability and
equity.

The World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) considers fisheries access arrangements
as important instruments to abate the current global fisheries catastrophe. WWF
was the sponsor of the handbook and agrees with many of its components.
Coastal states and fisheries nations that are interested in concluding agreements
can use the handbook in future negotiations.

To apply the tools in real situations, some additional considerations should be
made. This paper is aimed at fisheries access agreements where more than two
coastal parties need to engage in the sustainable management of a stock. The con-
ditions of a regional framework are explored for coastal states to collaborate in the
conclusion of new agreements. The issue is illustrated by fisheries off the coast of
West-Africa, where various elements for a regional approach are pertinent: shared
stocks, multiple foreign fleets, significant and growing traditional fisheries, and
insufficient capacity and finance for proper management of the fisheries. The sub-
stantial overall fisheries pressure and the growing interest from around the world
add interesting food to the debate on sustainable fisheries in West Africa.

Central in the objectives of the WWF Endangered Seas Campaign are sustainable
fisheries in a healthy marine environment. Overfishing is widely acknowledged as
a global issue, it occurs in many regions, in all oceans. To combat overfishing and
irreparable damage to the marine environment, we consider it urgent that current
fisheries access agreements are adapted. Below we offer suggestions on how to
apply some of the tools in the model in multi-party agreements. This is followed
by practical recommendations to managers.

2. Shared agreements for shared stocks
Many existing fisheries agreements concern fish stocks that are shared with more
fleets and more than one coastal state. The most obvious examples in West Africa
are tuna and other highly migratory species, but also small pelagics and various
demersal species have distributions stretching out over two or more EEZs and
international waters.

Tuna species are targeted by many fleets along the West African coast, notably
from Spain, France and Japan. For small pelagics, fleets of large trawlers from
Western Europe, Russia, Ukraine, Lithuania and China fish in the region (Kelleher,
2000). At the same time, the Senegalese traditional fleet has shifted its attention to
small pelagics, since outboard engines allow them to go further out to sea (Sané,
2000). Every access agreement should contain appropriate provisions to restrict the
overall catch levels so they do not result in overfishing. The total fishing pressure
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on the stocks needs to be taken into account when setting catch limits in terms of
TAC or capacity. For shared stocks this involves more than one EEZ and interna-
tional waters, should the distribution range of the fish so determine.

The handbook points out that all access agreements aiming to be sustainable need
to address all catches of a shared stocks within a co-operative management frame-
work through a regional or sub-regional agreement (Handbook p. 5). Below, we
present some of the issues that are pertinent to fisheries management on shared
stocks.

3. Shared governance
The importance of collaborative management of shared stocks is a major theme of
emerging ocean law and policy. It is the raison d’etre of the 1995 United Nations
Implementation Agreement relating to highly migratory and straddling fish stocks.
Similarly, the need for shared governance is a fundamental premise of the Sub-
regional Fisheries Commission (SRFC), which was established in 1985 ago to har-
monise the fisheries policies of West African member states.

Yet this basic principle is not currently reflected in the region’s fisheries access
agreements. Instead, agreements are negotiated in an atomistic fashion and cumu-
lative effects on shared stocks are inadequately considered. Perhaps most impor-
tant, the absence of effective regional co-operation in controlling access by foreign
fleets weakens the negotiating position of coastal states, and interferes with oppor-
tunities for economies of scale in managing shared stocks.

A more collaborative access regime for foreign fleets utilising shared stocks could
benefit all participants in a number of ways, by:

• Harmonising the management measures for straddling and migratory stocks;
• Providing a vehicle for sharing scientific and data collection resources, and fos-

tering a greater degree of regional consensus on the scientific underpinnings of
management;

• Creating opportunities for regional co-operation and economies of scale in
monitoring fleet activities; and

• Providing a forum for the development of shared negotiating positions on fish-
ing access.

Some advantages for distant water fleets to engage in regional agreements can also
be identified (Kelleher, 2000). Fleets will have flexibility to follow the stocks in
their distribution range. It enables the development of long-term and stable eco-
nomic relationships. They could become actively involved in the management
regime. Common procedures for landing, transhipment and supply can be estab-
lished.

4. Regional TACs and science
The unit to determine sustainable management is a fish population or stock. Two
important management properties of a fish stock are its reproduction capacity and
its natural distribution pattern. Management for stocks that are shared by different
fleets or different coastal states needs to include all fishing pressure over its entire
range. When a coastal state considers allowing access by another state in its EEZ, it
needs to have a fairly confident idea where the target stock occurs. If it also occurs
outside these waters, fishing pressure elsewhere in its distribution area, either in
the EEZ of a neighbouring state and/or in international waters. This cannot be
ignored in sustainable fisheries and should have consequences for the overall TACs
in the region. Tuna species form the obvious example of these straddling or migra-
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tory stocks, but small pelagics and some demersal stocks also show distributions
that cover large areas.

In practice, there is often insufficient knowledge to determine the natural distribu-
tion range of the targeted stocks exactly. One thus needs to account for the uncer-
tainty accompanying the limited information. Management for sustainable fish-
eries has been designed that allow for such uncertainty using a priori testing proce-
dures, for example with assumptions on large versus small stock distributions. This
can be done in combination with signals from the different fisheries through
intensive data collection.

There is a growing recognition that the effects of fishing activities on the ecosys-
tem other than the target species should be minimised. Article 6 in the FAO Code
of Conduct for responsible fisheries refers to the environmental conditions. We
propose that, in concert with or indeed as an integral part of a fully developed
fisheries management plan, an ecosystem impact assessment of a planned fishery
in an agreement is carried out a priori to form the basis for a strategy to minimise
the effects of fisheries on the environment.

5. Surplus
The UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) specifies that coastal states
are entitled to exercise their sovereign rights over the fisheries resources located in
their respective EEZs. This implies rights to explore, exploit, manage and conserve
the fish stocks. Other states have right to access the so-called surplus, but under
the conditions for conservation and enforcement measures set by the coastal state
(Hey, 1999). The coastal state has the right, and also the obligation to ensure that
exploitation does not exceed sustainable levels. It is the coastal state’s sovereign
right and responsibility to determine how the surplus of the stocks is defined and
hence what the potential exploitation level for foreign fleets is. If the coastal state
does not have the capacity to determine this in the short term, the coastal state
could condition foreign fleet access to its resources to participation (financial and
in kind) in research and monitoring programmes.

Non-industrial fleets should be given access preference over all other fleets. [See
section 7]. This is most easily achieved by excluding stocks that are primary targets
by non-industrial fleets from access agreements. Preference to national fleets is at
the discretion of the coastal state. In the case of shared stocks, the surplus needs
to be determined in conjunction with neighbouring states, in order to guarantee
that national fisheries are not hampered by foreign fleet presence. This requires
co-ordination amongst the coastal states.

6. Co-operation in the management of fishing capacity
Excess fishing capacity can be both economically irrational, and biologically
ruinous. The importance of effective capacity management is recognised in numer-
ous fisheries policy instrument, most notably in the FAO’s 1999 International Plan
of Action for the Management of Fishing Capacity.

The current, piecemeal processes for negotiating fishing access agreements in west-
ern Africa threaten to exacerbate an already emerging overcapacity problem in the
region. When individual states permit the introduction of additional fishing vessels
into fisheries using straddling of migratory stocks, them must do so in a way that
dovetails with the actions of neighbouring coastal states. To do otherwise is a pre-
scription for depletions.
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The states in this region should keep this point in mind as they discuss options
for enhanced co-operation in the development of access agreements for shared
stocks. In the long term, the terms and conditions of access agreements needs to
be premised in a regional vision for managing fishing capacity, that balances the
interests of neighbouring coastal states, and reconciles the desire for access by for-
eign fleets with the needs of coastal fishers. The development of such a vision, and
the exploration of tools for reducing excess capacity should be priorities for rele-
vant regional institutions.

7. Monitoring and enforcement
Insufficient capacity for monitoring, control and surveillance (MCS) is often
regarded as one of the main problems in fisheries management. While this is cer-
tainly a fact, it does not imply that it is unavoidable. Many people still consider
MCS an extra expense rather than an indispensible fisheries investment.

To enhance the MCS quality, observer programmes should include representative
coverage of the fishery and they should, where necessary, include third party
involvement. Black boxes can be introduced that automatically record positions,
catch activities and other MCS-relevant data. Inspection at predestined ports is an
obvious method, but where transhipments occur not very efficient. This may be
tackled by establishing an inspection mechanism, whereby all fishing vessels have
to call into a destined local port or an inspection vessel at sea before leaving the
fishing zone after their operations. Clearly, in the case of West African resources,
this could be mechanism shared by the coastal states. Fishing vessels should be
forced to call into inspection rather than inspection calling into fishing fleets.
Where the coastal state does not have the capacity for this, such arrangements can
be temporarily contracted out (Handbook, p. 33). For shared stocks, the costs can
be shared with adjacent states. Satellite tracking has shown to be successful in
some instances and can be used as vessel monitoring system to supervise the cover-
age of this system. The costs of these suggestions can be recovered from compen-
sation payments and license fees.

Enforcement of the above system can be improved by denying vessels access after
they have repeatedly not complied with the arrangements to fish. The flag states
or private company in the agreement should prove its compliance, not the coastal
state. Protocols can be developed to assist in this system. Should a coastal state
accuse a particular vessel not to conform to the agreed conditions and consequent-
ly deny access, the concerned vessel would have the opportunity to prove its inno-
cence according to the established protocol.
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Appendix I

Recommendations for managing shared stocks in regional
fisheries access agreements

1. On a common (sub-)regional framework agreement
Coastal states with shared resources should actively develop a common regional
fisheries agreement, to serve as an umbrella for bilateral arrangements, as suggest-
ed in the Handbook. Distant water fleet nations should acknowledge and actively
encourage regional management of shared stocks.

2. On duration of upcoming (renewed) agreements
In areas of shared stocks, coastal states should conclude new agreements for a lim-
ited number of years (1-2 years). In the meantime, a regional framework must be
developed to serve as the umbrella for future bilateral agreements.

3. On incentives for data collection
Management can and should be designed with incentives for fishers and fleets to
collect good quality data. Data collection should be rewarding, not discouraging.

4. On prohibition of discarding and bycatches
High selectivity of the catches should be the aim. DWFs should allow regular
determination of the bycatch levels of non-target species. Parties should reach
agreement on a common maximum level of bycatch, to be determined by the best
existing practices in the region. Common minimum mesh sizes should be agreed
in the region. This should apply equally to all fisheries in the region. Parties must
co-operate to develop the most selective gear.

5. On ecosystem risk assessment
Concerned parties should work together to conduct an ecosystem impact assess-
ment. This can serve as the starting point for a strategy to minimise the conse-
quences of fishing operations to the ecosystem.

6. On catch limits for shared stocks
For shared stocks, coastal states need to establish total catch limits or capacity lev-
els together with the neighbouring states and/or the relevant regional or interna-
tional body as appropriate. For this purpose, a regional management regime
should be developed promptly. Total catch limits should include all fisheries by all
national and foreign vessels.

7. On preferential access of national fleets
Distant water fleets should only be licensed to fish on those stocks that are not
primary target of national fleets (Handbook p 7). Where stocks are shared with
other coastal states, regional agreements should determine the allocation of the
quota WITHIN the pre-determined TACs.

8. On twelve nm coastal zones
Only national fleets should have fishing access to coastal waters within 12 nm of
the shoreline. Inshore artisanal fleets should have preferential access over industri-
al fleets to any quota established. Where stocks are shared with neighbouring
states, all artisanal fleets should be taken into account in the determination of
quotas.
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9. On exploitation risk assessment
The total fishing mortality should not exceed sustainable levels of TOTAL exploita-
tion with a risk level as deemed acceptable by the coastal states. The better the
understanding of the state of the stock, the higher the potential yield of that
stock. This is automatically an incentive to distant water fleets and their govern-
ments to contribute to increased knowledge of the status of the stock.

10. On a minimum MCS level
A minimum level of MCS must be required before a licence is issued. The level
should be agreed by the parties to an agreement. A license should not be issued or
withdrawn if the present MCS level cannot be demonstrated. The MCS may be
contracted out for an interim period if the coastal state cannot provide for the
necessary mechanisms (Handbook, p 26).

11. On black boxes
Black boxes should be installed on vessels fishing in access agreements. Black
boxes can automatically register real time positions, target species, effort, hauls and
various logbook data as appropriate to the vessel-type and the fishery.

12. On enforcement protocols
Coastal states should develop enforcement protocols that vessels would need to
comply with in order to retain their fishing license or access rights.
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The experience of the Pacific region
in negotiating access agreements
Comments on the Handbook for Negotiating
Fishing Access Agreements

Ms. Josie Tamate, Forum Fisheries Agency
Mr. Glen Joseph, Republic of Marshall Islands

Introduction
Bilateral access agreements have been the major mechanism for foreign fishing
access into the Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZs) of FFA member countries since
the late 1970s. Since the signing of first fisheries agreements, there has been grad-
ual improvement in both fee levels and compliance by foreign fishing vessels as
the agreements have been tightened and the capacity of member countries to
monitor their fisheries improved.
The handbook contains valuable information much of which FFA member coun-
tries have utilised over the years in their fisheries access agreements with some of
the major DWFNs in the region. The model agreements presented are similar to
the agreements currently used by FFA member countries, although there are some
minor differences with respect to the individual terms and conditions in the agree-
ment.

General Comments
The negotiation of bilateral fisheries access agreements with DWFNs is made easi-
er by a number of regional initiatives and arrangements currently in place in the
region. These arrangements includes the Palau Arrangement for the Management
of the Western Pacific Purse Seine Fishery and the Harmonised Minimum Terms
and Conditions. Therefore, the most difficult issues for the negotiation are the
level of fees and the duration of the agreement. The outcomes of the negotiation
differ from one country to the other however overall consistency is maintained
through co-ordination between member countries.

The Palau Arrangement involves the allocation of vessels to the major purse seine
fishing fleets. Each major fishing fleet is allocated a maximum number of vessels
that could be licensed in the region. The vessel allocation is reviewed annually by
the Parties to the Arrangement during their annual consultations. Therefore, the
number of purse seine vessels to be licensed under each bilateral access agree-
ments is subjected to the conditions of the Palau Arrangement.

The Harmonised Minimum Terms and Conditions (MTCs) is the most important
arrangement in the region, whereby FFA member countries agreed to adhere the
terms and conditions in their respective bilateral fishing access agreements. The
most frequent used terms and conditions include the requirement of foreign fish-
ing vessel to be registered and in “good standing” in the Regional Register of
Vessels behind a license could be issued, the ban on transhipment at sea, and the
reporting conditions. A most recent important requirement is for a vessel to be in
“good standing” in the FFA Member Country Vessel Monitoring System (FFA
VMS) register. These terms and conditions are reflected in all of the existing bilat-
eral access agreements of the FFA member countries. An important point to note
is that some, if not all, of the terms and conditions of access as stipulated in the
MTCs, have been incorporated into the domestic legislation of most FFA member
countries and hence, eliminates the need to negotiate during the negotiations of
access agreements.
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Model One
At a bilateral level, this model does not exist in the FFA region. However, the
model reflects the fisheries Multilateral Treaty Agreement between the
Governments of Certain Pacific Island states and the Government of the United
States of America (US Treaty)[13]. Despite this, there are some major differences
between model one and the US Treaty. For example, the issue concerning compen-
sation (Article 4) is not included in the main text of the US Treaty, but in the
Annexes. In addition, there are no catch and effort restrictions in the US Treaty
however there are closed areas where the purse seine vessels cannot access. To
some extent, efforts are restricted or are subject to the terms and conditions of
the Palau Arrangement where the major purse seine fleets in the region are allo-
cated a maximum number of vessels to be licensed.

The text of the US Treaty states the Treaty Areas, broader co-operation, flag state
responsibility, compliance powers of the Governments of the Pacific Island parties,
consultations and dispute settlement, and the procedures for amending the Treaty
and Annexes if and when necessary. The issues concerning the status of stocks and
related technical matters are discussed between the Parties during annual consulta-
tions.

Model Two
Model two is currently used in the FFA region. The bilateral fisheries access agree-
ments between certain FFA member countries and Japan are similar to this model
agreement. The head agreement is between the Government of Japan and the
Government of the FFA member country and the subsidiary agreement is between
the Fisheries Association and the Government of FFA member country. The head
agreement is open ended with no expiry dates. Normally, there is only one head
agreement and the subsidiary agreements refers to it whenever a new agreement is
signed by the two parties. The subsidiary agreement deals specifically with the
terms and conditions of access and generally has a specific expiry date. Despite
this, the majority of the subsidiary agreements are rolled over at the end of each
period, following satisfactory outcomes during the consultations between two par-
ties. Issues discussed includes the status of the fish stocks, access fees and compli-
ance. On several occasions, these agreements have been suspended, following dis-
putes concerning the fee level and compliance, for example.

The majority of the access agreements in the FFA region are between FFA member
governments and foreign fishing companies/vessel owners. Despite the commercial
nature of these arrangements, the agreements are generally recognised as bilateral
access agreements and are similar to the subsidiary agreement in this model, but
without the head agreement between the Government of FFA member country
and the fishing nation. Generally, the agreements are short-term with one year
being the most common period for the duration of the agreement. At the end of
each agreement period, the bilateral partners re-negotiated the terms and condi-
tions of the agreement. The main items of discussion during these re-negotiation
sessions would be the fleet’s performance and compliance record during the year
and the access fees.

A feature that is not present in the FFA member country’s agreements is the
clause on broader co-operation (Article 12). However, although the clause/article is
not included as a general feature of access agreements, the DWFN have been
encouraged to utilise local services if and when required, through the ban of tran-
shipment at sea and port entry/access for example. Furthermore, it should be
noted that the access agreements are predominantly for access to the fishery by
the distant water fishing fleets and are independent of domestic industry develop-
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ments. However, it should be noted as well that assistance to domestic fisheries
research and training levy for local crews are included in some agreements, espe-
cially of those member countries with high aspirations for developing their domes-
tic industry.

Model Three
Model Three has not been widely used by FFA member countries. However, in
order to increase compliance by locally based vessels, it has been introduced to a
limited extent. One of the reasons why it is not widespread is that in some coun-
tries foreign locally based vessels are considered domestic vessels and are therefore
not subject to the same licensing regime as other foreign vessels.

The model applies only to longline vessels, although it is not clear why this is the
case. There would appear to be no reason why it could not apply to other gear
types.

Conclusion
The interests of the FFA member countries are guided and protected by various
regional terms and conditions agreed to by the 16 member countries of the FFA
region. These terms and conditions are reflected in the current access agreements
of the FFA member countries, representing uniformity of conditions across the
board.

The benefits accrued from the fishing access agreements make a substantial contri-
bution to the economies of most FFA member countries. However, in general,
they have not made a substantial contribution to the development of the domestic
industry. Currently, the fishing access agreements tended to be concentrated in
offshore areas of the EEZ and thus do not have any impact on the domestic 
industry.
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The experience in the Pacific on
negotiating fishing agreements

Ms. Josie Tamate, Forum Fisheries Agency
Mr. Glen Joseph, Republic of Marshall Islands

Introduction
There are currently five major Distant Water Fishing Nation (DWFNs) operating in
the South Pacific region. They are Japan, Republic of Korea, Taiwan, United States
and the Philippines. These countries hold a range of tuna fisheries access agree-
ments with almost all of the Forum Fisheries Agency’s (FFA) member countries.
With the exception of the Multilateral Treaty Fisheries Agreement between the
United States (US) and Certain Pacific Island countries, all of the fisheries access
agreements are bilateral in nature.

The Pacific region has steadily developed a range of fisheries management initia-
tives over the last 20 years. A most recent development is the signing of the
Convention on the Conservation and Management of Highly Migratory Fish
Stocks in the Western and Central Pacific Ocean in September 2000, where all the
major DWFNs and the coastal states in the region negotiated over a period of six
years. There were approximately 26 participants on the negotiation concerning the
text of the Convention and FFA member countries comprised more than half of
the total participants.

The Convention will see DWFNs and coastal states jointly establish fisheries man-
agement regimes to ensure that the fisheries remain sustainable.

Over the years, there has been a general improvement in all areas concerning fish-
ing access agreements between the FFA member countries and the DWFNs. The
FFA member countries are now more aware and well informed on issues concern-
ing their fisheries compared to period prior to the establishment or the declara-
tion of the 200 nautical miles economic exclusive zones (EEZ).

Bilateral Access Agreement
The Japanese fleet was the first distant water fishing fleet to sign a bilateral fish-
ing access agreement in the South Pacific region. Japan is the only DWFN as well
that holds a head agreement and subsidiary agreement between the Japanese
Fisheries Associations and the Government of the FFA member country. The
majority of the subsidiary agreements are rolled over at the end of each period,
following consultations between the two parties. During the consultations, the sta-
tus of the fish stocks and the access fees are the main topics of discussion.

With the exception of the Japanese agreements, the majority of the access agree-
ments in the FFA region are between foreign commercial fishing companies and
vessel owners and the Government of FFA member country. These agreements are
generally recognised as bilateral access agreements between FFA member govern-
ments and foreign fishing industry. Generally, the agreements are short-term with
one year being the most common period for the duration of the agreement. At
the end of each agreement period, the bilateral partners re-negotiated the terms
and conditions of the agreement. The main items of discussion during these re-
negotiation sessions would be the fleet’s performance during the year and the
access fees.

Prior to the negotiation of fisheries access agreements, individual FFA member
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countries normally request the assistance of the FFA Secretariat in providing
briefs. If and when required, the assistance of the Secretariat of the Pacific
Community’s Oceanic Fisheries Programme is also sought, concerning the status
of tuna stocks and other relevant scientific information. The briefs contain infor-
mation on the relevant fishing fleet’s activities (including monitoring control and
surveillance issues), the market situation and analysis concerning potential access
fees.

A number of factors are assessed as part of the decision making process, prior to
the negotiation of access agreements in the region. They are as follows:

Historical Catch and Effort Data
This is supplied by vessel operators and is adjusted where necessary to take
account of under-reporting and misreporting.

Market Prices of the Targeted Species (tuna species)
Pricing data is drawn from independent sources such as Infofish or other pub-
lished sources.

Minimum Rate of Return of Total Value of Landed Catch
This is the target figure that the FFA member country seeks as a proportion of the
value of the landed catch on which the access fee is based. The minimum rate of
return is usually set by government policy.

Minimum Terms and Conditions of Access
This sets out the monitoring control and surveillance and reporting requirements
that are incorporated into the agreements. FFA member countries have agreed to a
minimum standard for such requirements that are incorporated into all agree-
ments.

National Fisheries Legislation and Regulation
All agreements are governed by the relevant fisheries legislation in place in each
licensing country. The agreements must also include taking account of any region-
al Treaties entered into in relation to the licensing of foreign fishing vessels.

Historical Compliance
Assessments of compliance including exchange of information regarding compli-
ance in other member countries as well as the licensing country.

An important and often the most difficult issue discussed during the access agree-
ment negotiation is the fee for the access agreement. In most cases, the issuance
of the agreement is dependent wholly on the value of the access fee. In the FFA
region, the access fees were largely determined using the previous year’s catch and
effort data as supplied by the DWFN, the market price and the set percentage rate
of return. The standard access fee formulae is as follows:

Access = Average Price of Tuna x Average Catch per vessel x Minimum Rate of Return

The access fee received from the fisheries access agreements is an important fea-
ture in the budgets of most member countries. For example, in Marshall Islands
access fees amounted to about 25 percent of government revenue, whilst Kiribati
and the Federated State of Micronesia’s revenue amounted to 45 percent and near-
ly 25 percent, respectively. This provides funding for the government to finance
development projects.
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In addition to the access fees, some agreements includes a training level which is
payable by the DWFN partner as well as observer fees and insurance bond for the
vessels. There is no non-cash compensation from the bilateral fisheries access
agreements in the region.

The negotiation of bilateral fisheries access agreements with DWFNs is made easi-
er by a number of regional initiatives and arrangements currently in place in the
region. These arrangements includes the Palau Arrangement for the Management
of the Western Pacific Purse Seine Fishery and the Harmonised Minimum Terms
and Conditions. Therefore, the most difficult issues for the negotiation are the
level of fees and the duration of the agreement. The outcomes of the negotiation
differ from one country to the other however overall consistency is maintained
through co-ordination between member countries.

The Palau Arrangement involves the allocation of vessels to the major purse seine
fishing fleets. Each major fishing fleet is allocated a maximum number of vessels
that could be licensed in the region. The vessel allocation is reviewed annually by
the Parties to the Arrangement during their annual consultations. Therefore, the
number of purse seine vessels to be licensed under each bilateral access agree-
ments is subjected to the conditions of the Palau Arrangement.

The Harmonised Minimum Terms and Conditions (MTCs) is the most important
arrangement in the region, whereby FFA member countries agreed to adhere the
terms and conditions in their respective bilateral fishing access agreements. The
most frequent used terms and conditions include the requirement of foreign fish-
ing vessel to be registered and in “good standing” in the Regional Register of
Vessels before a license could be issued, the ban on transhipment at sea and
reporting conditions. A most recent important requirement is for a vessel to be in
good standing in the FFA Member Country Vessel Monitoring System (FFA VMS)
register. These terms and conditions are reflected in all of the existing bilateral
access agreements of the FFA member countries.

Currently, there are no quotas and fishing is not regulated by species, area or by
fishing effort. With the recent signing of the WCPO Convention, it is envisaged
that catch limits and quotas will be applied in the near future.

Multilateral Access Agreements
Currently, there is only one multilateral fishing agreement in the region and this
is the Fisheries Multilateral Treaty, which allowed the US purse seine fleet to
access the Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZ) of the FFA member countries. The
agreement was signed in 1988 for five years. The Treaty was extended for 10 years
in 1993, with a review at the end of the first five years. The Parties to the Treaty
hold annual consultations and issues such as observer requirements, status of the
stocks, possible amendments to the Treaty and any grievances by any party are dis-
cussed. A smaller working group consisting of the FFA Secretariat staff and a
selected panel from the member countries and the US tuna industry representa-
tives and Government representatives, also meets annually to discuss broader co-
operation and technical issues. The discussions during these sessions are less for-
mal compared to the annual consultation.

The current Treaty will expire in June 2003. The two parties (16 Pacific Island
Countries and US) will hold their first negotiation session later this month for the
next extension.

The Treaty allows a maximum of 50 US purse seine vessels to fish in the Exclusive
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Economic Zones (EEZ) of the 16 FFA member countries. The total access fee for
the Treaty is $US18 million per year and this is distributed according to the proce-
dures set out in an internal agreement concerning the implementation and admin-
istration of the Treaty between the Pacific Island Parties.

Tools of Implementing and Monitoring the Access Agreements
The tools for the implementation, control and the monitoring of access agree-
ments in the FFA region are developed according to the national legislation of the
respective member country, and the fisheries national management plan. The
Harmonised Minimum Terms and Conditions approved by the FFA member
countries, are also used to control the agreements. The MTCs sets out the terms
and conditions in which the foreign vessels must comply with when undertaking
bilateral fishing access agreements with the FFA member countries. The overall
aim of the MTCs is to promote consistency with the requirements concerning
reporting, transhipment, and other monitoring control and surveillance measures.
The MTCs were first introduced in 1982 and have been revised on two occasions,
firstly in 1990 and then more recently in 1997. A copy of the current version is
attached to this paper.

The size of the region (approximately 30 million square kilometres) and the limited
personnel and financial resources are the major constraints to fisheries
Monitoring, Control, and Surveillance (MCS) in the western and central Pacific. In
recognition of these constraints, the Pacific Island countries have adopted some
innovative procedures to assist their MCS efforts. These procedures combine legal
and technical elements that are applied at either the national level, or regionally in
co-operation with other island States and in some cases, supra-regional agencies.

At the national level, all of the countries have a designated MCS officer (or offi-
cers) who acts as a liaison person with neighbouring countries, outside providers
of aerial and maritime surveillance and the regional MCS programmes based at
the FFA Headquarters in Honiara, Solomon Islands. National arrangements to
monitor the agreements may include observer programmes (compliance and sci-
ence), surface patrols, aerial surveillance, fisheries legislation, and port State
enforcement.

Regionally, these measures include the Harmonised Minimum Terms and
Conditions (MTC) of Fisheries Access, the Regional Register of Foreign Fishing
Vessels, Niue Treaty on Co-operation in Surveillance, and the Aerial Surveillance
by the air forces of Australia, New Zealand and France. In addition, there is a
regional observer programme operating within the US Multilateral Fishing Treaty;
a Minute of Agreement between the Pacific Island countries and the USA, relating
to fisheries monitoring and surveillance in the western and central pacific. There
is also a regional project to determine the geographical definition of the various
offshore zones. The latest measure is a satellite-based vessel monitoring system
(FFA member country VMS).

Summary
A positive feature that prevails for the FFA member countries is their common
desire to maximise the returns for the use of their fisheries resource and to ensure
that the resource is sustainable for a long period. The fisheries access agreements
have been developed under a framework of management measures such as the
MTCs, and are designed to guarantee the sustainability of the tuna fishery in the
western and central Pacific. In turn, this guarantees a flow of revenue to FFA
member countries on a sustainable basis.
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The relationships between the DWFNs and the FFA member countries have
improved over the last decade. It is envisaged that the next ten years will see fur-
ther improvement with respect to the management of the tuna fishery in the west-
ern and central Pacific, particularly with the development of a Commission to
manage stocks over their entire range.

It is in the interest of all parties that the resource is managed effectively. From the
FFA member country’s perspective, it will continue to receive access fees from the
agreement, information on the fish stock, and it will also receive other spin-off
benefits from the FFA. On the other hand, the DWFNs will be assured that the
western and central Pacific tuna fishery is sustainable, thus increasing the
prospects of their operations being and/or remaining profitable.
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The Harmonised Minimum Terms
and Conditions for Foreign Fishing
Vessel Access[14]

As amended by FFC34 (24-28 November 1997)

1. These Definitions shall apply to these Harmonised Minimum Terms and
Conditions and to the South Pacific Forum Fisheries Agency Regional Register
of Foreign Fishing Vessels and are recommended to member countries for
implementation in national legislation.
(a) “Automatic Location Communicator”(ALC) means a Forum Fisheries

Agency (FFA) approved device placed on a fishing vessel that transmits
either in conjunction with another device or devices or independently infor-
mation concerning the position, fishing and such other activities of the ves-
sel as may be required.

(b) “Vessel Monitoring System” means the systems employed by FFA member
countries and coordinated by the FFA to monitor the position and activities
of foreign fishing vessels for the purpose of effective management of fish-
eries.

(c) “fishing” means:
(i) searching for, catching, taking or harvesting fish;
(ii) attempting to search for, catch, take or harvest fish;
(iii) engaging in any other activity which can reasonably be expected to

result in the locating, catching, taking or harvesting of fish;
(iv) placing, searching for or recovering fish aggregating devices or associat-

ed electronic equipment such as radio beacons;
(v) any operations at sea directly in support of or in preparation for any

activity described in sub-paragraphs (i) to (iv);
(vi) use of any other vehicle, air or sea borne, for any activity described in

sub-paragraphs (i) to (v) except for emergencies involving the health and
safety of the crew or the safety of a vessel.

(d) “Foreign Fishing Vessel” or “vessel” means any tuna fishing or tuna fishing
support vessel which operates in the exclusive economic or fisheries zone of
a member country and is not part of the domestic fleet of the country in
whose zone the operation occurs.

(e) “Licence Form” means the common regional licence form contained in
Annex 1 which shall be used for all foreign fishing vessels.

(f) “Licensing country” or “member country” means a party to the South
Pacific Forum Fisheries Agency Convention, 1979.

(g) “Operator” means any person who is in charge of, directs or controls a ves-
sel, including the owner, charterer and master.

(h) “Transshipment” means the removal of any or all of the fish on board a
licensed foreign fishing vessel either ashore or onto another vessel.

(i) “Zone” means the exclusive economic zone or fisheries zone of a member
country of the South Pacific Forum Fisheries Agency.

2. Common Regional Licence Form
Foreign fishing vessels shall not fish in the zone of any member country unless
licensed to fish in the form contained in Annex 1 and such licence or a duly certi-
fied copy, facsimile or telex confirmation thereof shall be carried on board at all
times.
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3. Control and Monitoring of Transhipment
(a) A fishing trip shall be deemed to have ended at such time as any or all of the

fish on board the vessel are removed from the vessel, either ashore or onto
another vessel except for the transfer of catch by a licensed group seiner to its
licensed carrier vessel.

(b) The operator of a foreign fishing vessel shall:
(i) not tranship at sea under any circumstances except for the transfer of

catch by a licensed group seiner to its licensed carrier vessel which is in
good standing on the Regional Register;

(ii) provide 72 hours notice to a licensing country of a request to transship any
or all of the fish on board and shall provide the name of the vessel, its
international radio call sign, its position, the catch on board by species, the
time and port where such transshipment is requested to occur, and an
undertaking to pay all fees required under the laws of the licensing coun-
try;

(iii) only transship at the time and port authorised for transshipment by the
licensing country;

(iv) submit full reports on transshipping on the prescribed forms;
(v) allow and assist any person identified as an officer of the licensing country

full access to and use of facilities and equipment which the officer may
determine is necessary to carry out his or her duties; have full access to
the bridge, fish on board and areas which may be used to hold, process,
weigh and store fish; remove samples; have full access to the vessel’s
records, including its log and documentation for the purpose of inspection
and photocopying; and gather any other information required to fully
monitor the activity;

(vi) shall not assault, obstruct, resist, delay, refuse boarding to, intimidate or
interfere with any such officer in the performance of his or her duties; and

(vii) shall pay all fees required under the laws of the licensing country.

4. Maintenance and Submission of Catch Logs
in Zones and on High Seas

The operator shall:
(a) duly complete in the English Language, daily reports on the prescribed forms

of all catch in the zone of any licensing country and on the high seas and shall
certify that such information is true, complete and accurate.

(b) provide to the licensing country or its representative on the prescribed forms
(i) a preliminary report within 14 days of the completion of a trip; and
(ii) a final report within 45 days of the completion of a trip.

5. Vessel Reporting Requirements
The operator of a foreign fishing vessel shall provide to the licensing country or its
representative information relating to the position of, and catch on board, the ves-
sel, as described in Annex 2 in the manner notified by a licensing country as fol-
lows:
(a) each Wednesday;
(b) within a reasonable time of entry into and departure from the zone of any

licensing country as determined by the licensing country; and
(c) within a reasonable time prior to the estimated time of entry into any port of a

licensing country as determined by the licensing country.
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6. Observers
(a) The operator and each member of the crew of a vessel shall allow and assist

any person identified by a country as an observer to:
(i) board the vessel for scientific, compliance, monitoring and other func-

tions;
(ii) embark at a place and time agreed to;
(iii) have full access to and use of all facilities and equipment on board which

the observer may determine is necessary to carry out his or her duties,
including:
• full access to the bridge, fish on board, and areas which may be used to

hold, process, weigh and store fish;
• remove samples;
• full access to the vessel’s records including its logs and documentation

for the purpose of records inspection and copying;
• reasonable access to navigation equipment, charts, and radios;
• other information relating to fishing;

(iv) disembark at an agreed place and time; and
(v) carry out all duties safely.

(b) The operator or any crew member of the vessel shall not assault, obstruct,
resist, delay, refuse boarding to, intimidate or interfere with an observer in the
performance of his or her duties.

(c) The operator shall provide the observer, while on board the vessel, at no
expense to the licensing country, with officer level accommodation, food and
medical facilities.

(d) The following costs of the observer shall be met by the operator:
(i) full travel costs from the licensing country to and from the vessel;
(ii) salary; and
(iii) full insurance coverage for the observer.

7. Appointment of an agent
(a) The flag state government and/or fishermen’s association and/or vessel opera-

tor shall nominate, appoint and maintain an agent who shall be resident in a
licensing country and who shall have authority to receive and respond to any
legal process and shall notify the licensing country of the name and address of
such agent.

(b) Any communication, information, document, direction, request or response to
or from that agent shall be deemed to have been sent to, or received from the
(flag state government and/or fishermen’s association and/or) vessel operator.

8. Foreign Fishing Vessels in Transit
Foreign fishing vessels navigating through (“transitting”) the fisheries zone shall be
required to have all fishing equipment on board stowed or secured in such a man-
ner that it is not readily available to use for fishing.

9. Enforcement
(a) a vessel operator and each member of the crew shall, while in any zone of a

member country, immediately comply with every instruction and direction
given by an authorised and identified officer including to stop, move to a speci-
fied location and to facilitate safe boarding and inspection of the vessel, its
licence, gear, equipment, records, facilities, fish and fish products;

(b) the vessel operator and each member of the crew shall facilitate and assist in
any action by an authorised officer of a country and shall not assault, obstruct,
resist, delay, refuse boarding to, intimidate or interfere with an authorised offi-
cer in the performance of his or her duties;

(c) an authorised officer shall conduct each boarding and inspection as much as
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possible in a manner so as not to interfere unduly with the lawful operation of
the vessel;

(d) a vessel operator shall ensure the continuous monitoring of the international
distress and calling frequency 2182 khz (HF), and the international safety and
calling frequency 156.8 Mhz (channel 16, VHF-FM) to facilitate communication
with the fisheries management, surveillance and enforcement authorities of a
country;

(e) a vessel operator shall ensure that a recent and up to date copy of the
International Code of Signals (INTERCO) is on board and accessible at all
times;

(f) for fisheries surveillance and marine safety purposes, every vessel shall be
marked and identified in accordance with the FAO approved Standard
Specifications for the Marking and Identification of Fishing Vessels (Annex 3).

10. Flag State or Fishermen’s Associations Responsibility
Flag States or, in the absence of access arrangements with flag states, the appropri-
ate Fishermen’s Associations, be required in agreements to take measures to ensure
compliance by their fishing vessels with coastal State laws.

11. Vessel Monitoring System
(a) The vessel monitoring system shall be implemented by the operation of a VMS

Register of Foreign Fishing Vessels as set out in Annex 4
(b) The operator of a foreign fishing vessel shall apply for registration of the ALC

on the prescribed form (Annexes 6 and 7) for each year and pay the prescribed
fee; install and operate a registered ALC on board the vessel; and maintain the
ALC in good working order.

(c) The operator of a foreign fishing vessel shall not interfere with, tamper with,
alter, damage or disable the ALC; move or remove the ALC from the agreed
installed position without the prior permission of the licensing country; or
impede the operation of the ALC.

(d) At least [to be determined by the licensing country] hours prior to entry into
the exclusive economic zone of [insert name of the licensing country] the oper-
ator of a foreign fishing vessel shall ensure that the ALC is switched on and is
operating properly at all times when the vessel is in the exclusive economic
zone of [insert name of licensing country].

(e) The operator of a foreign fishing vessel or his or her authorized agent, upon
notification by the [insert name of licensing country, appropriate authority]
that the vessel’s ALC has failed to transmit, shall ensure that position reports
are communicated to [insert name of authority delegated by the licensing
country/appropriate authority] in the manner set out in Annex 1.

(f) If it is not possible to make position reports, or if the [insert name of authority
delegated by licensing country/appropriate authority] directs, the master of the
vessel must immediately stow the fishing gear and take the vessel directly to a
port as set out in Annex 1.
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Notes on Optimum Resource Use,
TACs, and Harvesting Capacity
Sophie des Clers

Articles 61 and 62[15] of the 1982 Law of the Sea Convention make it an obligation
for coastal states to allow access to other states, providing there is some unallocat-
ed sustainable harvest capacity. Three points are important in that context:

1. Recent European Common Fisheries Policy developments provide increased
bargaining powers to coastal states, in the spirit described in the handbook;

2. The level of Optimum Resource Use has to take the whole marine ecosystem
into account; and

3. For coastal states, several fleet types may have fisheries management advan-
tages.

1 European Common Fisheries
Policy developments

The Common Fisheries Policy (CFP) is being reviewed in 2002. The European
Commission is publishing a “Green Paper” this year, which will refer to specific
strategy for the conservation of Bio-diversity, and the use of an ecosystem
approach. The review is aimed at making the CFP more effective by integrating
environmental protection requirements and making it more coherent with the
European Development Policy. Both aspects are particularly relevant to Fisheries
Agreement negotiations.

1.1 Precautionary & multi-annual TACs
Environmental integration concerns all aspects of the CFP, and the European
Commission has pledged that: “The same priorities as those identified at internal
level have to apply to bilateral or multilateral negotiations relating to the activities
of fisheries” [16]. So far, the Commission’s efforts have been focused on implement-
ing the Precautionary Approach recommended in the FAO Code of Conduct in
the provision of scientific advice[17]. In theory, this means Fisheries Management
Plans exist and that target reference points are set for annual Total Allowable
Catches (TACs) recommendations to take into account the risk for stock biomass
and /or fishing mortality to push the stock beyond safe biological limits. In prac-
tice, all European stocks being either fully or over-exploited, the use of a
Precautionary approach leads to decreased TACs recommendations. Reduction
have often been recognised as necessary by the industry, but the method used to
determine Precautionary TACs appears to be difficult to explain and has been crit-
icised as unrealistic.

The European Commission has also recognised the need for medium-term plan-
ning and multi-annual TACs, mostly at the demand of the fishing industry. The
EC stresses[18] the difficult trade-off between setting less variable annual TACs (to
allow for better fishing business planning and fleet structure management), and
annual adaptive management responses in the case of unpredicted changes in
spawning stock biomass and/or mortality. The difficulty is the same that for
Fisheries Agreements, where annual changes require scientific, administrative and
political resources, while the commitment of harvest capacity in the medium-term
to any specific use can only safely concern a fraction of all fishing opportunities.
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1.2 Fisheries and Poverty reduction
The lack of coherence between European policies has created problems to coastal
states in the past. For example, Development funds were encouraging the expan-
sion of small-scale coastal fisheries, while Fisheries Agreements negotiated within
the CFP allocated an increasing amount of fisheries resources to the European dis-
tant fleet. The European Commission addresses this problem, and the decrease in
domestic food provision due to increased exports of fish products, in a recent poli-
cy paper[19]. “The implications for the CFP will be taken up in a more operational
manner in the CFP Green Book leading up to the 2002 CFP Review”, but the
paper provides guidelines for targeting EC interventions which will facilitate the
move towards more sustainable agreements as promoted in the Handbook.

2. Marine ecosystem and
coastal zone management

A recent review of the Code of Conduct implementation has shown that “A few
developing countries and several developed countries have made good progress in
implementing the Code”[20]. Ideally, Fisheries Agreements can only be negotiated
once the coastal state has developed a Fisheries Management Plan within a
Sustainable Fisheries Development Strategy that links fisheries production to
Biodiversity conservation in an Integrated Coastal Zone Management Plan. The
coastal state needs such a Plan to define catch and effort restrictions, vessel report-
ing schedules and develop a medium-term scientific research programme as out-
lines in the Handbook (section 2).

The production of all marine resources depends on a close ecological link between
the coastal zone, inter-tidal habitats, and continental shelf, and the up welling and
other oceanic currents[21]. Even the smallest shrimp has a pelagic larval stage, which
may take it hundreds of km away and back before it grows into an adult. The
renewal of fisheries resources is threatened by excessive fishing pressure on select-
ed species, but it depends as much on the integrity of the marine ecosystem.

A holistic approach is crucial and urgent, particularly along the coast of Northwest
Africa, where desertification is pushing populations along the coast and basic eco-
nomic and social development priorities are putting tremendous pressure on all
renewable resources. To succeed, even the simplest Fisheries Management Plan has
to make allowances for decreased fisheries production due to:
• Pressure on coastal, inter-tidal and continental shelf habitats from Port and

Tourism developments, and seabed resource use; from
• Domestic and industrial effluents, and pollution at sea; and from
• Long-term environmental changes such as linked to climate change.

Local and global environmental changes put a continual pressure on government
to adapt policy, regulations and management and revise its estimates of sustainable
production. Revisions cannot be made on a single-species basis, but have to consid-
er the ecosystem as a whole.
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3. Ecosystem management with
several fishing fleets

From the point of view of a resource manager, the problems linked to distant fleet
are well documented. However, some of the advantages have not been studied to
the same extent. It is possible that an optimum fleet management should always
include some Distant Fleet.

Business management principles recognise some advantages to having different
sizes and types of companies producing a similar good. A key advantage is that a
diverse raw product is better produced by a diversity of relatively specialised busi-
nesses; a second advantage is that each business type can specialise to address the
needs of a specific market; a third advantage is that competition between similar
producers ensures better information and a more efficient production.

The table below gives a brief SWOT analysis of local vs. distant fleet operating in a
single marine ecosystem, which can form the basis of discussions at the workshop.

In effect, many of the weaknesses and threats or each fleet type are similar, and
lead to the common problem of resource over-exploitation. However, the presence
of both a national and a foreign fleet may also enhance management outcomes.
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Table 1 SWOT of local and distant fleet from the coastal state point of view

Local fleet Foreign fleet
Strengths Social benefits Nomadic, short-term commitment

Contribution to food production High-tech, more selective gear

Onshore economic activities

Vessels owners are accountable

Weaknesses Political intrigue Nomadic, short-term commitment

Poor product quality Fragmented information

Opportunities Balanced Sectoral development High quality production

Link with Tourism Training of local crew

Employment of crew & observers

Threats Conflicts small-scale vs. others Conflicts with small-scale

Resource depletion Unsustainable practices

Dependence on foreign markets Competes on foreign market



Fishery Access Agreements
Some personal thoughts
David Freestone

Part 1: Legal Framework

As a preliminary point, there is a hierarchy of legal sources, which is worth bearing
in mind. The basic legal framework for the regulation of all Ocean Issues is the
1982 Law of the Sea Convention. At the Rio de Janeiro Earth Summit in June 1992
States identified two major areas of the 1982 Convention which needed supple-
menting (not replacing) in the context of the development of a more sophisticated
approach to sustainable fisheries conservation and management. These two issues
were Flag State responsibilities for fishing boats and the conservation and manage-
ment of straddling fish stocks and highly migratory fish stocks. On the basis of
the recommendations made in Agenda 21 (which is action programme not a legal
commitment) two agreements were concluded:
1993 FAO Compliance Agreement[22] and the
1995 UN Fish Stocks [or Straddling Stocks] Agreement[23]

Unfortunately neither of these two agreements are yet in force. However they have
each been signed by a number of States, and signatories have an obligation not to
undermine the “objects and purposes” of these agreements even before the point
at which they come into force.

It is important to remember that both Agenda 21 and the FAO Code of Conduct
on Responsible Fisheries are not legal Instruments but have been adopted by
International Conferences by consensus. They therefore have important political
significance.

The 1982 Law of the Sea Convention
The effective regulation of high seas fishing has been a perennial problem for
international law. The 1982 LOSC transfers control over stocks within 200 mile
from the coastal baselines to the coastal state. The main exception to this coastal
state control is the regime of so-called straddling stocks - fish species that move
from EEZ to EEZ or from EEZ to high seas areas. These are covered by the provi-
sions of Article 64 that have now been supplemented by the “interpretation” of
the 1995 Fish Stocks Agreement.

It is worth reviewing briefly the different terminology used by the LOSC in rela-
tion to the obligations to manage different types of fish stocks.

EEZ Stocks
Articles 61 and 62 LOSC prescribe the regime for coastal state regulation of stocks
within the permitted 200 mile zone. The coastal state has the obligation to pro-
mote the objective of optimum utilisation of the living resources in its zone (art.
62(1)). It also has the exclusive and unchallengeable right to determine its own har-
vesting capacity (Art. 61(2)) and to set TACs for stocks within its EEZ (Art. 61(1). It
only has an obligation to allow access to other states to its EEZ insofar as it does
not have the capacity to harvest the entire capacity itself (Art 62(2)).

Joint or Shared Stocks
Art 63 covers transboundary or straddling stock stricto sensu - which occur within
one or more EEZs or within an EEZ and adjacent high seas areas. For these the
obligation of relevant coastal states and for states which fish these on the high seas
is to “seek to agree“ on measures necessary for conservation.
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Highly Migratory Fish Stocks.
Article 64 covers highly migratory species such as the Western Pacific tuna species
that migrate through both EEZ and high seas areas Article 64 requires that “the
coastal state and other states whose nationals fish in the region shall co-operate...
with a view to ensuring conservation and optimum utilisation.”

High Seas
Article 116 obliges states fishing on the high seas not to undermine the interests of
coastal states. It provides that: “All States have the right for their nationals to
engage in fishing on the high seas subject to:

(a) their treaty obligations;
(b) the rights and duties as well as the interests of coastal states provided for,

inter alia in Article 63 paragraph 2[24] and Articles 64 to 67; and
(c) the provisions of this section.” [emphases added]

The 1995 Fish Stocks Agreement
This is the first global Fisheries Agreement to pursue an holistic, ecosystem
approach. The Agreement applies not only to the conservation and management
of straddling and highly migratory stocks on the high seas (Article 3) but also to
conservation and management measures related to such stocks while in waters
under national jurisdiction (Arts 6 and 7). Coastal States are also obliged to utilise
the principles of this agreement when managing such stocks within such waters
(Art. 5). Article 5 contains the general principles of stock management, Article 6
the precautionary principle and Article 7 the requirements for coastal State/distant
water fishing State co-operation procedures vis-à-vis the implementation of conser-
vation and management methodologies both within and beyond the areas of
national jurisdiction in all regional fisheries.

Coastal States Rights
Therefore international law does impose some constraints on the way the coastal
state may exploit the stocks within its EEZ. Non-straddling stocks are subject to
exclusive jurisdiction (e.g. determination of TAC and its own capacity to harvest)
But for States which have signed the 1995 Fish Stocks Agreement the management
of the straddling/migratory stocks within its EEZ must be in accordance with the
provisions of the 1995 Agreement. This includes compatibility with applicable high
seas regimes, as well as other conservation and management obligations (e.g. in
relation to precautionary management).

Part 2: Access Agreements

Despite the argument that State to State Fisheries Access Agreement may condone
or encourage subsidies there are a number of significant reasons why the there is
an advantage in involving the flag state of Distant Water Fishing vessels.

Flag State responsibility
International Law is only beginning to recognise the concept of Flag State respon-
sibility for Fishing Vessels. It is recognised in the 1993 Compliance Agreement in
relation to high seas fisheries and the 1995 Agreement for straddling/migratory
stocks for signatories to these agreement (see the Handbook). However, not only
are these yet to enter into force but they also relate only to enforcement of region-
al or sub-regional conservation and management measures. Otherwise the only
way to hold a DWFN responsible for the compliance of its vessels with an Access
Agreement requirement is by Treaty: e.g. the South Pacific Forum Fisheries Agency
US agreements.
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International Fisheries Management Regimes bind States.
Fisheries Conservation and Management Conventions are negotiated and signed
by States not the private sector. Parties to such conventions bear international
responsibility to each other to comply with those conventions. Obligations to sup-
port conservation and management measures and for example to support stocks
assessment and research are therefore primarily upon States.

Dispute resolution
The Law of the Sea Convention provides for a variety of Dispute Resolution tech-
niques. These are virtually exclusively State-to-State. What would be the applicable
law of a State to Fishing Company Agreement ? Will Vessel Owners/Operators be
prepared to agree to dispute settlement under the law of the Coastal State (see
model agreement art 12) even if it is by arbitration? Should Coastal States be pre-
pared to agree to any other legal system being applicable ?

However the concept of also contracting with the Vessel owners/Operators them-
selves, is a very sound one. A range of Enforcement/Compliance techniques are
much more effective at this level, if the framework for them has been established
by a wider agreement, e.g. Bonding, use of transponders/VMS, record keeping,
prohibitions on transhipments.

Part 3: Regional Co-operation

It is obvious that a group of states approaching a common negotiation with a
mutually agreed negotiating position is in a much stronger position than if a states
acting individually. It also provides a sensible approach to the management of a
migratory or straddling fish stock. As recent experience has shown there are a
number of different levels at which this co-operation can be conducted

1. “Common pond” approach
This is the EU waters approach, where states surrender their individual claims for a
share in the common resource.

2. “Common Terms and Conditions”
Common terms and conditions can be more easily agreed if the sanction is exclu-
sion from access to the waters or the resources of a group of states rather than
one, as with the FFA Register of “Good Standing” and its “Harmonised Minimum
Terms and Conditions”. This is so particularly if this requires the purchase of
expensive equipment such as VMS, or requirements for stock assessment or other
potentially expensive research. Regional co-operation also reduces the risks/bene-
fits of cross boundary “poaching” resources, if vessels are paying for access to
catch in a wider area. There are of course corresponding difficulties of allocation
of income between coastal states so co-operating see formulae developed in South
Pacific Tuna Fishery.

3. Functional Co-operation
Development of a number of consultative bodies and common legal approaches
can assist greatly in supervision and enforcement. The conclusion of “hot pursuit”
treaties between West African states - allowing coast-guard vessels to chase offend-
ers into the waters of neighbouring states is an example. But this can be as basic
as development of compatible technical equipment/methodologies for monitoring
and supervision.
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Conclusions:
1. International law constrains Coastal States exploitation of EEZ stocks.

• Non-straddling stocks are subject to exclusive jurisdiction
• States signatory to 1995 Fish Stocks Agreement must manage the strad-

dling/migratory stocks in their EEZ in accordance with the Agreement.
2. States still retain a major role in fisheries access agreements, but collateral

agreements with Fisheries Companies may assist enforcement
3. Regional/Sub-regional Co-operation provides important opportunities to lever-

age influence and effect economies of scale.
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Equitable agreements for
sustainable fisheries
Jean–Paul Troadec [25]

1 Rights and obligations of coastal states

The new Law of the Sea (UNCLOS, 1982) refers to coastal states’ sovereign rights
for exploration, exploitation, conservation and management of the natural
resources present in their respective Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZs). The new
legal status of resources gave those states quasi property of those resources (Article
56).

UNCLOS also stipulates that ”Where the coastal State does not have the capacity
to harvest the entire allowable catch, it shall,…, give other States access to the sur-
plus of the allowable catch” (Article 62.2). This clause does not imply however that
the allowable catch volume should be fixed on strict biological criteria and, in par-
ticular, at the level of Maximum Sustainable Yield (MSY). In fact, paragraph 62.1
specifies that ”The coastal State shall promote the objective of optimum utilisation
of the living resources in the exclusive economic zone”. The interpretation of the
term’optimal’ falls under its competence as confirms article 297(3) that refers to its
”discretionary power of the coastal state for determining the allowable catch…”.
Article 61(3) specifies that it should ”maintain or restore populations of harvested
species at levels which can produce the maximum sustainable yield, as qualified by
relevant environmental and economic factors”. If the social and political concerns
are not specifically mentioned, the reference to the responsibilities of coastal states
with respect to management means that the latter will take measures with various
objectives in which social and political considerations necessarily take a prominent
place. The Treaty refers inter alia to ”economic needs of coastal fishing communi-
ties and (to) the special requirements of developing States”.

No ambiguity remains about the authority of coastal states and to its exercise of it.
No third party can contest their decisions of establishing the total allowed catch,
because that would imply questioning their discretionary authority. The coastal
states can legitimitely exclude all foreign participation in the fisheries on stocks in
their EEZ, even when there is a surplus. Equally, they can choose management
measures. The Treaty only gives them the obligation to exercise their authority in
good faith - excluding all discriminatory measures – and in conformity with the
dispositions of the Treaty. The fishing nations, however, have all freedom to utilise
their authorised captures as they like.

On the other hand, the coastal states have a shared, and diluted, authority for the
stocks that are distributed over more than one EEZ for the highly migratory
stocks. The negotiation of agreements between countries that are co-owners of
their respective parts should therefore logically precede the granting to third par-
ties of access rights on their shared stocks.
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2 Benefits and costs of access agreements
to the coastal states

2.1 Benefits
The amount of financial payments and in kind compensations transferred by the
fishing nations shows that foreign countries are prepared to pay considerable
amounts in exchange of access rights for their fleets. The governments of coastal
states already use these revenues and aid to a large extent to cover the costs that
are inherent (formation, investment and functioning) to the ownership of the
resources: collection of statistics, stock evaluation, control and surveillance. The
surplus also serves them to reorganise their public finances and to relieve their
debt. The relatively easy accomplishment of these incomes allows them to post-
pone institutional reforms that condition the effective regulation of fisheries
access under their jurisdiction. Even when, in the longer term, these reforms
could produce higher profits to those produced under the current fisheries agree-
ments and when they condition the full contribution of the fishery sector to the
national economy, their enterprise has a high political and financial cost.

2.2 Costs
While the access to the fishery is effectively limited, the price of fishing rights
reflects the value of the ”natural scarcity rent” of the resources, meaning the
excess profit on top of the costs of human inputs (investments, salaries, running
costs, and normal profit. In the fisheries agreements, it should reflect this renting
value of the natural resources.

The economic evaluation of the fisheries shows that the stocks of high economic
value (i.e. most demersal stocks of crustaceans, cephalopods and finfish species)
can produce considerable revenues, many times higher than the direct costs to
fishing. At the end of the 1970s, the maximum potential revenue of the
Mauritanian cephalopod stock was thus estimated at US$ 60 million (on an annual
basis). To identify these revenues, fishing capacities must be adjusted to the pro-
ductivity of the stocks. For this, the exploitation rate must be reduced and main-
tained under the level that corresponds to the MSY. In commercial fisheries, the
extraction of the resource scarcity rent constitutes the only effective method to
control the dynamic of overfishing and its consequences: overcapacity, degradation
of stocks and conflicts between fleets. For that purpose, new institutions are nec-
essary: The regime of resource property needs to be clarified; mechanisms for fish-
ing rights allocation must be adopted that enable the extraction of the resource
rent; structures have to be put in place to apply these new mechanisms. The cur-
rent incapability of coastal states to control overcapacities, overfishing and fleet
conflicts shows that the current regulation systems do not meet these new needs
well.

With access regulation systems that are adjusted to the new conditions, the
resource scarcity rent can greatly exceed the management costs. Like oil and min-
ing rents, they can provide the coastal states with important income sources to
support their public finances, to relieve their debt, and to finance their economic
development (education, health, infrastructure, …). For those developing nations
whose economy largely depends on primary production (agriculture, fisheries,
forestry, exploitation of mines and oil), these resource rents represent the principle
source of State revenue with which they can finance their economic development.

Because current fisheries agreements are not part of adapted regulation systems,
they cannot adjust access to appropriate levels. The greatest part of the fees and in
kind compensations is covered by the public budgets of fishing nations. Since
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these are not included in the fishing costs that are supported by fishing compa-
nies, they do not reflect the rental value of the resources and therefore they do
not contribute to the adjustment of the fishing capacities. Offering the govern-
ments of coastal states substantial revenues, they allow them to postpone reforms
that condition the rationalisation of their fisheries.

When the rights of access concern stocks that are exploited by local fleets, the
entry of foreign vessels implies a reduction of catch rates of the national vessels.
When access is not properly limited, the catch rates of national vessels do not gen-
erate any extra profit. The arrival of foreign vessels therefore eliminates the least
competitive artisanal units and large-scale vessels. The competition between local
and foreign fleets is also distorted when the latter benefit from particular advan-
tages: loans at reduced rates for the acquisition of vessels and equipments, fuel tax
reduction, special regimes for taxation, payment of fishing rights fees with public
funds.

Aside from these distortions, the local fleets can be less competitive because of
their more limited fisheries experience, and the lower development of local infra-
structure and commercial networks. Since fisheries represents a key sector for their
economic development, the coastal states can have an interest in maintaining
lower exploitation levels to compensate for the abovementioned handicaps by
higher catch rates.

When foreign vessels do not unload their catches locally or can transship their
catches at sea, their activity is also more difficult to control. In particular the con-
trol of catches is more complex and more costly. These operational constraints
notably exclude resorting to systems like Individual Transferable Quotas that pres-
ent clear advantages for the regulation of access in large-scale fisheries that target a
small number of species. These same constraints affect the collection of statistics
and, as a consequence, the reliability of stock evaluations. The foreign fleets can
allege the pretext of these uncertainties to deny a reduction of their access rights.

These interferences run counter to the internationalisation by the local fishermen
of the problem of overfishing and the emergence of adapted institutions.
Experience shows that, in effect, national fishermen regularly oppose necessary
reforms with the argument that the reduction of overcapacity would have to borne
first by foreign fleets. The adoption of new, common rules greatly depends on
social cohesiveness. The economic, social and political homogeneity that condition
cohesiveness of groups concerned supposes an adequate control of access of the
most important fisheries.

The granting of access rights to foreign fleets would therefore have to concern pri-
marily those stocks that are exploited to a limited extent by local fishermen. The
negative impacts on the performances of coastal states fishing companies and
small-scale units would then be minimised. This could be the case for the stocks of
small pelagics in Mauritania or the tuna stocks for different states in the region.
The decision to allocate fishing rights for those stocks which are significantly
exploited by local fleets should only occur after economic analyses comparing the
benefits for the Public Treasury, the costs for national fishermen, and the obsta-
cles that the future agreements can create for the emergence of adapted regula-
tion.
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3 Benefits and costs of fisheries agreements
for the fishing countries

3.1 Benefits
In the negotiations of fisheries agreements, certain fishing nations do not specially
seek to develop economically coherent activities. The European Union, for exam-
ple, seeks foremost to transfer a part of its own overcapacities. It can thus defer
the implementation of functional systems of access regulation, which have a high
political cost in relation to the initial reduction of employment. These objectives
explain that the fishing fees and compensations only have a distant relationship
with the resource scarcity rent, that they are largely supported by the European
Commission budget and, therefore, only marginally by the European fishing com-
panies.

An analysis of the economical balance of the agreements that was recently com-
missioned by the European Commission has in the meantime shown that their
cost is comparable with that of an elimination over ten years of the capacities
transferred to the involved third countries. The non-renewal of agreements would
therefore not be more costly to European taxpayers.

3.2 Costs
This balance is only partial. The vision that has until today governed the negotia-
tion of agreements is reflected out of necessity in their future. To be fitted over
time, the agreements would have to become incorporated in a development policy
that would aim actively at supporting coastal states to acquire an effective capabili-
ty to regulate access to the fisheries under their control. Such an evolution suppos-
es a change of objectives in the negotiations of fishing agreements and thus of the
European Community’s Common Fisheries Policy (CFP). Until now, the basic
reforms that are necessary for the rationalisation of European fisheries have been
deferred with the motive that the economic situation of fishermen does not per-
mit them to support its immediate costs. Given this fact, public aid to the sector
has served primarily to maintain the status quo, rather than to minimise the imme-
diate costs for the professional fishermen of an institutional reform that is needed
for the rationalisation of fisheries, the conservation of resources and for the saving
of public funds. One such evolution suggests that the Community and national
policies should go beyond representing the immediate interests of the fishery sec-
tor and address the issue of access regulation in fisheries, which is more in con-
formity with their regulatory mission and the general interest. The contradictions
that currently exist between the CFP and the development policy with developing
countries would then be reduced.
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4 Equitable agreements for a reasoned and
sustainable fishing

Until now, both fishing nations and coastal states have above all aimed at short-
term objectives in fisheries agreements. Those objectives do not allow achieving
the greater benefits that can be expected from an effective regulation of access.
Such regulation undergoes institutional adjustments to the new conditions of
resource scarcity. These reforms are technically complicated and politically diffi-
cult. They are nevertheless necessary, particularly for developing countries where
fisheries take a prominent place and offer particularly interesting perspectives for
development. By supporting coastal states to acquire such capacities, their partners
have the perspective to develop fisheries agreements in the long term.

The ownership of marine stocks by coastal states and the industrial structure of
foreign fishing companies allow the consideration of a rapid transition to func-
tional mechanisms of fishing rights allocation. Allocation by the market is the
most effective way to extract the resource scarcity rent. It determines directly the
price of fishing rights, to adjust fishing capacities to stock productivity and hence
to preserve them fleet conflicts are mitigated by the attribution of guaranteed fish-
ing rights to fishermen; it would provide coastal states with an important revenues
to finance their management expenses and their economic development. The
selection of fishing companies and the fixation of their respective rights can be
achieved by public auction between a national authority acting as the steward of
marine resources, and fishing companies seeking fishing rights. The respective
rights and obligations of the owner-country and the licensed fishing companies,
infractions and penalties should be included in contracts. Committing both the
national authority and the fleets, these contracts will facilitate enforcement. Multi-
annual contracts would allow fishing companies to better plan their investments
and their operations. Therefore they may be more willing to pay more for fishing
rights. Systems that are implemented for the allocation of fishing rights to foreign
fleets could serve as models for the regulation of access of national fishing compa-
nies.

Such a procedure does not exclude that political, social or economic clauses are
imposed to acquire fishing rights. The negotiation of fishing rights between
owner-countries and fishing companies does not exclude the signing of bilateral
agreements that specify the procedures of attributing the fishing rights, the resolu-
tion of disagreements, or the co-operation between national administrations for
the application of fishing rights and stock conservation measures. Co-operation in
the design and implementation of functional regulation systems could be a com-
pensation for the preferential assigning of fishing rights to partner countries.

When market mechanisms are not acceptable, the taxation of fishing rights
through the payment of fees reflecting as closely as possible the resource rent for
the exploitation rate adopted for each stock could be an alternative. The system of
export taxes applied by Mauritania is an example of this. But such a mechanism is
less effective in extracting the resource rent. he obligation to land the catches
locally can also facilitate the control of fishing. But when this leads to an extra
cost for the foreign vessels, it will imply a reduction of the price that foreign fish-
ing companies will be prepared to pay for acquiring fishing rights.

The allocation to foreign companies of fishing rights on shared stocks would have
to be preceded by agreements between co-owner states on multi-annual sharing
schemes. Foreign fishing countries may also assist coastal countries in their negoti-
ation of such sharing agreements.
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The negotiation of fisheries agreements should finally be based on multi-annual
management plans for the main fisheries (including the national parts of the
shared stocks). Such plans should include:
1. A stock evaluation;
2. An evaluation of the interactions between fleets, notably of the effects of for-

eign fishing on the total production and catch rate of the national fleets;
3. The fixation of a maximum exploitation level, expressed in catches and total

fishing capacity;
4. The allocation of this maximum level amongst national industrial fleets, arti-

sanal fleets and, where necessary, foreign fleets;
5. The definition of methods for limiting access and allocating fishing rights

(market, fees, and government decisions) to the different fisheries, and techni-
cal measures for stock conservation.

To evaluate the price that they are prepared to pay, fishing companies should be
able to appreciate the yields that they can expect. Therefore, the management
plans would have to be widely distributed. The procedures for allocating fishing
rights would have to be equally transparent.
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Introduction

The workshop was organised by the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) Marine
Conservation Office, the Ministry of Fisheries and Maritime Economy of the
Islamic Republic of Mauritania, NOVIB (Dutch development NGO), Ecooperation,
the Sub-Regional Commission on Fisheries, The Benin Centre for Sustainable
Development (CBBD) and Scomber Consultancy (consultancy in The Netherlands
for fisheries management and marine wildlife). The workshop was co-funded by
the David and Lucile Packard Foundation (USA) and the Benin-Netherlands
Sustainable Development Treaty.

Fifty-two participants originating from twelve countries took part in the meeting,
including representatives from administrations, NGOs, national and international
experts, artisanal and industrial fishing industry and scientists (see Annex 1). The
opening ceremony was chaired by Mr. Mohamed El Moctar Ould ZAMEL, the
Mauritanian minister of fisheries and maritime economy, in his function of acting
president of the Sub-Regional Fisheries Commission (SRFC), in the presence of
the Mauritanian minister of rural development and environment.

This report is organised in five parts:
1. Objectives and framework of the workshop;
2. National priorities for access conditions to fisheries zones;
3. Regional and international priorities for access conditions to fisheries zones;
4. Positions of international organisations, NGOs and professional 

fisheries organisations;
5. The principle results and recommendations.

Papa Samba Diouf[1], Khady Sané[2], Kees Lankester[3] and Chérif Ould Toueileb[8]

Nouakchott, Mauritania, 4-6 November 2001

Regional Minimum Conditions for

Access to
Fisheries Zones

Summary report of the Mauritania Workshop
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1. Objectives and background of the workshop

P.S. Diouf, K. Lankester and K. Sané introduced the background and the objectives
to the meeting. The workshop is part of a global initiative of the World Wide
Fund for Nature (WWF) and its partners with the view of considering access to
fisheries zones in the context of sustainable and fair exploitation of fisheries
resources. This workshop is the second in a series of meetings that WWF and its
partners organise across the world (the first was held in Senegal, others are
planned in Senegal, Mauritania, Central America, South Pacific and Brussels
(European Union).

The objective of the meeting was to identify, at a regional level, the minimum
terms of access to fisheries zones that are indispensible for achieving sustainable
and equitable exploitation of fisheries resources. The main expected results were:
• A list of minimum regional conditions for access to fisheries zones to be pro-

duced in the spirit of consensus by the different participants;
• The The identification of priorities amongst minimum regional conditions;
• The identification of means favouring the application of minimum conditions;
• The identification of financial and human resources needed to make the mini-

mum terms and conditions function;
• Establishing a group of experts in the sub-region that is charged with following

up the initiative to establish minimum conditions for access to fisheries zones;
• Finding a mechanism to follow up the results and recommendations of this

workshop;
• The recognition amongst the different actors in the fisheries sector and the

public opinion of the importance of creating minimum regional conditions for
access to fisheries zones.

2. The national priorities for access conditions
to fisheries zones

Six presentations were made on the national priorities in West Africa for access
conditions to fisheries zones.
• Mauritania, Mr. Chérif Ould Toueileb, Ministry of Fisheries, Director of stud-

ies and management of fisheries resources;
• Cape Verdes, Mr. Emilio Sanches, DG Fisheries;
• Gambia, Mr. Amadou Saine, senior staff Fisheries Department;
• Guinea, Mr. Ismaël Keita, Director General of Fisheries;
• Guinea-Bissau, Mr. Cirilo Viera, Ministry of Fisheries of Guinea-Bissau;
• Senegal, Mr. Ousmane Ndiaye, Directorate of Oceanography and Marine fish-

eries.

In the discussions the following relevant points and suggestions were made:
• It is important that each state (both coastal and fishing nations) clearly speci-

fies its expectations of minimum conditions for access to fisheries zones in
order to establish a common regional approach;

• Special efforts for regional minimum conditions should be made for those
stocks for which there is a common interest and for shared stocks;

• The first priority has to be to have a good evaluation of the available resources
before authorising access to exploit them;

• As a matter of urgency, establish a sub-regional register for fisheries vessels and
to support the implementation of existing national registers in order to
improve the concerted management of fisheries resources;
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• To establish sub-regional collaboration against illegal and unregistered fishing
practices by putting in place sub-regional legislation and supporting the infor-
mation exchange on vessels that commit such infractions;

• The most advanced nations in the sub-region in terms of research and surveil-
lance should support the less advanced ones;

• The industrial fishery is often discriminated on the negative effects and the
artisanal fisheries are seldom mentioned. Hence, with the growing develop-
ment of the latter and the lack of an effective regulation mechanism, the situa-
tion calls for caution.

3. The regional and international priorities
for access to fisheries zones

This theme was addressed by six presentations:
• Harmonized minimum terms and conditions for foreign fishing vessel access:

some suggestions for West Africa, by Mr. Michael Lodge;
• The regulation of access to West Africa fisheries, by Dr. Jean-Paul Troadec;
• On minimum regional conditions for sustainable fisheries in West Africa, by

Mr. Kees Lankester;
• Minimum scientific conditions for fisheries access, by Dr. Ad Corten;
• On marine protected areas, by Mr. Mouhamed Ould Bouceif;
• The Benin Centre for a sustainable development (CBDD), by Mr. Gaétan

Abangla and complemented by Mr. Eustache Allaro of the Beninese fisheries
sector.

The debate on this subject revealed a suite of suggestions:
• Establishing regional minimum conditions is often a slow process requiring

many years;
• The Law of the Sea states that coastal states permit foreign fleets to exploit the

surplus of the fisheries resources in their coastal waters that the national fleets
are not able to exploit. This is in the understanding that the coastal states have
the sovereignty to determine discretely the total allowable catches.

• The conditions in the South Pacific are different from those in the Member
states to the Sub-Regional Fisheries Commission. In the South Pacific the mini-
mum conditions only apply to tuna and migratory species to which the nation-
al sovereignty is less relevant. In contrast, in West Africa there are multiple
types of operations on many different species of which less migratory stocks
are an important part. Therefore the sovereignty issue is more evident in West
Africa. But in many ways there are also similarities. Like in West Africa, the
nations in the South Pacific are underdeveloped and they have underdeveloped
institutions for the management of resources;

• The decision to have independent observers on board of the vessels who are
paid by a subregional organisation has been a success;

• The principle difficulties in the South Pacific to establish minimum regional
conditions were of a political order. Certain countries were so much dependent
on the funds provided by the fisheries agreements that the difficulty in the
negotiations was caused by national political issues;

• It is clear that there is already a great resemblance in the minimum conditions
as defined by the various legislations in the SRFC Member States;

• Model agreements have been published by WWF in February 2001, these docu-
ments are available at the WWF office in Dakar, Senegal. These can serve as a
basis for elaborating new agreements;

• It has become clear of the Senegal workshop in March 2001 that the so-called
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South-South agreements also cause substantial problems in the region. It would
be appropriate to also establish regional minimum conditions for this type of
fisheries agreement;

• In the context of West African fisheries, the regulation of access to fisheries
zones based on legislation is insufficient to ensure sustainable management of
fisheries resources. It is indispensible that one also calls on economic mecha-
nisms of regulation that make the selling of fishing rights more profitable
there were the demand is high. This change can be painful in the beginning,
but in the medium term it shall produce sustainable benefits for the fishers
and the state;

• The current status of resource property (in which the state is the sole owner of
the resource) and the institutional weakness of surveillance are incompatible
with sustainably exploited fisheries resources. It is a prerequisite to give territo-
rial rights or resource rights to the artisanal fishery.

• The issue of overcapacity is not a unique national issue. It is above all sub-
regional, thus it has to be addressed at a regional scale. Because if one state
tries to regulate the national capacity, the vessels could go to another country.
At present it is not unusual for fishing vessels to cross borders of EEZs during
their operations;

• Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) can be effective tools for the management of
resource exploitation, within the framework of a fisheries management plan.
MPAs deserve more attention. A portion of the financial revenues from fish-
eries agreements could be used for MPAs.

4. Perception of international organisations,
NGOs and fisheries professionals

This theme was the subject of four presentations:
• Point of view of NGOs on the conditions for access to fisheries zones, 

by Dr. Chérif Ahmed Mahmoud;
• Contribution of the National Fisheries Federation (FNP), 

by Mr. Sid’Ahmed Ould Abeid;
• Responsible use of fisheries resources by Dr. Amadou Tall;
• Contribution of the European Community, by Mr. Noura Miguel.

Many points were put forward during the discussions:
• NGOs have an important role to play together with fisheries communities.

They have to raise awareness amongst the fishermen of the general principles
for responsible fisheries and the issues concerned with conditions for access to
resources. The NGOs may serve as “information transmitters” between fisher-
men and administrations to assist the exchange of messages on issues in the
sector and in the administration;

• The discussions also concentrated on the access conditions for the artisanal
fishermen and it the regulation involved. According to NGOs the conditions to
be applied should not be too restrictive. At the same time it is underlined that
account should be taken of the capacity of the artisanal fleet in the same man-
ner as that of the industrial fleet. It was requested that measures are taken to
regulate the artisanal fisheries and that that portion of the catch has to be
taken into account for the division of the global fisheries effort;

• Actions are undertaken to make people aware of ecolabeling. Similarly, the
development of products with an added value has become a major subject in
the fisheries sector. Infopêche has a project on this subject that will start in
2002 in Guinea and Mauritania;
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• In principle, the EU will not find it inconvenient if countries form a group to
negotiate with the EU;

• It is important to have more coherence between the EU fisheries and develop-
ment assistance policies.

5. Main results and recommendations

Two working groups were constituted during the workshop. One discussed the
national and regional priorities on access to fisheries zones in West Africa, the
other discussed the international priorities. We present here the results of these
working groups as well as the recommendations of the plenary of the workshop.

Working Group I took account of the fact that this workshop was a prolongation
of the dialogue in three earlier workshops on fisheries agreements: The SRFC
workshop in Cape Verdes in Oct/Nov 2000, the workshop by WWF and its part-
ners on the promotion of fair fisheries agreements that are compatible with sus-
tainable exploitation of fisheries resources, held in March 2001 in Senegal, and the
SRFC-workshop on the definition of minimum conditions for access to fisheries
zones in June 2001, also in Senegal.

Group I studied and analysed the definitions of the minimum conditions as they
were presented in the SRFC-workshop in Senegal. The conditions that were consid-
ered are presented in section 5.2.
To implement the minimum regional conditions for access to fisheries zones, the
working group identified certain obstacles:
• The different levels of development and fisheries management between the

SRFC member states;
• The absence of initiatives taken after the previous workshops;
• The insufficient means to realise the actions that were identified;
• The intensification of illegal fishing practices.

Group II discussed the international priorities for minimum regional conditions
to achieve sustainable fisheries. The group observed that CECAF and ICCAT are
highly pertinent for the region, but that it is preferable as a matter of effectiveness
that attention is concentrated on the Sub-Regional Fisheries Commission. It is cru-
cial and first priority that the SRFC’s human resources are enforced.

To improve the conditions for management and for access to the fisheries
resources, it is desirable that Morocco and countries south of Guinea-Bissau join
the SRFC.

The minimum conditions
a. Minimum conditions for fishing vessels

1. Obligation of inspection and a control visit in advance of issuance of a 
permit;

2. Inclusion in the sub-regional register for fishing vessels (respect the vessel
marking norms according to the FAO-specifications);

3. Allow fishermen and observers from the host coastal state on the vessel;
4. Involvement in reporting the catches;
5. Involvement to not engage in transhipment at sea;
6. Engagement to respect the existing legislation (national and regional);
7. Obligation to have a responsible local representative with a mandate from

the host nation that has issued the licence.
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b. Minimum conditions for the coastal state
1. Install a register for fishing vessels;
2. Adoption of management plans for fisheries that respect the international

instruments for fisheries management and conservation of resources;
3. Define a transparent system to determine the state of the stock according to

management plans;
4. Make the necessary forms available to vessels for keeping a fisheries log-

book;
5. Make information available to UCOS on decisions to sanction the infrac-

tions observed during encounters and that those decisions are indeed exe-
cuted.

c. Minimum conditions for the Flag State
1. to distribute the texts of rules that are in force, direct the activities of the

fleet in the region;
2. Engagement to apply the sanctions that have been given to the vessels flying

their flags;
3. Inspect the reliability of information and technical characteristics supplied

by the vessels flying their flags;
4. Liability of vessels to all necessary insurances with a duration of at least the

length of the fishing licence.

d. Minimum conditions for the SRFC
1. Install a sub-regional register of fishing vessels;
2. Each vessel convinced to have committed cumulative infractions in at least

two member states waters during the validity of the license should be pro-
hibited access to all waters of the SRFC-member states. Such prohibition has
to be notified to the member states by the acting president of the SRFC
conference of ministers, on advice of the permanent secretary to the SRFC.
The notification to the fishing vessel has to be authorised by the states
where the multiple fractions have been committed;

3. A common regular list of vessels that have committed infractions, left to the
discretion of the coastal states;

4. Elaboration of additional protocols to the Sub-Regional Convention on the
right to chase vessels.

Recommendations
The following recommendations were formulated by the working groups and the
plenary:
• To establish in the shortest possible term a sub-regional register of fishing ves-

sels and application of the existing national registers;
• To establish working groups for priority stocks (shared stocks and stocks of a

strategic and/or economic interest) and the organisation of a workshop to pre-
pare the conditions that are relevant to the access for those fisheries;

• The development of a sub-regional framework of scientific exchange and estab-
lish a co-ordination group;

• Put in place effective mechanisms to regulate the access to fisheries zones in
the sub-region;

• Update the sub-regional fisheries convention to integrate the pertinent ele-
ments of international instruments like the FAO code of conduct for
Responsible fisheries;

• The necessity to reinforce the sub-regional co-operation to advance in the field
of fisheries agreements, national and shared stocks;

• The necessity to reinforce the human and material means of the SRFC so that
the SRFC is able to act from an important strategic position;
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• Establish a regional mechanism of scientific co-operation in the framework of
the SRFC, destined to co-ordinate the scientific research in the region and to
keep the SRFC up to date on the technical aspects of fisheries regulation;

• The establishment of a working group to follow-up this workshop;
• To effectuate a mission to the SRFC member states, as soon as possible, to diag-

nose the status quo in the SRFC and the Member States for the current condi-
tions for access to fisheries zones.

6. Closing ceremony

The closing ceremony was chaired by Mr. Djimé Diagana, Secretary General of the
Ministry of Fisheries and Maritime Economy of the Islamic Republic of
Mauritania, in the presence of the secretary general of the Ministry of Finance.
Mr. Ousmane Ndiaye of Senegal read the final summary statement (enclosed as
Annex 2 to this report) and Mr. Eustache Allaro from Benin presented the inter-
vention of gratitude.

Mr. Diagana recalled that this workshop was an opportunity for an exchange of
experiences, but equally and in particular, to examine the status quo and the per-
spectives of the conditions of access to fisheries zones. He underlined that the
minimum regional conditions for access are pivotal for a strategy to develop the
fisheries in Mauritania. In fact, good management is needed for the fisheries sec-
tor to contribute to the product security. He congratulated the participants with
the results obtained, he thanked WWF, Scomber and their partners who were
instrumental for this workshop taking place. Finally, he renewed the engagement
of his country to do everything it has in its power for establishing good manage-
ment of the exploitation of fisheries resources in the sub-region.
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Summary Statement of the Workshop
Nouakchott, Mauritania, 6 November 2001

Workshop on regional minimum conditions for access to fisheries zones

The workshop on “Regional Minimum Conditions for Access to Fisheries Zones”
took place from 4 to 6 November 2001 in Nouakchott, Mauritania. The 52 partici-
pants represented administrations, NGOs, national and international experts and
scientists.

The official opening of the workshop was chaired by the Mauritanian Minister of
Fisheries and Maritime Economy.

The objective of the workshop was to identify, at a regional level, the minimum
conditions for access to fisheries zones that are indispensible for a sustainable and
fair exploitation of the fisheries resources. The deliberations concerned:
1. The priorities for subregional coastal states amongst regional minimum condi-

tions for access to fisheries zones;
2. contributions of international experts who presented suggested based on inter-

national instruments and on the experiences in different regions in the world;
3. Contributions by national NGOs.

A constructive and animated discussion involved all participants. Subsequently, two
working groups were established:
1. Working Group I on the regional and national aspects for minimum regional

conditions for access to fisheries zones;
2. Working Group II on the international aspects.

Working Group I continued the discussions of previous workshops of the Sub-
Regional Fisheries Commission (SRFC) and WWF (SRFC-Praia, WWF-Saly, SRFC-
Saly). The group studied and analysed the definitions from the SRFC-Saly work-
shop for minimum regional conditions relevant for vessels, coastal states, flag
states and the SRFC. Further precisions and complementary information were
added to these minimum regional conditions for access to fisheries zones.

To put these minimum regional conditions in place, the group identified some
obstacles:
• The difference in the level of development and of fisheries management in the

different SRFC Member States;
• The lack of follow-up of the initiatives taken in previous workshops;
• Insufficient means to achieve the identified actions;
• Intensified of unlawful fishing.

Among the action and solutions to put in place minimum regional conditions can
be identified:
• Updating the convention on the conditions for access and the exploitation of

fisheries resources of the SRFC by integrating the pertinent articles of interna-
tional instruments like the FAO Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries;

• The preparation of protocols for application;
• Put into place in the shortest possible timeframe a sub-regional register of fish-

ing vessels and the application of the national registers;
• Establishment of a working group for the priority stocks (shared stocks and the

stocks of economic and/or strategic interest;
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• Development of a sub-regional framework for scientific exchange and establish-
ment of a co-ordination working group;

• Establishment of a working group to follow-up the present workshop.

Working Group II discussed international priorities amongst minimum regional
conditions for sustainable fisheries. This group observed that CECAF and ICCAT
are pertinent for this region but it is preferable at this moment as a matter of 
efficiency to concentrate on the SRFC. It is indispensable and most important 
to strengthen the human resources of the SRFC.

In order to improve the conditions for fisheries management and access to fish-
eries resources, it is desirable that Morocco and the nations south of Guinee-
Bissau integrate into the SRFC.

It is also recommended that a consultation is carried out to diagnose the status
quo in the SRFC and the Member States for the current conditions for access 
to fisheries zones.

It was recommended that the participants and the organisers of this workshop
assure a wide distribution of the results of this workshop to the responsible 
fisheries authorities in the Member States. Further meetings of this type with the
participation of all interest groups (national and international) is strongly recom-
mended.





1. Introduction

The workshop was organised by the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) Marine
Conservation Office, the Ministry of Fisheries and Maritime Economy of the
Islamic Republic of Mauritania, NOVIB (Dutch development NGO), Ecooperation,
the Sub-Regional Commission on Fisheries, The Benin Centre for Sustainable
Development (CBBD) and Scomber Consultancy (consultancy in The Netherlands
for fisheries management and marine wildlife). The workshop was co-funded by
the David and Lucile Packard Foundation (USA) and the Benin-Netherlands
Sustainable Development Treaty.

Fifty-two participants originating from twelve countries took part in the meeting,
including representatives from administrations, NGOs, national and international
experts, artisanal and industrial fishing industry and scientists.

The opening ceremony was chaired by Mr. Mohamed El Moctar Ould ZAMEL,
the Mauritanian minister of fisheries and maritime economy, in his function of
acting president of the Sub-Regional Fisheries Commission (SRFC), in the pres-
ence of the Mauritanian minister of rural development and environment.

Four addresses were delivered during the opening ceremony in the following
order: Mr. Papa Samba Diouf, Coordinator, WWF West Africa Regional
Programme, Marine Office, Mr. Jan Ruyssenaars from Novib, Mr. Amadou Ciré
KANE, Scientific and Technical Programme Officer of the SRFC Permanent
Secretariat and last but not least His Excellency, Mr. Mohamed El Moctar Ould
Zamel, Minister of Fisheries and Maritime Economy of Mauritania. M. Diouf
underscored that owing to the depletion of marine resources and export of over-
fishing capacities of western countries to West African coastal countries, countries
of the latter have to resort to ingenuity to ensure sustainability of fish resource
exploitation. To do that it is necessary to manage differently:
• by involving, at country level, all the fisheries interest groups in the reflection

on problems facing the sector;
• by establishing fisheries development regimes;
• by closely and openly cooperating at the Subregional level.
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Mr. Diouf further thanked all those who provided their support to the workshop.
He renewed WWF’s commitment to support and accompany the SRFC countries
in their drive to sustainably manage their fish resources. Mr. Ruyssenaars high-
lighted the interest of this kind of meeting for Novib. He welcomed all partici-
pants and expressed the wish to see the workshop facilitate truly positive
exchanges of ideas. Mr. Amadou Ciré Kane, Scientific and Technical Programme
Officer of the SRFC thanked the WWF for having initiated the workshop. He
recalled the signing on 14 July 1993 of the Convention on the determination of
fish resource exploitation and access conditions off the coasts of SRFC member
States. He underscored the fact that the annexes of this convention tackle the
issue of the fishing vessel registration form and the minimum mesh sizes. He also
insisted on the fact that the workshop is in line with the SRFC concerns and is a
follow-up to the dialogue workshop on fishing agreements organised by the SRFC
and the workshop on the promotion of equitable fishing agreements, compatible
with a sustainable exploitation of fish resources organised by WWF.

After having thanked all participants, His Excellency, Mr. Mohamed El Moctar
Ould ZAMEL, Minister of Fisheries and Maritime Economy of Mauritania,
expressed his wishes for a successful stay in Mauritania. The workshop he noted
takes place less than two months after the SRFC ordinary sessions is a token of
the interest Mauritania attaches to Sub-regional co-operation. The Minister
expressed his readiness to implement the recommendations that will be produced
by the workshop. He concluded by thanking WWF, Novib, Scomber, the SRFC,
the CBDD, Ecooperation and all those who participated in the organisation of the
workshop.

This report is organised in five parts:
• Objectives and framework of the workshop;
• National priorities for access conditions to fisheries zones;
• Regional and international priorities for access conditions to fisheries zones;
• Positions of international organisations, NGOs and professional 

fisheries organisations;
• The principle results and recommendations.
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2. Objectives and Background
of the Workshop

P.S. Diouf, K. Lankester and K. Sané introduced the background and the objectives
of the meeting. The workshop is part of a global initiative of the World Wide
Fund for Nature (WWF) and its partners with the view of considering access to
fisheries zones in the context of sustainable and fair exploitation of fisheries
resources. This workshop is the second in a series of meetings that WWF and its
partners organise across the world (Senegal, Mauritania, Central America, Brussels
and South Pacific).

The objective of the meeting is to identify, at a regional level, the minimum terms
of access to fisheries zones that are indispensable for achieving sustainable and
equitable exploitation of fisheries resources. The main expected results were:
• A list of minimum regional conditions for access to fisheries zones to be pro-

duced in the spirit of consensus by the different participants;
• The identification of priorities amongst minimum regional conditions;
• The identification of means favouring the application of minimum conditions;
• The identification of financial and human resources needed to make the mini-

mum terms and conditions function;
• Establishing a group of experts in the sub-region that is charged with following

up the initiative to establish minimum conditions for access to fisheries zones;
• Finding a mechanism to follow up the results and recommendations of this

workshop;
• The recognition amongst the different actors in the fisheries sector and the

public opinion of the importance of creating minimum regional conditions for
access to fisheries zones.

3. National Priorities for Access Conditions
to Fishing Zones

3.1. Mauritania
Mr. Chérif Ould Toueileb, Director of studies and development of fish resources
in Mauritania presented the national background. He highlighted the fact the
increased pressure on fish resources owed to the increasing demand in fish prod-
ucts has led to an overexploitation of stocks. It is against this background that the
FAO Code of Conduct for responsible fisheries was adopted 31 October 1995 to
ensure a sustainable exploitation of fish resources. For Mauritania, awareness of
the interest in a sustainable management of fish resources was reflected in the for-
mulation and implementation of a strategy to organise and develop the fisheries
sector as of 1998, with the amendment of the fisheries law and the preparation of
enforcement bylaws, the strengthening of information systems and exchange of
data and the multiplication of meetings. Access authorisations are issued in the
form of fishing licences.

3.2. Cape Verde
The paper on Cape Verde was presented by Emilio SANCHES. He recalled that,
350km off the West African coasts, the Cape Verde archipelago covers a surface
area of 4,033 km2 with an Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) of about 735,000 km2.
The Cape Verde fishing sector has recorded landings of about 10.000 tonnes per
year. It supplies 44% of animal proteins. Fish products consumption is 
20 kg/inhabitants/year.
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The main fish resources are tuna, mackerel and lobster. The overall potential of
resources in the EEZ of Cape Verde is estimated at 33-37,000 tonnes per year.
Access to resources in the EEZ of Cape Verde is governed by various laws and reg-
ulations. The licence delivery process is regulated by Laws n°17/87 and n°97/97.
Law n°17/87 is an instrument relating to the exploitation of fish resources by
national and foreign vessels in Cape Verde waters. It determines the basic notions
and deals with various general aspects of fisheries regulations, referring back to
enforcement documents for some specific questions.

Fishing agreements and contracts also determine the various access conditions
imposed on foreign vessels operating in the EEZ of Cape Verde. Agreements and
contracts stipulate that vessels have to be registered in a list of vessels authorised
to fish. Licences are issued after fees and financial consideration are paid. Vessels
must take observers on board and employ crew members that are nationals of
Cape Verde.

Other conditions, such as the declaration of the fishing ground, the authorised
mesh size, the communication by radio of the date of entry and exit of the Cape
Verde EEZ, are also imposed. Given that the more abundant species in the Cape
Verde EEZ are tuna species, priority is given to catching these still mildly exploited
migratory species. Licences are also issued to foreign vessels to angle for small
pelagics, especially mackerels. Catching species like lobsters is a privilege of nation-
als. Note that this species is intensively exploited in some fishing zones and some
signs of overexploitation are even noted. As a conclusion, M. Sanches urged SRFC
members States, to strengthen co-operation amongst themselves in the field of sci-
entific research, follow-up, monitoring and surveillance of fisheries so as to estab-
lish the regional minimum conditions for access to fishing zones.

3.3. The Gambia
The contribution of the Gambia was presented by Amadou Saine. Fishing is eco-
nomically very important. It contributes 5% to the GNP. Two sub-sectors can be
distinguished: industrial fishery and artisanal fishery. Industrial fishery is charac-
terised by the fact that it requires sizeable investments and it is outward looking.
As for artisanal fishery it is marked by the low level of investments and the scat-
tered distribution of its actors on various landings sites. Artisanal fishery provides
90% of locally consumed fish products. In addition, it greatly contributes to the
creation of jobs. This sub-sector provides 30,000 jobs. Annual consumption of fish
products is of 20 kg/inhabitants/year.

Generally speaking resources are categorised in three groups: pelagic species, dem-
ersal species and crustaceans. Industrial fishery mainly focuses on demersal species
and crustaceans. The annual overall potential is estimated at 80 000-90 000 tonnes.
It is now admitted that the Gambian fish resources are overexploited. Apart from
illegal fishing, the causes of this overexploitation are to be found in the increased
pressure resulting from a greater demand in fish products, the issue of an ever
increasing number of licences to industrial fishing boats, the increase in the num-
ber of people involved in fishing as a result of the decline of the agricultural sec-
tor, the phenomenal rise in the fishing effort and the transfer to the Gambia of
the fishing effort that used to be deployed on foreign stocks now depleted.

The Gambia is an active element in the process aiming to establish en bloc negotia-
tion of fishing agreements. Moreover, as of now it is the only SRFC Member State
that has signed no fishing agreement with the European Union. The Gambia sub-
scribes to the minimum conditions defined during the seminar organised by the
SRFC in Saly Portudal in June 2001.
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3.4. Guinea
The paper from Guinea was presented by M. Ismaël Keita, Director General of
Fisheries. First of all, he recalled the general objective of the fishing sector in
Guinea, which is “to maximise economic and social benefits it can draw from its
fish resources and from its possibilities in aquaculture while taking into account
the necessary equilibrium of the ecosystem and the sustainability of resource
exploitation”. The definition of the modalities for having access to the resource
takes place within the framework of the annual fishery plan that is the master
plan for fishing activities and resource management.

The estimation of available potentials is the basis for a fishery plan formulation.
This estimation is carried out either through direct evaluation during research
campaigns or indirect evaluation based on available catch-related data. On the
basis of these evaluations, priority is given to threatened resources, whether abun-
dant or not.

M. Keïta subsequently recalled some regulatory measures related to resource
access:
• under the Maritime Fishing Code arrangements pertaining to fishing licences,

priority is given by the Minister of Fisheries to Guinean vessels for an access to
fish resources.

• entering fishing vessels onto the register requires prior and mandatory evidence
of the original tonnage certificate.

• marking of fishing vessels is obligatory before the start of the fishing campaign
and remain a prerequisite for the fishing licence to be issued.

• artisanal “dugout canoe” fishing is subjected to no limitation either of fishing
effort or of fishing zone. This arrangement needs to be reviewed owing to the
development of this activity.

• fishing licence delivery is subjected to technical inspection.

M. Keïta concluded his paper with a list of priorities for the Guinean fishing sec-
tor: 1) putting in place an efficient resource management policy, 2) envisaging
reforms allowing to adjust fishing effort to the situation of the resource, 3) imple-
menting a policy aiming to reinforce infrastructures and improve services, 4) put-
ting in place a policy to promote national as well as foreign investments, 5) imple-
menting a policy to promote Guinean private operators, 5) helping administration
to familiarise with its management and sectoral development promotion tasks.

3.5. Guinea-Bissau
Mr. Cirilo Viera presented the priorities pertaining to minimum conditions for
access to the fishing zones of Guinea-Bissau. He explained that Guinea Bissau had
neither the skills nor the tradition of fishing and was forced to sell its fishing
rights to foreign fleets. Guinea Bissau is signing fishing agreements without having
a sound understanding of the situation of its fish resources. The first researches
were carried out between 1986 and 1988 without leading to a management scheme.

The 1995 fishery scheme gives priority to research and monitoring. The 1998 civil
war played havoc with this scheme. All existing data have disappeared. Taking this
situation into account, the aim is to try and avoid the depletion of stocks by
implementing a regulation whose aim is to combat illegal fishing. In this regard
any pirate vessel arrested is confiscated. On the other hand, ship owners used to
associate with nationals in order to pay derisory amounts for their licence fees. To
fight against that practice, licence fees paid by nationals have been reviewed
upward almost at the same level as those paid by foreign ship owners. Shrimp fish-
ing regulation has also been tightened.
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It was noted that foreign artisanal fishing effort had increased, which could impact
more negatively than industrial fishery. Shark fishing is a good case in point. The
highest priority for Guinea-Bissau is to maximise fishing revenues. The other prior-
ities hinge on two components:
• technical: the countries of the sub-region that are more advanced must help

the others, especially in the area of monitoring and research (determination of
the TAC);

• political: establishing a sustainability-oriented fishery policy.

3.6. Senegal
Mr. Ousmane Ndiaye from the Directorate of Oceanography of Maritime
Fisheries of Senegal, started his presentation with a review of the sub-regional
achievements in connection with the minimum conditions for access to fishing
zones. These are the 14 July 1993 Convention on the determination of conditions
for access to and exploitation of fish resources in SRFC member States and the
results and recommendations of the Saly workshop organised by the SRFC in June
2001 on regional minimum conditions for access to fishing zones. M. Ndiaye then
went on dealing with the fishing code arrangement relating to minimum condi-
tions for access to fishing zones. Industrial fishing in Senegalese maritime waters
is subjected to having a fishing licence with current validity, issued by the Minister
responsible for maritime fishery, upon the advice of the advisory licensing board.
Within the framework of fisheries development, the law makes provision for fish-
eries development plans to be worked out on a yearly or multi-annual basis. These
plans are regularly revised depending on the evolution of fishery-specific data.

When development plans concerning stocks shared with other countries of the
sub-region are being established, the Minister in charge of maritime fisheries con-
sults, either directly or within the framework of international bodies, with authori-
ties in charge of this sector in these countries, with a view to harmonising fishery
development plans. Reflection is presently under way to design and implement
new fishery development plans. In the framework of international co-operation in
maritime fishing, some arrangements of the law focus on the participation of
Senegal in the activities of structures and co-operation bodies involved in fisheries,
especially in the Sub-region and in the Region. Such participation is oriented
towards negotiation and signing international agreements and other measures
relating to the following questions: 1) co-operation in fishing, especially joint man-
agement of stocks; 2) harmonisation and co-ordination of resource development
and management systems; 3) determination of conditions for access to fish
resources of concerned States; and 4) adoption of co-ordinated measures for moni-
toring and controlling the activities of fishing boats.

Regarding the obligations of foreign as well as local vessels, a licence is only issued
after information is provided and some prerequisites met. On the other hand, fish-
ing agreements contained some arrangements committing the responsibility of the
flag state or of the competent organisation to take appropriate actions to ensure
compliance by vessels with the terms and conditions of agreements, as well as rele-
vant arrangements of rules and regulations operating in Senegal.
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To conclude Mr. Ndiaye identified the priorities for Senegal:
1. Harmonisation of minimum conditions for access, which in the main are

already provided for in national legislations.
2. Consultation and data exchange mechanisms in order to better appraise the sit-

uation of stocks and marine environment at Sub-regional level.
3. Definition of minimum conditions for access to priority stocks. This requires a

consultation of experts (biologists and economists) on the issue, so as to agree
on the configuration of these stocks, the comparative advantages that can be
drawn from concerted actions between States, etc.

4. Definition of a fishing capacity regulation system, including for artisanal fish-
ery taking into account the requirements for sustainable and equitable fisheries
at Sub- regional level.

3.7. Summary of Discussions
In the discussions on national priorities of fisheries access the following relevant
points and suggestions were made:
• It is important that each state (both coastal and fishing nations) clearly speci-

fies its expectations of minimum conditions for access to fisheries zones in
order to establish a common regional approach;

• Special efforts for regional minimum conditions should be made for those
stocks for which there is a common interest and for shared stocks;

• The first priority has to be to have a good evaluation of the available resources
before authorising access to exploit them;

• As a matter of urgency, establish a sub-regional register for fisheries vessels and
to support the implementation of existing national registers in order to
improve the concerted management of fisheries resources;

• To establish sub-regional collaboration against illegal and unregistered fishing
practices by putting in place sub-regional legislation and supporting the infor-
mation exchange on vessels that commit such infractions;

• The most advanced nations in the sub-region in terms of research and surveil-
lance should support the less advanced ones;

• The industrial fishery is often discriminated on the negative effects and the
artisanal fisheries are seldom mentioned. Hence, with the actual development
of the latter and the lack of an effective regulation mechanism, the situation
calls for caution.

4. Regional And International Priorities
For Access Conditions To Fishing Zones

Harmonised Minimum Terms and Conditions for Foreign
Fishing Vessel Access
Michael Lodge started by recalling that for many developing coastal States, includ-
ing those of West Africa, income from the sale of access rights to foreign fleets is
an important element of Government revenue. It is therefore essential for coastal
States to maximise the financial and other benefits from foreign fishing, while at
the same time ensuring that fishing is carried out sustainably. Within its EEZ the
coastal State, the coastal country has sovereign rights for the purpose of exploring
and exploiting, conserving and managing natural resources, whether living of non-
living. However, the coastal State is obliged under article 61 of the UN Convention
on the Law of the sea, to determine the total allowable catch and to ensure,
through proper conservation and management measures that the maintenance of
such resources is not endangered through overexploitation.
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Where fish stocks are shared between the EEZ of two or more coastal States, or
where the stocks in question are classified as straddling stocks or highly migratory
fish stocks, the 1982 Convention, together with the 1995 United Nations Fish
Stocks Agreement, impose additional obligations on the coastal State. Thus, in the
case of shared stocks, article 63 (1) of the Convention states that: “Where the stock
or stocks of associated species occur within the exclusive economic zones of two
or more States, these States shall seek, either directly or through appropriate Sub-
regional or international organisations, to agree upon the measures necessary to
co-ordinate and ensure the conservation and development of these stocks, without
prejudice to the other provisions of this part.”

In addition, the FAO Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries, article 7.1.3,
states that: “For transboundary fish stocks, straddling fish stocks, highly migratory
fish stocks and high sea fish stocks, where these are exploited by two or more
States, the States concerned, including the relevant coastal States in the case of
straddling stocks and highly migratory stocks, should co-operate to ensure effective
conservation and management of the resources. This should be achieved, where
appropriate, through the establishment of a bilateral sub-regional or regional fish-
eries organisation or arrangement”.

In the regional context, the application of minimum terms and conditions has
been shown to be an effective means of:
• Increasing the bargaining power of coastal States to maximise access fees;
• Improving monitoring, control and surveillance;
• Ensuring sustainability of fish stocks through better management;
• Constraining the growth of overcapacity by preventing fleets from relocating to

other zones in the region where more favourable terms for access may be
obtained.

Mr. Lodge presented the South Pacific experience in terms of establishing mini-
mum regional conditions of access to fisheries zones. He later described the mini-
mum regional conditions applied in the South Pacific. These conditions refer to:
• The adoption of a common format for their fishing agreements;
• The establishment of a standardised procedure for reporting catches and fish-

ing effort;
• The exchange of information;
• The obligation on vessels to submit reports;
• The placement of observers on board foreign vessels;
• The existence of a local agent resident in the coastal State who is authorised to

act on behalf of the foreign fishing party;
• Vessel and gear marking;
• Flag State responsibility;
• Transhipment at sea.

Once an agreement is reached on the type of minimum terms and conditions for
access that should be applied throughout the region, consideration needs to be
given to an appropriate framework for implementation. In practical terms, this is
best done through a regional organisation or arrangement. In West Africa, a num-
ber of arrangements are already in place relating to fisheries management. Full
implementation of minimum terms and conditions will take time. It is not realis-
tic to ask coastal States to terminate existing bilateral agreements in order to imple-
ment minimum terms and conditions of access. A co-ordinated regional approach
to the problem is necessary if participants are to maximise the benefits (individual-
ly or collectively) from the fishery. At the same time it is essential to remove any
source of internal conflict between coastal States before negotiating with external
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parties. Experiences in other regions suggest that it would be necessary to first
reach agreement on the following:
• The zones and areas to be subjected to regional minimum terms and condi-

tions, including, where boundary limitations are incomplete or disputed, agree-
ment on provisional boundary lines;

• A clearing house mechanism for the exchange of scientific or fisheries data
(catch and effort);

• A methodology for making scientific determination on optimum catch levels
(reference points), based on sustainability and economic criteria;

• The method by which common services (MCS, data gathering and stock assess-
ment, etc), will be financed (e.g. by pooled allocation, administrative charges,
production levy);

• How domestic fishing interests, including small-scale and artisanal fisheries, will
be taken into consideration.

Tools that may be used by coastal States for implementation of regional minimum
terms and conditions include the following:
• A harmonised regional legislation;
• Negotiation en bloc for access rights;
• Model access agreements.

Regulation of Access in West African Fisheries

Introduction
Mr. Troadec highlighted the importance of fisheries in the economy of West
African countries. This role would greatly have increased if national sectoral poli-
cies were able to adjust catching capacities to fish stock productivity. The huge
overcapacity affecting the vast majority of fisheries of the region are, in fact,
responsible for high losses of earnings. They reduce stock productivity and amplify
their variability which, contributes to increasing the risk and gravity of crises. They
are responsible for continuous conflicts between fleets. They complicate monitor-
ing and hinder the appropriate utilisation scientific knowledge. In their present
form, fishing agreements with third countries concur in these overcapacity and
overfishing, as well as in the lateness of coastal countries themselves to reach
agreement on sharing the production of the stocks they have in common.
To bridge these imbalances, institutions regulating the access to fisheries need to
be adjusted to the new circumstances of scarce resources. As long as existing virgin
stocks could allow expansion, fisheries regulation needs were limited to conserva-
tion of stock productivity.

With dwindling possibilities of expansion, a new regulation has cropped up. The
naturally limited production of fish stocks now has to be shared amongst fleets, as
well as amongst fishers. For that, fleets need to be selected and their respective
share limited. If there is no effective regulation of access, catching capacities will
irremediably and greatly be higher than the necessary and sufficient level of wise
exploitation of stocks, prevention of decline in productivity and reduction risks of
conflicts.

Applying these mechanisms will require a reform of the regulation systems. The
resource ownership system and fishing rights must be clarified. New structures are
required to work out development plans, apply appropriate mechanisms for access
regulation, enforce the laws and obligations of fishers, and organise consultation
with professional organisations on exploitation policies.
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National stocks
a. Foreign fleets
Referring to national stocks, Mr. Troadec reminded that the new Law of the Sea
coastal States sovereign rights to explore, exploit and conserve biological resources,
as well as develop fisheries in their EEZ. However, foreign participation in the
exploitation of national stocks may be interesting. This is the case when coastal
States can draw from foreign participation earnings higher than those they get
from their own fisheries. As far stocks already exploited by national fleets are con-
cerned, foreign participation always leads to a decrease in the yields of national
fleets. The fishing agreement recently signed by Mauritania and the European
Commission (EC) is a case in point to analyse the extent to which this type of
agreement meets the criteria of economic efficiency, resource conservation, and
equity in the sharing of wealth, on which their consequences can be assessed.

The agreement has given some community fleets increased fishing rights on the
main fish resources of the Mauritanian EEZ. Yet, all stocks assessments undertak-
en in the last two decades have concluded that all demersal resources (crustacean,
cephalopod and fish) were overexploited, economically as well as biologically
speaking, and they were all the more so as the economic value the stocks is high.
In return for the new agreement (2001-2006), the Mauritanian Government was
given a consideration amounting to an annual total of 100 million European cur-
rency units. For the Mauritanian Government, these earnings offer a convenient
solution to alleviate the debt burden and make public finances healthier as is
requested by the Bretton Woods institutions. With this cash inflow the latter will
be able to delay the reform of its access regulation system which, has a significant
political cost (acceptation by professional organisations) and will only yield its full
effect in the long term. Yet, implementing an appropriate regulation system could
generate earnings equivalent or higher than those of the present agreement.

The considerations given by foreign partners can contribute in regulating access
only if their cost is borne by the fleets. To compensate for that cost, the latter
should in fact, have higher yields that, would encourage them to reduce their pro-
duction capacities. And yet, the licence fees paid by community fleets only
account for 15 % of considerations given within the framework of the last fishing
agreement. Charged to the EC budget, the remaining 85% have no effect on access
regulation. In order to adjust catching capacities to productivity of stocks, the fish
resource scarcity value has to be taken on board. This is assuming that, first of all,
all types of aid that artificially reduce fisheries cost are eliminated. A licence fee
system, similar to what Mauritania applied when it imposed an export tax, may, as
a second step, give fishers a signal that partially reflects the value of stocks. But
such a system still has to be designed for regulating fisheries access, and not sim-
ply and primarily for fiscal earnings.

Two factors may encourage the adoption of a marketable system for granting quan-
tified fishing rights to foreign fleets: the clear definition of resource ownership,
and the fact that coastal States do not have to worry about the social conse-
quences of a reduction in the activity of foreign fleets.

b. National fleets
Mr. Troadec underlined the fact that the regulation of national industrial fleets
presents the same issues for coastal States as that of foreign fleet regulation.
Therefore, the adoption of an identical system has the same potential interest. If
Governments wait until the end of foreign fishing before they tackle the issue of
national fleet regulation, the catching capacities of the latter will quickly have
become surplus making in return. Their reduction will then complicate the adop-
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tion of an access regulation system. Considering the industrial nature of fleets,
resorting to a marketable mechanism for fishing right allocation should be easier.
However, professional organisations are not always very favourable to access regula-
tion. For them, in fact reforming the existing regulation system is full of uncer-
tainties. It will promote fleets of various qualities. Yet, effective regulation of
access presents various advantages for them, and especially that of reducing the
risk affecting their activities when access is not well controlled. Officially recog-
nised rights would protect them against the eventual attribution of increased fish-
ing rights to presently operating or new fleets. For artisanal fisheries, M. Troadec
highlighted the predominant place of this sub-sector in the sub-region. Since this
weight is not intended to fall, the regulation of access to artisanal fisheries is most
likely ranked high in the list of priorities for the future of national fisheries in the
sub-region. Since, on the other hand, artisanal and industrial fleets carry out part
of their fishing activities on the same stocks, there is a strong likelihood that a
poor regulation of small-scale fishing will ruin the efforts that would be made to
rationalise high sea fishing. But for all that, there is no simple solution to the reg-
ulation of access in small-scale fishing. From the operational angle, the control of
its activities by central administrations is difficult. Because of the variety of species
and fishing methods, of the multitude of landing sites and of the loose character-
istic of product distribution networks, effective control of catches is often almost
impossible.

Designing regulation systems that are adapted to the specificities of the social and
economic organisation of coastal communities is even more difficult. There was a
time when it was thought that a solution was found in the rehabilitation of cus-
tomary systems. Such a perception of things gives little attention to history and
the evolution of societies. Formulated at a period when population and economic
growth of pre-merchant societies was imperceptible, and when the latter could,
through mobility and spreading, respond to local depletions of natural resources,
customary systems seldom provide effective responses to the new problem posed
by general depletion of fish resources. Unable under these circumstances to fight
alone against poverty and safeguard their social cohesion, small-scale fishers groups
need assistance in their difficult and painful integration in the national
economies. Designing access regulation systems adapted to the specificities of arti-
sanal fisheries must take this imperative on board. The response to this twofold
stake gives justifications to compromises. Even though it can only provide partial
and transitory solutions, the allocation of exclusive fishing grounds to local com-
munities, divided up crosswise in the coastal fringe, would help maintain social
cohesion indispensable to the economic development of artisan-fishers groups.
The latter could then indulge in new wealth and employment generating activities,
(fish concentration systems devices, aquaculture productions, ecological tourism…),
of which they are now excluded.

These considerations lead to think of putting in place two access regulation sys-
tems in individual EEZs: one applicable to artisanal fisheries in the coastal fringe,
another to industrial fisheries in high sea fisheries beyond the 200 miles.

Straddling and Shared Stocks
The new Law of the Sea does not, however, provide any definite solution for the
regulation of access to transboundary stocks. Indeed, the authority of States
remains shared for stocks extending beyond one single EEZ (especially, small pelag-
ics) and diluted for stocks distributed across the high sea limit of their EEZ (tuna
species, mainly).
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Sub-regional and International Co-operation
Mr. Troadec noted that the problems posed by the elaboration of access regulation
systems come either in identical forms in all countries of the sub-region (elabora-
tion of regulation systems that are adapted to the specificities of artisanal and
industrial fisheries - including issuing fishing licences to foreign fleets), or in
forms that must be imperatively and jointly tackled by all countries because of the
extension of stocks (negotiation of agreements for the regulation of access to
shared and straddling stocks, co-operation in monitoring fisheries).
The Sub-Regional Fisheries Commission (SRFC) offers an appropriate cadre to
organise sub-regional co-operation, both for the negotiation of fishing agreements
and for research programme co-ordination and utilisation of their outputs.
However, its activities would need to be strengthened and its priorities reviewed in
a way that reflects the priority of access regulation for the future of fisheries in
the Sub-region. For that reason, it would be to the advantage of the countries of
the sub-region to plough more financial and human resources into it. The provi-
sional secondment of their best administrative and scientific cadres to the SRFC
would enable member States to acquire up-to-date knowledge and experience they
would draw advantage from later in their own national structures. Joint analysis of
minimum conditions, later applicable to bilateral negotiations could focus on the
following items:
• fishing licence delivery mechanisms applicable to foreign fleets;
• criteria for the definition of a fishing licence volume that maximises net profits

for coastal countries;
• consideration, in the negotiation of agreements, of aid received by foreign

fleets, and their impact on the competition with national fleets.

It would also be in the interest of coastal countries to negotiate their agreement
with fishing nations at the same date. As a matter of fact, it is noted that non
renewal of fishing agreement by a coastal country leads fishing nations to look for
increased fishing rights in other coastal countries in order to transfer the fleets
that have lost their access rights. Research centres in the sub-region have a long
standing experience of co-operation. However, there is no permanent and local
body, comparable to the SRFC, to structure this co-operation. The EC-funded proj-
ect on Fisheries Analysis and Information Systems (SIAP), is already organising the
co-operation on biological data collection, filing, processing and analysis. The level
of priority given to the regulation of access would justify its extension and reorien-
tation in line with the new priority. The new project would help promote new
research on economic, social and legal aspects of access regulation in the national
centres.

Minimum Regional Conditions For Fisheries Access Zones
Kees Lankester started by insisting on the fact that the need to put in place mini-
mum regional conditions for access to fisheries zones is known to everybody. He
specified a prerequisite for these minimum regional conditions that is all coastal
states should at least be signatories of those international fisheries conventions
and agreements that apply to their resources. As of today, relevant ones for West
Africa seem to be the UN Fish Stocks Agreement, ICCAT (International
Convention for the Conservation of Atlantic Tuna) and the FAO Compliance
agreement that seeks adherence to international conservation and management
measures by fishing vessels in the high seas. This agreement is an integral part of
the 1995 FAO Code of Conduct and relates to the responsibilities of flag states and
coastal states.

After describing the main features of fisheries in West Africa, Mr. Lankester
referred to the steps towards minimum regional conditions for fisheries access
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zones. First of all, a genuine commitment from all coastal states to co-operate
towards this goal. The SRFC is an obvious candidate to manage co-operation, but
it also needs to include Morocco, whose waters harbour a large proportion of the
fisheries resources. The coastal states would increase their negotiation power
through prior common agreements entered into. A brief overview of the South
Pacific experience was presented before making some proposals for minimum
regional conditions:

1. Registration of all vessels involved in fisheries in West Africa’s EEZs. 
The SRFC could administer these registrations;

2. Only fisheries should be allowed by vessels flying the flag of nations that are
party to the Fish Stock Agreement, the FAO Compliance Agreement and
ICCAT (the latter only for pelagic vessels catching tuna either as a target or 
as bycatch);

3. A system of demonstrated good standing of fishing vessels. Those vessels that
co-operate fully with the coastal states can develop a bona fide status;

4. The strict regulation (limited number of vessels, strict reporting duties) or 
prohibition of transhipment at sea;

5. Compliance to catch and position reporting and other management essentials
accompanied by appropriate sanctions. The conclusion of “hot pursuit” treaties
between West African states - allowing coast-guard vessels to chase offenders
into the waters of neighbouring states - is an example;

6. Joint, at least compatible, technical equipment/methodologies for monitoring
and supervision;

7. Install an international Committee of Experts to assist the SRFC in the formu-
lation of regional access conditions;

8. Account for existing differences in access and financial means amongst coastal
states;

9. For social and practical reasons, minimum conditions for access should be 
limited to industrial vessels.

10. Establishment of a common management regime for fisheries on stocks shared
by different fleets and/or states. This could include multi-annual quota systems,
some of the above points also form logical contributions;

11. Sanction for non-compliance by exclusion from access to the resources of a
range of states rather than one. Protocols can assist in such a system, to assure
that, should a coastal state deny access accusing a particular vessel not to con-
form to the agreed conditions, the coastal state would need to demonstrate this
according to the a priori established protocol:

12. Develop a common mechanism for financing the above conditions.

Mr. Lankester highlighted some advantages for foreign fleets to engage in regional
conditions for access. Fleets will have more flexibility to follow the stocks in their
distribution range. Long-term and stable economic relationships are thus facilitat-
ed and fleets could become actively involved in the management regime, therefore
enabling better operational planning. He concluded that some minimum regional
conditions have been identified for fisheries access in West Africa. It is time for
coastal states to start with the development of a regional management regime.
These measures will contribute to a more sustainable fishery and will guarantee
sustainability of the resources, which are the common fate of all parties con-
cerned.
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Minimum Scientific Conditions for Fisheries Access
The minimum scientific conditions for fisheries access was introduced by 
Mr. Ad Corten of the Dutch Fisheries Research Institute (RIVO). According to 
Mr. Corten, access by foreign fisheries resources in West Africa is justified only in
case the existing resources are able to sustain an increase in fishing effort above
the level that is already exerted by the national fleet. The question whether or not
this is the case has to be addressed by scientific research therefore adequate scien-
tific research programmes are a prerequisite for granting foreign fleets access to
national fishery resources. Mr. Corten focused on the fact that, for scientific data,
it is impossible to specify minimum general requirements that apply in any situa-
tion. The need for scientific data will depend on the type of fish, the type of fish-
ery, and the choice of management system, all of which will vary from one situa-
tion to another. As a bare minimum one needs annual catches by species and by
management area, and estimates of fishing effort. In addition to this type of
assessment data there is a need for basic biological data, such as data on seasonal
distribution, spawning grounds and periods, and nursery areas. Such data will
allow the definition of areas that contain separate stock components, and that
therefore may be treated as separate management units.

Tackling the issue of required scientific data depending on the type of manage-
ment adopted, Mr. Corten noted that fisheries might be managed by a variety of
management systems. The two main types of management system are catch limita-
tion (quotas) and de effort limitation (licences). In general, management by quota
makes the highest demand on scientific data. Since the quota have to be regularly
adjusted to changes in stock size, these systems require annual assessments and
stock predictions with a higher level of accuracy. As far as co-evolution of manage-
ment and scientific research is concerned, Mr. Corten is of the opinion that in
many European countries, fisheries research has developed more or less independ-
ently from fisheries management. This has resulted in research programmes that
yielded very interesting scientific data, but these data are not always relevant from
a management point of view.

If there is one lesson to be learnt from the European experience, it is that research
and management have to develop side by side. There has to be a constant dialogue
between scientists and managers, in which managers formulate their objectives for
management, and scientists present them with the options to reach these objec-
tives. Mr. Corten further insisted on the fact that fisheries research is not a goal in
itself. Its only justification is the supply of data that are used for management.
Fisheries research should therefore be considered as part of a system that is called
the “management machine”. This management machine is a tailor-made instru-
ment that has been designed to manage fisheries in an optimum way at the lowest
cost. The management machine consists of three elements that should be propor-
tionate to one another, and that should work tightly together. These elements are
administration, research and inspection.

Each country should build and improve the management machine that deals with
its own national fisheries. However, in the case of migratory species, management
at the national level alone cannot guarantee the optimum exploitation of the
resources. This is the case for instance with small pelagics in West Africa that typi-
cally migrate between the waters of Morocco, Mauritania, Senegal and the coun-
tries further south. In this case, there is a need to build a management machine at
the supranational level. Mr. Corten further argued on the current situation of
research on small pelagics in West Africa.
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In conclusion, Mr. Corten stated that fisheries research must be goal-oriented, oth-
erwise large amounts of money will be wasted. Fisheries scientists must work close-
ly with managers to develop an efficient management machine. In the case of
migratory species such a management machine must also be developed at the
supranational level. International management requires international scientific rec-
ommendations. Such recommendations can only be given by an international
body that has sufficient expertise and status. The recently established
FAO/CECAF Working Group on small pelagics in North West Africa is an exam-
ple of an international body that co-ordinates research in the region and translates
the results into management recommendations. The scientific recommendations,
however, can only be applied effectively if an equivalent forum is developed at the
management level.

Marine Protected Areas
This paper was introduced by Mouhamed Ould Bouceif, Director, Parc National
du Banc d’Arguin (PNBA). Mr. Bouceif recalled the situation of world fish
resources that is giving cause for concern and the attempts to reduce fishing
capacities, both at the national and international levels. He then focused on the
fact that throughout the world scientists are increasingly advocating the establish-
ment of new marine protected areas. Some countries of the sub-region are show-
ing the way: Mauritania with the PNBA and Guinea Bissau with various sea areas
run as national parks in the Bijagos Archipelago. In addition, Senegal is giving evi-
dence of a strong political will to create new marine protected areas and no-take
zones and Guinea is implementing research projects to assess the interest in con-
serving some coastal zones with the prospect of promoting sustainable fisheries
and healthy marine ecosystems.

Mr. Bouceif recalled some information on efforts made to conserve habitats and
protect some maritime zones. Less than 0.5% of maritime surface areas of the
world enjoy legal protection, and 1/10.000th is classified as no-take zones. Most of
these areas are insufficiently endowed with human, material and financial
resources required for a proper management. However, we already know that they
are powerful tools for fisheries management, elements helping conserve habitats
and biodiversity. Mr. Bouceif noted that for a marine protected area to be truly
efficient, it is necessary to identify it in view of the objectives and output expected
from it. Thus, the efficiency of a marine protected area will be very remarkable for
sedentary species. For migratory species the restricted access status of some areas
playing a specific role, like egg-laying areas or spawning grounds, will have a posi-
tive indirect effect on recruitment. Interrogations persist on the allowable level of
exploitation of fish resources in marine protected areas, but no-take reserves have
always proved to be more efficient. A zoning effort will shortly be geared towards
the PNBA, including the creation of fully-protected reserves. However, in many
cases, some types of specific exploitation, either traditional or selective, can be
maintained, a privileged access right being granted to a population of operators
which, in return can contribute to the proper management of the area.

Supporting traditional fisheries and maintaining know-how is another major bene-
fit from marine protected areas, but also securing local economic activities facing
an ever harsh competition. Jobs are created, as well as income generating activities,
like ecotourism or big game fishing, and marine protected areas are elements seri-
ously taken into account in eco-certification processes of fisheries likely to allow a
great increase in the commercial value the national fisheries products. If the estab-
lishment of marine protected areas has a political, economic and social cost, its
ecological, economic and social prospective gains are very high.
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In conclusion, Mr. Bouceif insisted that, to be efficient, marine protected areas
need to be sufficiently numerous and extended. They also have to be well man-
aged, efficiently monitored and be sampled representative of all critical habitats.

Benin’s Centre for Sustainable Development (CBDD)
Mr. Gaétan Abangla introduced the Benin’s Centre for Sustainable Development
(CBDD), co-organiser of the workshop. This centre is an organ of implementation
for the Benin-Netherlands agreement signed 21 March 1994 on sustainable develop-
ment. This new type of agreement based on the principles of equality, reciprocity
and participation was inspired by the framework of the Rio Declaration as well as
by the requirements contained in the Agenda 21. Set up in November 1994, in
Cotonou, the CBDD is responsible for its implementation. The same agreement is
signed by the Netherlands and Costa Rica and Bhutan. The objective the Centre is
running after is to guarantee mankind with a present and future improved well-
being by adopting a harmonious transition to sustainable forms of development
and ways of living, so as to promote an economic development, ecological sustain-
ability and social justice. Its management bodies are the High Authority for
Sustainable Development, the Board of Directors, the Project Study and Approval
Committee and the Executive Bureau. The regular political consultations provide
opportunities during which bilateral programmes are discussed and adopted. The
Joint Committee is a co-ordination body in the four signatory countries of the
Agreement. The CBDD has got a sustainable strategic development plan since
February 1997. This plan covers biodiversity, environment, the economy, urban
development, sustainable agriculture and cattle-rearing. The CBDD has an annual
budget of 2,900 mCFA francs, of which 2.700 mCFA are allocated to projects fund-
ing and 200 mCFA to operation. 90% of this budget is provided by the
Netherlands and 10% by Benin.

Following Mr. Gaétan Abangla, Mr. Eustache Allaro, from UNAPEMAB (Benin),
presented the situation prevailing in the fisheries sector in Benin, identifying the
strengths and various weaknesses to be considered for its development.

Summary of Discussions
The debate on this subject revealed a suite of suggestions:
• Establishing regional minimum conditions is often a slow process requiring

many years;
• The Law of the Sea states that coastal states permit foreign fleets to exploit the

surplus of the fisheries resources in their coastal waters that the national fleets
are not able to exploit. This in the understanding that the coastal states have
the sovereignty to determine discretely the total allowable catches;

• The conditions in the South Pacific are different from those in the Member
states to the Sub-Regional Fisheries Commission. In the South Pacific the
national legal areas cover 81% of the distribution range of the main tuna
species. Therefore, the countries of the sub-region have a good control over
their exploitation. As a result, the South Pacific tuna stocks are more like
shared stocks – e.g., small pelagics – in West Africa, than straddling or high sea
stocks – like the Tropical Atlantic tuna-related species stocks. Hence the impor-
tance to distinguish in West Africa between shared national stocks, and strad-
dling and high sea stocks.

• In addition, unlike the island countries of the South Pacific, West African
countries already have highly developed artisanal and industrial fisheries that
are exploiting the demersal and small pelagic resources, for which they also
issue fishing licences to foreign fleets; therefore issuing such fishing rights has
direct impacts on African fisheries, which is not yet the case in the South
Pacific and which made it easier for them. The economic and social nature of
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fleets (artisanal and industrial fisheries) is also another difference between the
two regions, for their specificities have direct repercussions on the type of man-
agement regime that can be applied.

• For these reasons, the arrangement adopted in the South Pacific are not direct-
ly transposable to West Africa. However, the development in the South Pacific
of co-operation mechanisms prior to overfishing and the development of their
own fisheries by the countries of the Sub-region, will be a facilitating factor
that will promote the extension of the existing co-operation system of fishing
regulation, for both national and foreign fleets;

• The decision to have independent observers on board of the vessels who are
paid by a subregional organisation has been a success;

• The main difficulties in the South Pacific to establish minimum regional condi-
tions were of a political order. Certain countries were so much dependent on
the funds provided by the fisheries agreements that the difficulty in the negoti-
ations was caused by national political issues;

• It is clear that there is already a great resemblance in the minimum conditions
as defined by the various legislations in the SRFC Member States;

• Model agreements have been published by WWF in February 2001, these docu-
ments are available at the WWF office in Dakar, Senegal. These can serve as a
basis for elaborating new agreements;

• It has become clear of the Saly workshop in March 2001 that the so-called
South-South agreements also cause substantial problems in the region. It would
be appropriate to also establish regional minimum conditions for this type of
fisheries agreement;

• In the context of West African fisheries, the regulation of access to fisheries
zones based on legislation is insufficient to ensure sustainable management of
fisheries resources. It is indispensable that one also calls on economic mecha-
nisms of regulation that make the selling (mostly to vessel owners) of fishing
rights more profitable were the demand is high. This change can be painful in
the beginning, but in the medium term it shall produce sustainable benefits for
the fishers and the state;

• The current status of resource property (in which the state is the sole owner of
the resource) and the institutional weakness of surveillance are incompatible
with a sustainably exploited fisheries resources. It is a prerequisite to give terri-
torial rights or resource rights (that may be temporary) to the artisanal fishery;

• The issue of overcapacity is not a unique national issue. It is above all sub-
regional, thus it has to be addressed at a regional scale. Because, if one state
tries to regulate the national capacity, the vessels could go to another country.
At present it is not unusual for fishing vessels to cross borders of EEZ during
their operations;

• The Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) can be effective tools for the management
of resource exploitation, within the framework of a fisheries management plan.
MPAs deserve more attention. A portion of the financial revenues from fish-
eries agreements could be used for MPA management.
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5. Perception of International Organisations,
Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs)
and Fisheries Professionals

Three papers were presented for this theme.

Perception of NGOs on conditions for access to fishing zones
This paper was presented by Dr. Chérif Ahmed Mahmoud, Chairman of
PECHECOPS (NGO). By way of introduction he presented the general principles
determining the priorities of NGOs concerning conditions of access to fisheries
zones:
• Promoting the sustainable conservation and exploitation of fish resources,
• Ensuring a fair distribution of benefits from exploitation of fish resources,
• Giving priority to the development of artisanal fishery.

He also mentioned that the perception of NGOs is strongly inspired by relevant
international codes and conventions in the field of management and exploitation
of fish resources, especially:
• the Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries;
• the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea;
• the United Nations Convention on Straddling and Highly migratory Fish

stocks, etc.

NGOs are favourable to the elimination of overcapacity and fishing effort limita-
tion to a level corresponding with the Maximum Sustainable Yield (MSY), or bet-
ter, with the maximum economically sustainable. Such an application would help
greatly improve the situation of stocks and fisheries in the sub-region. If all the
exploitable potential of a stock can be entirely harvested by the national fleet, this
stock has to be left to nationals. In the course of a sub-regional workshop organ-
ised in Nouakchott in November 2000, by CAPE, PECHECOPS (NGOs) and the
National Fishers Federation of Mauritania (artisanal fishery section), in collabora-
tion with A3PAC3M and NGO and fishers associations from Guinea (Conakry)
and Senegal, the following recommendations were formulated:
• delineation of a fishery zone extended to 12 miles;
• fishers have a say in that zone on which they depend for their livelihood,

which should translate in their involvement in the inspection and monitoring
operations;

• input-related tax exemption;
• the level of allowable catches should not be above the allowable potential of

stocks;
• sufficient public support for the development artisanal fisheries;
• demersal trawling on the continental shelf should be left to the national fleet;
• protection and conservation of marine environment and shores against all

kinds of pollution and degradation of the environment, etc.

For operators in artisanal fisheries, NGOs supporting artisanal fisheries in the sub-
region, these recommendations form a common platform inasmuch as problems
related to the access to fisheries zones are concerned; they are based on the con-
crete problems they have gone through in accessing fisheries zones.
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Contribution of the National Fisheries Federation (FNP)
Mr. Sid’Ahmed Ould Abeid, Chairman of the Nouadhibou Section of the
National Fisheries Federation made a general presentation of the developments of
artisanal fisheries in Mauritania and of its present situation. He noted the rapid
growth and vibrancy of this activity that benefited from a political will and sup-
portive measures on the part of the Mauritanian Government. He reminded par-
ticipants that this activity accounts for a sizeable economic weight for the country.
Concerning more specifically the aspects related to the management of the fish-
eries sector, Mr. Sid’Ahmed Ould Abeid indicated that representatives of artisanal
fishers were involved in decision-making processes and that the opinions of those
who work in the profession were always listened to. Owing to the specificity and
to the nature of artisanal fishery, the representative of artisanal fishers of
Nouadhibou stressed that useless red tape should be avoided for artisan fishers.
Otherwise this would bring to a halt or hamper the development of its activity.
Mr. Sid’Ahmed Ould Abeid finally indicated that the conditions of access for arti-
sanal fishers in Mauritania are subjected to prior registration, marking of boats
and payment of a licence fee whose calculation is based on the length of the boat.

Responsible Utilisation of Fish Resources
This intervention was made by Dr. Amadou Tall, Director of INFOPECHE. He
reminded participants that although living aquatic resources are renewable they
are not inexhaustible and therefore they need to be properly managed. The United
Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea adopted in 1982 has provided a frame-
work for a better management of marine resources. In 1995 FAO Committee of
Fisheries (COFI) adopted the Code of Conduct for responsible fisheries. The
Code lays emphasis on the responsibility on environment, fisheries and fisheries
products industry and consumers of fisheries products. As a result, catching, trans-
porting, processing and distribution of fish and fisheries products need to be car-
ried out in such a way that the nutritional value, quality and security of products
are maintained, losses reduced and adverse environmental impacts minimised. The
Code of conduct has no effect on access conditions, contrary to capacity regula-
tion, since an improved utilisation of catches will lead to a greater satisfaction of
demand and a reduction in the pressure on the resource.

Contribution of the European Union
Mr. Noura Miguel, of the EC Delegation in Nouakchott, provided further insights
of the Green Paper that has just been published by the European Union on the
reform of the Common Fisheries Policy. He further explained the EU priorities.

Summary of Discussions
Many points were put forward during the discussions:
• NGOs have an important role to play together with fisheries communities.

They have to raise awareness amongst the fishermen of the general principles
for responsible fisheries and the issues concerned with conditions for access to
resources. The NGOs may serve as “information transmitters” between fisher-
men and administrations to assist the exchange of messages on issues in the
sector and in the administration;

• The discussions also concentrated on the access conditions for the artisanal
fishermen and it the regulation involved. According to NGOs the conditions to
be applied should not be too restrictive. At the same time it is underlined that
account should be taken of the capacity of the artisanal fleet in the same man-
ner as that of the industrial fleet. It was requested that measures are taken to
regulate the artisanal fisheries and that that portion of the catch has to be
taken into account for the division of the global fisheries effort;

• Actions are undertaken to make people aware of ecolabeling. Similarly, the
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development of products with an added value has become a major subject in
the fisheries sector. Infopêche has a project on this subject that will start in
2002 in Guinea and Mauritania;

• In principle, the EU will not find it inconvenient if countries form a group to
negotiate with the EU;

• It is important to have more coherence between the EU fisheries and develop-
ment assistance policies.

6. Main Results and Recommendations

Two working groups were constituted during the workshop. One discussed the
national and regional priorities on access to fisheries zones in West Africa, the
other discussed the international priorities. We present here the results of these
working groups as well as the recommendations of the plenary of the workshop.

Working Group I took account of the fact that this workshop was a prolongation
of the dialogue in three earlier workshops on fisheries agreements: in Cape Verde
Oct/Nov 2000, the workshop by WWF and its partners on the promotion of fair
fisheries agreements that are compatible with sustainable exploitation of fisheries
resources, held in Saly Portudal, March 2001, and the SRFC-workshop on the defi-
nition of minimum conditions for access to fisheries zones also held in Saly
Portudal, Senegal, June 2001.

Group I studied and analysed the definitions of the minimum conditions as they
were presented in the SRFC-workshop in Senegal. The conditions that were consid-
ered are presented in section 5.2. To implement the minimum regional conditions
for access to fisheries zones, the working group identified certain obstacles:
• The different levels of development and fisheries management between the

SRFC member states;
• The absence of initiatives taken after the previous workshops;
• The insufficient means to realise the actions that were identified;
• The intensification of illegal fishing practices.

Group II discussed the international priorities for minimum regional conditions
to achieve sustainable fisheries. The group observed that CECAF and ICCAT are
highly pertinent for the region, but that it is preferable as a matter of effectiveness
that attention is concentrated on the Sub-Regional Fisheries Commission. It is cru-
cial and first priority that the SRFC’s human resources are reinforced.

The SRFC is the body for sub-regional coastal countries who have sovereignty over
national and shared stocks. This sovereignty is a prerequisite for effecting a control
over resource access. For that reason, it is the only regional body likely to co-ordi-
nate the actions of neighbouring countries aiming to develop national and shared
stocks. CECAF and ICCAT may take action on the scientific and technical side of
stock assessment and issue recommendations for stock conservation, but not in
the economic field of fisheries access regulation and in the institutional domain
of adjusting regulation systems, which pertain to authority of the sovereign states
over resources.

To improve the conditions for management and for access to the fisheries
resources, it is desirable that Morocco and countries south of Guinea-Bissau join
the SRFC.
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The Regional Minimum Conditions Retained

A. Minimum conditions for fishing vessels
1. Obligation of inspection and a control visit in advance of issuance of 

a permit;
2. Inclusion in the sub-regional register for fishing vessels (respect the vessel

marking norms according to the FAO-specifications);
3. Allow fishermen and observers from the host coastal state on the vessel;
4. Commitment to reporting the catches;
5. Commitment not to engage in transhipment at sea;
6. Commitment to comply with the existing legislation (national and regional);
7. Obligation to have a responsible local representative with a mandate from

the host nation that has issued the licence.

B. Minimum conditions for the coastal state
1. Install a register for fishing vessels;
2. Adoption of management plans for fisheries that respect the international

instruments for fisheries management and conservation of resources;
3. Define a transparent system to determine the state of the stock according to

management plans;
4. Make the necessary forms available to vessels for keeping a fisheries log-

book;
5. Make information available to UCOS on decisions to sanction the infrac-

tions observed during encounters and that those decisions are indeed exe-
cuted.

C. Minimum conditions for the flag state
1. Collaboration to distribute the texts of rules that are in force, direct the

activities of the fleet in the sub-region;
2. Commitment to apply the sanctions that have been given to the vessels fly-

ing their flags;
3. Commitment to provide data on fishing effort and catches, and guarantee

their reliability;
4. Inspect the reliability of information and technical characteristics supplied by

the vessels flying their flags;
5. Liability of vessels to all necessary insurances with a duration of at least the

length of the fishing licence.

D. Minimum conditions for the SRFC
1. Install a sub-regional register of fishing vessels;
2. Each vessel convinced to have committed cumulative infractions in at least

two member states waters during the validity of the license should be pro-
hibited access to all waters of the SRFC-member states. Such prohibition has
to be notified to the member states by the acting president of the SRFC
conference of ministers, on advice of the permanent secretary to the SRFC.
The notification to the fishing vessel has to be authorised by the states
where the multiple infractions have been committed;

3. provision to coastal countries of a regularly up-date list of vessels that have
committed infractions;

4. Elaboration of additional enforcement protocols to the Sub-Regional
Convention on hot-pursuit.
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Recommendations
The following recommendations were formulated by the working groups and the
plenary:
• To establish in the shortest possible term a sub-regional register of fishing ves-

sels and application of the existing national registers;
• To establish working groups for priority stocks (shared stocks and stocks of a

strategic and/or economic interest) and the organisation of a workshop to pre-
pare the conditions that are relevant to the access for those fisheries;

• The development of a sub-regional framework of scientific exchange and estab-
lish a co-ordination group;

• Put in place effective mechanisms to regulate the access to fisheries zones in
the sub-region;

• Update the sub-regional fisheries convention to integrate the pertinent ele-
ments of international instruments like the FAO code of conduct for
Responsible fisheries;

• The necessity to reinforce the sub-regional co-operation to advance in the field
of fisheries agreements, national and shared stocks;

• The necessity to reinforce the human and material means of the SRFC so that
the SRFC is able to act from an important strategic position;

• Establish a regional mechanism of scientific co-operation in the framework of
the SRFC, destined to co-ordinate the scientific research in the region and to
keep the SRFC up to date on the technical aspects of fisheries regulation;

• The establishment of a working group to follow-up this workshop;
• To effectuate a mission to the SRFC member states, as soon as possible, to

study the modalities of implementation of these recommendations.

7. Closing Ceremony

The closing ceremony was chaired by Mr. Djimé Diagana, Secretary General of the
Ministry of Fisheries and Maritime Economy of the Islamic Republic of
Mauritania, in the presence of the secretary general of the Ministry of Finance.
Mr. Ousmane Ndiaye of Senegal read the final summary statement and Mr.
Eustache Allaro from Benin presented the word of thanks.

Mr. Diagana recalled that this workshop was an opportunity for an exchange of
experiences, but equally and in particular, to examine the situation and the
prospects of fisheries access conditions. He underlined that the minimum regional
conditions for access are pivotal for a strategy to develop the fisheries in
Mauritania. In fact, good management is needed for the fisheries sector to con-
tribute to the product security. He congratulated the participants with the results
obtained, he thanked WWF, Scomber and their partners who were instrumental
for this workshop taking place. Finally, he renewed the commitment of his coun-
try to do everything possible for a sound management of fish resources in the sub-
region.
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Framework and objectives 
of the workshop on 
regional minimum conditions 
for access to fisheries zones

Papa Samba Diouf, Kees Lankester and Khady Sané
Nouakchott, Islamic Republic of Mauritania, 4-6 November 2001

1. Framework of the workshop

This workshop fits in the framework of a global initiative of the World Wide Fund
for Nature (WWF) and its partners that aims at putting fisheries access into the
context of sustainable and equitable exploitation of fisheries resources. The
Nouakchott workshop on ‘regional minimum conditions for access to fisheries
zones’ is the second in a series of meetings that WWF and its partners have
planned to organise around the world (Senegal, Mauritania, Central America,
Brussels, South Pacific).

The first workshop was organised in March in Saly, Senegal, in March 2001, with
the subject ‘promoting equitable fisheries agreements that are compatible with a
sustainable exploitation of fisheries resources. The Saly workshop was an opportu-
nity to distribute in West Africa the WWF handbook for negotiating fishing access
agreements. From the results of that workshop it was established that the first
important step would be to assist the Member States of the Sub-Regional Fisheries
Commission (SRFC) in establishing agreed minimum regional conditions for
access to fisheries zones. The necessity to define minimum regional conditions for
access to fishing zones is not specific for West Africa. It is an issue that occurs
around the world in fisheries regulation.

A first meeting was organised on minimum regional conditions for access to fish-
eries zones by the SRFC in Saly Portudal, Senegal, on 18-20 June 2001. It had been
recommended there that a second meeting on the same theme should be organ-
ised to expand on the subject matters.

The Nouakchott workshop was organised by:
• WWF, West Africa Regional Programme Office;
• The Mauritanian Ministry of Fisheries and Maritime Economy;
• Novib, The Netherlands;
• The Sub-Regional Fisheries Commission (SRFC);
• Scomber, The Netherlands;
• The Benin Centre for Sustainable Development (CBDD), Bénin;
• Ecooperation, The Netherlands.

The workshop was financially supported by the David and Lucile Foundation
(USA) and the Netherlands-Benin Sustainable Development Treaty.
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2. Objective of the workshop

The objective of the workshop is to identify, at a regional level, the minimum con-
ditions for access to fisheries zones that are a requirement for a sustainable and
equitable exploitation of fisheries resources.

3. Expected results

The principal concern for the organisers of the workshop is that it leads to practi-
cal results that are useful for the conservation of fisheries resources and marine
ecosystems. This workshop would need to allow for the definition of more precise
activities, efficient mechanisms to follow up and put in place the results and rec-
ommendations of the workshop.

The principal results that are expected are:
• An active participation of fishermen in the debates of the workshop;
• An exchange of experience and ideas between the different actors in the fish-

eries sector in the sub-region and invited international experts;
• A list of minimum regional conditions for access to fisheries zones described

in agreement by the different participants;
• The identification of priorities amongst minimum regional conditions;
• The identification of means favouring the application of minimum conditions;
• The identification of financial and human resources needed to make the mini-

mum terms and conditions function;
• Establishing a group of experts in the sub-region that is charged with following

up the initiative to establish minimum conditions for access to fisheries zones;
• Finding a mechanism to follow up the results and recommendations of this

workshop;
• The recognition amongst the different actors in the fisheries sector and the

public opinion of the importance of creating minimum regional conditions for
access to fisheries zones.
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Minimum conditions for fisheries
access – The Gambia’s priorities
Republic of The Gambia

Amadou Saine[26]

Introduction: The Gambia’s marine fisheries
The Gambia’s marine fisheries sector is divided into industrial and artisanal sub-
sectors with the industrial sub-sector being distinguished by large-scale investment
in export oriented production, based mainly in Banjul. The artisanal sub-sector is
characterized by low levels of investment and with operators from many dispersed,
and often isolated, landing sites. Most of the industrial vessels are large, offshore
and foreign-owned whilst the artisanal crafts are locally built wooden canoes. Over
90% of industrial production is for export to mainly countries of the European
Union (EU) such as Spain, UK, Italy and France. Ghana, Nigeria, the USA, Canada
and Hong Kong are also major importers of Gambian fishery products.

The artisanal sub-sector provides about 90% of the locally consumed fish and pro-
vides employment for more than 30,000 people involved in harvesting, processing,
marketing and other fisheries related occupations. However, the majority of the
coastal marine fisheries operators are not Gambian nationals and there is some
degree of seasonality in employment. The majority of the people involved in fish
processing and marketing are women. Fish is an important source of cheap animal
protein to the population and is believed to have a potential for greater contribu-
tion to achieving the country’s food security policy objectives. The average annual
national consumption of fish is approximately 20kg/person, representing about
14% of the total protein supply. The fisheries sector plays an important role in the
national economy contributing an estimated 5% to GDP.

For over three decades, the Gambia Government has granted priority to the devel-
opment of the artisanal fisheries sub-sector as the state of this sector is perceived
to have more potential to improve the socio-economic life of the Gambian popula-
tion and any development here would have more direct impacts (negative or posi-
tive) on their livelihoods. The achievements made in artisanal fisheries develop-
ment in The Gambia have been lauded throughout the sub-region and in West
and Central Africa. The industrial subsector has not achieved the desired level of
development despite all the support provided by the Government.

In view of the current underlying poverty, malnutrition and excessive reliance on
land-based agriculture, sustainable utilization and development of the fisheries
resources is perceived as a potentially powerful instrument in the overall national
development strategy.

Fisheries Resources
The Gambia’s fisheries resources are grouped into three main classes as follows:
pelagics, demersals and crustaceans (including shell fishes). The industrial fisheries
sub-sector operators target mainly demersal species and crustaceans, primarily
shrimps.

Resources survey data indicate that the maximum sustainable yields (MSY) for the
various stocks are as shown in table 1.
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Table 1 Estimated Maximum Sustainable Yield for Fisheries Stocks

Stocks MSY (m. tonnes)
Pelagics 65,000 - 75,000

Demersals 15,000 - 17,000

Crustaceans & other shell fishes 1,000

Total 80,000 - 92,000

Source: Statistics Unit, Fisheries Department, 1997

Over-exploitation of fisheries resources
It is now an acknowledged fact that there is over-exploitation of The Gambia’s
coastal fisheries resources. An analysis of the available industrial and artisanal fish
production data and the export figures indicates that there has been a significant
reduction in quantities. Despite these indications, fishing effort and capacity are
increasing annually targeting an apparently decreasing resource base. Artisanal fish-
ers are compelled to exert more fishing effort because agricultural output has been
falling due to drought, increasing population pressure, poor soils and fewer alter-
native sources of income or subsistence. In the face of increasing demand for fish
and fishery products, exploiters of the resources are using all means at their dis-
posal to land more fish. In The Gambia there are several reasons for over-fishing
besides encroachment/poaching:
a. The increased pressure from world demand for fish (export);
b. The granting of a high number of licenses to industrial vessels without an accu-

rate knowledge of the state of the stocks;
c. The increasing number of people entering the artisanal fisheries due to declin-

ing agricultural production;
d. The phenomenal increase in fishing effort during the past three decades, for

example, the number of artisanal canoes rose from 1501 in 1992 to 1785 in 1997
while the number of fishermen increased from 5903 to 6036 during the same
period;

e. Fish stocks in other parts of the world have been depleted and operators from
those areas have shifted fishing operations to our waters.

Although the government has been gradually reducing the number of licensed
fishing vessels, illegal fishing activities may be rendering our efforts to reduce fish-
ing pressure ineffective. Furthermore, the government is compelled to grant more
licenses due to the poor state of the economy and some developed countries
demand access to the fisheries resources in exchange for financial and develop-
ment aid.

Fishing Access Agreements and Minimum Conditions
The Gambia has been an active participant in the process of exploring ways of
establishing block negotiation of fishing agreements by Member States of the Sub-
Regional Fisheries Commission (SRFC). In fact, it was the Gambia that, during the
13th Ordinary Session of the Conference of Ministers of the SRFC held in
Conakry, Republic of Guinea in October 1998, proposed that our organization
should explore the possibility of joint negotiation of fishing accords. The
Gambia’s resolve to see the establishment of a united front by SRFC Member
States in the negotiation of fishing agreements is strong as she has not concluded
a new agreement with the EU since the expiry of the last one in June 1996. The
Gambia is the only Member State of the SRFC that does not currently have a fish-
ing agreement with the EU. Between 1996, when the Gambia /European Fishing
Agreement expired and the year 2001, almost all Member States of the SRFC have
successfully concluded new fishing agreements with the EU. Presently, The
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Gambia is party to only two bilateral fishing agreements: the Agreement on
Maritime Fisheries with the Republic of Senegal and the Agreement between The
Gambia Government and the Federation of Japan Tuna Fisheries Cooperative
Associations and the Japan Far Seas Purse Seine Fishing Association.

The Gambia, therefore, believes that she is in a better position to understand the
need for Member States of the SRFC to work towards block negotiation of fishing
agreements. The Gambia participated in the Dialogue Workshop on Joint
Negotiation of Fishing Agreements held in Praia, Cape Verde, from 30th October
to 3rd November 2000.The harmonization of the minimum conditions for access
to the fisheries resources within the jurisdiction of Member States of the SRFC is
an inevitable step in this process. Current thinking at the highest levels of the
State is that The Gambia should do away with the practice of renting its fisheries
resources and instead explore ways of exploiting the resources herself.

Priorities
The SRFC Seminar on the definition of minimum conditions of access held at
Saly Hotel, Saly Portudal, Senegal, 18th to 20th June 2001 highlighted certain mini-
mum conditions that we believe are pertinent. You may recall that the conditions
were related to the fishing vessels, the coastal states, the flag states and the SRFC.
As far as I am aware the minimum conditions for priority fisheries or fisheries of
economic/strategic importance remain to be defined.

Minimum conditions for fishing vessels
Some of these minimum conditions for fishing vessels are already requirements
for foreign and national vessels and those vessels fishing within the framework of
bilateral fishing access agreements such the Senegalo-Gambian Agreement in the
area of Maritime Fishing. During the bilateral consultations on the latter agree-
ment held in Dakar in April 1999, the two sides agreed that Senegalese vessels
would take on board Gambian Observers/Sailors. Earlier agreements with Senegal
did not include this condition.

The requirement to declare catches is not being satisfactorily complied with by
licensed vessels. The current estimated MSY figures being used are based on sur-
veys conducted in 1986 and there is need update them. Under these circumstances,
the catch data (from the industrial subsector) is important for determining the
level of exploitation and consequently for computing the number of licenses to be
issued annually for sustainable exploitation. The pre-inspection and subsequent
inspection of all industrial vessels applying for fishing licenses is important as it
enables the licensing authorities to confirm the characteristics of the vessels.
Taking on boarding Gambian Nationals as observers is a requirement for all
licensed industrial vessels fishing in Gambian fisheries waters. Daily communica-
tion of details of vessel movements and catch data to the MCS Unit of the
Fisheries Department is essential. Consequently, the maintenance of a fishing
journal and communication equipment on board is indispensable. Infringement
of national legislations continues to be a matter of concern for the Gambian fish-
eries authorities.

Minimum conditions for the coastal state
The Gambia has long recognized the need for a fisheries management plan and
for this reason prepared and implemented a Fisheries Management and
Implementation Plan in 1989. The current Strategic Management Plan for the
Fisheries Sector 1994 – 2004 replaced the 1989 Plan.
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Minimum conditions for Flag States
The minimum conditions for Flag States are also essential because they are rele-
vant to the successful implementation of the conditions for coastal states issuing
the licenses.

Minimum conditions for the SRFC
In the long term, the establishment of a sub-regional register of fishing vessels is a
necessary minimum requirement that must be met by countries of the sub-region,
preferably under the aegis of the SRFC. Meanwhile, individual states should
endeavour to establish a regularly updated national register of fishing vessels.

Priority Fisheries
With regard to the priority fisheries, the group of shared/migratory stocks and
stocks of economic or strategic interest are of particular interest to The Gambia.
The pelagic stocks constitute important resources for national food security, job
creation and revenue generation locally and sub-regionally. The tuna stocks are not
direct targets of any local fishery in The Gambia. But they are target species for
Japanese vessels and other European vessels fishing within the framework of joint
venture partnerships with local Gambian fishing companies.

The demersal stocks are regarded as stocks of economic and strategic interest.
During the past decade, the Gambian fisheries authorities have been concerned by
the high level of fishing intensity directed at the demersal resources: sole fishes,
sea breams groupers and others such as shrimps, cephalopods (octopus, cuttlefish
and squids), sharks and rays. In an attempt to reduce pressure on demersal stocks,
caused primarily by industrial vessels, Government in 1994 started implementing a
strategy for the gradual reduction of industrial fishing vessels. However, available
data seem to indicate that the artisanal fishery is replacing the industrial fishery in
terms of demersal landings (see table below). The 1999 production of about 19,000
metric tons exceeds the MSY for demersals, which is estimated at 15,000 metric
tons annually.

Table 1. Demersal Fish Production (Metric tons) 1993 – 1999.

Year Industrial production Artisanal production Total
(Metric tons) (Metric tons) (Metric tons)

1993 6, 843 2, 519 9, 362

1994 6, 767 2, 398 9, 165

1995 6, 049 5, 170 11, 219

1996 7, 302 6, 172 13, 475

1997 6, 131 6, 673 12, 803

1998 5, 043 3, 507 8, 550

1999 8, 115 11,108 19, 223

Calculations based on the Fisheries Department Fish Production, 1985 – 1999.
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Minimum regional conditions for
access to fisheries zones
The position of the Republic of
Guinea

Ismaël Keîta

Objectives for the sector

General objectives
Maximisation of the economic and social benefits that the nation can obtain from
its fisheries resources and from its possibilities in aquaculture, taking into account
the equilibrium of the ecosystem and the sustainability of resource exploitation.

Specific objectives
Contribution of fisheries and aquaculture to the food security; creation of employ-
ment, improvement of the State income; promotion of a dynamic and operational
private sector. Updating the strategy of the fisheries sector has been abandoned in
favour of the fight against poverty from the perspective of equitable access to
resources and advantages of growth.

In this context, the strategic lines need to take account of the programmes against
poverty as opposed to economic growth of the sector and have to integrate in a
harmonious way in the Programme of Means of Sustainable Existence (PMED).
Hence, four aspects of sustainability are followed: environmental sustainability,
economic sustainability, social sustainability and institutional sustainability.

Access to the resources
The access to resources takes place in the conduct of an annual fisheries plan. The
fisheries plan consists of guidelines for fishing activities and resource manage-
ment. It fixes the exploitation conditions, favouring the survival of the fisheries
resources.

The estimation of the available resource is the fundamental basis for the elabora-
tion of a fisheries plan. This estimation is done by a direct evaluation through
research or by direct evaluation using the data that are available from the captures
by the fleets. On the basis of the information that becomes available this way, the
fisheries plan is formed according to the preservation of the resource. Priority is
given to resources that show an improvement or an abundance level leading to
profitable captures.

The anticipated objectives of the fisheries plan

1. On the fisheries management plan
• Protection of the fisheries resource;
• Protection of the fragile and strategic ecological zones (reproduction zones);
• Reduction of conflicts between different fisheries;
• Reduction of discards that contribute to the mortality without economic

benefits to the fishing industry.
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2. On the socio-economic plan
• Contribution to food security;
• Development of a national capacity of resource exploitation;
• Create added value to the products;
• Create employment;
• Contribution to the state income.

Some reminders of regulatory measures
In accordance with the Marine Fisheries Code for fishing licenses, the Minister
charged with fisheries grants access to fisheries resources with priority to Guinean
vessels. The registration of the fishing vessels has to be based on a compulsory
original certificate of tonnage. The marking of the vessel is compulsory before
starting to fish and remains a condition of obtaining a fishing license.

Issuance of licences
The issuance of a fishing licence takes place after a technical visit of the vessel. For
the licence inter alia the following conditions are mandatory:
1. Payment of a fixed fishing compensation according to the type of fishery, the

registration status, tonnage of the vessel and the period of fishing;
2. Assign a registration status to the vessel (Guinean, foreign based, foreign);
3. Mandatory landing of all captures by Guinean vessels;
4. Mandatory landing and marketing in Guinea of 50% of captures of foreign

based vessels;
5. Payment as a contribution of surveillance effort;
6. Boarding of observers appointed by the CNSP;
7. Mandatory declaration of all captures for each vessel that benefits from the

licence.

The aim
Industrial fisheries in Guinea essentially continue to consist of foreign vessels,
despite the efforts by the state for the promotion of national fleets. The demersal
resources are known to be overexploited, it is fished by both artisanal and industri-
al fisheries. The fishing capacity is growing, therefore the supply to processing fac-
tories and population is shrinking. In the aim of taking advantages of fisheries
resources, one risks creating perverse effects since we have no serious stock evalua-
tion. For the threats to the long-term viability of marine fisheries and facing the
growing poverty of populations, the incentive of an overall fisheries development
is most urgently needed.

The problems and the efforts
• The state of overexploitation of the most important resources;
• The under-supply of the marine fisheries enterprises;
• The threats to the profitability of the fishing fleets;
• The enormous dependence on the foreign fisheries.

Our priorities
1. Apply a political effective resource management;
2. Envisage reforms that allow to adjust fishing effort to the state of the stock;
3. Carry out an investment policy for infrastructures and services;
4. Establish a promotion policy for national and foreign investments;
5. Apply a transparent policy for the promotion of private Guinean enterprises;
6. Adapt the administration to its tasks of management and the promotion of sec-

toral development.
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Les Conditions d´accès: 
les priorités pour le Cap Vert

Emilio Sanches

Introduction

L’archipel du Cap Vert est situé dans l’océan Atlantique à 350 km de la côte occi-
dentale africaine, a une superficie de 4033 km2. La Zone Économique Exclusive
(ZEE) couvre une superficie d’environ 735.000 km2. La pêche capverdienne qui
débarque environ 10.000 tonnes/an joue un rôle important dans l’économie
nationale. La pêche contribue pour l’équilibre alimentaire du pays puisque elle
fourni environ 44% de la protéine d’origine animale consommée dans les îles. La
consommation de poisson par personne aux dernières années est environ 20
kg/hab./an. (FAO, 1999). Elle joue aussi un rôle très important dans la création
d’emploi, avec près de 5161 pêcheurs en 1999, dont 89% sont des pêcheurs artisans.

Dans la ZEE du Cap Vert opérent plusieurs embarcations étrangères (embarcations
battant pavillon des pays membres de l’Union Européenne (EU), du Japon et des
pays de la Commission Sous-régionale de Pêche (CSRP). Ces embarcations ont un
permis de pêche dans le cadre des accords internationaux d’accès négociés dans
un cadre bilatéral et des contrats des pêches négociés avec certaines organisations
de pêches (comme le Japan Tuna et autres).

Les principales ressources halieutiques existantes sont: le thon, le maquereau, les
chinchards, les langoustes et avec moindre d’importance sont exploités les requins,
les mollusques et les coraux. Le potentiel global de ressources dans la ZEE du Cap
Vert est estimé à 33.000 ou 37.000 tonnes /année (Tableau 1).

Table 1. Estimated potential of fisheries resources in Cape Verdes

Resources Estimated potential (tonnes)
Tuna species 25 000

Small pelagics: 4 500-6 000

”Black” Mackerel 2 000-3 000

”White” Mackerel Not known

Horse mackerel 1 000-1 500

Round sardinella/alache 1 500-2 000

Demersals 3 000-5 000

Langouste: 90-115

Red spiny lobster 50-75

Coastal spiny lobster 40

Deep water resources Not known

Other resources Not known

Total 33 000-37 000

Source: PND, 1997-2000 et Almeida,1997
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La pêche artisanale

La pêche artisanale est traditionnellement la plus productrice des deux sous –
secteurs. Dans la pêche artisanale opèrent environ 1 304 barques d’une diversité de
taille, de forme et de capacité. Le taux de motorisation de ces barques a augmenté
considérablement depuis 1995. En 1995 ce taux était de 69% et en 1999 de 73%. Les
espèces plus capturées dans ce sous- secteur sont les thonidés (capturés à la ligne),
les petits pélagiques, les espèces démersales (capturés à la ligne ou au filet) et les
langoustes côtières (capturées aux casiers). Les captures dans la pêche artisanale ont
été de 4 575 tonnes en 1995 et ont eu une forte augmentation jusqu’au 5 833
tonnes en 1999 (Tableau 2).

Table 2: Évolution of the catch, by species, in the artisanal and industrial fisheries

1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999
Artisanal Fishery
tuna 2 242 1 919 2 042 1 967 1 681 1 732

small pelagics 1 673 1 413 1 527 1 184 2 165 2 220

demersals 794 882 1 013 1 313 994 1 029

other species 638 333 330 456 402 433

Total artisanal fishery 5 347 4 547 4 912 4 920 5 242 5 414

Industrial fishery
tuna 940 1 737 1 640 1 233 1 188 2 026

small pelagics 1 823 1 990 2 230 3 230 2 734 1 938

demersals 58 126 240 137 156 182

spiny lobsters 68 60 29 25 27 23

other species 20 35 104 82 113 389

Total industrial fishery 2 909 3 948 4 243 4 707 4 218 4 558

Artisanal + industrial
tuna 3 182 3 656 3 682 3 200 2 869 3 758

small pelagics 3 496 3 403 3 757 4 414 4 899 4 158

demersals 852 1 008 1 253 1 450 1 150 1 211

spiny lobsters 68 60 29 25 27 23

other species 658 368 434 538 515 822

Total fishery 8 256 8 495 9 155 9 627 9 460 9 972

Source: INDP, 2000

Table 3: General analysis of the fleet, 1995-1999

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999
Artisanal fishery
Total nr of vessels 1 476 1 424 1 400 1 400 1 304

Number of engines 1 012 986 986 986 954

Number of fishermen 5 538 5 406 5 675 5 724 4 458

Rate of motorisation 69% 69% 70% 70% 73%

Industrial fishery
Number of vessels 80 69 77 77 77

Number of fishermen 720 625 693 693 693

Total 6 258 6 027 6 368 6 417 5 161

Source: INDP, 2000
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Table 4: Fishing effort and CPUE in the industrial and artisanal fishery

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999
Artisanal Fishery
Fishing effort (# trips) 128 732 134 699 140 404 148 158 137 332

CPUE(Kg/trip) 35.3 36.5 35 35.4 39.4

Industrial fishery
Fishing effort (# trips) 3 116 3 426 5 027 5 359 4 240

CPUE (tonnes/days at sea) 1.3 1.2 0.9 0.8 1.1

Source INDP, 2000

La pêche industrielle
La pêche industrielle au Cap Vert est autorisée au delà de 3 milles nautiques à tout
navire avec une longueur supérieure à 10 mètres. La flottille est constituée par 77
embarcations nationales. Cette pêche est aussi pratiquée par les embarcations
étrangères dans le cadre des accords et des contrats de pêche.

Cette pêche est orientée vers la capture du thon à la canne à l’aide d’appât vivant,
à plus petite échelle à la capture d’espèces demérsales, des langoustes et des petits
pélagiques qui sont souvent utilisés comme appât. Elle contribue à la production
totale avec une captures de 4 558 tonnes en 1999 ce qui représente 45% de la cap-
ture totale. (Tableau 2). L’effort de pêche dans ce sous-secteur a été de 4 240 jours
de pêche en 1999. Pour exercer l´activité de pêche il est nécessaire un permis de
pêche. Le nombre de permis pendant les dernières années a eu une grande oscilla-
tion.

Table 5: Evolution of permits for the industrial fleet, 1997-2001

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001

National landings 11 23 19 23

Foreign landings 36 78 80 24 99

Source: DGP, 2001

La flotte étrangère qui opére dans la ZEE du Cap Vert est essentiellement com-
posée par les thoniers canneurs, les senneurs et les palangriers de surface dans sa
majorité des pays membres de l´Union Européenne.

Les conditions d´accès
L´accès aux ressources dans la ZEE du Cap Vert est réglementées par les dif-
férentes lois et réglementations. Le régime d’octroi des licences est réglementé par
le Décret-Loi n°17/87 et le Décret n° 97/97. Pour les embarcations étrangères on
prend aussi en compte les accords et les contrats de pêche négociés avec les autres
pays. Le Décret-Loi 17/87 est considéré comme un instrument facilitant l’exploita-
tion des ressources halieutiques par des navires nationaux et étrangers dans les
eaux du Cap Vert. Il fixe les notions fondamentales et traite des différents aspects
généraux de la réglementation des pêches en renvoyant à des textes d’application
les questions plus circonstancielles.

Le chapitre I définit les différentes notions de base. Il interdit par ailleurs expressé-
ment la chasse, la capture et la transformation des mammifères marins en tout
temps et en tout lieu, prohibe l’utilisation pour la pêche de substances explosives
ou toxiques. Le chapitre II est fortement inspiré par des considérations de conser-
vation des ressources halieutiques. Il définit le principe et le mode d’élaboration
d’un plan pluriannuel de gestion des ressources. Il crée un instrument de régula-
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tion de la gestion des ressources par l’institution d’une licence annuelle de pêche,
non transmissible. Les licences s’appliquent aussi bien aux pêcheurs nationaux
qu’étrangers. Les conditions d’octroi des licences à ces derniers sont néanmoins
différentes de celles applicables au nationaux, notamment en ce qui concerne le
paiement de droits de pêche. Le chapitre III traite de l’application de la réglemen-
tation des pêches. Il définit les infractions de pêches et prévoit les sanctions
applicables dans les différents cas. Divers textes d’application de ce décret ont été
pris. Il s’agit, notamment, des décrets et de l’arrêté suivants:

Le Décret 97/87 du 5 septembre 1987 fixe les conditions d’attribution des licences
de pêche aux navires nationaux (artisanaux et industriels) et étrangers; les limita-
tions imposées aux navires de pêche étrangers qui transitent dans l’espace mar-
itime sous juridiction nationale sans être titulaires d’une licence. En plus, ce décret
fixe des mesures visant la protection des ressources comme:
• Les langoustes, dont la capture est interdite entre le 1er juillet et le 30 septem-

bre de chaque année, le rejet obligatoire des femelles grainées, le poids minimal
et la longueur totale minimale au débarquement;

• Les tortues dont l’interdiction de la pêche se situe entre le 1er juillet et la fin
février de chaque année;

• l’albacore et patudo dont le poids minimal au débarquement est fixé en 3,2 kg.

Ce décret prévoit également la possibilité de réglementer l’exercice de certaines
activités de pêche (la capture d’appâts vivants, senne de plage, plongée, pêche
sportive, zones réservées à certains types de pêche, etc.). Il instaure une déclaration
de captures obligatoire pour les navires de pêche industrielle.

Le Décret n° 65/90 réglemente la pratique de la pêche sportive. Il instaure le
régime pour l’autorisation d’obtention d’un permis de pêche, les mesures de pro-
tection des ressources et la limite des captures. L’arrêté n° 58/87 du 6 novembre
1987 (B.O. n° 44 du novembre 1987), fixe les taxes que les navires nationaux de
pêche industrielle et artisanale doivent payer lors de la délivrance d’une licence. Le
décret n° 55/90 du 14 juillet 1990 (B.O. n° 28 du 14 juillet 1990) fixe les marques que
doivent porter en permanence les navires de pêche industrielle autorisés à pêcher
dans l’espace maritime sous juridiction du Cap Vert.

Les accords et les contrats de pêches déterminent aussi les différentes conditions
d´accès imposées aux navires étrangèrs pour opérer dans la ZEE du Cap Vert.
Selon les accords et les contrats les navires doivent être inscrits sur une liste des
navires authorisés à pêcher, les licences sont délivrées après le versement d´une
compensation financière et des redevances, les navires doivent permettre l´embar-
quement des observateurs de bord et d´employer des marins ressortissants du Cap
Vert. D´autres conditions sont imposées comme la détermination de zone de
pêche, le maillage authorisé, la communication par la radio de la date d´entrée et
de sortie de la ZEE du Cap Vert.
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Par rapport aux espèces, étant donné que les espèces les plus abondante dans la
ZEE du Cap Vert sont les thonidés à l´heure actuelle on donne priorité à la cap-
ture des thonidés, qui sont les espèces migratoires, dont l’exploitation est encore
plus modérée. Aussi, les petits pélagiques surtout les maquereaux sont aussi des
espèces qui sont accordées aux embarcations étrangères. Il y a des espèces comme
les langouste qui sont reservées aux nationaux en vertu de la loi de base, donc la
capture est interdite aux embarcations etrangères. Il faut dire que l´exploitation de
cette espèce est très intensive dans certaines zones de pêche et il y a même des
indices de surexploitation

Aux niveau sous-régional, pour établir les conditions minimales d’accès les Etats
membres de la CSRP doivent renforcer la coopération entre eux aux niveau:de la
recherche scientifique pour mieux connaître la potentialité des ressources halieu-
tiques; aux niveau du suivi, de contrôle et de la surveillance et mettre en place le
registre sous-régionale des navires opérant dans la ZEE de ces pays.
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Conditions d’accès: 
Les priorités pour le Sénégal

Ousmane NDiaye, Direction de l’Océanographie et 
des Pêches Maritimes, Sénégal

1. Les acquis au niveau de la sous region

Le Sénégal a participé à l’atelier sur la définition des conditions minimales d’accès
à la ressource dans les Etats membres de la Commission Sous Régionale des
Pêches (CSRP), tenu à l’hôtel Saly de Saly Portudal (Sénégal), du 18 au 20 juin 2001.
En rappelant la convention du 14 juillet 1993 sur la détermination des conditions
d’accès et d’exploitation des ressources halieutiques des Etat membre de la CSRP,
le Sénégal adhère parfaitement aux conclusions et recommandations de l’atelier de
Saly dont les points saillants ont été la définition de conditions minimales d’accès
pour les navires de pêche étrangers, pour l’Etat côtier, pour l’Etat du pavillon,
pour la Commission sous régionale des Pêches. Ces conditions minimales qui ont
été identifiées sont les suivantes (cf. rapport de l’atelier de Saly):

A. Conditions minimales pour le navire de pêche (étranger)
1. Obligation de l’inspection et de la visite de conformité;
2. Inscription au registre sou régional de navires (respect de normes de mar-

quage suivant les spécifications de la FAO);
3. embarquement: (marins et des observateurs);
4. Engagement à respecter la législation (nationale et sous régionale);
5. Obligation d’avoir un représentant dûment mandaté dans le pays qui octroi

la licence.

B. Conditions minimales pour l’Etat côtier
1. Mise en place d’un registre;
2. Adoption de plans d’aménagement des pêcheries (respect des instruments

internationaux en matière de gestion et de conservation des ressources);
3. Définir un système transparent d’affection de la ressource conformément 

aux plans d’aménagement;
4. Mettre à la disposition des navires autorisés à pêcher les formulaires néces-

saires à la tenue du journal de pêche;
5. Fournir à l’UCOS les informations sur les décisions sanctionnent les infrac-

tions prononcées à l’encontre des navires aussitôt que ces décisions sont
prononcées.

C. Conditions minimales pour l’Etat du Pavillon
1. Collaborer à la diffusion des textes en vigueur, régissant les activités de

pêche dans la sous région;
2. Engagement à faire appliquer aux navires arborant leur pavillon les sanctions

prononcées à leur encontre;
3. S’assurer de la fiabilité des informations sur les caractéristiques techniques

fournies par les navires sous pavillon;
4. S’assurer que les navires ont souscrit à toutes assurances requises qui ont

une durée de validité est moins égale à la durée de la licence de pêche.
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D.Conditions minimales pour la CSRP
1. Mettre en place un registre régional des navires avant la mise en place des

registres nationaux;
2. tout navire convaincu de cumul d’infractions dans au moins deux Etats

membres durant la période de validité des licences délivrées par les Etats
doit être interdit dans l’ensemble des eaux sous juridiction des Etats mem-
bres par le Président en exercice de la conférence des Ministres, sur proposi-
tion dûment justifiée du Secrétaire permanent de la Commission sous-
régionale des Pêches. La notification à l’armateur devrait être faite par les
autorités des Etats ou le cumul des infractions a été constaté;

3. Fournir régulièrement aux Etats côtiers la liste des navires ayant commis des
infractions.

Concernant la définition des conditions minimales pour les pêcheries prioritaires,
les participants avaient convenu de la nécessité d’approfondir cette question dans
le cadre d’un groupe de travail constitué de biologistes appuyés par des écono-
mistes, ceci, avant l’atelier de Nouakchott. Ce groupe de travail n’ayant pas été
constitué, il s’avère impossible à ce stade de discuter de ce point. Néanmoins, pour
le Sénégal, cette question demeure centrale.

2. Dispositions figurant dans le code de la
pêche relatives aux conditions minimales
d’acces

L’exercice de la pêche industrielle, dans les eaux maritimes sous juridiction séné-
galaise est subordonné à la possession d’une licence de pêche en cours de validité,
délivrée par le Ministre chargé de la pêche maritime, après avis de la commission
consultative d’attribution des licences. Au titre de l’aménagement des pêches, la loi
prévoit l’établissement de plans d’aménagement des pêcheries, sur une base
annuelle ou pluriannuelle. Ces plans sont révisés périodiquement en fonction de
l’évolution des données qui caractérisent les pêcheries.

Les plans d’aménagement des pêcheries doivent:
a. identifier les principales pêcheries et leurs caractéristiques technologiques, géo-

graphiques, sociales et économiques;
b. spécifier, pour chaque pêcherie, les objectifs à atteindre en matière de gestion

et d’aménagement;
c. définir, pour chaque pêcherie, le volume admissible de captures ou le niveau de

l’effort de pêche optimal;
d. spécifier les mesures de gestion, d’aménagement et de conservation qui devront

être adoptées;
e. définir le programme de concession de licences concernant les principales

pêcheries et les limitations relatives aux opérations de pêche locales et aux
activités de pêche qui peuvent être conduites par des navires de pêche
étrangers;

f. définir les critères ou conditions d’octroi des autorisations de pêche;
g. poser des orientations quant à la structure optimale de la flotte de pêche

nationale.

Lors de l’établissement des plans d’aménagement concernant des stocks d’espèces
partagés avec d’autres Etats de la sous-région, le Ministre chargé de la pêche mar-
itime se concerte, soit directement, soit dans le cadre d’organisations interna-
tionales, avec les autorités chargées des pêches dans ces Etats, en vue d’assurer
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l’harmonisation des plans respectifs d’aménagement des pêcheries. Une réflexion
est actuellement engagée pour concevoir et mettre en œuvre les plans d’aménage-
ment des pêcheries.

Au titre de la coopération internationale en matière de pêche maritime, des dispo-
sitions de la loi concernent la participation du Sénégal aux activités des structures
et organismes de coopération en matière de pêche, notamment dans la sous-région
et la région. Cette participation a pour but la négociation et la conclusion d’ac-
cords internationaux et autres mesures portant, notamment, sur les questions suiv-
antes:
a. la coopération en matière de pêche, notamment la gestion commune des

stocks;
b. l’harmonisation et la coordination des systèmes de gestion et d’aménagement

des ressources;
c. la détermination des conditions d’accès aux ressources halieutiques des Etats

concernés;
d. l’adoption de mesures coordonnées de surveillance et de contrôle des activités

des navires de pêche.

Au titre des obligations des navires étrangers comme des navires nationaux, 
l’obtention de la licence est assujettie à l’obligation de fournir un certain nombre
d’information ainsi qu’à la satisfaction de certains préalables. Au titre du droit de
pêche des navires étrangers, le Code de la pêche de 1998 prévoit des dispositions
concernant:
a. les caractéristiques des navires de pêche autorisés à opérer dans le cadre des

accords ainsi que les types de pêche autorisés;
b. l’obligation de marquage des navires autorisés à pêcher conformément aux dis-

positions en vigueur au Sénégal;
c. l’obligation pour les armateurs de communiquer régulièrement au service com-

pétent du ministère chargé de la pêche maritime des données sur les captures;

D’autre part des dispositions sont prévues dans les accords de pêche engageant la
responsabilité de l’Etat du pavillon ou de l’organisation compétente à prendre les
mesures appropriées afin de garantir le respect, par les navires, des termes et con-
ditions des accords, ainsi que des dispositions pertinentes des lois et règlements en
vigueur au Sénégal. Au titre des observateurs à bord des navires de pêche, la loi
prévoit des dispositions aussi bien pour les navires étrangers que nationaux. Au
titre du registre des navires de pêche la loi prévoit les conditions de création, d’or-
ganisation et de fonctionnement d’un registre pour les navires de pêche (Arrêté du
Ministre chargé de la Pêche). L’inscription des navires de pêche sur le registre est
une condition nécessaire à l’obtention de la licence pour opérer dans les eaux mar-
itimes sous juridiction sénégalaise. Le registre contient toutes les informations req-
uises, notamment sur les caractéristiques des navires et leurs opérations dans les
eaux maritimes sous juridiction sénégalaise. Il peut être utilisé dans le cadre d’ac-
tions de coopération sous-régionale dans les conditions qui sont définies avec les
Etats concernés. La réglementation prévoit des dispositions relatives à l’immatricu-
lation et au marquage des embarcations de pêche artisanale appartenant aux
nationaux. Un arrêté du Ministre de la Pêche fixe les règles applicables aux embar-
cations de pêche artisanales
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La loi prévoit également des mesures de conservation relatives:
• aux engins et maillage des filets, tant pour la pêche industrielle qu’artisanale;
• aux tailles et poids minima des espèces;
• aux zones de pêche;
• aux prises accessoires;
• aux aires marines protégées.

Concernant les engins traînants de la pêche industrielle en particulier, les mail-
lages minimaux des filets en usage dans les eaux maritimes sous juridiction séné-
galaise sont fixés comme suit:
• chalut classique à panneaux (poissons et céphalopodes): 70 mm;
• chalut à merlus: 70 mm;
• chalut à crevettes côtières: 50 mm;
• chalut à crevettes profondes: 40 mm;
• chalut pélagique: 50 mm.

3. Priorités pour le Sénégal
Nous constatons qu’une bonne part des conditions minimales au cours de l’atelier
de Saly sont prévues dans nos législations ou figurent dans les accords de pêche.
Dans de nombreux cas, bien qu’elles soient prévues part la loi, les textes d’applica-
tion ne sont pas élaborés. Partant de ce constat nous pouvons dégager les priorités
pour le Sénégal comme étant les suivantes:
1. l’harmonisation des conditions minimales d’accès qui sont déjà pour la plupart

prévues dans nos législations nationales;
2. des mécanismes de concertation et d’échange de données pour mieux appréci-

er la situation des stocks et de l’environnement marin au niveau de la sous
région;

3. la définition des conditions minimales d’accès pour les stocks prioritaires qui
passe par une consultation d’experts (biologistes et économistes) sur cette ques-
tion afin de s’accorder sur la configuration de ces stocks, les avantages com-
paratifs qui peuvent être tirés dans le cadre d’actions concertées entre les Etats,
etc.;

4. la définition d’un système de régulation des capacité de pêche, y compris pour
la pêche artisanale en prenant en considération les exigences de pêche durable
et équitable à l’échelle de la sous région.
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Le Centre Béninois pour le
Développement Durable (CBDD)
Gaétan Abangla

1. Introduction

Le Centre Béninois pour le Développement Durable (CBDD) est l’organe de mise
en œuvre de l’Accord bénino-néerlandais signé le 21 mars 1994 sur le
Développement Durable. Cet Accord type nouveau basé sur les principes d’égalité,
de réciprocité et de participation s’inspire du cadre de la Déclaration de Rio et des
exigences découlant de l’Agenda 21. Créé en novembre 1994 à Cotonou, le CBDD
est chargé de mettre en œuvre cet Accord. Le présent exposé qui se situe dans le
cadre du séminaire atelier sur la pêche durable fera un premier temps la vision du
CBDD, son organisation, son approche d’intervention, ses programmes. Ensuite, il
abordera ses acquis et enfin ses perspectives.

2. Vision du CBDD

Le CBDD vise par ailleurs l’amélioration des conditions de vie (santé, alimenta-
tion, éducation) et la réduction des inégalités entre les communautés sexés, âges et
régions tout en promouvant des activités économiques saines pour l’environ-
nement et le commerce équitable. Le CBDD vise l’instauration d’un nouveau type
de coopération fondée sur l’égalité, la réciprocité et la participation. C’est
pourquoi il entend
• promouvoir une production durable des biens et services qui ne porte aucun

préjudice aux ressources de base;
• promouvoir une répartition équitable des biens et services entre les différentes

couches de la société tout en réduisant progressivement les inégalités liées à
cette répartition et à l’accès des populations aux ressources avec une attention
particulière au renforcement de la solidarité communautaire;

• promouvoir une gestion durable des ressources naturelles, c’est-à-dire une
exploitation qui prend en compte les impératifs de préservation de la capacité
productive des ressources en vue de la satisfaction des besoins des générations
présentes et futures.

Le CBDD vise à garantir à l’être humain un mieux-être présent et future par
l’adoption d’une transition harmonieuse vers des formes de développement et de
modes d’existence durable afin de promouvoir un développement fondé sur trois
dimensions majeures: le développement économique, la durabilité écologique et la
justice sociale; promouvoir une amélioration socio-politique et juridique de la posi-
tion de la femme dans la société avec une attention particulière à la situation de la
mère et de l’enfant.
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3. Organisation du CBDD

Le CBDD est régi par le décret n° 96-325 du 06 août 1996 portant approbation de
ses statuts. Aux termes de l’article 6 desdits statuts, «le CBDD est une institution
au service de toute la Nation Béninoise. Il jouit d’une autonomie administrative et
financière et coopère avec son homologue néerlandais dénommé Ecoopération».

Le CBDD est placé sous la tutelle du Ministère chargé du Plan. Le CBDD est un
établissement public à caractère social et à but non lucratif. Organisme sous
tutelle, il est régi par le droit privé et le droit public. Les différents organes de ges-
tion sont:
• La Haute Autorité du Développement Durable (HADD) Il est composé de huit

Ministres et du représentant du Président de la République;
• Le Conseil d’Administration. Il est l’organe de décision entre deux sessions de

la HADD. Il comprend onze membres dont cinq du secteur gouvernemental et
six de la société civile;

• Le Comité d’Etude et d’Approbation des Projets. Il est chargé d’apprécier et de
sélectionner les projets soumis par les différents partenaires dans le cadre de
l’exécution du programme de coopération sur le développement. Il est com-
posé de neuf membres dont trois de la société civile;

• Le Bureau Exécutif; Il est chargé de la conception, de l’analyse et de l’exécution
des différents programmes du Centre. Il est dirigé par un Directeur Exécutif
assisté de quatre coordonnateurs de programmes (Animation et renforcement
de la capacité des différents partenaires socio-économiques, dimensions
économiques et sociales, environnement urbain, gestion durable des ressources
naturelles).

Les Concertations politiques périodiques
Ce sont des instances au cours desquelles les programmes bilatéraux sont discutés
et arrêtés.

Le Comité Conjoint
Le Comité Conjoint est un organe de coordination au niveau des quatre pays sig-
nataires de l’Accord. Il est composé des Ministres en charge du développement
durable dans les quatre pays. Il se réunit en marge des sessions de la Commission
de Développement Durable des Nations Unies.

4. Approche d’intervention

4.1. Le plan stratégique du CBDD
Un développement durable est un développement planifié. A cet effet, le CBDD
s’est doté d’un plan stratégique de développement durable depuis février 1997. Ce
plan stratégique constitue un cadre de référence des activités éligibles à son
financement. Le plan stratégique oriente les divers programmes et projets des
divers secteurs. Ce plan fixe les domaines d’intervention prioritaires des pro-
grammes de développement eu égard aux réalités de la société béninoise et aux
problèmes majeurs auxquels sont confrontés les populations dans leur environ-
nement. Le plan stratégique du CBDD couvre les domaines d’activités suivants:
l’énergie, le développement urbain, la biodiversité, l’agriculture durable, l’environ-
nement, l’économie, le développement social.

Les actions menées par le CBDD se situent dans le cadre des priorités définies par
l’Etat dans le cadre de son plan d’orientation et du programme d’action du gou-
vernement. Il apparaît évident que les priorités du CBDD relèvent de l’ensemble
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des domaines d’action du gouvernement; qu’il s’agisse de la lutte contre la pau-
vreté, des soins de santé primaire, de l’accès au minimum social commun, de la
protection de l’environnement, le CBDD intervient mais les interventions restent
limitées.

4.2. L’opérationalisation des grands principes de l’accord
Le développement durable est un défi global que les gouvernements des pays sig-
nataires de l’accord à savoir: les Pays-Bas, le Bénin, le Bhoutan et le Costa Rica ont
décidé de relever en se fondant sur une nouvelle forme de coopération. Les
principes de base de l’accord que sont: l’égalité, la participation et la réciprocité
soulignent la nécessité d’une implication de la société civile de chaque pays dans
l’exécution dudit Accord. Les gouvernements ne peuvent opérer seuls les change-
ments nécessaires pour un développement durable. Cette nouvelle forme de
coopération Nord-Sud dont l’initiative est prise par les Pays-Bas, repose sur le
mécanisme de financement des programmes approuvés par les concertations inter-
gouvernementales. Le CBDD pour le Bénin et Eco-opération pour les Pays-Bas
constituent des mécanismes assurant la délégation de pouvoir conférée par le
Ministère de la Coopération au Développement à la Haye.

4.2.1. La mise en œuvre des principes directeurs de l’accord

La participation
La participation des diverses couches organisées de la société béninoise est en pro-
gression. Divers projets ont été financés qui impliquent les paysans et les
paysannes, les autorités locales, les associations féminines, l’université et autres cen-
tres de formation et de recherches, les animateurs de radio, les populations en
général en ce qui concerne les dépôts pharmaceutiques, les bornes fontaines, le
ramassage d’ordures, le micro-crédit pour les femmes, les artisans à travers la con-
struction d’atelier de tissage au musée d’Abomey. Il est évident qu’à l’état actuel,
le niveau d’organisation de la société civile au Bénin ne permet encore pas d’at-
teindre l’efficience de la participation des groupes sociaux organisés. L’émergence
de ces groupes en tant que structures d’action remonte à la conférence des forces
vives de février 1990.

Pour atteindre une large participation le CBDD en rapport avec la SNV devront
accorder une place prépondérante à l’appui institutionnel et au renforcement des
capacités au sein de la Société Civile.

La réciprocité
Le concept de réciprocité n’est pas encore suffisamment exploité dans les pro-
grammes. Certes des projets réciproques existent mais il convient de souligner que
toutes les possibilités ne sont pas exploitées. La nécessité de promouvoir les
échanges au plan économique, culturel, interinstitutionnel et de promouvoir des
investissements réciproques mérite d’être soulignée. La décentralisation de
l’Administration offre un cadre de référence pour activer la coopération décentral-
isée entre groupes sociaux homologues des deux pays. Les municipalités, les écoles,
les collèges, les universités, les hôpitaux etc. constituent des cadres institutionnels
de mise en œuvre de ce principe sans lequel la pleine participation des acteurs de
nos deux sociétés ne saurait être acquise à l’Accord. Les institutions consulaires, les
opérateurs économiques, les Agences de voyages et de tourisme dans le cadre d’un
programme économique devraient être engagés dans la prospective de la promo-
tion des deux sociétés pour un développement durable.
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L’égalité
La mise en place de mécanismes d’une coopération nouvelle entre un pays du
Nord et des pays du Sud constitue l’une des finalités de l’Accord sur le développe-
ment durable. Le potentiel d’égalité dans les rapports pour un développement
équilibré, soucieux de la préservation des intérêts réciproques de deux groupes en
présence réside dans la prise de l’initiative par chacun des groupes. L’engagement
bien compris des deux sociétés partenaires à travers des programmes d’action mul-
tisectoriels peut traduire le principe d’égalité. Les valeurs culturelles admises de
part et d’autre pour autant qu’elles ne portent pas atteinte à la conscience de l’hu-
manité et à sa survie, sont des aspects qui interviennent dans la prise en compte
du principe de l’égalité dans le processus de développement durable entre le Bénin
et les Pays-Bas.

Agir sur la base du principe d’égalité dans le cadre de l’accord c’est à la fois
décider librement de l’action tout en tenant compte des intérêts de sa société et de
ceux de son partenaire dans le temps assurer l’entière responsabilité de la gestion
dudit Accord. Le niveau de développement des deux sociétés ne saurait constituer
une quelconque entrave à ce principe. Les concertations politiques périodiques
dont sont issues les orientations non susceptibles de remise en cause sont un
cadre adéquat permettant de veiller au respect de ces principes de l’Accord sur le
développement durable.

4.2.2. La mise en œuvre par les partenaires
Le CBDD n’est pas une structure d’exécution. Il est plutôt une institution qui sus-
cite la promotion et le développement des initiatives de développement à la base et
sur le plan national, finance des programmes et projets, assure la coordination et
le suivi-évaluation des programmes et projets financés. Avec son credo: seul je suis
faible, avec les autres je suis fort, il s’appuie sur les partenaires extérieurs que sont
les groupes homologues, les organisations non gouvernementales et l’administra-
tion centrale et décentralisée.

Il veille à diversifier les partenaires pour éviter qu’une minorité de privilégiés ne
confisque les contributions financières accordées aux dépens de la majorité la plus
nécessiteuse. Il s’emploie à développer la réflexion dans ce cadre avec les parte-
naires au niveau national et bilatérale. Les principes cardinaux de l’accord que sont
la participation sociale, la réciprocité et l’égalité sont pris en compte.

L’accord sur le développement durable s’adresse à tous les partenaires sociaux aux-
quels il offre un cadre d’interventions. Outre les institutions publiques tous les
corps constitués de la société civile et les structures confessionnelles peuvent
recourir à l’accord pour autant que le but de leur action soit en harmonie avec le
concept du développement durable. Il apparaît évident au plan institutionnel que
malgré l’existence des ministères sectoriels qui œuvrent pour le développement, les
préoccupations de durabilité restent négligées. L’intérêt majeur de l’accord sur le
développement durable réside dans la création du cadre institutionnel de mise en
œuvre des politiques de développement durable au plan multisectoriel. Le centre
béninois pour le développement durable de ce fait, a une mission d’impulsion, de
coordination et de suivi des initiatives de développement durable au plan
économique, social culturel, civil et politique et aussi au plan écologique voire
religieux. La mise en œuvre conséquente de l’accord sur le développement durable
suppose la prise en compte de toutes les orientations nouvelles qui découlent du
concept de développement durable dans les stratégies sectorielles de développe-
ment. Les ressources disponibles au plan financier et humain au CBDD limitent
les capacités d’action du centre qui de ce fait est amené à opérer des choix notam-
ment en ce qui concerne son implication dans les programmes et projets de
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développement, les appuis institutionnels pour le renforcement des capacités et les
aptitudes pour le développement durable.

Un second axe de mise en œuvre de l’accord est le programme de coopération des
groupes homologues; il s’agit notamment:
• de la coopération universitaire;
• de la coopération entre ONG;
• de la coopération entre les associations de femmes en vue de promouvoir le

genre et le développement;
• de la coopération entre les organisations de la société civile (exemple les syndi-

cats, les associations paysannes etc.).

Les stratégies d’intervention consistent à soutenir les projets à buts multiples
visant notamment le renforcement institutionnel, l’amélioration des capacités tech-
niques et gestionnaires, l’amélioration des conditions de vie à travers le revenu, le
changement de comportement, la formation à une meilleure aptitude, le renforce-
ment organisationnel. Les objectifs poursuivis par les projets prennent en compte
la durabilité de l’action et la participation du plus grand nombre de bénéficiaires.
Ils constituent pour le CBDD des instruments d’analyse et d’investigation des
domaines prioritaires du plan stratégique. Ils ont pour finalité de garantir la
cohérence des différents projets d’un même secteur.

Le plan détermine les domaines où le CBDD peut avoir un avantage comparatif
en contribuant à la promotion du développement durable au Bénin. Des axes
stratégiques de ce plan, il est dégagé des programmes dont l’élaboration incombe
aux divers groupes thématiques constitués par les partenaires du CBDD. Les pro-
grammes teur et d’assurer l’harmonie des projets du domaine concerné. Les pro-
grammes approuvés par la concertation périodique deviennent exécutoires et peu-
vent faire l’objet de projets d’activités à financer dans la limite des disponibilités
budgétaires.

4.3. Les programmes du CBDD
Les priorités définies lors des concertations politiques périodiques sont faites dans
des programmes financés par le CBDD. Les actions du CBDD pour contribuer au
développement durable se situent les différents programmes élaborés et validés au
cours des concertations politiques périodiques. Ainsi, nous avons déjà trois pro-
grammes:
• programme biodiversité et gestion durable de l’environnement
• programme développement économique durable
• programme développement social et institutionnel durable.

Deux autres programme sont formulés et attendent d’être approuvés à la
prochaine concertation politique périodique. Il s’agit du programme agriculture
durable et du programme environnement urbain.
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4.3.1. Grandes lignes du contenu des programmes
Programme biodiversité et gestion durable de l’environnement

Le programme biodiversité et gestion durable de l’environnement approuvé par les
5ème Concertation politique périodiques de 1999. Ce programme comprend cinq
domaines d’intervention à savoir: Education, Information et Communication
(IEC):
• Valorisation des composantes de la biodiversité et de l’environnement;
• Gestion intégrée de quelques écosystèmes;
• Renforcement des capacités de gestion environnementale au niveau national.

Programme Développement Economique Durable
Ce programme a retenu comme objectifs et domaines d’intervention ce qui suit.
Objectifs du programme:
• Contribuer au mieux-être économique durable des groupes de populations

béninoises démunies en leur apportant les moyens nécessaires, autant sur le
plan financier qu’en éducation et en formation.

• Contribuer au mieux-être économique durable des populations des Pays-Bas en
insistant surtout sur l’efficacité de la gestion environnementale, et en ren-
forçant l’effort du pays sur le plan international.

• Organiser l’analyse des stratégies et politiques de cadrage macro-économique
ainsi que celle du programme «Développement Economique Durable». Ceci
permettra au CBDD de créer un environnement économique favorable au
développement durable, de jouer son rôle de conceptualisation, de certification
et de conseil.

D’une manière spécifique les domaines d’intervention sont:
• Promotion des filières des Ressources Agricoles Non Conventionnelles (RANC),

les communautés villageoises consomment ces ressources et les femmes détien-
nent une connaissance endogène au niveau des systèmes de production et de
transformation;

• Réduction de la pauvreté et création des conditions économiques du développe-
ment durable à la base;

• Amélioration de la qualification du personnel du domaine des petits métiers
afin qu’il soit plus productif, et que le secteur informel devienne une pépinière
de PMI.

Programme développement social et institutionnel
Les objectifs et domaines d’intervention de ce programme sont les suivants:

Objectifs du programme:
• engager un processus irréversible en faveur de la lutte contre tous les facteurs

qui génèrent la pauvreté qu’elle soit conjoncturelle ou endémique;
• contribuer au développement durable à travers un appui au renforcement des

capacités des partenaires socio-économiques, en milieu rural et péri-urbain,
dans le but de changer les conditions sociales des plus défavorisées.

Le Programme Développement Social et Institutionnel Durable les domaines d’in-
tervention suivants:
• éducation;
• santé communautaire;
• administration locale et bonne gouvernance;
• femme, protection sociale et genre;
• art, culture, sport, et communication pour le développement durable.
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4.4. Les types de projets
Au nombre des activités rendant dans le cadre de l’exécution de l’accord figure le
financement des projets. A cet effet, trois types de projets ont été définis:
• Les projets de type I: exécutés exclusivement au Bénin, ils comprennent les

petits projets de développement durable (montant inférieur ou égal à 30 mil-
lions de francs CFA et les grands projets (lontant supérier à 30 millions de
francs CFA); Les petits projets de développement durable constituent un outil
efficace pour mettre en exécution des projets jugés importants pour la promo-
tion du développement durable mais ayant un coût assez modeste ne nécessi-
tant une trop longue procédure administrative;

• Les projets de type II exécutés exclusivement aux Pays-Bas;
• Les projets de type III dits projets réciproques exécutés conjointement et par

des partenaires des deux pays.

4.5. Le suivi des actions menées
Le suivi des actions se fait à deux niveaux:

Niveau CBDD
Dans les documents de mise en œuvre de projets et sous-programmes, le CBDd
prévoit systématique la production de rapports de suivi. Ces rapports sont finan-
ciers (trimestriels) et techniques (semestriels). En outre un audit financier est prévu
tous les ans pour chaque grand projet. Les petits projets sont audités selon les cir-
constances. Enfin, une évaluation (externe) est faite à mi-chemin ou la fin des
grands projets.

Niveau Ambassade
Les programmes mis en œuvre sont évalués par l’Ambassade tous les deux ans. Les
audits financiers des projets sont également transmis à l’Ambassade ainsi que l’au-
dit de gestion du CBDD.

5. Acquis du CBDD

Au plan politique
En dépit des difficultés à rendre opérationnel les principes de l’Accord face à la
diversité des niveaux de développement économique, des ressources des systèmes
sociaux et politiques ainsi que des cultures, il est important de dire que la mise en
œuvre des Accords a permis au plan national de donner une vision de la coopéra-
tion classique. La dernière évaluation des Accords a permis de rendre compte qu’il
existe un appui politique très fort vis-à-vis de l’Accord.

Au plan opérationnel
La mise en œuvre des programmes a permis d’atteindre les résultats à mi-chemin
suivants:
Par rapport au programme biodiversité et gestion durable 
de l’environnement
Les projets (grands et PPDD) exécutés ou en cours d’exécution ont permis:
• Au plan de l’éducation environnementale de développement les actions visant à

montrer aux populations l’importance de l’environnement et de la biodiversité
et de la nécessité de leur préservation (exposition itinérante sur l’homme et son
environnement, salon sur la biodiversité, documentaires, encyclopédie de tests
de lois sur l’environnement spots publicitaires etc.).

• Par rapport à la valorisation des composantes de la biodiversité et de l’environ-
nement, une connaissance de l’utilisation des plantes médicinales, l’amorce du
développement de l’écotourtisme basé sur la visite des baleines et des dauphins
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dans l’océan atlantique.
• Par rapport à la gestion intégrée de quelques écosystèmes, l’élaboration d’une

stratégie de gestion des zones humides du Bénin, le développement des activ-
ités pilotes (aulacodiculture, héliciculture, maraîchage dans les zones humides
du Bénin) ainsi que la gestion intégrée des écosystèmes dans les zones
riveraines des parcs nationaux et la protection de certaines forêts reliques. Il a
également permis une meilleure connaissance de la flore du Bénin. C’est égale-
ment à travers ce programme que les planifications régionales pour le
développement durable se font au niveau des différents départements du Bénin
afin d’assurer un développement durable au niveau des régions.

• Par rapport au renforcement des capacités de gestion environnementale au
niveau national, les projets en cours ont formé des ressources humaines dans la
gestion de l’environnement et de la biodiversité. Le Centre Interfacultaire de
Formation et de Recherche en Environnement pour le Développement Durable
(CIFRED) est en cours de négociation.

Programme Développement Economique Durable
Ce programme a permis de développer l’élevage des escargots, des champignons et
l’apiculture dans les écosystèmes identifiés. C’est également dans le cadre de ce
programme que le coton biologique est en train de connaître un essor au Bénin.
La valorisation des noix d’anacarde se fait également à travers ce programme
notamment l’implication des industriels du textile et de l’agro-industrie néer-
landais et béninois.

Programme développement social et institutionnel durable
Ce programme a permis de renforcer la couverture effective des besoins des popu-
lations en soins de santé primaires des populations des zones déshéritées ainsi que
leur développement communautaire (alphabétisation, post alphabétisation, micro-
crédits, formation des communautés sur la planification des actions), la ^prise en
compte dans des centres d’accueil des filles des couches défavorisées et descolar-
isées.

6. Perspectives du CBDD

Au plan politique
Les discussions en cours au niveau du parlementais néerlandais sur la mise en oeu-
vre des accords sur le Développement durable détermineront la nouvelle orienta-
tion à donner aux Accords (orientation vers la société civile).
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Point de vue des ONGs sur les
conditions d’accès aux 
zones de pêche

Dr. Chérif Ahmed Mahmoud, Président PECHECOPS

Les principes géneraux

Les préoccupations des ONGs en matière d’accès sont fondées par deux objectifs
majeurs:
• promouvoir la conservation et l’exploitation durable des ressources halieu-

tiques;
• et la juste répartition des fruits de cette exploitation qui devraient aller en pri-

orité aux pêcheurs et travailleurs du secteur de la pêche;
• et un objectif complémentaire, à savoir, la priorité au développement de la

pêche artisanale qui est la forme d’exploitation la plus appropriée pour satis-
faire les deux objectifs précédents.

Grâce au développement de la pêche artisanale, le secteur de la pêche pourrait
apporter une contribution majeure dans la réussite des stratégies nationales de
lutte contre la pauvreté poursuivies dans nos différents pays. D’une façon générale,
les points de vue des ONGs sur les conditions d’accès aux zones de pêche s’in-
spirent largement des dispositions pertinentes des codes et conventions interna-
tionales pertinents en matière de gestion et d’exploitation des ressources halieu-
tiques, notamment:
• le Code de Conduite pour une Pêche Responsable de la FAO;
• la Convention des Nations Unies sur le Droit de la Mer(CNUDM);
• la Convention des Nations Unies sur les stocks chevauchants et les stocks

grands migrateurs, etc.

En matière de conservation, d’aménagement et d’exploitation des ressources
bioaquatiques, le Code de conduite recommande notamment: ARTICLE 6.1 «Les
Etats et le utilisateurs des ressources bioaquatiques devraient conserver les écosys-
tèmes aquatiques. Le droit de pêcher implique l’obligation de le faire de manière
responsable afin d’assurer effectivement la conservation et la gestion des ressources
bioaquatiques.» ARTICLE 6.3 Les Etats devraient empêcher la surexploitation et
devraient mettre en oeuvre des mesures d’aménagement afin d’assurer que l’effort
de pêche soit proportionnel à la capacité de production des ressources halieutiques
et leur utilisation durable. Ils devraient prendre, lorsqu’il y a lieu, des mesures afin
de permettre autant que possible, la reconstitution des populations. ARTICLE 7.2
«Les Etats et tous ceux qui participent à l’aménagement des pêcheries devraient,
par le biais d’un cadre juridique, institutionnel et de définition des politiques
approprié, adopter des mesures pour assurer la conservation à long terme et l’utili-
sation durable des ressources halieutiques. Les mesures de conservation et d’amé-
nagement, que ce soit au niveau local, national, sous-régional ou régional,
devraient reposer sur les données scientifiques les plus fiables disponibles et être
conçues pour assurer la durabilité à long terme des ressources halieutiques à des
niveaux qui favorisent la poursuite de l’objectif d’une utilisation optimale et du
maintien de leur disponibilité pour les générations présentes et futures; la réalisa-
tion de ces objectifs ne devrait pas être compromise par des considérations à court
terme»
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L’élaboration de ces données scientifiques exige des moyens importants et du
temps. Le renforcement des moyens de la recherche halieutique devra donc figurer
parmi les grandes priorités des politiques sectorielles. Cependant, l’insuffisance
des données ne doit pas empêcher de fixer un effort maximum soutenable:

ARTICLE 7.5 «Les Etats et les organisations sous-régionales et régionales s’occupant
de l’aménagement devraient appliquer largement l’approche de précaution à la
conservation, la gestion et l’exploitation des ressources bioaquatiques afin de les
protéger et de préserver l’environnement aquatique, en tenant compte des données
scientifiques les plus fiables disponibles. L’insuffisance d’informations scien-
tifiques appropriées ne devrait pas être une raison de remettre à plus tard ou de
s’abstenir de prendre des mesures de conservation et de gestion.»

L’importance de la pêche artisanale est reconnue par le Code:
ARTICLE 6.18. Reconnaissant l’importance de l’apport de la pêche artisanale et de
la pêche aux petits métiers en matière d’emploi, de revenu, et de sécurité alimen-
taire, les Etats devraient protéger de manière adéquate les droits des pêcheurs et
des travailleurs du secteur de la pêche, particulièrement de ceux qui pratiquent
une pêche de subsistance, artisanale et aux petits métiers, à des conditions de vie
sûres et justes ainsi que, le cas échéant, à un accès préférentiel à des fonds de
pêche traditionnels et aux ressources se trouvant dans les eaux relevant de la juri-
diction nationale.

Le Code reconnaît la spécificité des PED, et recommande à ce qu’ils puissent
bénéficier des soutiens nécessaires leur permettant de mettre en oeuvre ses recom-
mandations:

ARTICLE 8 «Pour atteindre les objectifs du Code et faciliter sa mise en oeuvre
effective, les Etats, les organisations internationales pertinentes, tant gouvernemen-
tales que non gouvernementales,, et les institutions financières devraient pleine-
ment reconnaître la situation et les besoins particuliers des pays en développe-
ment, plus spécifiquement des petits pays insulaires et des pays les moins avancés.
Les Etats et les organisations internationales pertinentes et les institutions finan-
cières devraient s’efforcer d’adopter des mesures répondant aux besoins des PED
spécialement dans les domaines de l’assistance financière et technique, du transfert
de techniques, de la formation, et de la coopération scientifique, et renforçant
leurs possibilités de valoriser leurs propres pêcheries, ainsi que de participer aux
pêcheries de haute mer, y compris l’accès à ces pêcheries»

Application de ces principes
Ces principes sont acceptés par tous les Etats de la sous-région et énoncés dans les
politiques nationales des pêches, ainsi que par les pays d’origine des navires
étrangers sous licence. Ceci constitue un grand pas dans le bon sens même si
entre les principes et la pratique, il y a souvent un grand fossé. Les ONGs de la
sous-région et leurs partenaires étrangers estiment qu’elles doivent continuer à
appeler les décideurs à appliquer ces principes qui ont été appropriés par leurs
politiques nationales. L’application de ces principes signifierait l’élimination des
surcapacités, et la fixation de l’effort de pêche à un niveau correspondant au maxi-
mum de capture soutenable (MSY), ou, mieux, au maximum économique souten-
able. Cette application permettrait d’améliorer considérablement la situation des
stocks et des pêcheries de la sous-région.

1. Priorité à la flottille nationale
Si tout le potentiel exploitable peut être prélevé par la flottille nationale, sans
dégager un excédent, la pêche du stock considéré devrait être réservée aux
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nationaux. Les flottilles étrangères ne devraient être autorisées que s’il y avait
un excédent.

2. Priorité à la pêche artisanale
Etant donnés ses nombreux avantages comparatifs pour l’exploitation des
stocks les plus côtiers, la pêche artisanale devrait bénéficier d’une priorité
absolue dans l’affectation de l’effort de pêche, pour tous les stocks qu’elle est
en mesure d’exploiter avec profit: céphalopdes et démersaux du plateau, divers-
es espèces côtières(mulets, courbines, etc.). Ces avantages sont d’ordre
biologiques(meilleure exploitation des stocks), techniques(plus facile à maîtriser
par les nationaux), économiques(faible intensité de capital, rentabilité meilleure,
Valeur ajoutée nette par tonne supérieure), sociaux(emplois, nourriture) etc.

Dans tous les Etats de la sous-région, l’approvisionnement des industries à terre
repose en grande partie sur la pêche artisanale. C’est elle qui alimente l’impor-
tante filière d’exportation de poisson frais vers les marchés des pays riches, qui
s’est fortement développée ces dernières années et rapporte des montants con-
sidérables en devises.La pêche artisanale au poulpe a également connu un essor
considérable dans la plupart des pays de la sous-région, rapportant également
d’importantes recettes en devises.

3. Entre les principes et la réalité
La plupart des stocks nobles des pêcheries de la sous-égion se trouvent dans un
état de surexploitation endémique, avec une baisse importante des potentiels et
des rendements. La pêche dans la sous-région est largement dominée par les
flottilles étrangères sous licence, dont certaines bénéficient de subsides impor-
tants de leurs pays, ce qui leur permet de poursuivre leurs activités malgré la
baisse des rendements; les flottilles nationales, vétustes et dépourvues de sou-
tien financier, sont dans un état lamentable; aussi, on assiste à une élimination
progressive de ces nationaux par des navires étrangers, et, donc, à l’aggravation
de l’état d’extraversion du secteur national des pêches.

Nous pensons que les Etats côtiers et les Etats propriétaires des navires étrangers
pêchant dans la sous-région devraient se mettre d’accord sur des mesures visant à
stopper et à inverser ce processus notamment:
• la détermination d’un effort de pêche optimum pour les principaux stocks, sur

la base des chiffres disponibles;
• une répartition de cet effort de pêche sur la base des principes ci-dessus;
• le soutien à fournir à l’état côtier pour améliorer l’état de son armement; ce

soutien devrait être fourni entre autre par l’autre partie;

Au cours d’un atelier sous-régional organisé à Nouakchott en novembre 2000, par
les ONGs, CAPE, PECHECOPS et la FNP(section pêche artisanale), avec la partici-
pation de l’A3PAC3M et des ONGs et associations de pêcheurs de la Guinée
(Conakry) et du Sénégal, les recommandations suivantes avaient été formulées,
notamment:
• Délimitation d’une zone de pêche élargie à 12 milles, et efficacement protégée:

avec la surexploitation et la raréfaction des démersaux côtiers observées dans
tous les pays de la sous-région, les conflits en zone de pêche entre navires
industriels et artisanaux sont devenus très fréquents, occasionnant des accidents
mortels et des dégâts matériels considérables chez les artisanaux; la protection
de cette zone implique que des moyens conséquents soient mis à la disposition
des services de surveillance;

• Droit de regard des pêcheurs sur cette zone dont ils dépendent pour vivre; cela
devrait se traduire par leur implication dans les opérations de contrôle et de
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surveillance dans cette zone;
• Exonération des intrants en droits et taxes;
• Le niveau de capture autorisé ne devrait pas dépasser le potentiel permissible

des stocks;
• Aide publique suffisante pour le développement de la pêche artisanale;
• Le chalutage démersal sur le plateau devrait être réservé à l’armement national;
• Protection et préservation du milieu et du littoral marin contre toute pollution

et dégradation de l’environnement etc.

Ce recommandations constituent une plate-forme commune, des opérateurs de la
pêche artisanale et des ONGs d’appui à la pêche artisanale de la sous-région sur
les problèmes d’accès à la pêche; elle est basée sur les problèmes concrets de l’ac-
cès aux zones de pêche, tels qu’ils sont vécus sur le terrain par ces opérateurs.
Cette démarche originale devrait être élargie aux opérateurs industriels du secteur
de la pêche de la sous-région.

Ainsi, les contributions des uns et des autres pourraient apporter un éclairage nou-
veau à la problématique de gestion concertée des pêcheries de la sous-région, reflé-
tant les difficultés, expériences et points de vues du secteur privé, directement con-
fronté aux conséquences des mesures de gestion prises par les pouvoirs publics.
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Le vue du Parc National 
du Banc d’Arguin

Mohamed OULD BOUCEIF, directeur, PNBA

Je viens parmi vous, professionnels de la gestion et de l’exploitation des ressources
halieutiques, pour proposer certaines idées et convictions que je souhaite voir
accueillies favorablement tant par les scientifiques que par les gestionnaires, et qui
sont par ailleurs d’actualité et fortement mises en avant par de nombreux spécial-
istes de votre domaine. Nous savons tous que l’état des ressources halieutiques
mondiales est très préoccupant: la FAO estime qu’environ 75 % des stocks mondi-
aux sont pleinement exploités, surexploités ou effondrés; on cherche donc de plus
en plus, dans les dimensions nationales et internationales, à réduire la capacité
globale de pêche, à mieux aménager l’accès aux ressources, à diminuer les rejets en
mer et à mieux négocier les accords de pêche pour qu’ils n’aillent pas à l’encontre
des objectifs de durabilité.

Au delà de l’état des stocks, on peut rappeler que les techniques de pêche comme
le chalutage ou les dragues sont à l’origine de la destruction des habitats, ce qui
peut avoir des effets très importants sur les cycles vitaux des espèces que l’on
exploite ainsi que sur les autres. Les espèces les plus vulnérables à la mortalité par
pêche peuvent disparaître localement rapidement lorsqu’elles ne disposent pas
d’un sanctuaire non atteint pas les navires; ce phénomène peut se produire sans
être observé, et c’est sans doute à de nombreuses reprises que par le passé, des
espèces se sont éteintes sans que leur disparition ne soit documentée faute d’ob-
servations ou de point de référence. Il est d’ailleurs d’autant plus difficile d’éval-
uer l’état des stocks et la santé des écosystèmes marins aujourd’hui que les situa-
tions initiales sont rarement décrites.

Les méthodes classiques d’aménagement n’ont pas toujours été bien adaptées ni
appliquées, et ne donnent généralement pas de résultats très probants; je pense
notamment à la détermination des MS-ouaille qui a montré ses limites. J’aimerais
rappeler ici quelques informations édifiantes sur les efforts conduits pour la
préservation des habitats et la mise en défens de certaines zones maritimes. Moins
d’un demi pour cent des surfaces maritimes mondiales sont placées sous un
régime de protection, et un dix-millième édifiées en zone de non-pêche; la plupart
de ces zones sont insuffisamment dotées en ressources humaines, matérielles et
financières pour être gérées correctement. Pourtant, nous savons déjà qu’elles con-
stituent des outils puissants de gestion des pêches, des éléments de préservation
des habitats ainsi que de la biodiversité en proposant des refuges pour les espèces
les plus vulnérables.

De plus en plus de voix dans le monde scientifique plaident en faveur de la créa-
tion de nouvelles zones de protection, et certains pays de la sous-région donnent
un exemple important, comme la Mauritanie avec le PNBA et la Guinée Bissau
avec les différents parc marins dans l’Archipel des Bijagos; le Sénégal affiche par
ailleurs une volonté politique forte de créer de nouvelles aires marines protégées et
zones de non-pêche et la Guinée met en œuvre des projets de recherche pour éval-
uer l’intérêt de préserver certaines zones côtières dans la perspective de promou-
voir une pêche durable et des écosystèmes marins en bonne santé.

Ensuite, en regardant l’actualité scientifique; en effet, lors de la conférence indo-
pacifique des pêches qui s’est déroulée à Durban en mai 2000, huit communica-
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tions ont été présentées sur le thème des aires marines protégées et de leur rôle
dans la gestion des pêches, qui constituait un des six thèmes clefs de la conférence.
A nouveau, lors de la récente conférence de Reykjavik, où les concepts de la ges-
tion des pêches ont été revisités pour intégrer la dimension écosystémique, les
aires marines protégées ont présentées comme l’un des outils efficaces et tenant
ses promesses pour la gestion durable des pêches et la sécurisation des écosys-
tèmes marins.

Dans les publications scientifiques sur le sujet, dont le rythme s’accélère consid-
érablement depuis quelques années, les exemples ne manquent pas et je pourrais
citer plusieurs articles faisant états de résultas surprenants. Parmi les rôles des aires
marines protégées soulignés par les auteurs, on retiendra principalement les suiv-
ants:
• Le contrôle de la mortalité par pêche,
• La réduction des captures accessoires d’espèces non ciblées,
• La réduction des effets nocifs du chalutage et reconstitution des habitats ben-

thiques,
• La mise en œuvre du principe de précaution et élément de sécurisation contre

les incertitudes et les risques d’effondrement des pêcheries,
• La constitution de sites de référence pour l’estimation de la situation des

pêcheries, et mise à disposition de sites privilégiés pour la recherche, notam-
ment sur les inter-relations entre les compartiments trophiques,

• La mise en place d’éléments importants pour les objectifs de conservation de la
biodiversité et du fonctionnement des écosystèmes marins notamment par la
protection d’habitats critiques et de leurs inter-relations ainsi que la mise à dis-
position d’espaces protégés pour les espèces vulnérables.

En écoutant les pêcheurs professionnels, j’entend un consensus sur l’intérêt de
telles zones pour sécuriser la ressources et sur le fait que les captures sont
meilleures à proximité des aires protégées que dans les autres zones de pêche. Que
ce soit issu d’observations scientifiques ou empiriques, on constate des effets
importants sur l’abondance et la structure des populations, avec une augmentation
de la taille moyenne des poissons et des coquillages et un effet de dynamisation de
l’effort de reproduction, notamment par la protection d’une population de grands
reproducteurs. On peut alors observer un effet de diffusion de la production de
biomasse de l’intérieur vers l’extérieur, valable aussi bien pour l’ichtyoplancton,
emporté par les courants, que pour les poissons adultes qui sortent progressive-
ment des réserves pour aller prospecter des zones de plus faible densité. Cette den-
sité de la ressource diminue au fur et à mesure que l’on s’éloigne de la zone pro-
tégée.

Pour qu’une aire marine protégée soit véritablement efficace, il convient de l’iden-
tifier au regard des objectifs et des résultats que l’on attend d’elle; ainsi, l’efficacité
d’une aire marine protégée sera très forte pour des espèces sédentaires, et pour des
espèces migratrices, la mise en défens de certaines zones ayant une fonction partic-
ulière comme les zones de ponte ou de nurserie aura un effet indirect positif sur
le recrutement. Des interrogations persistent sur le niveau d’exploitation permissi-
ble des ressources halieutiques dans les aires marines protégées, mais les zones de
non-pêche se révèlent chaque fois plus efficace, et le Parc National du Banc
d’Arguin, par exemple, devra sans doute faire l’objet d’un zonage et de la création
de zones de réserve intégrale. Cependant, dans de nombreux cas, on peut main-
tenir certaines exploitations particulières, soit traditionnelles soit spécialement
sélectives, en accordant un droit d’accès privilégié à une population d’exploitants
qui peut, en retour, contribuer à la bonne gestion de la zone. L’appui à des
pêcheries traditionnelles et le maintien des savoir-faire est l’un des autres grands
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bénéfices des aires marines protégées, tout comme la sécurisation de filières
économiques locales face à une concurrence de plus en plus forte. Des emplois
sont créés, ainsi que des activités génératrices de revenus, comme l’écotourisme ou
la pêche sportive, et les aires marines protégées sont des éléments sérieusement
pris en compte dans les processus d’écocertification des pêcheries susceptibles de
permettre une forte augmentation de la valeur commerciale des produits de la
pêche du pays.

Si la mise en place d’aires marines protégées représente un coût politique,
économique et social, vous voyez que les perspectives de gains écologiques,
économiques et sociaux sont très importantes. Et pourtant, pourtant, il est encore
beaucoup trop rare que nous entendions les gestionnaires des pêches de nos pays
en parler ainsi et les mettre en avant, et je m’appliquerai à tenter de créer un
réflexe dans leur esprit, et dans l’esprit des chercheurs, des consultants et des
représentants de la profession, afin que tout un chacun décline l’idée d’outils de
gestion des pêches en règles d’aménagement, recherche, surveillance et aires
marines protégées; car bien sur, les aires marines protégées ne représentent pas
l’outil miracle, et ne peuvent montrer de l’efficacité pour la gestion des pêches que
quand elles sont un élément d’une combinaison de mesures techniques bien
conçues et bien appliquées.

Je rappellerai inlassablement, sur le même mode, que les aires marines protégées,
pour être efficaces, doivent être suffisamment nombreuses et étendues en superfi-
cie, qu’elles doivent être bien gérées, efficacement surveillées et représenter
l’ensemble des habitats critiques. Cela représente des coûts importants, et les aires
marines protégées doivent donc être financées à hauteur de ce qu’elles représen-
tent. Posons-nous la question, qui finance aujourd’hui les aires marines protégées ?
prenons l’exemple du Parc National du Banc d’Arguin: l’Etat mauritanien supporte
les coûts économique et sociaux, non négligeables, et met à disposition un budget
annuel, qui, s’il va en augmentant, ne suffit toutefois pas à assurer le fonction-
nement de l’institution et de ses activités. Des partenaires nationaux investissent
des fonds ou des moyens propres, comme le CNROP et la DSPCM, dans des pro-
grammes de recherche ou de surveillance. Enfin, des partenaires internationaux
viennent en appui au parc, sur le plan institutionnel et pour le financement de
projets et d’activités, et pour sa promotion au niveau international. L’ensemble de
ces coûts est important et la garantie de la durabilité des financements est bien sur
très difficile à obtenir. Comment sont financés la recherche halieutique, la surveil-
lance des pêches et les autres outils de gestion et de durabilité des pêches ? ce sont
en grande partie au travers des accords de pêche, grâce aux contreparties finan-
cières versées aux pays d’accueil par les nations étrangères de pêche. Or, les aires
marines protégées ne bénéficient pas directement de ces accords. On a même vu
des chalutiers crevettiers étrangers exploiter dans le cadre d’anciens accords de
pêche le triangle sud-ouest du PNBA alors que toute motorisation des embarca-
tions y est interdite, hormis pour la recherche et la surveillance.

Chers amis, collègues et participants de cet atelier, je vous demande de considérer
la situation de la pêche dans notre pays et dans la sous-région, de réaliser l’extrême
importance de la mise en place d’un système de gestion efficace et durable des
ressources halieutiques et d’accueillir objectivement et favorablement les résultats
probants des études conduites sur l’intérêt des aires marines protégées comme out-
ils de gestion des pêches et comme éléments de durabilité des écosystèmes marins.
C’est de là que j’en viens à la conclusion la plus importante de ma causerie.
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Je suggère que les aires marines protégées soient multipliées dans la sous-région, et
que les coûts de leur création et de leur bonne gestion soient supportés en partie
par les acteurs ayant intérêt à la durabilité des pêche, et notamment les nations
étrangères de pêche.

Cherchant à définir les conditions minimales d’accès aux zones de pêche, je
souhaite que les participants de cet atelier réfléchissent à ce sujet, et à l’opportu-
nité de recommander aux Etats de la sous-région d’utiliser une plus large part des
contreparties financières perçues dans le cadre des accords de pêche, afin de
fournir un appui technique et financier à la création des aires marines protégées,
le financement de tout ou partie des coûts liés au fonctionnement des institutions
dédiées à leur gestion, le financement de tout ou partie des coûts liés à la
recherche et à la surveillance dans ces espaces protégés.
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Responsible fish utilisation

Dr. Amadou Tall, Director INFOPECHE

Background
1. Living aquatic resources, although renewable, are not infinite and need to be

properly managed;
2. 1982 adoption of the UN Conventions on the Law of the Sea provided a new

framework for the better management of marine resources;
3. 1995 the twenty- eighth Session of COFI adopted the Code of Conduct for

responsible fisheries (CoC).

Introduction
The CoC lays out ideas of responsibility in three main areas
• Responsibility to the environment;
• Responsibility to the industry that produces fish and fishery products;
• Responsibility to the consumer of fish;
• Under the general Principles of the Code, some of these responsibilities are

also outlined.

The harvesting, handling, processing and distribution of the fish and fishery prod-
ucts, should be carried out in a manner which will maintain the nutritional value,
quality and safety of the products, reduce waste and minimize negative impacts on
the environment

The need for responsibility in post- harvest fisheries activities
Fisheries have substantial social, economic, nutritional and food security impor-
tance. Large portions of the world’s fishing stocks are fully exploited. Some are
over-exploited or depleted and therefore need to recover if overall fish production
is to be sustained at its present levels in the long term. Reducing the amount of
fish that is wasted or lost between capture and consumption relieves some pressure
that is apparent on fish stocks and thus assists in the sustainable exploitation of
the resource.

The need for responsibility in post- harvest fisheries activities
Although there are cases where fish is caught purely for own consumption (subsis-
tence fishing), is exchanged for goods rather than money (barter trade), or caught
for sport fishing, a large proportion of fish is caught and processed so that it can
be sold. The responsible use of the current production is of prime importance to
the health of the fishing industry

The need for responsibility in post- harvest fisheries activities
The contribution of fish to nutrition varies considerably from place to place
depending on the eating habits and traditions of groups, world per capita fish con-
sumption is 13.4 kg.

Constraints to optimal use of fish once caught
Fish spoils and becomes inedible more rapidly than almost any other food.
Preservation methods and processing techniques involved reduction of tempera-
ture, heat treatment,reduction of available water and changing the storage environ-
ment can reduce the rate at which spoilage happens and allow thus fish to be dis-
tributed and marketed on a world- wide basis.
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Constraints to optimal use of fish once caught
Fish as food, like all food stuffs, runs the risk of causing illness of the consumer if
measures are not taken to prevent or eliminate contamination from pathogenic
microorganisms, toxins or contaminants. The safety of fish as food is an important
aspect of the need to protect fish consumers and ensure sustainability of the
industry

The Code of Conduct Article 11
Article 11 of the COC is divided in (1) Responsible Fish Utilization, (2) Responsible
International Trade and (3) Laws and Regulations Relating to Fish Trade. Related
articles of the Code (post harvest aspects and responsibilities in fisheries) are main-
ly covered in Article 11.1 (Responsible Fish Utilization), but there are a number of
items in the Code outside Article 11 that also have implications for responsible
fish utilization.

Article 8.8 phasing out and correct disposal of ODS;
Article 8.9.1d minimization of pollution from fishing enterprises at landing

sites and harbors
Article 9.4.7 incorporation of food safety and Q. Maintenance systems in

aquaculture enterprises;
Article 8.4.4 promotion of appropriate technology to make best use and

care of the retained catch in fishing operations, thus emphasiz-
ing the need to assure appropriate handling systems on board
and on shore;

Article 12.7 and 8 the need for research into optimum utilization of fish as food 
and the need to conduct research so that fish is safe to eat.

Article 11.1 Responsible Fish utilization
11.1.1 States should adopt appropriate measures to ensure the right of con-

sumers to safe, wholesome and unadulterated fish and fishery products;
11.1.2 States should establish and maintain effective national safety and quality

assurance systems to protect consumer health and prevent commercial
fraud.

11.1.3 States should set minimum standards for safety and quality assurance
and make sure that these standards are effectively applied throughout
the industry. They should promote the implementation of quality stan-
dards agreed within the context of the FAO/WHO CAC and other rele-
vant organizations

11.1.4 States should cooperate to achieve harmonization, or mutual recognition
or both, of national sanitary measures and certification programs as
appropriate and explore possibilities for the establishment of mutually
recognized control and certification agencies

11.1.5 States should give due consideration to the economic and social role of
the post harvest fisheries sector when formulating national policies for
the sustainable development and utilization of fishery resource

11.1.6 States and Relevant organizations should sponsor research in fish tech-
nology and QA and support projects to improve post- harvest handling
fish, taking into account the economic, social, environmental and nutri-
tional impact of such projects

11.1.7 States noting the existence of different production methods, should
through cooperation and by facilitating the development and transfer of
appropriate technologies, ensure that processing, transporting and stor-
age methods are environmentally sound

11.1.8 States should encourage those involved in the fish processing, distribu-
tion and marketing to: reduce post -harvest losses and waste; improve the
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use of by catch to the extent that tis is consistent with responsible fish-
eries management practices; use the resources, especially water and ener-
gy, in particular wood in an environmentally sound manner

11.1.9 States should encourage the use of fish for human consumption and
promote consumption of fish whenever appropriate

11.1.10 States should cooperate in order to facilitate the production of value-
added products by developing countries.

11.1.11 States should ensure that international and domestic trade in fiqsh and
fishery products accords sound conservation and management practices
through improving the identification of the origin of fish and fishery
products traded

11.1.12 States should ensure that environmental effects of post-harvest activities
are considered in the development of related laws, regulations and poli-
cies without creating any distortions.
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Harmonized minimum terms and
conditions for foreign fishing 
vessel access: 
some suggestions for West Africa

Michael W. Lodge[27]

1. Introduction

For many developing coastal States, including those in West Africa, income rom
the sale of access rights to foreign fishing fleets is an important element of gov-
ernment revenue, especially where the coastal State lacks the capacity to develop
its own domestic fishing fleet. It is therefore essential for coastal States to maxi-
mize the financial and other benefits from foreign fishing, while at the same time
ensuring that fishing is carried out sustainably.

The 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea requires the coastal
State to give other States access to the surplus catch within its exclusive economic
zone (EEZ). At the same time, however, article 62 also requires such other States to
comply with the conservation measures and with the other terms and conditions
for access established by the coastal State. The Convention gives broad powers to
the coastal State to establish such terms and conditions for access, which may
cover, inter alia, licensing requirements, catch limits and quotas, regulating seasons
and areas of fishing, type and size of gear, placing of observers on board foreign
fishing vessels and requiring the conduct of fisheries research programme.

Within the EEZ, the coastal State has sovereign rights for the purpose of exploring
and exploiting, conserving and managing natural resources, whether living or non-
living. At the same time, however, the coastal State is obliged under article 61 to
determine the allowable catch of living resources in its EEZ and to ensure,
through proper conservation and management measures that the maintenance of
such resources is not endangered through over-exploitation. Measures adopted by
the coastal State shall also be designed to maintain or restore populations of har-
vested species at levels which can produce the maximum sustainable yield, as quali-
fied by relevant environmental and economic factors.

In cases where fish stocks are shared between the exclusive economic zones of one
or more coastal States, or where the stocks in question are classified as straddling
stocks or highly migratory fish stocks, the 1982 Convention, together with the 1995
United Nations Fish Stocks Agreement, impose additional obligations on the
coastal State. Thus, in the case of shared stocks, article 63(1) of the Convention
states that:
“Where the same stock or stocks of associated species occur within the exclusive
economic zones of two or more coastal States, these States shall seek, either direct-
ly or through appropriate subregional or regional organizations, to agree upon the
measures necessary to coordinate and ensure the conservation and development of
such stocks without prejudice to the other provisions of this Part.”

In addition, the FAO Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries, article 7.1.3,
states that:
“For transboundary fish stocks, straddling fish stocks, highly migratory fish stocks
and high seas fish stocks, where these are exploited by two or more States, the
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States concerned, including the relevant coastal States in the case of straddling and
highly migratory stocks, should cooperate to ensure effective conservation and
management of the resources. This should be achieved, where appropriate,
through the establishment of a bilateral, subregional or regional fisheries organiza-
tion or arrangement.”

In the regional context, the application of harmonized minimum terms and con-
ditions for access has been shown to be an effective means of:
• Increasing the bargaining power of coastal States to maximize access fees;
• Improving monitoring, control and surveillance;
• Ensuring sustainability of fish stocks through better management;
• Constraining the growth of over-capacity by preventing fleets from relocating

to other zones in the region where more favourable terms for access may be
obtained.

The purpose of this paper is to provide some suggestions for regional minimum
terms and conditions for access in the West African context. First, a brief account
will be given of the experience in the South Pacific, where regional minimum
terms and conditions were established in the 1980s and have contributed signifi-
cantly to improved management of the stocks. Second, some substantive proposals
for regional minimum terms and conditions will be made and finally the paper
will discuss some considerations relating to the implementation, on a regional
basis, of such minimum terms and conditions.

2. The South Pacific experience

One of the first regions to adopt harmonized minimum terms and conditions of
access on a regional basis was the South Pacific. The South Pacific is a very large
region covering some 24.8 million km2, some 81% of which is made up of the EEZs
of small island developing States. The region supports one of the most important
highly migratory tuna resources in the world. Most of the fishing is carried out by
distant water fishing nations (DWFNs), including Japan, Korea, Taiwan and the
United States and, lacking any significant resources on land, the island States are
heavily dependent upon foreign fishing as a major source of income.

Regional cooperation in fisheries began in the late 1970s with the establishment of
a regional agency, the Forum Fisheries Agency (FFA), to coordinate policy between
its member States. Shortly thereafter, a sub-regional group of FFA members,
known as the Nauru Group,[28] recognizing the fact that DWFNs were able to weak-
en their negotiating positions by playing off one State against another, adopted
the Nauru Agreement Concerning Cooperation in the Management of Fisheries
of Common Interest.

The primary objective of the Nauru Agreement is to seek, without any derogation
of sovereign rights, to “coordinate and harmonize the management of fisheries
with regard to common stocks” within the EEZs of the parties. The Agreement
encourages the parties to establish a coordinated approach to the fishing of the
common stocks by foreign fishing vessels and in particular to establish uniform
terms and conditions for access. The parties also agree to seek to standardize their
respective licensing procedures and to explore the possibility of establishing a cen-
tralized licensing system for foreign fishing vessels as well as to cooperate in moni-
toring and surveillance of foreign fishing activities by, inter alia, arranging for the
rapid exchange of information collected through national surveillance activities
and exploring the feasibility of joint surveillance. In addition, the parties agree
that they shall seek to develop cooperative and coordinated procedures to facilitate
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the enforcement of their fisheries laws and in particular to examine the means by
which a regime of reciprocal enforcement may be established.

Pursuant to the Nauru Agreement, the parties entered into a first implementing
arrangement in 1983 which established minimum terms and conditions relating,
inter alia, to licensing procedures, authorized personnel, daily catch reporting and
maintenance of log books, timely reports of catch, zone entry and zone exit, and
identification of licensed vessels by means of radio call sign or registration num-
ber. Under the arrangement, the parties were required to:
”establish the … minimum terms and conditions and utilize the following com-
mon formats in all their subsequent foreign fishing agreements and their licensing
requirements concerning foreign fishing vessels fishing the common stock of fish
within the Fisheries Zones”

In 1990, a second implementing arrangement was adopted which set out revised
minimum terms and conditions under which foreign fishing vessels would also be
required, as a condition of licensing, to observe a prohibition on transshipment at
sea, to provide high seas catch data and to pay the full costs of observers.

The implementation of the regional minimum terms and conditions met with
strong resistance from DWFNs. On several occasions, this led to a break-off in
bilateral relations with DFWNs[29] and created great pressure on the regional cohe-
sion. Nevertheless, as it became apparent that DWFNs could not simply avoid the
minimum terms and conditions by transferring effort to other zones, there was
gradual, albeit reluctant, acceptance of most of the new terms and conditions.
One major contributing factor to this acceptance was the agreement of the U.S.
purse seine fleet, in 1991, to all the minimum terms and conditions under the
multilateral fisheries treaty between the U.S. and the Pacific Island States. This
gave the island States greater bargaining power and a strong ally in promoting the
minimum terms and conditions as a measure of sustainability.

3. Minimum terms and conditions

In this section, minimum terms and conditions that may be applied on a regional
basis are described in more detail. It should be noted that all of the terms and
conditions that are described are supported by the FAO Code of Conduct for
Responsible Fisheries and may therefore be considered essential to proper fisheries
management.

a. Common licence form
In order to facilitate surveillance, the Pacific island States adopted a standard-
ized format for foreign fishing licences, as well as a requirement that the
licence be carried on board the fishing vessel at all times.

Code of Conduct, article 7.6.2: “States should adopt measures to ensure that
no vessel be allowed to fish unless so authorized … in conformity with
national legislation.”

b. Standardized reporting of catch and effort data
Critical to effective management is the need to gather catch and effort data for
the entire stock. This applies equally to shared stocks, straddling stocks and
highly migratory stocks. Accordingly, standardized reporting formats, including
logsheets, zone entry and exit reports, port entry reports, unloading reports,
etc., should be a fundamental regional requirement.

Code of Conduct, article 7.4.4: “States should ensure that timely, complete
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and reliable statistics on catch and fishing effort are collected and main-
tained in accordance with applicable international standards and practices
and in sufficient detail to allow sound statistical analysis.”

c. Exchange of data
The coastal States within the region should exchange data between themselves
to better understand the dynamics of the fish stocks and fishing patterns. If
possible, such data should be collected and analyzed on a regional basis by an
appropriate body. In the South Pacific, this is done by the Oceanic Fisheries
Programme of the Pacific Community. Appropriate guidelines as to confiden-
tiality of commercially-sensitive data need to be developed.

Code of Conduct, article 7.4.6: “States should compile fishery-related and
other supporting scientific data relating to fish stocks covered by subregion-
al or regional fisheries management organizations or arrangements in an
internationally agreed format and provide them in a timely manner to the
organization or arrangement. In cases of stocks which occur in the jurisdic-
tion of more than one State and for which there is no such organization or
arrangement, the States concerned should agree on a mechanism for coop-
eration to compile and exchange such data.”

d. Vessel reporting requirements
To facilitate MCS, as well as to verify catch and effort data, it is desirable to
standardize formats and requirements for vessel position reporting on a region-
al basis. Reporting requirements should include, as a minimum, zone entry and
exit, port entry and exit, and notification of transshipment and bunkering. As
far as practicable, such data should be provided electronically through a region-
al satellite monitoring system.

Code of Conduct, article 7.1.7: “States should establish, within their respec-
tive competences and capacities, effective mechanisms for fisheries monitor-
ing, surveillance, control and enforcement to ensure compliance with their
conservation and management measures…”
Code of Conduct, article 7.7.3: “States, in conformity with their national
laws, should implement effective fisheries monitoring, control, surveillance
and law enforcement measures, including, where appropriate, observer pro-
grammes, inspection schemes and vessel monitoring systems.”

e. Observers
Minimum terms and conditions should include provision for the placement of
observers by the coastal State for both scientific and compliance purposes. The
provisions should make it an offence to interfere with or assault an observer
acting in the course of his or her legitimate duties. The costs for observers,
including travel costs, salary and subsistence, should be borne by the foreign
fishing party.

Code of Conduct, article 7.7.3: “States, in conformity with their national
laws, should implement effective fisheries monitoring, control, surveillance
and law enforcement measures, including, where appropriate, observer pro-
grammes, inspection schemes and vessel monitoring systems.”

f. Agent
In order to facilitate dealings with the DWFN, including, where necessary, the
service of legal process, the foreign fishing party should be required to have a
local agent resident in the coastal State who is authorized to act on behalf of
the foreign fishing party.
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g. Vessel and gear markings
Uniform vessel and gear markings are an essential element for effective MCS.
These systems are well-established and in common use worldwide.

Code of Conduct, article 8.2.3: “Fishing vessels authorized to fish on the
high seas or in waters under the jurisdiction of a State other than the flag
State, should be marked in accordance with uniform and internationally rec-
ognizable vessel marking systems such as the FAO Standard Specifications
and Guidelines for Marking and Identification of Fishing Vessels.”
Code of Conduct, article 8.2.4: “Fishing gear should be marked in accor-
dance with national legislation in order that the owner of the gear can be
identified. Gear marking requirements should take into account uniform
and internationally recognizable gear marking systems.”

h. Flag State responsibility
Flag State responsibility has many facets, which are addressed at length in a
number of recent international agreements, including the UN Fish Stocks
Agreement, the FAO Compliance Agreement and the Code of Conduct. In
considering minimum terms and conditions on a regional basis, however, it is
important that access agreements include provisions which clearly establish the
responsibility of flag States to ensure compliance by vessels flying their flag.

Code of Conduct, article 8.2.7: Flag States should take enforcement meas-
ures in respect of fishing vessels entitled to fly their flag which have been
found by them to have contravened applicable conservation and manage-
ment measures, including, where appropriate, making the contravention of
such measures an offence under national legislation. Sanctions applicable in
respect of violations should be adequate in severity to be effective in secur-
ing compliance and to discourage violations wherever they occur and should
deprive offenders of the benefits accruing from their illegal activities.”

i. Transshipment at sea
Depending on the nature of the fishery, it may be appropriate to restrict or
prohibit transshipment at sea, where transshipment is used as a method for
avoiding inspection. At the very least, transshipment should be regulated, which
may include specific reporting requirements or a requirement that transship-
ment be carried out in port.

One important and effective mechanism that may be adopted to enhance regional
cooperation is the idea of a Regional Register of Foreign Fishing Vessels. The
regional register has been successfully applied in the South Pacific since the 1980s.
All foreign fishing vessels licensed to fish in the region are automatically entered
onto the regional register and are presumed to be in good standing. If a vessel
commits a violation of national laws or of terms and conditions of access, its sta-
tus of good standing will be removed and that vessel may not be licensed by any
other coastal State in the region until it has complied with the law or regulation in
question.

4. Implementation

Once agreement can be reached on the type of minimum terms and conditions
for access that should be applied throughout the region, consideration needs to be
given to an appropriate framework for implementation. In practical terms, this is
best done through a regional organization or arrangement. In West Africa, a num-
ber of arrangements are already in place relating to fisheries management. These
include:
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• African Atlantic Convention 1991
• SRFC Convention 1985
• SRFC Access Conventions (1989 and 1993)
• SRFC Hot Pursuit Convention 1993 (and associated 1993 Protocol)
• Guinea-Bissau/Senegal Agreement and Protocol 1993
• Mauritania/Senegal Convention 1999
• FAO Fishery Committee for the Eastern Central Atlantic (CECAF)
• International Convention for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas (ICCAT)

There are in addition numerous bilateral arrangements between the various coastal
States. Any of these agreements could provide a basis for the development of har-
monized minimum terms and conditions of access in the region, although in prac-
tice it appears that the most active regional institution at present is the Sub-
Regional Fisheries Commission (SRFC).

5. Sub-Regional Fisheries Commission

The SRFC/Convention was adopted in 1985 and amended in 1993.[30] The conven-
tion establishes the SRFC, whose members are Cape Verde, Gambia, Guinea,
Guinea-Bissau, Mauritania, and Senegal. The objectives of the SRFC include inter
alia harmonizing over the long term the policies of the members regarding preser-
vation, conservation and exploitation of their marine resources. As such, it is
assumed that the convention applies to the waters of the SRFC members and
potentially applies to cooperation on any of research and stock assessment, conser-
vation and management, and MCS.

The principal organ of the SRFC is the Conference of Ministers, with the objec-
tives of defining the objectives on sub-regional cooperation and deciding on all
matters relating to the preservation and exploitation of marine resources in the
sub-region. The Conference has regular meetings every two years, with scope for
special meetings if requested by the president of the Conference or by the majori-
ty of the members. Decision-making in the Conference is by consensus. The
Coordination Committee, which meets annually or as necessary, has the function
of inter alia making recommendations to the Conference on matters to be exam-
ined (Art 9). The secretariat, with the approval of the Conference, is to organize
technical meetings as necessary for the purpose of reviewing scientific, technical,
legal and economic issues and other subjects relating to the cooperation pro-
gramme adopted by the Conference. It would appear, therefore, that an adequate
framework exists through the SRFC for the implementation of minimum terms
and conditions for foreign access.

6. Steps towards implementation

Full implementation of minimum terms and conditions will take time. It is not
realistic to expect coastal States to terminate existing bilateral agreements in order
to implement minimum terms and conditions of access. A coordinated regional
approach to the problem is necessary if participants are to maximize the benefits
(individually and collectively) from the fishery. At the same time, however, it is
essential to remove any source of internal conflict between coastal States before
negotiating with external parties. Experience in other regions suggests that it
would be necessary to first reach agreement on the following:
• The zones and areas to be subject to regional minimum terms and conditions,

including, where boundary delimitations are incomplete or disputed, agreement
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on provisional boundary lines;
• A clearing house mechanism for the exchange of scientific and fisheries data

(catch and effort);
• Methodology for making scientific determination on optimum catch levels (ref-

erence points) based on sustainability and economic criteria;
• The method by which common services (MCS, data gathering and stock assess-

ment, etc.) will be financed (e.g. by pooled allocation, administrative charges,
production levy);

• How domestic fishing interests, including small-scale and artisanal fisheries, will
be taken into consideration.

Tools which may be used by coastal States for implementation of regional mini-
mum terms and conditions include the following:
• Harmonized regional legislation;
• Negotiation en bloc for access rights;
• Model access agreements.
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The regulation of access to 
West Africa fisheries

Jean-Paul Troadec[26]

1. Introduction

Marine fisheries play an important part in the economy of West African nations.
This role could be considerably greater if sectoral policies succeeded in adjusting
fishing capacities to the productivity of fish resources. The massive over-capacities
that affect the majority of West African fisheries result in important economic
losses. They reduce the productivity of fish stocks and amplify their variability,
thus increasing the risk and acuteness of fisheries crises. Overcapacity is also the
cause of conflicts that regularly lead to fishermen’ groups opposing each other.
This complicates the enforcement of regulatory measures and counters the full use
of scientific knowledge. Overcapacity stems from the inadequateness of the institu-
tions that regulate fisheries access. Agreements with foreign fishing countries also
contribute to this overcapacity, as does the delay by coastal states in negotiating
agreements for the exploitation of shared stocks.

To reduce these unbalances, the institutions governing access to fisheries must be
adjusted to the new conditions of resource scarcity. As long as the existence of vir-
gin stocks permitted the expansion of fishing operations, the need for regulation
was limited to the conservation of stock productivity. This regulation can become
effective through the enforcement of technical measures (i.e. the protection of
juveniles and the conservation of a spawning biomass sufficient to maintain stock
reproduction at a high level). Since these measures have limited effects on the dis-
tribution of prosperity, they can be enforced by control and command (adminis-
trative decisions and normative regulations).

The exhaustion of expansion opportunities has generated a new need for regula-
tion. Since the production of fish stocks is naturally limited, it must now be
shared among fleets and fishing units (figure 1). Without such control, indeed,
fishing capacities exceed ineluctably and largely the level that is just sufficient to
exploit the stocks rationally, to prevent a decline in their productivity and to min-
imise conflicts. Fishing units must be selected and their respective shares fixed to
share stock productivity. Since this selection has direct effects on the distribution
of wealth, it cannot be effectuated through command and control. To adjust fish-
ing capacities to stock productivity, economic mechanisms (i.e. taxation of fishing
rights or their exchange through the market) are more effective.

Regulatory systems must be adjusted to implement such mechanisms. The regime
of resource property and fishing rights need to be clarified. New structures are
needed to formulate management plans, to implement access regulation mecha-
nisms, to enforce fishermen’s rights and obligations and to organise the consulta-
tions on fishery policies between the management authority, fishermen associa-
tions and other groups using marine resources. There is, however, no standard
solution for adjusting regulatory systems to the new conditions. Regulatory sys-
tems have to match the ecological, technological, economic, social and political
conditions of fisheries (national or foreign, small – or large scale), as well as the
legal status of fish stocks (national, shared or straddling stocks).
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Regarding the last point, the new Law of the Sea has provided coastal States the
necessary authority to reform their institutions for the regulation of access to
stocks and ecosystems that are entirely under their jurisdiction. It is, indeed, under
the umbrella of national sovereignty and through the basic functions of States
(army, police and justice) that property regimes are defined, and that individual or
collective rights for their exploitation are warranted. With respect to the regulation
of access to transboundary stocks, however, the adjustment of institutions is con-
strained by the dilution of national authority which subsists. To overcome this
constraint, the Law of the Sea States encourages coastal and fishing States to co-
operate. This recommendation, however, does not lessen the transaction costs
affecting the negotiation and application of joint agreements regarding the regula-
tion of access to shared and straddling stocks.

Figure 1 – The two components of fisheries regulation:

a) conservation of the stock productivity, and

b) division of their production amongst the fleets and the fishermen

2. National stocks
Foreign fleets
The new Law of the Sea has granted coastal states sovereign rights for the explo-
ration, exploitation and conservation of marine resources, as well as for the man-
agement of fisheries based upon them. No ambiguity bears on their authority and
its exercise. No third party can contest their decisions regarding the setting of
maximum allowed catches, or their choice of regulatory measures and mecha-
nisms, for that would question their discretionary power. Even for the currently
underexploitationed stocks coastal states are entitled to exclude foreign participa-
tion.

Still, foreign participation can be interesting for coastal states when they can
achieve greater benefits in this way than they can draw from domestic fishing.
That is the case for stocks which are currently not or little exploited by local fleets
(e.g. small pelagic stocks off Mauritania). Compensations in cash or in kind
obtained from foreign fishing should cover first of all the management cost (col-
lection of fishery statistics, assessment of fish stocks and fisheries, allocation of
fishing rights, and control and surveillance). Like the rents from mining or oil
resources, surplus revenues can, then, be used to finance economic development
(infrastructures, education, health, …), to reorganise public finances and to reduce
national debts.
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For stocks which are already exploited by national fleets, admission of foreign ves-
sels necessarily lowers average catch rates in domestic fisheries. Since the effective-
ness of the systems in force for regulating access to West African fisheries is low,
the total revenues generated by domestic boats are probably just sufficient in aver-
age to cover fishermen wages, investments, and running costs. Most domestic fish-
ing companies or artisanal units do not generate a significant surplus profit.
Under such circumstances, any significant increase in fishing capacities will reduce
the activity of domestic fleets. Less efficient units will be forced to quit. Decisions
to permit foreign fishing in a national EEZs should, therefore, be taken only after
analyses comparing revenues for the Public Treasury and losses of wealth and jobs
in domestic fleets have been carried out. For that purpose, stock assessments are
not sufficient.

The fishing agreement recently signed between Mauritania and the European
Commission (EC) can be used as an example to examine to what extent this type
of agreement satisfies the criteria of economic efficiency, resource sustainability,
and equity in the sharing of benefits. They can then be evaluated on this basis.
This agreement grants fishing rights to Community companies on almost all fish-
ery resources available in the Mauritanian EEZ. Nevertheless, all assessments con-
ducted in the past two decades concluded that all demersal resources (crustaceans,
cephalopods and fish) are significantly overexploited, both in economic and bio-
logical terms, and that their potential economic value is high. The European
Commission justified the recent rise in the number of licenses for fishing
cephalopods (30% increase compared to the 1996-2001 agreement during which fish-
ing capacities increased already) by the departure of the Asian trawlers commis-
sioned by Mauritanian entrepreneurs. Their leaving, however, followed the fall in
catch rate associated with the entry of Community trawlers under its previous
agreement. Negative effects of this agreement were not restricted to the departure
of the Asian vessels. The production of cephalopods in the Mauritanian small-scale
fishery fell from 8100 tonnes in 1993 to 3000 tonnes in 2000. During the same peri-
od, the Mauritanian exports of cephalopods were cut in half.

In the new agreement (2001-2006), the Mauritanian government obtained financial
compensation of about 100 million Euros on a yearly basis. These compensations
include:
• 82 million Euros, as an overall financial compensation from the EC;
• 4 million Euros as specific support from the EC to the Ministry of Fisheries

and Maritime Economy for fisheries management, fishermen training, assis-
tance and rescue services, and development of small scale fisheries;

• about 13 million Euros per year paid by Community fishing companies as fees
for fishing rights;

• various advantages in kind or in cash of secondary importance (recruitment of
Mauritanian fishermen on Community vessels, unloading of Community ves-
sels catches in Mauritanian ports, contribution to the cost of scientific observa-
tions,…).

For the Mauritanian government, these revenues provide a convenient solution for
reducing its debt and reorganizing its public finances that are called for by the
international institutions of Bretton Woods. They enable Mauritania to postpone
the reform of its access regulation system which has a political cost (acceptance by
the professional organisations), and will produce its full effects only gradually. But
the adoption of an efficient regulation system could generate revenues comparable
to those that Mauritania obtains under the present agreement, but without per-
verse effects on its fisheries. An economic assessment of Mauritanian fisheries
conducted in 1980 concluded that the overall revenues which would accrue to the
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Public treasury from the implementation of an access regulation system covering
all fishery resources in the Mauritanian EEZ would exceed US$80 million. This fig-
ure does not take into account the inflation, the increase in the price of fish, nor
the decline of the unit cost of fishing associated with technological innovations
that since then took place.

Only the fees by paid by Community fishing companies in exchange of fishing
rights have an effect on the level of fishing capacities and the exploitation rate of
Mauritanian stocks. To compensate for the additional cost of fees, fishing compa-
nies are induced to maintain their capacities at a level where biological yields are
sufficient to cover their expenditures and to maintain an acceptable rate of profit.
Under the new agreement, the fees paid by Community vessels represent only 15%
of the overall compensation paid in exchange of fishing rights. The other 85% are
ascribed to the Community budget. This part has no effect on the limitation of
access. In the negotiation of fishing agreements, the rationalisation of fishing in
third countries’ EEZs is not of primary concern to the ECof fishing in EEZs of
third countries. The Commission’s objective is to prolong the operations of
Community fleets in waters falling under the jurisdiction of coastal states, thus
preventing their return to Community waters where fishing capacity is already
excessive. Even though the costs of fishing agreements are high in absolute terms,
they are lower than the aid that the Commission had to provide to certain fleets
of member countries after they were tied up in their home ports following the
non-renewal of existing agreements by third countries (e.g., Morocco). In addition
to these compensations for access rights, Community fleets benefit also from vari-
ous other transfers from the EC and their governments: Aid for building of fish-
ing boats and acquisition of equipment, under-taxation of fuel, preferential income
tax rates, withdrawal of unsold fish landings, …). By artificially reducing the costs
of fishing supported by Community vessels, these subsidies operate as premiums
to overcapacity and overfishing. They distort the competition with local fleets that
do not benefit from the same support, making the latter vulnerable to the decline
in catch rate induced by the increase in fishing capacities allowed by the agree-
ment with the EC.

To adjust the fishing capacity to stock productivity, the scarcity value of fish stocks
resources has to be taken into account. For that purpose, the first measure would
be to eliminate all subsidies that artificially reduce the cost of fishing that actually
support fishing companies. A system of fees, like the one that Mauritania imposed
on its exports of fish products, could, then, give fishermen a signal that partially
reflects the economic value of fish stocks. To be effective, such a system should be
designed for regulating fishing access and not simply for providing revenues to the
Public Treasury. However, the effectiveness of fee systems for regulating access is
limited. In practice, it is impossible to set up the fee basis at the level of the maxi-
mum scarcity value of fish stocks, or to adjust it to its variations resulting from
fluctuations in stock recruitment, or changes in the prices of fish or in the cost of
fishing. In commercial fisheries, market allocation of fishing rights (e.g. public auc-
tion of fishing rights with a ceiling set in advance by the management authority)
is more effective.

Two factors may facilitate the adoption of market mechanisms for allocating fish-
ing rights to foreign vessels: (i) the clear definition of resources ownership, and (ii)
the fact that coastal States are not concerned by the consequences on employment
of reductions in the activity of foreign fleets. The adoption of such a scheme
would lead to a clear distinction between (i) an agreement between the coastal and
fishing States defining the mechanism of rights allocation applicable to foreign
vessels and the terms of their co-operation for the enforcement of the regulation
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scheme, and (ii) commercial contracts between the coastal State, owner of the fish-
ery resources, and private companies allowed to fish in its waters under mutually
agreed terms. Such a scheme would better fit the respective status and responsibili-
ties of public administrations and private enterprises.

National fleets

a. Large scale fisheries
For coastal states, the regulation of access to their large scale fisheries represents a
similar challenge. As a consequence, the adoption of a scheme of the kind out-
lined above offers comparable opportunities. If governments wait with undertak-
ing a reform of the access regulation scheme that is applied to the domestic fleets
until foreign fishing is terminated, domestic fishing capacities will rapidly fill the
gap left by the departure of foreign vessels, and make the adoption of a functional
access regulation system more complicated.

In contrast to foreign fleets, some confusion is sometimes maintained between the
public ownership status of fishery resources and the private fishing rights of
domestic fishermen. The distinction is, however, important since, because of the
discrepancy of scales between resource and fishing units, regulation and exploita-
tion have to be carried out by two separate entities: a management authority, aside
from the private companies in charge of fishing operations, is needed to carry out
the collection of statistics, the assessment of resources and the monitoring of fish-
eries, the setting of technical measures for preserving stock productivity, the adjust-
ment of fishing capacities to stock productivity, and the control and surveillance.

The economic structure of large scale fisheries could facilitate the adoption of
market mechanisms for the allocation of fishing rights. Large scale companies
already rely on such mechanisms to mobilise their investments, to remunerate
their crews, and to commercialise their products. Different formulas can be envis-
aged. Fishing rights can be expressed for catches – either as individual quotas lim-
ited to an overall amount fixed by the management authority, or as percentages of
a overall total catch that is revised annually to take into account natural fluctua-
tions in stock productivity -, or for fishing boats - as licences to operate vessels
whose catching capacity has been previously determined. These rights can be
exchanged directly between fishing companies, or through the management
authority. The advantages and limitations of these different options depends on
the peculiarities of fisheries.

The adoption of an access regulation scheme raises the question of the initial attri-
bution of fishing rights. Often, fishing rights are attributed for free to all vessels
that are active at the date of introduction of the new scheme, based on annual
catches actually harvested by fishing units over a pre-determined period of years.
When overcapacity has to be cut down, a lump reduction can be imposed uniform-
ly across all vessels. In general, this formula is better accepted by fishermen
because they can thus obtain rights that are formally recognised and guaranteed in
exchange of fishing privileges which are not defined and precarious. With such
arrangements, the initial reduction in overcapacity is financed by the future bene-
fits that the fishing companies expect from the adjustment of fishing capacities to
the stock productivity. In this way, the Public Treasurer is relieved.

In general, however, fishermen associations manifest at best a lukewarm enthusi-
asm for a reform of the access regulation system. They fear the uncertainties
involved in the change. For example, innovative and efficient enterprises will bene-
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fit more from the new scheme. Nevertheless, the reduction of uncertainty and of
the risk affecting fishing operations under open access conditions will create new
opportunities for all. Once the adjustment period has passed, neither the revenues
nor the competitiveness of fishing companies will be affected, on average, by the
payment of rights, since their additional cost will be covered by the recovery of
stocks and catch rates resulting from the reduction of fishing capacity. With guar-
anteed rights, fishing companies would be in a better position to negotiate loans
with the banks. Since investments will be made and crew recruited after the acqui-
sition of rights, the number of bankruptcies that are costly for enterprises and
painful for crews will be reduced. Fishing companies will be better in planning
their operations for the period of validity of rights. With rights based on harvests,
they would be able to adjust their investments on the catch quotas that they have
acquired. The dynamics of overcapacity will be checked. Companies could concen-
trate their fishing trips on the periods when fish is abundant, the price of fish is
high, and weather conditions are good. The dangerousness of fishing operations
would be abated. The allocation by contract of fishing rights would engage the
management authority in maintaining fish stocks in good condition. The value of
fishing rights would increase if the authority makes the final plans for the
exploitation regime that it intends to apply for the period of validity of rights
widely available in advance. Fishermen would be directly interested in the effective
implementation of such plans and related regulatory measures. Enterprises could
go to court to claim their rights against trespassers. The primary cause of conflicts
would be eliminated by the reduction of overcapacity. Fishing companies and the
management authority would be directly interested in the scientific information
likely to increase stock productivity. The collection of reliable fishery statistics
would be facilitated. Research findings would be applied to fisheries management
in a better way. The demand for research would grow.

b. Small scale fisheries
The development of small scale fisheries in the sub-region has been spectacular
during the past decades. As their position is not likely to weaken, access regulation
is no less critical in that segment for the future of West African fisheries. Since, in
addition, small and large scale fleets partly fish the same stocks, an ineffective
access regulation for in-shore fisheries will ruin efforts undertaken to rationalise
off-shore fisheries.

Small scale fishing is sometimes considered as an activity of last resort for the
thousands of unemployed who are chased out of agriculture in rural areas. This
vision reflects the consequences of open and free access conditions to fishery
resources in coastal areas, rather than an analysis of the development prospects of
this kind of fisheries. Open access imposes on small scale fisheries a part of
national solidarity that exceeds to a large extent its contriubtion to national
economies. In addition, it closes their development prospects. During the expan-
sion phase of fisheries, small scale fisheries developed actively when they could
rely on the ties between abundant resources and profitable markets created by
large scale fisheries. Today, the creation of new jobs and wealth in coastal fisher
groups depends on the granting of access rights to natural resources, rather than
on the provision of financial or technological supports. This observation is in line
with the principle put forward by institutional economists, who stress that eco-
nomic growth will simply not occur unless the economic organisation is efficient,
and notably unless exclusive rights to natural resources are clearly defined and
enforced. It puts also into question the financial compensations that certain fish-
ing nations offer for the development of small scale fisheries in exchange of access
rights for their own vessels. Having no favourable effect on the reduction of the
resource basis and the decline of revenues that are brought to bear by the opera-
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tions of foreign vessels, financial and technological support to small scale fisheries
act as premiums to overcapacity and over-fishing. Thus, they contribute directly to
their congestion. When fish stocks are already overfished – which is the general sit-
uation in coastal areas -, it leads inevitably to a decline of total production. Having
no sustainable effect, but negative, on fishermen incomes, these aids should be
replaced by supports to education to enhance the professional mobility of fisher-
men and their families, to infrastructures (ports, roads, market halls, …), health
services, … In this respect, various development organisations (ADB, IDF) have
already noted that the financing of investments is not a constraint to the develop-
ment of small scale fisheries in the sub-region.

No straightforward solution is available, however, for the regulation of access in
small scale fisheries. At an operational level, the control of small scale fishermen
activities is a difficult task for central administrations. The control of harvests, in
particular, is made practically impossible by the diversity of species and fishing
methods, the multitude of landing points, and the diffuse character of distribu-
tion and marketing networks.

The design of regulatory systems that suit the peculiarities of the economic and
social organisation of artisanal fisher communities is even less obvious. There was
a time when one thought to find a solution in the rehabilitation of their custom-
ary systems. Unfortunately, such a vision overlooks the historical evolution of soci-
eties. Elaborated at a time when the demographic and economic growth of human
groups was negligible, and pre-merchant societies could respond to local deple-
tions of natural resources by mobility and partition, traditional systems seldom
offer functional responses to the new issue of the global exhaustion of fishery
resources. When confronted with depletion of local resources, pre-merchant soci-
eties practised the exclusion of outsiders, that of their own members clashes with
the traditions of solidarity that are still vivid in their systems of cultural values.
The brutal irruption of urban societies based on competition and their own move
to commercial production overthrew the systems of rights and obligations based
on the social structure and bounds which ruled their economies. The ethnical, and
even national, origin of small scale groups diversifies, while, in certain fishing
camps, the age and gender structure of fisher groups appear particularly distorted.
In many small scale units, the structure of capital, the crew recruitment and wage
systems, or the disposal of products, converge gradually towards that of large scale
enterprises. Customary systems seldom have the geographical extension required
to regulate access at the scale of stock units, being restricted to the fishing territo-
ries occupied by each community,. Limited to fishing and gathering, littoral com-
munities have no grip on the development by outsiders of new activities in the
coastal strip (industrial fisheries, urbanisation, tourism, aquaculture, pollution, …).
As a consequence, traditional regulation systems fall into disuse where the histori-
cal privileges of rural communities have not been formally recognised by central
powers.

Being unable to preserve their social cohesiveness and to fight effectively against
poverty, small scale fisher groups need protection and assistance in their difficult
and painful struggle for integration in national economies. The design of regula-
tion systems adapted to their specificities should, therefore, integrate this develop-
ment imperative. Responses to this challenge suppose trade-offs. Even if it can
yield only partial and temporary solutions, the granting of exclusive fishing territo-
ries, cut transversely across the coastal strip, would contribute to sustain the social
cohesiveness that is indispensable for their economic growth. With collective
rights on coastal resources, small scale fishermen groups would be in better posi-
tion to engage into new activities (fishing with aggregating devices, aquaculture,
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ecological tourism, …), from which they are currently excluded. Their interest for
the conservation of resources will grow. Their economic growth could then facili-
tate the adoption of more efficient access regulation mechanisms. For species that
pass through processing and marketing networks in which catches can be con-
trolled, territorial rights could be completed by collective catch quotas. This could
be the case, for example, for cephalopods which, in each country, are frozen in a
small number of plants. In the same way, the fee system adopted in the past by
Mauritania applied equally to the small scale fishery for the part of its production
that was exported. Elsewhere, the putting of fees on the licences to operate canoes
that are sufficiently high to contain over-capacities should be seriously considered.

For regulating access in national EEZs, one can thus envisage two separate systems:
one applicable to small scale fisheries in the coastal strip, and one applicable to
the large scale fleets operating offshore up to the 200 miles limit.

3. Shared and straddling stocks

The new Law of the Sea does not provide a fully-fledged solution to the regulation
of access to transboundary stocks. Coastal state authorities remain divided over
shared stocks that are distributed in more than one EEZ (notably small pelagics),
and diluted for straddling stocks that are distributed across the 200 miles limit of
their EEZs (principally tunas). To reduce the consequences of this lack of sover-
eignty, the Law of the Sea encourages coastal states to co-operate in the manage-
ment of fisheries on transboundary stocks. Still, the dilution of authority that
remains has important repercussions on the transaction costs inherent to the
negotiation and implementation of multilateral agreements.

Coastal states will benefit from co-operation if they can reduce by this way the
externalities[31] that affect their fisheries based on transboundary stocks. For shared
stocks, transaction costs involved in the negotiation and application of joint man-
agement schemes are limited by the small number and determination of the par-
ties concerned. The geographical distribution of stocks across the EEZs can pro-
vide criteria for the negotiation of agreements. However, because the structure of
stocks in their distribution area is not homogeneous, these simple geographical cri-
teria will be seldom sufficient. Certain countries, for example, claim to have spe-
cial rights, arguing that the spawning grounds of certain stocks are located in their
EEZ. Still, countries that expect benefits from co-operation can offer to their
neighbours compensations in cash or in kind for their acceptance of joint schemes
of access regulation. This will be the case, for example, when the juveniles of a
stock are concentrated in the EEZ of one country and adults in the EEZ of anoth-
er. In this situation, the latter country could offer compensation to the former in
exchange of a limitation of its catches. It could also, for example, authorise its
neighbour to come to fish its quota in its own waters, since the protection of juve-
niles will increase the productivity of the whole stock.

In the case of straddling stocks, the transaction costs inherent to the negotiation
and application of co-operative agreements are considerably increased by the unde-
termined numer and indeintification of the parties concerned. Such costs could
be reduced if an adequate authority were devolved to some regional or internation-
al body. Such perspective, however, seems unlikely in the near future, at least until
a general consensus emerges regarding the incapacity to achieve the necessary effi-
ciency under multilateral arrangements (governance without governments).

In this respect, one will note that the tuna fishery in the tropical Atlantic differ
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significantly from that in the South Pacific. In the latter region, the EEZs of island
states cover the greatest part of the distribution area of major tuna stocks.
Consequently, island states can claim a very large share of their production.
Moreover, access to all their EEZs is critical for the operations of foreign tuna
fleets. This situation presents greater similarities with that of the fisheries for
shared stocks – e.g. the small pelagics - in West Africa than with that of the tuna
fishery in the same region. Under these conditions, the benefits that coastal states
can expect from the regulation of access to tropical tuna stocks are significantly
lower in West Africa than in the Western Pacific. For the former, the regulation of
access to tuna fisheries has a low priority compared to the limitation of entry in
their domestic and shared fisheries. Consequently, one can expect that collective
initiatives taken outside international agreements will remain for the moment rare,
insufficient and precarious in tropical Atlantic tuna fisheries. The agreement to
limit the catches of southern bluefin tuna signed by Australia, Japan and New
Zealand offers a good example of such agreements. Despite their interest, they can
be relinquished at any moment by the arrival of fleets flying the flags of third
states that are not bound by existing agreements.

4. Subregional and international co-operation

The problems raised by the design of access regulation systems are either similar
in all countries of the sub-region (formulation of systems that are adapted to the
peculiarities of small and large scale fisheries – including for the allocation of fish-
ing rights to foreign fleets), or should by necessity be resolved jointly considering
the geographic distribution of fish stocks (negotiations of agreements for the regu-
lation of access to shared and straddling stocks, co-operation in the surveillance of
corresponding fisheries).

Countries in the sub-region have an interest in investing jointly the technical
aspects of all these topics. If these matters can always be studied within national
frameworks, co-operation would allow a more efficient use of available expertise.
Countries where human capacities are still weak could benefit from the knowledge
available in countries which have greater resources by sharing their experiences
and competence.

The Sub-Regional Fisheries Commission (SRFC) offers an appropriate framework
for organising co-operation at a sub-regional level, either for the negotiation of
fisheries agreements, or for the co-ordination of national research programmes
and the common use of their findings. For that purpose, its activities need to be
strengthened, and its priorities revised in a direction that reflects the importance
of access regulation for the future of West African fisheries. Coastal states would
gain by investing greater financial and human resources in its activities. The tem-
porary appointment at the SRFC of their best administrative and scientific person-
nel would permit member countries to acquire new insights and experience that
would eventually be profitable within their own national structures.

The reinforcement of sub-regional co-operation appears to be particularly useful
for the negotiation of fishing agreements with third countries. To compensate for
their lack of forces, coastal states have an interest in developing a common under-
standing and in adopting common minimum conditions before starting their
negotiations with foreign fishing countries. Topics to be analysed before negotia-
tions include notably:
• The mechanisms for allocating fishing rights to foreign fishing companies;
• The criteria for setting the amount of fishing rights at a level where the net
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benefits for coastal countries are maximised;
• How to take into account, in the negotiation of fishing agreements, the subsi-

dies received by foreign fishing companies, and their implications on the com-
petition between domestic fishing companies and artisanal units, and foreign
enterprises.

Coastal states would also have an interest in negotiating fishing agreements all at
the same time, because the non-renewal of a fishing agreement by one coastal
state often leads to transfer of fleets that have lost access.

Although the research centres in the sub-region have a long-standing history of co-
operation, there is still not a body comparable to the SRFC to structure their co-
operation. The project on Information Systems Applied to Fisheries (ISAF),
financed by the EC, already organises co-operation for the collection, storing, pro-
cessing and analyses of biological data. The priority character of access regulation
would justify its extension and reorientation. The new project could give incentives
to national research centres to develop co-operative research programmes on the
economic, social and legislative aspects of access regulation. Once this is estab-
lished, it could serve as the foundation for the establishment of a light, but perma-
nent, mechanism for sub-regional co-operation in fishery research.

All fisheries around the world are facing similar problems of overfishing. Some
countries, both developed and developing, have undertaken with imagination to
adjust their access regulation schemes to the new conditions of resource scarcity.
Several have acquired an experience of great potential value for the countries in
the sub-region. The latter, therefore, would have an interest to jointly mobilise the
competence available around the world on this topic. The existence of a sub-
regional co-operative mechanism would facilitate such mobilisation. The financing
of a sub-regional co-operative research body should not raise insuperable difficul-
ties. Coastal states already draw significant resources from the access regulation to
finance the responsibilities they carry as owners of the resources, including the
underlying research. The majority of developed nations have co-operation funds
that would be more easily mobilised when sub-regional countries organised their
own co-operation according to updated priorities. The analysis by the researchers
in the sub-region of the major issues of fisheries development and management
would lead to a better identification of research priorities. Their ranking would
not result simply from the review of interesting questions at the level of disci-
plines. The design of multidisciplinary programmes would be based on the prior
analysis of major development and management issues. In this way, the relevance,
coherence and comprehensiveness of the investigations conducted at the scale of
the sub-region would be reinforced.
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Minimum scientific conditions for
fisheries access

Ad Corten[32]

Introduction
Access by foreign fleets to fisheries resources in West Africa is justified only in
case the existing resources are able to sustain an increase in fishing effort above
the level that is already exerted by the national fleet. The question whether or not
this is the case has to be addressed by scientific research. Therefore, adequate sci-
entific research programmes are a pre-requisite for granting foreign fleets access to
national fishery resources.

Actually, the need for scientific research exists already in case the resources are
exploited only by national fishermen. From a biological point of view, it does not
make a difference whether the fish are caught by national fishermen of by foreign
fleets. In either case there is a need for management, and for scientific data on
which this management should be based. In this paper, I will therefore consider
which scientific data are required for management purposes in general, regardless
of whether the resources are exploited by national or foreign vessels.

Minimum requirements for scientific data
It is impossible to specify minimum requirements for scientific data that apply in
any situation. The need for scientific data will depend on the type of fish, the type
of fishery, and the choice of management system, all of which will be different
from one situation to another. As a bare minimum, one needs annual catches by
species and by management area, and estimates of fishing effort. This allows the
application of so-called “production models” that describe the relationship
between fishing effort and annual yield. Production models can not be used to
provide very precise management recommendations, especially not in cases where
recruitment varies strongly from one year to the next. In such cases, one has to
apply age-structured models. Such models require techniques to read the age of
the fish, and sampling programmes to establish the length and age composition of
the landings.

In addition to this type of assessment data there is a need for basic biological data,
such as data on seasonal distribution, spawning areas and periods, and nursery
areas. Such data will allow the definition of areas that contain separate stock com-
ponents, and that therefore may be treated as separate management units.

Requirements for scientific data depend on the choice of
management system
Fisheries may be managed by a variety of management systems. The two main
types of management systems are catch limitation (quotas) and effort limitation
(licenses). In general, management by quotas makes the highest demand on scien-
tific data. Since the quotas have to be regularly adjusted to changes in stock size,
these systems require annual assessments and stock predictions with a high level of
accuracy. The provision of the necessary scientific data requires a large research
effort in the form of trawl surveys, acoustic surveys, and plankton surveys (for eggs
and larvae). The need for high precision data is increased even further if managers
choose to exploit the stock near the limit of its potential. As fishing effort increas-
es, the size of the stock decreases and the annual TAC (Total Allowable Catch)
becomes dependent upon the latest year-class. The TAC advice, therefore, depends
largely on the estimate of the recruiting year-class, which in turn depends upon a
costly pre-recruit survey.
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In demersal fisheries, an effort limitation system is often more practical than a
catch limitation system. In an effort limitation system, fishing effort does not need
to be adjusted for changes in stock size or recruitment. Hence, the requirements
for annual estimates of total stock size and recruitment are smaller than in the
case of catch limitation. It is sufficient to estimate the average level of fishing mor-
tality at intervals of 2-3 years in order to advice an adjustment of the number of
licences or fishing days.

Co-evolution of management and scientific research
In many European countries, fisheries research has developed more or less inde-
pendently from fisheries management. This has resulted in research programmes
that yield very interesting scientific data, but these data are not always relevant
from a management point of view. A review of research expenditure in countries
around the North Sea in 1990 showed that all countries together spent about $ 12
million each year on stock assessment. Despite this enormous research expendi-
ture, no adequate management measures were taken, and the demersal stocks in
the North Sea have remained in a critical state until now.

If there is one lesson to be learnt from the European experience, it is that research
and management have to develop side by side. There has to be a constant dialogue
between scientists and managers, in which managers formulate their objectives for
management, and scientists present them with the options to reach these objec-
tives. In consultation with scientists, managers should choose a management sys-
tem, and specify the type of data that they require for that specific system. It is
then the responsibility of the scientists to provide the required data with the
required degree of precision at the lowest possible costs.

The management machine
Fisheries research is not a goal in itself. Its only justification is the supply of data
that are used for management. Fisheries research should therefore be considered
as part of a system which I call the “management machine”. This management
machine is a tailor-made instrument that has been designed to manage fisheries in
an optimum way at the lowest cost. The management machine consist of three ele-
ments that should be proportional to one another, and that should work tightly
together. These elements are administration, research and inspection.

For the management machine to work properly, scientific research should be an
integral part of it. This means that scientists and administrators (= managers) joint-
ly determine the need for scientific data, and that scientists provide the required
data with the required precision at the required time. There should also be a con-
stant dialogue between scientists and the third component of the management
machine: the fisheries inspectors. If the enforcement of certain management meas-
ures present major problems, scientists should come up with suggestions for alter-
native measures that are easier to enforce. The essential point is that all three parts
of the management machine work closely together, and that they feel equally
responsible for arriving at a situation of successful management.
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The international dimension
To start with, each country should build and improve the management machine
that deals with its own national fisheries. However, in the case of migrating
species, management at the national level alone can not guarantee the optimal
exploitation of the resource. This is the case for instance with small pelagics in
West Africa, that typically migrate between the waters of Morocco, Mauritania,
Senegal, and the countries further south. In this case, there is a need to build a
management machine at the supra-national level. Again, this machine should con-
sist of administrators, scientists and inspectors. To be more precise, the following
elements are required:
• an administrative body that has the power to set limits for either total catch or

total fishing effort in the combined zone of all countries involved. This total
catch or fishing effort should be partitioned into national segments on the
basis of a political agreement.

• a scientific body, composed of scientists from all countries, which produces
annual scientific advice.

• a team of international inspectors that should check the adequate enforcement
of the agreed measures in each country.

Current status of research on small pelagics in West Africa
As an example of the development of international research in the West African
region, I want to describe briefly the recent developments in the field of small
pelagics. These fish migrate back and forth between the economic zones of several
countries in the area. The fish are exploited both by local fisheries (notably in
Senegal and Morocco) and by foreign fleets (notably in Mauritania). There has
been a considerable increase of fishing effort by West-European fleets in recent
years, which creates a potential risk for the existing artisanal fisheries in the
region. However, so far no international management scheme exists for the conser-
vation of the resource and the protection of the interests of all fishermen in the
region. As a first step to remedy this situation, an international scientific working
group was created under the auspices of FAO. This working group met for the
first time in March 2001, and annual meetings are scheduled for the next 4 years.
The working group is to collect and analyse data on the major pelagic fish stocks
in the region, and to provide annual management advice. By having meetings each
year, the group is in a position to continually improve its data base and assessment
methods.

Now that this part of the international management machine has been construct-
ed, it is time for the administrative part to be put in place as well. Without an
administrative counterpart, the scientific working group has no “customer” for its
products. Although its reports will no doubt be read carefully by national adminis-
trators, these administrators can not fully apply the scientific advice as long as
their competence is restricted to their national EEZ. The management of small
pelagics in the West-African region requires that the international scientific work-
ing group is complemented by an international management body that can use
the scientific advice for taking management measures at the supra-national level.
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Conclusions

Fisheries research must be goal-oriented, otherwise large amounts of money will
be wasted. Fisheries scientists must work closely with managers to develop an effi-
cient management machine. In the case of migratory species, such a management
machine must also be developed at the supra-national level. International manage-
ment requires international scientific advice. Such advice can only be given by an
international body that has sufficient expertise and status. The recently established
FAO working group on small pelagics in Northwest Africa is an example of an
international body that co-ordinates research in the region and translates the
results into management advice. This scientific advice, however, can only be
applied effectively if an equivalent forum is developed at the management level.
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On minimum regional conditions for
sustainable fisheries in West Africa

Kees Lankester

The need for minimum regional conditions for fisheries access zones in West
Africa is well recognised. International instruments seeking sustainable and equi-
table fisheries in the late 20th century, have put some of these conditions into
practice. Recent meetings in the Subregional Fisheries Commission (SRFC) in West
Africa described components of such conditions in the light of sustainable and
equitable fisheries.[i] This paper revisits some of them and presents further advan-
tages of minimum regional conditions for sustainable and equitable fisheries in
West Africa.

International instruments
When setting minimum regional conditions for fisheries access, coastal states
should at least be signatories of those international fisheries regimes that apply
their resources. Relevant ones for West Africa currently seem the UN Fish Stocks
Agreement, ICCAT and the FAO Compliance agreement.[ii]

For states that signed the 1995 UN Fish Stocks Agreement[iii], the management of
the straddling stocks within exclusive economic zones (EEZs) must be in accor-
dance with the provisions of the Agreement. This includes compatibility with
applicable high seas regimes, as well as conservation and management obligations.
The Fish Stocks Agreement is likely to be in force soon, only one more ratification
is now needed. The only SRFC Member State that ratified the Fish Stock agree-
ment is Senegal. Some distant water fleet nations have now ratified, notably USA
and Russia.

For tuna and other highly migratory species, the International Convention for the
Conservation of Atlantic Tuna (ICCAT) is the international instrument to establish
sustainable exploitation. ICCAT is the fisheries organisation that can undertake
the range of work required for the management of tunas and tuna-like fishes in
the Atlantic. ICCAT’s conducts data collection and analysis relative to current con-
ditions and trends of the fishery resources in the Convention area. ICCAT also
compiles data for other fish species caught during tuna fishing (“bycatch”, princi-
pally sharks), that are not investigated by another international fishery organisa-
tion. Joint efforts have undoubtedly led to better quality assessments, but history
is compelling to observe that ICCAT has not yet been successful in demonstrated
sustainable tuna fisheries in the Atlantic. Full participation by nations in the
region will contribute to further improvements. Some West-African coastal states
are still not parties to ICCAT, notably Senegal (ICCAT-member until 1988), Gambia
and Guinea-Bissau.

The 1993 FAO Compliance Agreement seeks that international conservation and
management measures by fishing vessels in the high seas are adhered to.[iv] The
agreement forms an integral part of the 1995 FAO Code of Conduct and concerns
responsibilities of flag states and coastal states. In September 2001 the Compliance
Agreement only needed five more ratifications to enter into force, the EU, Japan
and Morocco have already ratified. It is common practice that nationals of states
that seek access to coastal waters charter vessels that fly the flag of another state
that is not party to existing regional or bilateral agreements. As an important con-
dition for sustainable fisheries in coastal zones it has been suggested that only ves-
sels should be authorised to fish that fly the flag of one of the fishing nations
that have agreed to the minimum regional conditions for access.[v]
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Regional properties of fisheries in West Africa
The above international standards and guidelines assist coastal states to achieve sus-
tainable fisheries in their region. Fisheries conditions vary from one region to
another. The interpretation of the minimum conditions for fisheries access in
West Africa appears more complex than in the South Pacific:
a. There is a large fleet of small fishermen along the coast of West Africa. Their

needs must be appropriately accounted for when setting conditions for indus-
trial fisheries, e.g. by priority access;

b. Some of the West African coastal states, most notably Mauritania, are very
dependent on their income from fisheries access licenses. Thus likely lead to
decision processes which are less driven primarily by its fisheries resources
interests;

c. There are major differences amongst the West African coastal states in the size
of the EEZ, the intensity of national fisheries (be they industrial or traditional),
and the interest in exploitation of the resources;

d. The need for poverty reduction in coastal states requires special attention;
e. The marine resources in the West Africa are highly variable. Cape Verde’s fish-

eries licenses are limited to tuna, the plans for developing its national industry
is for tuna only. Mauritania and Senegal have national and foreign fisheries for
demersal species, shrimp, small pelagics and tuna;

f. There are many different distant water fleets in West Africa with access to dif-
ferent countries: The EU, Russia, Korea, Japan, Ukraine, Poland and others
share the resources in different coastal states with private joint venture vessels
plus a fleet of illegal vessels;

g. So far, South-South arrangements have drawn little attention in the internation-
al community. West Africa has a substantial vessel exchange between its coastal
states. This practice should be included in any regional initiative for minimum
terms and conditions.[vi]

Minimum regional conditions in West Africa, where to start?
Despite the above difficulties, shared arrangements and legal approaches will
undoubtedly support the fisheries management, supervision and enforcement.
Feasible first steps towards regional minimum conditions are: Foremost, a genuine
commitment by all coastal states to co-operate towards this goal. The SRFC is an
obvious candidate to manage co-operation, but it also needs to include Morocco,
whose waters harbour a large proportion of the fisheries resources. Common a 
priori agreed positions by the coastal states would increase their negotiation power.
Regional co-operation reduces the risks/benefits of cross boundary “poaching”
resources, if vessels are paying for fisheries access across the region. It will reduce
the costs for the purchase of expensive equipment such as VMS, or requirements
for stock assessment or other potentially expensive research. As a comparison, the
common EU-position enables a strong negotiation position with Norway on the
shared stocks. In West Africa, foreign fleets currently seek access to the stocks in
those nations that offer the best deal. After Morocco ended its bilateral agree-
ments with the European Union, the EU subsequently negotiated the agreement
with Mauritania (and is currently still in that process with Senegal) using pressure
for increased access to foster its fleets. The EU-Gabon agreement was renewed in
August 2001 and now for the first time includes fishing for shrimps and
cephalopods.
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The South Pacific experience in regional conditions for
fisheries access
In the South Pacific, the document “Harmonised Minimum Terms and
Conditions” is a formal regional arrangement, whereby the member states of the
Forum Fishery Agency (FFA) agreed to reflect the conditions in their current
access agreements of the FFA member countries, representing uniformity of condi-
tions across the board. The most frequently used terms and conditions include the
requirement of foreign fishing vessel to be registered and in “good standing” in
the Monitoring System Register of Vessels before a license could be issued, the ban
on transhipment at sea and reporting conditions. These conditions are reflected in
all of the existing bilateral access agreements of the FFA member countries.[vii]

A recent development in the Pacific is the signing of the Convention on the
Conservation and Management of Highly Migratory Fish Stocks in the Western
and Central Pacific Ocean in September 2000. All major distant water fleet nations
and coastal states in the region negotiated over a period of six years. The conven-
tion will see distant water fleet nations (DWFNs) and coastal states jointly establish
fisheries management regimes to ensure that the fisheries remain sustainable.

Over the years, there has been a general improvement concerning access agree-
ments between the FFA member countries and DWFNs. The FFA member coun-
tries are now better informed on issues concerning their fisheries compared to
before the declaration of the economic exclusive zones. With the exception of the
Japanese agreements, the majority of the access agreements in the FFA region is
between foreign commercial fishing companies/vessel owners and the government
of an FFA member country. Only tuna fisheries are involved, licenses are based on
the history of the tuna price, catches and return rates. With the newly concluded
convention it is envisaged that catch limits will be introduced.8 The situation in
the South Pacific appears much simpler, but the Pacific experience is certainly use-
ful for establishing minimum access conditions in West Africa.

Some proposals for minimum regional conditions
1. Registration of all vessels involved in fisheries in West Africa’s EEZs. The SRFC

could administer these registrations;
2. Only fisheries should be allowed by vessels flying the flag of nations that are

party to the Fish Stock Agreement, the FAO Compliance Agreement and
ICCAT (the latter only for pelagic vessels catching tuna either as a target or as
bycatch);

3. A system of demonstrated good standing of fishing vessels. Those vessels that
co-operate fully with the coastal states can develop a bona fide status;

4. The strict regulation (limited number of vessels, strict reporting duties) or pro-
hibition of transhipment at sea;

5. Compliance to catch and position reporting and other management essentials
accompanied by appropriate sanctions. The conclusion of “hot pursuit” treaties
between West African states - allowing coast-guard vessels to chase offenders
into the waters of neighbouring states - is an example;[viii]

6. Joint, at least compatible, technical equipment/methodologies for monitoring
and supervision;

7. Install an international Committee of Experts to assist the SRFC in the formu-
lation of regional access conditions. This was suggested at the Senegal work-
shop;vi

8. Account for existing differences in access and financial means amongst coastal
states;

9. For social and practical reasons, minimum conditions for access should be lim-
ited to industrial vessels:
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10. Establishment of a common management regime for fisheries on stocks shared
by different fleets and/or states. This could include multi-annual quota systems,
some of the above points also form logical contributions;

11. Sanction for non-compliance by exclusion from access to the resources of a
range of states rather than one. Protocols can assist in such a system, to assure
that, should a coastal state deny access accusing a particular vessel not to con-
form to the agreed conditions, the coastal state would need to demonstrate this
according to the a priori established protocol;

12. Develop a common mechanism for financing the above conditions.

Once regional conditions for foreign access have been negotiated, DWFs wishing
to exploit resources have to negotiate their access with respective coastal states in
the distribution range of the species. The handbook for negotiating fishing agree-
ments contains a welcome series of suggestions of the minimum conditions con-
cerning DWFs.[ix] Dividing the cake over the coastal states in West Africa may
involve priority access. This should not stop the coastal states from initiating
regional conditions. Only at a later stage will the allocation of income from fish-
eries access require full negotiations amongst the coastal states.

Commercial interest of DWFs in regional minimum conditions
One can envisage some advantages for foreign fleets to engage in regional condi-
tions for access. Fleets will have more flexibility to follow the stocks in their distri-
bution range. It enables the development of long-term and stable economic rela-
tionships. The fleets could become actively involved in the management regime,
thus enabling better operational planning.

Having a proper assessment of the stock status with associated risk analyses forms
the basis for sustainable fisheries. It may also be of commercial interest to a DWF
and its government. If the stock turns out to be more depleted than estimated
during the negotiations of the agreement, the DWF may not be able to catch all
the fish it was licensed for. The license fees are therefore too high and the DWFN
is paying for “paper fish”. This was the case in the EU-Greenland 1995-2000 agree-
ment.[x] If a DWF underutilises an agreement, it also leads to overpayment. A third
way of paying too much is when the fishermen overestimate their need, so when
the operations finish they were not able to fish all the allowed resources.

Guarantees exist for tuna agreements to reduce underutilisation, in the form of
advance fees paid by vessel owners. This has to be paid in order to obtain a
licence. At the end of the period there is a settlement procedure. If the catch is
higher than foreseen, they pay an additional fee. If it is lower, the advance is not
refunded.

Common procedures for landing, transhipment and supply can be established,
which could be equally advantageous for the coastal states. Landing in the partner
country often implies reduced fees, because it is supposed to contribute to
employment in the fishing sector. But this needs sufficient inspection and compli-
ance, as shown by a recent random sample, where four out of five EU-vessels
unloaded their catch in a Moroccan port, and subsequently reloaded to be sold
elsewhere.vii

Rewarding good behaviour
In West Africa, given the large size of the artisanal fleet, this would have substan-
tial consequences for the catch limits for industrial fleets. For those fleets, priori-
ties for access within regional minimum conditions may be established, but only
when they favour sustainable and equitable fisheries. Access priority is well estab-
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lished in the form of compulsory registration of vessels is a major priority condi-
tion for access. For example, a fleet that demonstrates adequate compliance of the
conditions could be allowed preferred access, thus rewarding good behaviour. One
can also develop a system whereby vessels that don’t demonstrate to meet the min-
imum conditions are exempt from licenses in the region.

Market conditions form another instrument that can be applied to reward those
industries that are prepared to demonstrate their commitment to sustainable and
equitable fisheries. There is currently much development in responsible business
in northern markets and this is reflected in the market for fish products. Distant
water fleet nations, some of which have these markets, must exploit the potential
of the market forces to support the responsible fisheries. The call for product
traceability will greatly enhance the opportunities for this. Prohibiting the trade of
undersized fish and species that cannot be traced back to an origin of legal fishing
seems a practical option for the future.

Conclusion
Some minimum regional conditions have been identified for fisheries access in
West Africa. It is time for coastal states to start with the development of a regional
management regime. This will contribute to a more sustainable and equitable fish-
eries operations in the coastal waters of West Africa. It serves the health of the
resources, which contributes to the common fate of all parties concerned.
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